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Abstract

Music is an undeniably complex phenomenon, so the design of abstract rep-
resentations, formal models, and description languages for music-related data 
can be expected to be a rich domain. Music-making consists of a variety of 
diverse activities, and each of these presents different requirements for devel-
opers of new abstract and concrete data formats for musician users.

The topic of this anthology is the design of formal models and languages for 
a set of common musical activities including (but not limited to) composition, 
performance and production, and semantic analysis. The background of this 
work is the 50-year history of computer music programming languages, 
which began with low-level and (by today’s standards) simplistic notations 
for signal synthesis routines and compositional algorithms. Over these 50 
years, many generations of new ideas have been applied to programming 
language design, and the topics of formal modeling and explicit knowledge repre-
sentation have arisen and taken an important place in computer science, and 
thus in computer music.

The three concrete systems presented here have been developed and refined 
over a period of 25 years, and address the areas of (a) music composition (Si-
ren), (b) sound synthesis and processing (CSL), and (c) music data analysis for 
information retrieval (MAK). In each successive generation of refinement of 
these concrete languages, the underlying models and metamodels have been 
considered and incrementally merged, so that the current-generation (Siren 7, 
CSL 4 and MAK 4) share  both superficial and deep models and expressive 
facilities. This allows the user (assumed to be a composer, performer, or musi-
cologist) to share data and functionality across these domains, and, as will be 
demonstrated, to extend the models and frameworks into new areas with 
relative ease.

The significant contributions of this work to the literature can be found in 
(a) the set of design criteria and trade-offs developed for music language de-
velopers, (b) the new object-oriented design patterns for computer music sys-
tems, and (c) the trans-disciplinary design of the three specific languages for 
composers, performer/producers, and musicologists presented here.
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Setting the Stage

MODE 1.1 user interface (1992)—the first set of tools to combine support for 
music composition, signal processing, and semantic analysis in one package; 
see p. 147 for a description of this screen shot.
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1. Introduction
By any person’s estimate, both the music experience and musical content itself are 

quite complex phenomena, so the design of abstract music representations, formal 

models and metamodels, and concrete data interchange formats for music can be 

expected to be a rich domain. When lay-people think of the study of “music” in 

general, most immediately associate this with the notation of Western art music of 

the last 400 years, and the mechanics of Western tonal harmony; of course we 

should hope for a diverse multiplicity of formal activities and associated data 

models when we look a bit deeper.

Music-study (for which I will use the term “musicology,” even though its cur-
rent academic interpretation is rather narrower), includes (at least) the activities 
of analysis of musical form in complex art music, comparison of musical formal-
isms across genres, ethnological studies of musical form, content, and practice 
across cultures and historical periods, and the study of the relationship between 
music, religion, and societal power structures in various cultures. Music-making 
in-the-large consists of a variety of very different activities, including composi-
tion, arrangement, performance, and consumption, and these each make use of a 
collection of different models of musical expression, music data content and mu-
sic notations.

The history of the use of formal models for music description is also a long one, 
stretching back at least to the Hellenic era in Greece, which saw the well-known 
development by Pythagoras of a theory of temperament and tuning that we still 
use today. It is less well-known, though, that other scholars of this era proposed 
(e.g.,) models of dramaturgy and text-setting that were studied well into the 
modern period. The dawn of modern linguistics and music theory in the 19th 
century lead inevitably to the use of formal languages and mathematical models 
for music, and each successive generation of abstract mathematics has given rise 
to new models of art, and especially music. 
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Contemporary computer science has benefited greatly from the advances over 
the last century in both linguistics and mathematical logic; indeed, these form the 
foundation of theoretical computer science, and are refined and extended in the 
field of computer music. Software engineering (or applied computer science) 
deals in part with the design of abstract data and knowledge representations, as 
well as concrete data storage and interchange formats for domain-specific data 
types; the diversity of structure and semantics of musical data presents an espe-
cially complex and varied set of requirements for those wishing to use computers 
in the various facets of music-making.

The rough problem statement of this dissertation could be summarized as fol-
lows: if (a) the computer hardware to musicians can be assumed to be increasing 
in both power and capacity according to Moore’s law, and (b) the programming 
languages, development environments and support libraries for multimedia 
programming in general (and audio in particular) are thought to be gaining in 
sophistication without a comparable increase in their complexity, then (c) what is 
hindering the development of dramatic and expressive new instruments, tools, 
and music-making methods that derive their power from the new thought proc-
esses, task models, and description languages to which musicians have access? 
One can only expect that there will be a time-varying disconnect between the ca-
pacity of the new tools, and their application in concrete situations. Why should 
music be any different as an application domain than any of the other areas 
where the new media or new ways of life are perennially said to be “just around 
the corner.” The work before you will advance the state of the art in language de-
sign, design models and patterns, and system configuration for a wide range of 
musical applications, and will propose, present, and evaluate three concrete lan-
guages and systems for computer music processing.

Metamodels and Frameworks for Audio

The topic of this dissertation is the design of formal models and languages for a 
set of musical activities including (but not limited to) composition, performance 
and production, and analysis. The background of this work is the 50-year history 
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of computer music programming languages, which began with low-level and (by 
today’s standards) simplistic notations for signal synthesis routines and composi-
tional algorithms. Over these 50 years, many generations of new ideas have been 
applied to programming language design, and the topic of formal modeling 
(coming from database design and object-oriented software analysis/design) and 
knowledge representation (coming from artificial intelligence) have arisen and 
assumed an important place in both theoretical and applied computer science.

Two significant developments of the last 15 years in the field of software engi-
neering contribute to the discussion of domain-specific models and metamodels: 
(a) the language and literature of object-oriented (OO) design patterns, and (b) 
the widespread use of the universal modeling language (UML). This allows us to 
describe abstract and concrete object frameworks using design patterns as refer-
ences, and to use UML (and its variants) to present and compare system artifacts, 
be they abstract object models or concrete code implementations.

The three concrete systems described in this dissertation have been developed 
and refined through several iterations over a period of 25 years by the author, 
and address, respectively, music composition (Siren), sound synthesis and proc-
essing (CSL) and signal analysis for music information retrieval (MAK). In each 
successive generation of refinement of the concrete languages, the underlying 
formal models and metamodels have been considered and incrementally 
merged, so that the current-generation languages (Siren 7, CSL 4 and MAK 4) 
share  both superficial and deep models and expressive facilities. This allows the 
user (assumed to be a composer, performer, or musicologist) to share data and 
functionality across these domains, and, as will be demonstrated below, to ex-
tend the frameworks into new areas with relative ease (assuming the user is an 
adept programmer).

What is novel in this work is the cross-disciplinary approach in which music 
composition, sound synthesis, and signal analytics and semantic processing are 
all taken into account in the design of a set of models that share many design as-
sumptions and metamodel features. This dissertation provides quite detailed 
discussions of the design criteria for models, representations, and programming 
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languages for three kinds of music-related activity, links these to a common 
metamodel and a set of common design patterns, and evaluates these recom-
mendations via the implementation and application of three large-scale object-
oriented software systems.

Overview

The work before you is based on a collection of research papers, journal articles 
and book chapters written by the author over the span of almost 20 years, and 
reflecting software research and development spanning over 25 years. As an 
“anthology-style” dissertation, some overlap between the sections is inevitable. 
In the case of the chapters selected for inclusion here, however, that redundancy 
is kept to an absolute minimum—even in the case of multiple descriptions of the 
same software—due to the fact that the descriptions are targeted at quite differ-
ent sets of readers, as in the expositions of the three concrete systems presented 
below, some of which are written for the specialized computer music community, 
and some for the broader computer science or object-oriented design literature.

The outline of this dissertation is as follows. In Section 2, the background and 
context of the current study is introduced by three chapters, each of which pre-
sets a different survey of computer hardware/software support for music-
making activities. The first of these, Chapter 2.A, develops a set of dimensions 
for a possible taxonomy of computer music systems, whereas the second survey, 
given in Chapter 2.B, covers the domain of abstract formalisms for representing 
compositional structures, and the design of high-level compositional algorithms. 
In Chapter 2.C, the 20-year history of integrated hardware/software systems for 
computer music is surveyed and evaluated. The problems and promises of com-
puter music, and especially of advanced computer hardware/software support 
for composition and performance are given in Section 3, which consists of a pair 
of “wish list” chapters that detail for current state-of-the-art in the domains of 
high-level data abstraction languages and GUIs, and integrated hi- and low-level 
software/hardware systems for computer music.
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The topic of high-level data models and computer system support for compos-
ers and compositional data and knowledge is addressed in detail in the seven 
chapters in Section 4, where the Siren software system (previously known as Hy-
perScore and MODE) is introduced. This section moves from a discussion of the 
user-level requirements for music description languages in general, through a 
detailed description of the Siren system and its kernel, the Smoke music repre-
sentation, and concludes with several short articles that present systems devel-
oped within Smoke/Siren for specific compositional techniques.

Section 5 addresses the design of models and languages for sound synthesis 
and processing; it provides details of the motivation and evolution of the CSL 
system for sound programming. As in the previous section, it opens with an in-
depth survey of the relevant design issues, this time concentrating on the domain 
known as software sound synthesis languages, especially the MusicN family of lan-
guages. The difference is that, in this section, we incorporate implementation de-
tails of digital audio signal processing libraries, since these have a direct impact 
on the language designer. This introduction is followed by the introduction of the 
CREATE signal library (CSL) and its corresponding metamodel, the metamodel 
for multimedia systems (4MS).

The third core area addressed in this work is audio signal analysis and feature 
extraction for the development of music databases for the domain commonly re-
ferred to as “music information retrieval” (MIR). Section 6 is dedicated to an out-
line the requirements of several kinds of MIR applications, and presents several 
versions and applications of the music analysis kernel (MAK, formerly FMAK) 
software framework for MIR. The section starts with a survey of MIR systems 
and their design criteria, which is followed to an overview of feature vector and 
database design for MIR tools. The final two chapters in the section address 
MAK and its application in the expert mastering assistant (EMA)

The final sections then draw the discussion together and give the evaluation 
and notes for future work. In the two Appendices, we attach more detailed user-
level documentation and code examples of both Siren and MAK.
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References and Glossaries

As would be expected in an anthology dissertation, there are several sets of ref-
erences and bibliographies that warrant special attention, especially the reference 
lists in each of the “survey” chapters of Section 2, and the extended glossaries in 
Chapters 2.A and 6.B. The topic-specific surveys and references of Chapters 4.D, 
5.A and 6.B should also be called to the reader’s attention. The special issues of 
model and language design appear in different settings in Chapters 4.A, 4.B, 5.C 
and 6.A. Concrete application examples and their evaluations are given in Chap-
ters 4.E-G, 5.B and 6-C/D.

Contributions

After the exhaustive literature survey and problem statement, this work ad-
dresses the domains of music composition, synthesis, and analysis, and presents 
the three languages described above. the concrete novel contributions of each 
system are different.

In the domain of music knowledge representation and music input languages, 
the Siren/Smoke composition framework introduces a very significant set of new 
object-oriented design patterns for multimedia systems, which will include

• multi-aspect magnitudes;

• typed-associations;

• mapping containers;

• terse/verbose factories;

• typed/filtering iterators;

• “Navigator” MVC and reusable structure editors;

• pluggable structure accessor;

• layout manager;

• display item generator;

• subjects and drivers;

• structure generators; and

• structure modifiers.
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On the topic of software sound synthesis, the CSL system implements a new 
and novel metamodel (4MS) of multimedia signal systems, and provides an un-
precedented degree of flexibility in the construction and execution of digital 
audio signal processing (DASP) graphs that are:

• described in a terse format that looks much like a MusicN-family scripting 
language, but is, in fact, standard C++;

• reflective and have explicit I/O and control ports;

• implement the observer pattern to allow non-hierarchical signal flow and 
arbitrary out-of-order operations;

• run at different sample rates, numbers of channels, and sample formats;

• can be wrapped in instrument objects for (MIDI/OSC) I/O; and

• can be dynamically distributed among several processes/processors.

Music information retrieval (MIR) is a diverse and complex field, and the MAK 
system detailed below limits itself to a narrow set of input formats (mixed stereo 
content) and a selected set of operations (segmentation, clustering, similarity 
search). The MAK architecture introduces a new MIR meatmodel expressed in-
terms of a reusable set of MIR software sub-partitions:

• windowed analysis and first-stage feature extraction;

• mid-level perceptual mapping and semantic feature derivation;

• song-level statistical processing and segmentation;

• database formatting and I/O; and

• machine-learning data set clustering, labeling, classification; and

• data-mining analysis.

The greatest overall contribution of this work is certainly the evolving study of 
the cross-links between the domains of composition, synthesis, and analysis that 
permeates the entire discussion of Siren, CSL and MAK, and informs the discus-
sions of patterns, frameworks and architectures that constitutes this dissertation.
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Addendum

The three addenda (added in May 2007, almost two years after the initial sub-
mission of this dissertation) bring the reader up to date on the recent develop-
ments in Siren, CSL, and MAK. Details on the on-going model-merge and in-
creasing language interoperability can be found here.
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2. Background: Models of Music Composition and  
Performance
Any history of electronic and computer music will stress the diversity of theoreti-

cal and technological approaches found in the literature, often starting with the 

period after the end of the second World War, where parallel groups in Germany 

and France developed elektronische musik (often associated with Karlheinz Stock-

hausen and the WDR studio in Cologne) and musique concrète (pioneered by Pierre 

Schaeffer at the ORTF studio in Paris). This was followed in the 1950s by the ad-

vent of two streams of computer software for music-making: software sound syn-

thesis, which was introduced in a 1958 publication on the “acoustical compiler” by 

Max Mathews and John Pierce of Bell Telephone Laboratories in New Jersey, and 

simultaneously the development of the first programs for stochastic algorithmic 

composition for traditional instruments developed by Lejaren Hiller and Leonard 

Isaacson at the University of Illinois, which lead to the premiere of the composi-

tion The Illiac Suite for string quartet in 1957. 

During the 1960s, separate streams of research and development were dedi-
cated to advances along both of these lines of inquiry (expressed in terms of sev-
eral families of software for sound synthesis and algorithmic composition, re-
spectively), and the advent of analog synthesis circuitry gave way (no surprise 
here) to two competing families of analog synthesizers epitomized by the prod-
ucts of Moog and ARP (more akin to traditional keyboard instruments) and to 
those of Buchla and EMS (consciously more divergent from keyboard instrument 
history). 

By the time of the advent of affordable personal computers, powerful digital 
signal processors, and high-level programming languages in the mid-to-late 
1970s, one can safely assume that there was a wide range of different opinions as 
to what the new instruments (i.e., one based around a computer and dedicated 
signal processor) should look like, that is to say, what their historical reference 
and task/data models ought to be.
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Applications of Advanced Computer Science Topics in Computer Music

The computer music literature, especially as reported in 30 years of Computer 
Music Journal and the Proceedings of the International Computer Music Conference, is 
populated by earnest attempts to apply every new conceptual advance, and 
every fad software technology in computer science to one or the other facet of 
music-making activity. Examples include sophisticated music-oriented software 
systems using neural nets, chaos mathematics, genetic programming, rule-based 
expert systems, dynamic programming, machine learning, distributed systems, 
scripting languages, web-based content and feature, virtual reality, and func-
tional, object-oriented and logic programming techniques.

The explicit discussion of how music formats and languages are designed has 
also been part of the literature, both in the form of a wealth of in-depth theoreti-
cal papers on language design issues, and of an ever-growing set of applied sys-
tems that present the user with every model for function delivery from configur-
able applications to basic programming language libraries.

The work submitted as the body of this dissertation consists of three specific 
long-term development streams that consist of both object models and functional 
programmer’s interfaces (APIs) for the three tasks of (a) music composition (Si-
ren), (b) sound synthesis and processing (CSL), and (c) music data analysis for 
information retrieval (MAK).

Overview of Section 2

The survey given in chapter 2.A aims for breadth rather than detail, and at-
tempts to relate the divergent hardware/software systems observed in the litera-
ture of the 1980s to one another according to an informal taxonomy of many di-
mensions of comparison. The computer music systems of interest are also related 
to the contemporary developments in advanced modeling and artificial intelli-
gence, to state-of-the-art programming languages, and to integrated, rapid turn-
around software development/delivery environments. The discussion in this 
chapter introduces many terms and reference to the literature of computer music, 
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advanced/high-level programming languages, and experimental integrated pro-
gramming environments.

In stark contrast to this, the second survey chapter (2.B) lays out a wide array of 
compositional formalisms and music description languages and introduces the 
language of knowledge representation (itself a sub-domain of artificial intelli-
gence) to the discourse relating to music composition. Although the concrete mu-
sical examples are primarily drawn from my early compositions (seeing as the 
article is almost 20 years old), they cover a significant subset of the domain of 
musical formalisms used by composers.

The third and most recent (though still ten-year-old) chapter in this section con-
tributes the more modern notion of a “computer music workstation,” and at-
tempts to develop a rudimentary taxonomy of integrated hardware/software 
systems wherein the hardware consists of sophisticated high-performance 
general-purpose computational elements and dedicated signal processing and 
input/output components, and the software incorporates a general-purpose op-
erating system as well as high-level programming languages and interactive 
tools specifically developed for music composition or performance. This configu-
ration would today be called an off-the-shelf digital audio workstation or DAW.

Taken together, these three chapters present a thorough and detailed overview 
of the field of abstract models and concrete language and system design for 
computer-assisted musical activity, and will serve to set the stage for the discus-
sion that follows.

To establish the vocabulary and set the stage for the discussion that follows in 
this dissertation, Chapter 2.A exposes and develops a number of dimensions that 
define a possible set of taxonomies of software and hardware tools and instru-
ments for composers. This chapter cites a large number of computer music sys-
tem implementations from the literature, and incorporates into the analysis a 
range of contemporary ideas from advanced programming language design and 
integrated programming environments.
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Concretely, the chapter builds up to a detailed list of design considerations to 
take into account in the development of formal models of musical objects and 
structures, and of hardware/software system integrations for musical tasks.

Task models of musical activities are used to motivate the definitions of the 
taxonomies, and the example systems are described in terms of their relevant and 
distinguishing capabilities and features. The Glossary and Bibliography pre-
sented here and in Chapter 2.B serve as references for this entire work.

The theoretical underpinnings of musical knowledge representation, and a 
progressive set of modeling and notational examples drawn from the author’s 
musical compositions, are the central topics of Chapter 2.B, an extended article 
from 1986 (almost 20 years ago now!). The essay poses a set of questions about 
the kind of data structures that would be of use to a composer, and how these 
might be visualized and manipulated. A formal introduction to the basic parame-
ters of musical notes and gestures, the so-called music magnitudes, is sketched out, 
and this leads to some brain-storming about experimental music notations that 
are seen as interactive visual data sets.

The musical notations introduced here range from fairly simple structured and 
procedural models of musical thought (note-objects and event generators), to non-
linear hyper-media music editors (HyperScore editors), and to agent-based, active 
network, and expert system perspectives on composition and compositional data 
(DoubleTalk networks and TR-Trees). The essay concludes with a set of high-level 
questions for differentiating musical models, and another Bibliography citing the 
literature on modeling and language design.

In the third and final Chapter of Section 2 (written in 1995), the topic returns to 
system integration, and the progress during the 1980s and early-1990s in high-
level software, low-level software, and hardware system architecture for musical 
tools and instruments is studied. The Chapter surveys the concrete advances in 
operating systems, graphical users interfaces, software development tools, and 
digital signal processing (DSP) hardware, and describes the hardware/software 
configuration that still corresponds to the typical musician’s home studio.
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The broad and deep topical introduction, and the detailed survey of the prior 
literature given in these three chapters will prepare the reader to be lead through 
the basic design of the three music language systems that follow.
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2.A:  Music Composition and Scoring by Computer 
(originally appeared in G. Haus, ed. Music Processing. A-
R Editions, 1992)
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ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a set of design criteria and points of current debate in the development
of computer music workstations. It surveys the systems of the last ten years and makes several subjective
comments on the design and implementation of computer-based tools for music composition, production, and
live performance. The intent is to focus the reader’s attention on the issues of hardware architecture and soft-
ware support in defining computer-based tools and instruments.

Introduction
At the 1984 ICMC in Paris, an integrated composer's workstation for software sound synthesis and production
was demonstrated by PCS/Cadmus, GmbH (Cadmus 1985); the system consisted of an engineering-class
desk-top UNIX multi-processing computer with very fast integer, floating-point, and I/O performance, gen-
erous RAM and disk memories, a state-of-the-art video monitor, and a “studio-quality” DAC/ADC sub-
system, for the approximate cost of US$ 35,000. The software included a Music V-family batch “sound
compiler,” and a suite of graphical and interactive tools based on the software practice of the day.
The current technology in workstation-based music systems—as described in several articles inComputer
Music Journal 16:3 (Kahrs and Killian; Ballista et al.; Pope 1992)—offers configurations such as the “Interim
DynaPiano,” which is based on an off-the-shelf engineering-class multi-processing UNIX workstation with
very fast integer, floating-point, and I/O performance, generous RAM and disk memories, a state-of-the-art
video monitor, “studio-quality” DAC/ADC subsystems, and not-all-that-dissimilar software, all for the
approximate list price of US$ 35,000.
So what's changed? Workstation configurations for music composition and production have in fact changed
less (qualitatively) than the radical increase in system capacity and performance over the last decade would
lead one to expect (or hope). Why is this, and is it good news or bad?
This paper will address these questions, and present examples of components of modern workstation-based
CM based on three recent articles inComputer Music Journal—on computer music (CM) workstations (Pope
1992), software languages for sound synthesis (Pope 1993b), and on sound file systems (Pope and Van Ros-
sum). The issues of computer-based systems for composition and realization tasks in the studio, and for real-
time live performance, will be discussed based on (Pope 1993c), and the current system-level definitions of
“real-time synthesizer,” “digital recording system,” “compositional language,” and “voice editor” will be pre-
sented (Pope 1993a). In the final sections, the paper moves to four currently raging debates: (1) using special-
purpose DSP hardware vs. off-the-shelf host computers,(2) “consumer-class” PCs vs. “engineering-class”
workstations as platforms,(3) special-purpose music ASICs vs. DSPs vs. general-purpose RISC architec-
tures, and(4) the (developer and end-user) programming language issue (high- vs. low- level,general- vs.
special-purpose, graphical vs. text-oriented UI, etc.).

Background
The computer music literature includes a rich legacy of many flavors of computer-based “music worksta-
tions.” Several good surveys, taxonomies, and anthologies exist (see especially Gordon; Loy and Abbott;
Pennycook; Pope 1993a, 1993c, 1994), and there is general (informal) agreement about the definitions of the
various system categories. Nevertheless, there are still many open issues in the design of computer-based
music tools, systems, and instruments, and the debate demonstrates the breadth of opinions about some of the
basic concepts involved.
The criteria for comparing systems used in several of the taxonomies center around where digital sound sam-
ples are created and stored, and how their manipulation is controlled. Using a general-purpose computer of
any kind for interacting with synthesizers imposes a model or paradigm as to how their synthesis algorithms
or sample storage facilities are mapped and presented to the user. Synthesizers either directly generate sample
streams, or process relatively static sample databases, under real-time unmoderated, interactive (or MIDI)
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control. Software voice editors, sample dump and patch editors, and other software tools often use MIDI sys-
tem exclusive messages to either down-load command scripts (algorithms) and parameter settings, or to up-
and down-load sample data files from/to the (RAM and disk) memory of the host computer under some end-
user GUI’s control. The categories of “what to present the user with”—a programming language with musical
structures and functions, an oscilloscope, a “sound laboratory” model, a tape-based production and mixing
studio, a score editor/sequencer, a “configurable” real-time performance instrument, etc.—differ fundamen-
tally in where sounds are stored, how they are generated and manipulated, and from what central point their
processing is controlled (Pope 1993a).
There are many interesting configurations of computers, signal processors, large high-throughput memories,
MIDI or other control I/O, and multi-channel DAC/ADC interfaces. Computer music workstations are based
on off-the-shelf PC or workstation computers with some music-specific sound and/or control I/O facilities.
These systems range from one-piece programmable sampler/synthesizers, to Mac+MIDI/Max+I/O, to UNIX
multi-processor workstations with some mix of DAC/ADCs, DSP co-processors or MIDI interfaces. They
frequently provide multiple levels of storage and of processing models, and offer different tool paradigms
implemented in software on the same hardware.
The next section presents some of the history of the last decade’s development in this area, and introduces
several design criteria and architectural considerations. This is followed by a survey section and then the dis-
cussion of the topics of current debate.

CM Workstations
The development of interactive workstation-based CM systems started very shortly after personal computers
with enough power and flexibility to support musical applications became available. By the mid-1970’s, sev-
eral teams had already demonstrated workstation-based integrated hardware and software tools for real-time
software sound synthesis or synthesizer control (e.g., on Alto computers at Xerox PARC, or on early Lisp
Machines at the MIT AI Lab). These systems were clearly computers (rather than being confused with the
analog synthesizers of the day), but were also much different than the “popular” computer music systems of
the era—large DEC or IBM mainframe computers.
During the 5 years from 1977 (introduction of the Apple II and several other popular microcomputers) until
about 1982 (introduction of MIDI and several MC68000-based UNIX workstations), there was a wide variety
of small (non-mainframe) computer music systems. These ranged from analog synthesizers controlled by
small personal computers (e.g., Apple-II-based systems) to powerful bit-sliced digital synthesizers (Walraff).
At that time, the lines between music production tools and performance instruments were not so clear, as was
the differentiation between PCs and workstation-class computers.
The same 5-year time period saw the rise of the UNIX operating system, first on “mini-computers” (a concept
that has disappeared altogether) such as the popular DEC PDP-11 series, and later on single-user workstations
and larger machines (then called “super-mini-computers) such as the DEC VAX-11 series. Several groups
were busily developing software sound synthesis systems based on UNIX during this time (Moore, Pope
1993b; Pope and Van Rossum). The 1984-era Cadmus 9000 system mentioned above used the UCSD CARL
cmusic software-based sound synthesis and processing suite, and the csound file system (Moore). It had no
real-time performance capabilities other than playing sound files from the hard disk, though MIDI was added
to it later (Pope 1986).

Interim DynaPianos
The series of HW/SW configurations I call theInterim DynaPiano (IDP, Pope 1986, 1987, 1992) are also
based primarily (though not exclusively) on UNIX workstations, and support varying combinations of off-
line production and real-time interactive performance. The motivation for the development of the IDP family
is the desire to build a powerful, flexible, and portable computer-based composer’s tool and musical instru-
ment that is affordable by a professional composer (i.e., around the price of a good piano or sophisticated
MIDI studio). The hardware and low-level software of the system should consist entirely of off-the-shelf
commercial components. The basic configuration of these systems is consistent with a whole series of tools
based on the core technology described above. The motivations for this are outlined below.
The importance of using a commercial PC or workstation computer is simply wide availability. A powerful
multi-tasking operating system with built-in lower-level signal- and event-handling drivers and support
libraries is required so that the higher-level software components can be flexible, portable, and abstract. These
high-level and front-end components must be written in an interpreted or rapid-turn-around incrementally-
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compiled software development and delivery environment. If possible, the development language and envi-
ronment should provide abstraction layers that mask platform OS-dependent driver details.
The use of a powerful and abstract central programming language integrated with the user interface “shell”
is very important to the “dynamic” part of an IDP; the goal is to address the issues of learnability, scalability,
abstraction, and flexibility, and provide a system that meets the requirements ofexploratory programming
systems or interactive programming environments as defined in (Barstow, Shrobe, and Sandewall) and else-
where. The system should also be designed to support interchangeable (“pluggable”) interactive front-ends
(e.g., graphical editors, or musical structure description languages) and back-ends (e.g., MIDI output, sam-
pled sound processing commands, sound compiler note-lists, or DSP co-processor control). The components
of such packages have been defined (e.g., Layer and Richardson), as: (1) a powerful, abstract programming
language with automatic storage management, interpreted and/or incrementally-compiled execution, and a
run-time available compiler; (2) software libraries including reusable low- and high-level modules; (3) a win-
dowed interactive user interface “shell” text and/or menu system; (4) a set of development, debugging, and
code management tools; (5) an interface to “foreign-language” (often C and assembler) function calls; and
(6) a software framework for constructing interactive graphical applications.
The primary languages for early such systems were Lisp and Smalltalk, and to a lesser extent Prolog and
Forth, because of several basic concepts. All four languages provide an extremely simple, single-paradigm
programming model and consistent syntax that scales well to large expressions (a matter of debate). All can
be interpreted or compiled with ease, and are often delivered with interactive development environments
based on one or more “read-eval-print loop” shells.
The history of the various Lisp machines demonstrates the scalability of Lisp both up and down, so that every-
thing from high-level application frameworks to device drivers can be developed in a single language system.
Lisp is very much alive today, on both PC- and engineering-class hosts. The Smalltalk heritage shows the
development of the programming language, the basic class libraries, the user interface framework, and the
delivery platform across at least four full generations. Several current Smalltalk implementations—IBM,
ParcPlace-Digitalk, Inc., Free Software Foundation—offer sophisticated development environments that is
also portable to a diverse range of platforms, fast, and stable. These systems are largely source-code compat-
ible with “standard” Smalltalk-80.

IDP-like Systems of the 1980s and Early 1990s
There has been varying progress in the evolution of each of the hardware and software components listed
above between the systems developed in the early 1980s and those used today. Comments on several of the
systems that have influenced the current design will follow.
The research systems that appeared along the coasts of the USA (in Cambridge and Palo Alto) in the mid-to-
late 1970’s were generally programmed in non-mainstream languages and used non-commercial (i.e., not
widely available) hardware. The advent of UNIX and the Motorola 68000 microprocessor lead to a plethora
of commercial UNIX workstation computers in the first years of the 1980’s that went by the moniker “3M
machines” —1 MIPS (million instructions per second) CPU performance, 1 Mbyte RAM memory and 1
Mpixel bit-mapped screen resolution. Several groups used these to developcomputer music workstationsor
intelligent composer’s assistantsat that time.
TheSSSP synthesizer developed by Bill Buxton et al. at the University of Toronto in the late 1970s combined
a Digital Equipment Corp. DEC PDP-11 computer with special user interface and sound synthesis hardware
(Buxton et al. 1978). The synthesizer could produce up to 16 voices using various synthesis methods in real-
time under the control of the PDP-11. The software was a broad range of UNIX-based C-language routines
and applications that all manipulated the same event and voice data structures (Buxton et al. 1979). This con-
figuration—a custom hardware digital synthesizer controlled by a general-purpose multi-user computer
(Buxton et al. 1978; Walraff)—has disappeared today, or is a Macintosh with a DSP card such as the Sam-
pleCell a contemporary example?
TheCARL/cmusic software distribution put together in 1982 by F. Richard Moore and D. Gareth Loy at the
Computer Audio Research Laboratory (CARL) at the University of California in San Diego (UCSD) included
comprehensive C language libraries for event and signal processing of all sorts, and thecmusic “sound com-
piler,” a simple, extensible member of the Music-V family (Moore). The integration and use of the tools is
via the UNIX C-shell, C preprocessor, and C compiler. The simplicity, comprehensiveness, and extensibility
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of the CARL software has made it the basis of several powerful computer music research and production tools
on a variety of platforms, including DEC VAXen, Sun workstations, and NeXT machines.
Christopher Fry’sFlavors Band(Fry) was a Symbolics Lisp Machine-based tool kit based on the notion of
phrase processors that are manipulated and applied in a menu-oriented and Lisp-listener user interface. It used
a pre-MIDI connection to a Fender Rhodes Chroma synthesizer for output and was used for a variety of styles
and productions. Flavors Band phrase processors served as the models for several current interaction para-
digms, such as Miller Puckette’sMax and the MODE’s event-generators and -modifiers (Pope 1992).
The CHANT/FORMES environment developed by Xavier Rodet et al. at IRCAM between 1980 and 1985
(Rodet and Cointe) used (ObjV)Lisp running (in various incarnations) on DEC VAX, Sun workstation and
Apple Macintosh computers. The basic description and processing systems of the FORMES environment
were extended by Macintosh-based graphical user interfaces, connection to the CHANT synthesis language,
and theEsquisse composition system.
Kyma (Scaletti) is a graphical sound manipulation and composition language developed by Carla Scaletti. It
is linked to theCapybara, a scalable real-time digital signal processor built by Kurt Hebel. The Smalltalk-80-
based software tools that comprise Kyma present a uniquely abstract and concrete composition and realiza-
tion platform. Kyma is one of the only full IDP systems (as defined above) delivered on a personal computer
(i.e., PC or Macintosh); it is also a prime example of multi-language integration with Smalltalk-80; in it
Smalltalk methods generate, download, and schedule microcode for the Capybara DSP, as well as reading
and writing MIDI.
The recentCommon Lisp music/Common music (clm/cm) system developed by William Schottstaedt and
Heinrich Taube at the CCRMA Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics at Stanford University
combines a NeXT “cube” workstation with an Ariel Corp.Quint Processor with five Motorola DSP56001
co-processors (Schottstaedt; Taube). The combined system supports signal synthesis and processing, score
description and management, and MIDI capture and performance in a unified Lisp-based environment. This
is a powerful state-of-the-art Lisp-based music system. More recently, it has been ported to other Common
Lisp platforms, such as Intel-based PCs.
Eric Lindemann, Miller Puckette et al’sIRCAM Musical Workstation (Lindemann et al.) used a Next “cube”
with a DSP card designed at IRCAM and manufactured by Ariel Corp. that contained two Intel i860 floating-
point signal processors and a Motorola DSP56001 for I/O. The higher-level software included integrated and
stand-alone tools for performance and programming.
There are several non-examples deserve citation to further demonstrate the discussion of CM workstations.
The various C/C++/Objective C-based systems such as that of the NeXT computer’s Sound and Music Kits,
the “standard” CARL environment, or the Composer’s Desktop Project (Atkins et al.) do provide sound com-
pilers, vocoders and sound processing tools, but fail to integrate them into a fully-interactive exploratory pro-
gramming environment. The range of Macintosh-based MIDI packages includes flexible programmable
systems for music (e.g., MIDI-Lisp or HMSL), but these address the event and event list levels only (often
using MIDI note events as the only abstraction), and generally rely on MIDI’s crude model of signals. Many
other PC- and workstation-based signal-oriented systems generally fall into the categories of closed applica-
tions (e.g., the Studer/EditechDyaxis, hard-disk recorders,Music-N compiler tool kits, or samplers), that are
not programmable “composer’s workbenches.” Such applications must be provided in an open and customi-
zable way for a truly general workstation.

Issues
The following sections will address several of the issues of current debate related to the topics introduced
above. It should be stressed that these represent my personal opinions (with some backing from the refer-
ences), rather than a well-founded general unified theory.

What are Computer Music Workstations?
Based on the criteria given above in the discussion of the design criteria for the Interim DynaPiano, I believe
that extensibility and programmability are very important to any CM workstation. This definition does, how-
ever, exclude most of the products on the market that bear this moniker. I consider most of them to be syn-
thesizers with built-in effects boxes and some degree of programmability. End-user extensibility can be
directly related to the availability of a general-purpose programming language. “Closed” hardware/software
systems that provide limited extensibility cannot be considered workstations according to this definition,
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though they might be very good synthesizers, hard-disk recorders, or effects boxes. There are, of course, gray
areas, in that some “dedicated” devices also provide a useful degree of programmability (e.g., the Eventide
H3000), while some computer-based tools do not provide general-purpose programming languages (e.g.,
Macintosh + Max + MIDI).

General- vs. Special-purpose Platform
There are three architectural choices for digital music-processing hardware: general-purpose CPUs, special-
purpose DSP CPUs, and music-specific ASICs. The relative power and cost of these three options is, how-
ever, a function of time, and all systems based on three have been in common use for at least ten years.
Over the first half of the 1990s, the power of general-purpose CPUs has increased dramatically; today’s RISC
CPU is many times more capable than that of 1990—when RISCs were just coming into vogue. The relative
performance of dedicated DSP CPUs and the production costs of ASICs have not—in my opinion—kept pace
with this, so that ever more applications are solvable using general-purpose CM workstations rather than ded-
icated hardware (e.g., Freed, Rodet, and Depalle). There is, however, no guarantee that some change in ASIC
costs (better/faster FPLAs, for example) will not change this situation at some time in the future.
Every computer is designed for some model of what the user’s program wants to do. Whether a general-pur-
pose RISC or special-purpose multi-bus DSP is better for some given task depends on how similar that task
is to those for which the RISC and DSP were designed. Some DSPs, for example, make excellent digital fil-
ters—due to their good multiply-accumulate performance with small parameter sets—but poor reverbera-
tors—due to their limited on-chip memory. I believe it is too complex an issue to state categorically that
special-purpose DSPs (or general-purpose RISCs) will always be preferable for musical applications. I
believe that, if we’re lucky, we’ll see great improvements in all three areas (ASICs, DSPs, and RISCs) over
the next decade, and will be able to combine them into music-specific configurations more easily.

UNIX, MacOS and DOS as CM Platforms
There are all sorts of religious wars going on within engineering groups and on the market as to whether “pro-
fessional” computer systems (e.g., UNIX workstations) are still significantly different (better) than “con-
sumer” (e.g., Macintosh or DOS) personal computer systems. This distinction is getting more and more
blurred with the porting of “high-end” operating systems (e.g., Sun’s Solaris or NeXTSTEP) onto Intel-based
hardware. The “low end” hardware is also getting better, with the introduction of the Motorola/IBM/Apple
PowerPC, the PCI bus, the 100 MHz (and correct!) Intel Pentium CPUs, and other recent developments.
It is my contention, though, that there is still an important difference between a “souped up” personal com-
puter and an “engineering class” UNIX workstation. UNIX is a powerful multi-tasking, multi-user operating
system that has a large collection of OS facilities as “standard equipment”—interprocess communication,
TCP/IP networking, shared memory, sockets, memory mapping, multi-processor support, client/server win-
dow systems, etc. It remains to be seen how far Microsoft and Apple can go and retain their required back-
ward compatibility. An “engineering class” workstation (or Macintosh) generally also includes as standard
hardware many items that are third-party options on Intel-based computers: a network interface, “CD-qual-
ity” audio I/O, a mouse, a fast disk bus, etc. There is also an important current trend among most of the UNIX
workstation vendors towards symmetrical multiprocessing; Sun, IBM, DEC, SGI, and H-P all offer SMP sys-
tems with 4 or more processors. It is well known that many popular CM applications can well profit from
SMP (as in the 1984 Cadmus system, or the 1995 SPARC-based IDP).
It would be my hope that there will be some successor to UNIX (and Smalltalk) in the next decade, and that
it will be based on a good foundation, rather than being constrained to be backwards-compatible to a PC OS.
Layered micro-kernel architectures and message-passing OS kernels are being developed that will extend the
true real-time facilities in new OS platforms.

Development Tools
Having good low-level and high-level development tools for music applications is another very important cri-
terium. In this area there has been a significant merging between the PC-based and workstation-based sys-
tems. It is important that a CM workstation include a general-purpose (abstract, high-level, reusable, modern)
programming language with general-purpose and music-specific application libraries. The last ten years has
seen several music-specific languages come and go, and the popular ones are still either based on the Music
V paradigm (Lansky; Moore; Vercoe), or on general-purpose languages with music-specific extensions or
libraries (Honing; Jaffe and Boynton; Oppenheim; Pope 1992; Scaletti; Schottstaedt; Taube).
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The bad news is many of us are still programming with depressingly low-level tools. C was designed for writ-
ing compilers and device drivers, not large programs. C++ is a mistake in progress. I believe we should all
look for the highest-level language that is appropriate for the task (Freed). For some tasks this will be a low-
level language such as C, for most others, high-level abstract languages such as Lisp, Prolog or Smalltalk are
better choices. The same applies to software development environments (as outlined above), but I won’t bela-
bor the point any further here. As above, it is my hope that in ten years more of us have what some of us have
today—good rapid-turn-around incremental development environments based on high-level languages.

End-user Screen- and Mouse-based GUI Paradigms
Disappointingly little has changed in the last decade in the area of graphical user interface (GUI) interaction
paradigms. Ten years ago, people acknowledged the Xerox Smalltalk and STAR systems as the originators
of all common mouse- and menu-based GUI techniques, and today Apple and Microsoft are in court over it,
but the technology has improved little. The only important recent GUI technology is Apple’s handwriting rec-
ognition software. This is also of interest to CM, but I have yet to see any concrete applications of it.
There are numerous voices more eloquent than mine calling for better GUI technology, but no general agree-
ment on what we should replace our windows and menus with. Within CM, there are several interesting pro-
posals for novel application GUIs, but the mainstream is still very much 2-D and based on relatively ancient
models such as the tape recorder or mixing desk. I hope for web-based sound database browsers, hyper-media
score editors, and automatic-learning AI-based programming tools in the future, and for a system with 3-D
graphical and aural virtual reality “renderers” as the GUI paradigm.

Real-time Performance Interfaces
In this area as well, things are relatively stable (which can be taken as good or bad news). Most CM systems
provide MIDI and stereophonic sampled sound I/O, and only a few support higher-bandwidth interfaces such
as multi-channel (four or more) DAC/ADCs, ZIPI control, HTM, or other real-time interfaces.
The severe bandwidth limitations of MIDI are being alleviated by the interfaces that support several parallel
MIDI channels from one computer, but there is still no general solution, other than an entirely new protocol
such as ZIPI. The same applies to sound I/O; there are several systems that attempt to standardize multi-chan-
nel sound formats (Pope and Van Rossum), but little general agreement on one of them. This is, however, one
of the most active areas of CM research and development, and I believe the can be sure that there will be major
advancements on the coming decade in this area (see the comments above).

Conclusions
The more things change, the more they stay the same. This is not all bad, however. The last decade has indeed
seen radical improvements in the price-performance ratio of affordable CM systems. To return to the example
of the 1984 Cadmus 9000 (2 * MC68010/24 MB RAM/880 MB disk) and the 1995 SPARCstation-based IDP
(2 * SPARC/96 MB RAM/4 GB disk), there is a performance ratio of about 200 (two hundred) between them
for some basic tasks such as software sound synthesis or sound file mixing. Even though much of the software
I use has stayed basically the same, there is a big difference between programming in Music-11 or cmusic in
1984 and programming in Smalltalk and Cmix today, just as there is between the UNIX (or MacOS) of yes-
teryear and today’s model. My prediction is that ever more of us will be able to afford open, flexible, and-
powerful tools for music processing and performanced in the years to come.
General-purpose computers with music-specific I/O and/or processing hardware are delivering some of the
most powerful, flexible, and interactive performance instruments and production tools in use or development
today. A high-powered PC or UNIX workstation with a DAC/ADC system, a DSP processor and MIDI or
ZIPI interfaces, combined with a flexible, multi-level software suite, can represent a special class of tool for
composers, performers, producers, and theorists. The next ten years promise to bring us whole new genera-
tions of digital music workstations.
In this paper, it is not my intent to complain, nor to say “I told you so,” but rather to survey the progress of
the last decade, and to discuss several areas that I would like to focus the reader’s attention on. It is important
to repeat that there are several good surveys and taxonomies that better introduce the topic of CM worksta-
tions, and that the references should be consulted to “flesh out” many of the remarks made here.
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2.D: Summary
Although the preceding surveys were quite different in terms of the fields they 
cover and the dimensions of the taxonomies they propose, when taken together 
they provide us with the concepts and vocabulary necessary to proceed on to an 
in-depth discussion of music models and hardware/software system design. The 
intention of this introductory section has also been to present the literature of 
computer music of the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s to the reader and to provide refer-
ences for further research.

Each chapter defined a number of terms, proposed a set of taxonomical dimen-
sions, and concluded with concrete questions of design trade-offs for systems at 
the level of their respective task models. Each chapter in the section also contrib-
uted to the dissertations extended bibliography of the field of music modeling 
and music programming language design.

The discussion in Chapter 2.A started by incorporating several sets of dimen-
sions from earlier taxonomies of music systems (from Bruce Pennycook and D. 
Gareth Loy) and advanced programming environments (from Adele Goldberg 
and this author), and then developed a list of questions about the fundamental 
definitions used in such computer music task/system/notation taxonomies. On 
the basis of this introduction, the system survey compared a number of well-
known and widely cited hardware/software systems of the 1970s and 1980s.

The second chapter in this section concentrated on music notations and repre-
sentations of music compositional algorithms, applying the recent developments 
from artificial intelligence and knowledge representation to the discussion of 
graphical models of musical structure and behavior. Each notation or model de-
scribed here is evaluated in terms of its properties and problems.

In Chapter 2.C, the issues surrounding the elusive definition of just what con-
stitutes a “computer music workstation” are outlined, and the considerations of 
hardware support, operating systems, development environments, and user in-
terface paradigms are introduced.
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The purpose of this almost 100-page overview is to clearly establish the rich-
ness of the domain, the variety of and variation between different musical tasks, 
the range of options between artifacts known a tools and those known as instru-
ments, and lastly, the vast expanse of complicated, incomplete, and generally 
failed systems evidenced in the computer music literature.

In the next section, the dissertation turns to two segue topics: (a) a set of notes 
on real and imagined interactive graphical tools for musical interaction, and (b) 
the requirements specification and high-level overview of a proposed “straw-
man” or “canonical” computer music tool/instrument based on modern digital 
technology.
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3. Problem Statement: Languages and GUIs for Musical 
Interaction
Given the introduction to the field of models, algorithms, and systems for music-

making that was presented in the previous section, we can now proceed to a dis-

cussion of the demands of composers, performers, and musicologists. Remember-

ing the rough problem statement given in the introduction of this dissertation, 

“what is hindering the development of dramatic and expressive new instruments, 

tools, and music-making methods that derive their power from the new thought 

processes, task models, and description languages to which musicians have ac-

cess?” Our next task is therefore to develop a basis for deriving the requirements 

of the next generation of music languages and systems, which will be the topic of 

the core of this work.

The two chapters in this section each present lists of requirements and mock-
ups of different sorts that are intended to motivate and focus the development of 
new task models, system metamodels, and expressive languages for different as-
pects of music-making. The exposition in Chapter 3.A introduces a number of 
novel user interfaces that allow a user to interact with complex structured data 
(most of it music-related) in meaningful ways. Ironically, with only one excep-
tion, all of the systems posed for examination here are written in the Smalltalk 
language (we’ll return to this topic later) (the one exception is written in LISP). In 
the discussion of these systems, the interactive structure-editing user interface is 
used to drive the consideration of the underlying data and behavioral models, 
and to introduce the reader to the discussion of object-oriented modeling and 
object-oriented design patterns.

In Chapter 3.B, I introduce the notion of the “Interim DynaPiano”; the name is 
a (rather lame) pun on the term “Interim Dynabook,” which was used by the 
early Smalltalk developers at Xerox PARC to describe the Smalltalk system they 
had at their disposal in the 1980s, before the advent of lop-top computers with 
high-level object-oriented software, graphical user interfaces, and wide-area 
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networks (all of which had been described in detail in Alan Kay’s 1969 Ph.D. dis-
sertation). In this chapter, we introduce the MODE software system (now known 
as Siren), a Smalltalk-based metamodel and concrete framework for music com-
position, synthesis, processing, and analysis that will be the central topic of Sec-
tion 4 below. 

Thus, Chapter 3.B forms the bridge between the discussion of computer music 
workstations given in Chapter 2.C, the user interface ideas of Chapter 3.A, and 
the next section’s detailed presentation of the Siren model and language. This 
chapter provides the background of the 1992 MODE system screen shot that was 
given at the start of this document with the caption “Setting the Stage” (see p. ix). 
These two chapters serve to set the stage for the following separate discussion of 
representation (meta-) models and programming frameworks for (a) music com-
position, (b) sound synthesis, and (c) signal analysis, which forms the core of this 
dissertation.
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3.A:  Real-Time Performance via User Interfaces to Musi-
cal Structures (originally appeared in  INTERFACE 
[now Journal of New Music Research] 22:3, 1992)
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Abstract

This informal and subjective presentation will introduce and compare several software systems written by
the myself and others for computer music composition and performance based on higher-level
abstractions of musical data structures. I will then evaluate a few of the issues in real-time interaction
with structural descriptions of musical data.

The premise is that very interesting live-performance software environments could be based in existing
technology for structural music description, but that much of the current real-time performance-oriented
software for music is rather limited in that it supports only very low-level notions of musical
structures.The examples will demonstrate various systems for graphical interaction with procedural,
knowledge-based, hierarchical and/or stochastic music description systems that could be used for live
performance.

Introduction

This paper discusses various types of software man-machine interfaces to middle- and high-level musical
structures in terms of their applicability to live performance. My contention is that there are many good
ideas of graphical structure-editing-based interfaces already in the literature that could well be used for
controlling performance at levels higher than those addressed by most current systems. The software
systems described here can be divided into two classes: those that are primarily designed for use by
composers; and novel systems for graphical interaction with structured data.

The paper opens with several comments about formalisms for composition, and how these might be
relevant to live performance. This section is followed by a collection of annotated examples of software
man-machine interfaces for composition or other tasks, whereby the pertinence of each to live
performance is discussed.

Formalisms for Composition

A number of compositional formalisms have been developed through the ages for various types of music.
The relationship between musical form and structure and compositional methods is taught in depth in
music academies as part of our composition or performance training.

In many musics, the role of text is central in the development of simple musical structures; they often
mirror the text's structure, as in the case of many songs or liturgical musics. The central role of diatonic
harmony as a structure-giving element in the western music of the last 400 years is also obvious. In the
early 20th century, diatonic harmony was replaced with 12-tone formalisms without a parallel advancement
in the structural aspects. Alban Berg, for example, wrote elaborate sonata-allegro forms in 12-tone
technique.
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When looking at formalisms for composition as algorithms in the computer science sense, one should cite
Donald Knuth's definition of algorithm in terms of finiteness, definiteness, input, output, and
effectiveness (Knuth 1973). According to this definition, Guido d'Arezzo's hand and Phillipe de Vitry's use
of isorhythms both count as compositional algorithms. Historically, composers have always used the
highest technology available to them in composition (although I know of composers who would argue with
this statement), so it can be informative to investigate the impact of 20th century mathematics and
information theory on this field. Computer software has been applied to music composition since the early
days of the availability computers. The first attempts (in the 1950's) to use software for composition fell
basically into two areas: implementing complex stochastic methods; and realizing strict serialism (Hiller
1970).

More recently, contemporary mathematical and software techniques have lead to a wide range of
attempts-with generally aesthetically-questionable results-into the areas of fractal techniques based on
self-similarity over many orders of magnitude, procedural techniques based on the
composition-as-programming paradigm (Loy 1989), the use of generative grammars for form generation
(Roads 1978), and more advanced artificial intelligence software techniques for knowledge-based
composition. The literature in this field is rich.

The relevance of this to live performance is that many software implementations of such formalisms can
be executed in real time by contemporary PC- or workstation-class computers. The more complex issue is
how to construct man-machine interfaces that facilitate interaction with the structures that are relevant
to the chosen formalism or algorithm in a live performance situation. The examples discussed below are all
well-known and documented software systems; the newest of them (T-R Trees) is two years old. I believe
that any of them could be used to great effect in real-time performance situations where the abstractions
they (re)present can be mapped onto the piece's compositional structure.

Software Interfaces for Composers

In the first group of examples below, several software systems for music processing are described and
illustrated that take novel approaches to the processes of music composition or performance, or present
novel music description languages. The second example section presents several related technologies that
the author believes might profitably flow into software tools for the performance of music. It is interesting
to note that (though not intended as a selection criterium), all but one of these examples (ARA) are written
in the Smalltalk-80 programming system, and make use of the system's object-oriented design, and rapid
prototyping and incremental refinement features, often presenting them to the end user in an extensible
package.

Novel Music Processing Systems

Sound Kit

Mark Lentczner's Sound Kit (Lentczner 1985) is a novel example of the category of samples signal editing
tools. In Sound Kit, sampled sounds may be edited using the menu of operations visible in the view to the
lower-right of Figure 1. The difference between this and other sample editors is that the system maintains
an operation tree (visible in the upper-left view in Figure 2), which can be used to describe sounds in terms
of Smalltalk-80-language messages. In the example, one can see the results of several copy/cut/paste
operations in terms of the Smalltalk-80 messages copyFrom:to: and pasteAt:. This is a simple technique for
capturing the worker's process and presenting it to him or her in a form that may be useful for evaluation
of larger-scale patterns. This is also a possible format for describing and interacting with interesting
real-time transformations of sampled sound (i.e., the kind that are often undertaken in performances using
IRCAM's 4X signal processor). The operation trees allow a fair level of abstraction in the representation and
manipulation of sample processing scripts, and thus they could effectively be used for interaction with a
signal processor that is processing live sound.
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Figure 1: Sound Kit sound view and menu (in front) and operation tree (behind).

Kyma

The Kyma system, developed by Carla Scaletti (Scaletti 1989), and now commercialized by Symbolic Sound
Corporation, is a music composition package that is linked to a real-time digital signal processor (named
for some reason the Capybara after a large and ugly rodent). In Kyma, no differentiation is made between
sounds, scores and compositions; structures are built as hierarchies or concatenations of sub-sounds. The
hierarchies can be described by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) where the leaves of the graphs represent
components sounds and the arcs can be marked to denote alterations of the sub-sound, as shown in Figure
2. Thus Kyma offers the musique concrète abstraction of composition as sound manipulation within a
system that scales well over many orders of magnitude (i.e., up to very large scale compositions). This is
one of the few current music software systems that breaks away from the paradigms of CMN editors or
tape-recorder-oriented sample editors. Kyma also allows the specification of new sounds using refinement
of existing sounds, so that scores can include comprehensive sound inheritance hierarchies. This system
has already been used in live performance by its creators and has aptly demonstrated its effectiveness
under these circumstances.

Figure 2: Kyma sound view showing a DAG for three plucks with delays and transpositions.

ARA

My 1984 ARA system used knowledge-based software techniques to present a composer's user interface
based on the paradigm of developing a composition-specific vocabulary to describe each work. When using
ARA, a composer starts by defining a set of basic melodic and rhythmical materials (visible in the load_set
expressions in the motive area at the top of the window in Figure 3), and then describes these materials
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using freely-chosen adjectives (such as those visible in the load_attribute expressions in Figure 3). Larger
structures are built by moving into the higher-level areas (such as the voice area shown in the middle of
Figure 3) while keeping some set of attributes marked as "active." The active attributes are shown as a
stack in the menu that is visible to the right of the main view in Figure 3, where something "round, brown,
dark" is being set to follow the "consonant, rolling, harder" section. In this way, the composer characterizes
his materials at each level of hierarchy using a vocabulary of his or her own design, and the system uses
this information to select and manipulate the musical materials. The image of using this type of system in
performance entices me. I'd love to be able to play an instrument while instructing the accompaniment
system to use "small pointy blue" timbres and mix them with my instrument into a "smooth and dark"
textured mix.

Figure 3: The ARA user interface, showing the motive and voice areas opened and the gen, mix and play
areas collapsed.

DoubleTalk

DoubleTalk (Pope 1986) is a system whereby logic-marked Petri nets (called predicate-transition or PrT
diagrams), are used for composition.The network can be thought of as a finite state automaton or
transition diagram whereby a logic description language (a Prolog variant) is used to describe the
conditions under which network transitions will fire, and to describe the types of tokens that flow within
the network. Figure 4 shows a DoubleTalk net editor (with several of the system menus visible), a net
marking editor (with which tokens may be placed in the net), and a form type definition editor (with which
one defined token types). The system fell in the no-man's-land somewhere between composition and
performance systems, since low-level networks can be isomorphic to note-by-note scores whose
performance can be influenced in real-time, whereas high-level nets can be thought of as abstract
machines for semi- (or wholly-) deterministic compositional structures. In terms of the real-time use of
such a system, one can simply view it as a vastly more powerful and scalable version of the now popular
graphical data-flow editors such as Miller Puckette's MAX.
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Figure 4: DoubleTalk's net, marking and form type editors showing a section of the score of my work
Requiem Aeternam Dona Eis.

EventGenerators in the MODE

The Musical Object Development Environment (MODE) (Pope 1991) has several components that relate to
compositional algorithms and tools. (Pope 1989b) describes the system's framework of "EventGenerators"
(EGens)-objects that embody the form of some "middle-level" musical structure such as a chord, cluster or
ostinato. EGens can be used to build systems that support a methodology of "composition by refinement"
(Pope 1989a) whereby the composer begins to describe a composition in rough terms in terms of
general-purpose EGens, and then refines the description or behaviors of these objects to more exactly
specify his or her wishes. To my knowledge, there is very little work being undertaken at present aimed as
bridging the gap between notes and higher-level musical structures. I used the EGens system in a live MIDI
experiment called Day, samples of which I played to accompany a talk about EGens at the 1989 ICMC. In
Day there were some sections where the user interacted with autonomously-running processes via EGen
editors, and others where EGens polled MIDI input and responded to it in various manners.

Figure 5: MODE EventGenerator example showing a code fragment that defines a "DynamicPodCloud" object
and the resulting event list displayed in Hauer-Steffens (piano-roll-like) notation.
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T-R Trees in the MODE

Another component of the MODE is a collection of tools based on Fred Lerdahl's "generative theory of tonal
music" (Lerdahl and Jackendoof 1983). In this package, patterns of tension and relaxation (or decreasing and
increasing stability) in musical motives are analyzed into hierarchical structures according to a set of
well-formedness and preference rules defined by Lerdahl and Jackendoof. The similarities between these
"tension-relaxation" trees and the prosodic stress trees used by linguists to represent the inflection of
spoken utterance can be used to manipulate spoken text and musical materials using the same paradigms.
The novelty of the T-R trees system stems from the fact that the hierarchies described in the generative
theory (as well as prosody), bridge the gap between expressive and structural hierarchies in music and
text-something that is visibly missing in most software tools for composers. The use of the T-R Trees
system with speech processing cannot currently be used in real time (owing to its use of the phase
vocoder for pitch, duration, and spectral processing), but the possibilities for using the system to generate
of modify MIDI streams or commands to simpler signal processing systems are numerous and worthy of
further investigation.

Figure 6: A simple T-R Tree editor example showing the prosody of a specific way of reading the word
dunkelkammergespräche.

Harmonic Analysis Tool

Paul Alderman's Harmonic Analysis Tool (HAT) is a system that analyzes musical chords using traditional
rule-based expert system techniques. It is useful in that it can be presented with arbitrary pitch sets and
attempts to analyze them using the rules of diatonic harmony. The analysis proceeds from chord analysis
to key analysis (if more than one chord is present), using rules about cadences and modulation. HAT's
uniqueness lies in its ability to analyze a given (possibly unstructured) input in terms of a give rule set. Its
current rule-base only addresses diatonic harmony, but could be augmented or replaced with a different
rule-base relatively easily. For live performance, this is simply an example of a system for somewhat
higher-level musical feature extraction, the results of which could be used in any number of ways.
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Figure 7: The Harmonic Analysis Tool showing the analysis of a ninth chord; the system's rule base only
included chords up to the seventh, so it analyzes this as a Major seventh chord.

Examples of Related Technologies

Alternate Reality Kit

The Alternate Reality Kit (ARK) developed by Randy Smith at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC)
(Smith 1986; 1987), is another example of visual programming whereby the system presents the user with a
simulated reality within which he or she can program the laws of interaction of objects. In the example
shown in Figure 8 one can see several operation switches, the warehouse of all objects, and the copy-object
button (with the Xerox logo, of course). The example shows two pens (the circles to the right of the drawing
tables in the upper portion of Figure 8), that have been enrolled in the spring force and the Newtonian laws
of motion. They therefore oscillate around each other in the manner of binary stars. The rectangular view
in the center-top of the figure is a piece of virtual paper that I "threw" under the pens, creating the
sinusoid-like drawings on it. ARK has been used to build simulations ranging in size up to comprehensive
models of the interaction of elementary particles in bubble chambers. It is of interest here because it
removes users entirely from the domain of computer programming and lets them remain in their own
domain of expertise, without limiting their ability to extend the system or to build new models. I like the
idea of building virtual worlds that consist of interacting objects for modeling the processes within a
musical piece, and then interacting with them in live performance based on an animated alternate reality.

Figure 8: Alternate Reality Kit example; the hand icon is the user's mouse.

ThinkerToy
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The ThinkerToy system developed by Steven Gutfreund (Gutfreund 1987) is a graphical environment for
modeling decision support problems. It uses iconic presentations of possibly complex mathematical
operations in the form of "ManiplIcons," which have both graphical and semantical properties. ThinkerToy
applications are generally configured by system experts for use by domain experts. The system expert
analyzes the domain and designs a set of appropriate ManiplIcons; the domain expert uses this palette of
operations, and may extend it within the graphical manipulation paradigm. Examples of ThinkerToy in
action are shown in Figure 9, which shows user interfaces constructed for statistical data manipulation.
Figure 9a shows the iconic buttons for several operations that are defined for array-type data. Figure 9b
shows a more verbose version of several operations whereby the Smalltalk-80 language messages are
visible. In Figure 9c one sees a control panel built for a statistician or scientist who is evaluating data
gathered from the Pioneer satellite on its fly-by of the planet Saturn. To the left of and below the main
graph view, on e can see the icons for various operations on the data-the three large buttons in the
lower-left corner, for example, represent three methods of grouping the data. For musical applications, the
idea of a domain-specific, extensible set of default operations integrated in a graphical data manipulation
environment seems quite compelling. (Gutfreund 1987) contains several of other ThinkerToy examples that
make good food for thought in light of possible musical applications. The applicability of this type of
system to live performance processing of event-oriented or signal-oriented data is obvious.

Figure 9a: ThinkerToy control board for numerical arrays, showing several of the possible operations in
their iconic (ManiplIcon) form.

Figure 9b: User interface components for concrete accessory tools that operate on arrays showing the
Smalltalk-80 messages they send to their operands.
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Figure 9c: A ThinkerToy user interface for data analysis showing a data graph and ManiplIcons for several
types of operations.

Chinese Temple Design Tool Kit

Ranjit Makkuni's Chinese Temple Design Toolkit (CTDTK), also developed at Xerox PARC, is an example of a
software package for the capture and aid in the process of refinement of a design. The process of design of
façades for chinese temples is modeled as consisting of the phases of definition of a vocabulary of basic
elements, design of a compositional topology, and integration of a finished design. The system's various
editors use phase-specific input techniques for mapping gestures or graphical configuration onto the
properties of temple elements of configurations. Examples of this are the vocabulary editor shown in
Figure 10a, where a mouse gesture (shown in the left part of the view) is mapped onto the spacing and
orientation of tiles. Once the vocabulary is defined, a topology editor (shown in Figure 10b), may be used to
build a larger structure from a collection of basic elements. Any number of transformations are possible in
this editor, such as mappings based on mirror symmetry. Each element of a design has a history, and these
can be used to annotate the process of refinement via threads-lines between elements, topologies and
designs that show the heritage of designs within a process. Scene editors are used to represent the overall
process of design, as illustrated in Figure 10c where the weight and shape of line connections represent
the strength of relationships and design scenes are constructed to capture higher-level aspects of the
process. The obvious relevance to composers would be in the fact that CTDTK aids in the introspection and
process management operations of creative activities and allows the designer to develop the so-called
"libraries of process." This type of system seems extremely useful for groups such as our local Tonus
Finalis ensemble, which practices structured improvisation. Having the computer act as an
"actively-learning listener" during several rehearsals of a performance and then allowing the performers (or
a third party) to interact with models of their processes or their interaction during a performance could
lead to very interesting results.
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Figure 10a: A CTDTK Vocabulary editor whereby the mapping of a gesture onto the spacing of tiles can be
designed.

Figure 10b: A CTDTK topology editor showing the palette of vocabulary elements at the bottom and editor
where the user places them at the top.
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Figure 10c: A scene editor that represents the design process. The paths connecting the various editors
represent types and strengths of relationships between items.

Issues

The examples above are intended to demonstrate the powerful abstractions that have been developed for
representing and manipulating middle- and high-level musical constructs. I believe that most of them
could effectively be applied in demanding real-time environments to produce flexible, powerful and
abstract performance instruments. The primary difficulty I see in this actually taking place are the poor
support for multi-level hardware and software architectures for performance instruments, and the poor
software development environments for real-time software applications.

The first issue, that of system architecture, can be related to two primary problems: system complexity
and cost; and data interchange protocols. Many manufacturers (and even many users), still believe that it
would be prohibitively expensive to allocate separate processors to critical real-time and user interface
tasks. The recent multi-DSP systems developed for NeXT machines at IRCAM and by Ariel_ Corp. point in a
new direction in this area.

The harder problem is that of standardized communication protocols for the exchange of complex data
between processors. The two extremes of MIDI and sample streams simply do not suffice if we are to
develop better performance instruments.

Given adequate solutions to these two problems, I believe it will soon be unacceptable to offer
performance tools based on the current, very-low-level representations based on events and signals.

Conclusions

This short, informal essay intended to raise several questions and present several rather unorthodox
opinions of mine on issues related to computer music systems for live performance. I hope to have
demonstrated the power of higher-level abstractions in music representation, presentation and
manipulation in terms of a collection of software user interfaces that could be used today to control
performance instruments.
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3.B:  The Interim DynaPiano: An Integrated Tool and In-
strument for Composers (originally appeared in Com-
puter Music Journal 16:3, 1993)
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 3.1+4.1
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playEvent()

¡
playEventList()

¡
playSound()

¡
playMix()
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× Ø Ù Ú Û × Ü Ý Þ Ú ß Ø à á Ù

â ã á Þ ß Ù Ü Þ à â ã á Þ ß ä Ú Ù ß Ù

â ã á Þ ß å á Þ á æ Ü ß ç æ Ù
â ã á Þ ß × ç à Ú è Ú á æ Ù

â ã á Þ ß é ä Ú Ù ß é å á Þ á æ Ü ß ç æ
Ú Þ Ù ê á Û ß ç æ Ù ë á à Ú ß ç æ Ù

ì í î ì æ á á Ù Ü Þ à

Ù ß æ Ø Û ß Ø æ á ï ð ß ç ç ñ Ù

Representation, Editing Voices, I/O drivers, schedulers

Sound, DSP

× ð ò ð ó Ú ñ á ô à Ü Ý Ú ç Û õ Ø Ù Ú Û

Ù ç Ø Þ à è Ú ñ á ã ç Ú Û á Ù

real-time scheduling
primitives

SunOS MIDI

sound I/O, DSP, mix
primitives

SunOS audio

ô ö Ù ß æ Ü Û ß é ÷ Ü õ ê ñ á à ÷ ç Ø Þ à Ù

Ù ç Ø Þ à ï ð ß ç ç ñ Ù × Ú ø á Ù
× Ú ø á à Ú ß ç æ Ù

Ü Þ à ö æ ç ù Ù á æ Ù

ö æ ç ù Ù á æ Ù

ç ß ú á æ Ù ß æ Ø Û ß Ø æ á Ù

× ð ò ð û ç Ú Û á Ù

÷ Ü õ ê ñ á û ç Ú Û á Ù
Kernel
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��k�«�hji�k����$£�k�i,��´E�����/�������������,�S������iÄ£�k�����k	k�����°������Ír#o�rY÷[o�p�Ü�FEqzûþ���,�YÜ[û�o�Þ qzoÖÜ,���¥�§����°�������°�k� O���� 
i�k������[������k� O°���½�kb����i�k	��kÊ��i,���j��°�°���������i�kb�	£	²³k	�����[k	���[k���k��������,��ÒJ/./EÆ�«\ÆÍÿ½�EÓÍ�[�Êi,��´Ek�ûEq¯nOÞzF.5�Ý1q`ì�o
���,�4Ý¯q1r�q¯n�oÖß.5OûEp�o�Þ�qzÜ�qz{�m45�p<o[w�ÝÌ5�m�ñ�rY÷[o�p�5�Ý¯q`ì�o,£�k	i,��´E�:�	����«�hji�������k����,����i,���Z���[��£�k�i,��´E���	�$��������k	 
��k	�$�Ë���Ö\]F�w�nf���Z�[k	���[k���k����[��¡E�	�HF�{K\È���[��´K��°���kG���y���[�	�[k���«�hjiZk ����É�k��� O�¢����k �����������¢���S���� 
������kC��������i���k����������y��k	�O����k��C�y�����$�d��i�k ��k���i�����îS��kC�	�Zß�{�ñ�÷�ÝzoKßEqzÜÖû�w�n�ÞzFEq¯m62å�Oi$���$��°�°��	���
��k��������Sk� O�����������,�Ê£T���:k��Ä�����¢���[k��Oi$���Ë����kå���/�	����k�����|���« k�« ¡���i�k���k���k	��´Ek��y�	����i�k���k��������Sk��O«
hjiZk���k#�����G��k��Oi$������çé��k	�µ£�k��/��iZ����������k	����k������¯�O�Ok	�[k	����������������¡����,�4�j����£�°�kY�����������O��i����$�Sç
���/��´E����k#��������£���°��¯�O��k��Í��������°����K�[�#��i,����kY���$��ªj����k	�¢�@��i,���E����k#��i�k#��k���i�����îS��k��Í�	�E����°�������°�kv���� 
i�k������[������kd���$�d����°�������°�ky���	°¯ª��¢�	�[��i������ |O������i4����®��}�����,�d��i�k�®��	���¢����àj�����C±Y£S²³k����f¦fªj�� 
��k	�¢��¡�£����Z�����§������i��:������°�k	�v���,�¤������°:��£�°�kG�¢������k��/«�¬�°�°���k��������,�S�O��°����	k�������������k��������Sk��
|�k�«\��« ¡

((440.0 Hz) asMIDIKeyNumber
�O��¡	���,�v����É�k��� O�¢����kv�	��k	�����������,��|¸k�«\��« ¡	|

440.0
Hz + 7 half-steps

�����#|
1/4 beat + 80 msec

�O�����[k���k��O����k���«
hjiZky£T���:���$�¢����k�°	��°�������k���������°�����k�xyq1nOÞzF�¡Jy�{�ñSßEmSo[ÜÖÜ�¡����,��s�ñ�p<w�nOq`{�m�ö�k	É�k�����°�����ªÏk�É���k	�,�:���	�,�

������°�����kxy�o�m42En[F�¡�ü4F�w�p<ûEmSo[Ü[Ü[¡��µo�qÌ2.FEn1¡����,�Ãë�p�oÖw�nAFv���������	���������������	�4�����,�������������4����k	�����O���$�¢���S 
����������k���«�h�i�k i,���$��°����$�Ã�	��������kC���y�§�����/����k���k	�$�����O����k�����k���´����§��i�k���£j�������������������	�,�����/�� 
�����	�$«�¬Y°�°�������k��y���[k����������������,�y�	��k�´Ek����[�y�	�v��k�°���ªT��¡E��� ��i,���Z�,�CÒ���k���°�ÓÏ�	�vÒ���£j���	°�����k�Ó§������k
�	£	²³k����Z�����Zk	k���k��j«�~b�����������	����£	²ók����[�������Äi,��´Ek��:������°�k ������k���������°��	�v��ª��µ£T��°�����´K��°���k���¡E���
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��i�k�ªÃ������£�kG���	�,���������	�$�y|�k�«\��« ¡��OiZk��������������	�Ä��������°����	��kGk	´Ek����?1Ä�	������������¡�æy����°�k����Äk	É����[k��� 
�������,�����$���OiZk	�Ê�������������	�$��¡��	�Ê���[£������/���[ª�£�°�����½j���	�E¦f�¢��°�°��[��°�½� OÅEÆ�������k�«EB������������	�$�����$�	�ZkC���
�¢����kÊ´K���[����£�°�k��,���[kvª�k	�j���,����i�k	�j��ª���kb�	�T�����	�,��°� O°���½�kÊ�����������¢���S����������k�« h�i�kv¨©±Y~�¶½pTñ�m�Þz5
nOq`{�md��°:������i���k��/���[��iZªÃ������°�����k���°�����kC��k��	��k	����¡�k�É����	��k���������°���k��S��k�����¡E����°�����k��:k��S��k����$���,�
BT�����[��k��#�������¢�������	�Ä�O�������������,��«
Ï���«J°�±�Á ¶J°�·>Ï�o«J°o±��0§�ÁÒ±�Á
hjiZkY»o7�o�m�n@��£S²³k����E������i�kG¨©±Y~�¶¤�����¢����k	°�k��¤���y�y���/����k��[�Oª� O°������$�����������	�,���[ª�������i��d�����/�� 

�����	�$«Ö¶�´Ek����[��i,��´Eky�,�y�$�	�������4���fk	É���k����,��°	������ky��������°	��i�k����Í�������������	�,��£�k	������kd�����O�¯´Ek�«¼¶�´Ek	�Z�
£�k	i,��´����	���E������°�����kå�����/���������¤���$�Ï���/����k��[�OªÄ������k��������$�S¡f���,�ÃÒ���k��[���	�[�¢������k	¡<Ó$��iZk	�[k§�OiZkÏ��k	 
�¢�����������$�	����i�kb����k	���������	�Ë��k���k��,���$�	�Ë���,����i�k	�y�	£	²³k	����çè��7�{�q1ÞÂo§���§������´�k	�y���,��k���������£�k��å£�k� 
°�����«�h�i�kG���[���¢���[ªÃ��k��������Sk�����i,���Zk	´Ek����[�����,��k	�����[���,�¤����k0�

anEvent duration:
someDurationObject

çé�[����k��Z��i�k������/����������������k�������i�kGk	´Ek����$|��[��������k ~b�����������	�� 
��ª���kG���y�������¢���S�Z�����y��k���çè���$�������	��k�����ªµ������k��������,�d��k��������Sk��y������i¥���

anEvent col-
or: #blue

çé�[����k�����i�kbÒ�����°����/ÓG|O���Ë����£�����������ª���������k��[�Oªj�S�[�b���µ����£�����������ª�´K��°���k�|���i�kb��ª��� 
£j�	°���£�°���k��O«�h�i�k ��k��������,�Ã���,����k�´Ek	�Z��Î1�������	��k�������k�������������k������[k	��k���£�ªÃ´K������k��y���,�C����k	�
������k���������kC�	£	²³k	���[��ö����Z���y�	£�´E�����y���Oi$���Z�OiZk ��������i����	��°���£�kG�¢������k��¤�����O�Ok��[k	����°�ªÃ£�ªµ�§¨©}Â~b}
�	����������´T�	����k����$�Ë�Ï�	�/����i�������°��,���[���O�:�	��k������[���/«�}O�Z�������	���¢�����[� i,��´�k k�´Ek	�Z���������OiÄ������ 
��°�k	ÉÄ�	£	²³k	���[�y�������/����k	�[����k���|�k�«\��« ¡�k���´Ek�°��	��kG�O���Z���������,��¡��[k���°� O������kG�����������	°�°�k��,�¢������¡�~b¦f�
�������¯���[��¡E�:�O�[���������/��°������,�	�[����������¡�´Ek��/��������i������[����ª�¡E�	�$���������������������,��°���°����	�[����i��¢����¡E�	�$������i
�¢����k#��i,��������k#������ª4�	�K���	�µk#���/����k	�[����k��Í|�k�«\��« ¡��	��kvk	´�k	����������iþk	��i$�����¢�������§��������iþ�,����k�¡
½�k�ª�������£�k	�[¡����,�Y�O��k�îS��k�����ª�¡Sk�����i��	�Z��i�����iÄ�©��ª�£�kG������k������[k	��k��4�����O�Ok��[k	����°�ªC£�ªC´K�����������
´K������k������v�����[���������[kY������k������	�����O«�¿����Ok#��i,���E��i�k	�[kG�����$�G����k���������£�k��¤Ò�°�k�´Ek�°�Ód�	�vÒ��	�/������������k�Ó
������k	´Ek����[�����b¦f��±CäGk�«¼h�i�k	�[k��¢��ªd£�k ������k� O���� ��	�Zk �	���¢���Zª� O�[�	 �����k��[k	°����������,��i����Y£�k�����k	k��
k�´Ek	���[�T���,�ÃÒ��,�	��k���¡<ÓÊ�	�������$�S°�k§k�´Ek	�Z����£S²³k����[���¢��ªå£�k§����k��d�[�§��k�����k���k����]°����,�����	����°�k�ÉG��k�É� 
������k��y�	�v������������k���«
»�7�o�m�nAyjqzÜ�n@��£S²³k����[��i,��°��¤�����[�G����°�°�k����������,���	�Zk	´Ek����[����i,���$���[kG�[�����Sk��¤���,�4���	�[��k��Y£�ª���i�k����

���[���[��������k���|��[k	���[k��:k	����k��C���]��i�kG�������������	�å£�k	����k	k��å��i�kG���[������������kG������i�kÍk�´Ek�����°����:�Z���,�G��i,���
�	�f��i�k�k	´Ek����[�O«¼hji�k�k	´Ek�����°���������°:������k��j���[kd����£���°������:k��j����»o7�o�m�n/��i�k	�©��k	°�´Ek���«¼hji��:���µk����,����i,���
k�´Ek	���Z°����:����������£�k�i,��´Ek °¯��½�k k�´Ek����[�y���,�C�����Ä�OiZk	�[k	������kG£�k����[£������������¯°�ª� ���k	k���°�ªÃ��k�����k���¡���« k�« ¡
�	�Zk�k�´Ek����]°������f�����Y�������[�����¤���$�	��i�k������K�	�Zkå�������[��k	´Ek����[��«[h�i�k§�������¢���[ªå��k��������	k������§��i�����i
k�´Ek	����°����:���Z��k������	�,��|����µ�������������	�Ã�[�Ê��i�kv£�k	i$��´E���	�j��i�k	ª�����i�k�������£�ªY£�k	���$�#k	´�k	���[����¡����[k

 an-
EventList add: anEvent at: aDuration

çé�[�������¤����k	´�k	���Z�[�G�OiZk °�������ç
an-

EventList play
çé�[� ��°���ª��OiZk k�´Ek	�Z��°¯�����$�	�����[��´T�	����k�|O���#�Ï��k�������°��$����k���ç

anEventList edit
çé�����	��k���� �S������iZ������°fk������[�	�T���þ��i�k#k�´Ek	�Z�E°����:�Oçè���$�Y¦f�¢��°�°��[��°�½� OÅEÆ

���	°�°�k����O�:�	������k��/�������������,�Ck	������k��/������������k��������Sk���������i����
anEventList select:

[someBlock]
çé�[����k�°�k����Z��i�kGk	´Ek����[����i,���$�����������Oª��OiZk��S�¯´Ek	��|�æy���	°�k����,���O��������������£�°��	��½T«

¶�´Ek	�Z��°����:���Z�������¢���þ��i�k	���y�	���������	��k	�[����k��,�����[�Ê��i�k����jk�´Ek����[�Z���Ë��k	´Ek�����°�����ªj��«������	��k�������k��
�����þ£�k���k	�O����k��4���$Ýzw���uþ���ToÖwN2�o�pO¡	�[�Y�����	�����OªC��i�k���i�k	�T��i�k	ªY�¢���Ì��i�k��¢��k�°�´Ek��@��iZk	�þ����k�����k��
|�k����Sk	�[°�ªT�E�	�K��i�k	�þ��i�k#k	´Ek����E°������E���@��k	�[���	�[��k��4|�°��J���¯°�ªT�O«�h�i������¢��½�k������Ek�����ªC���#����k�����kY��k	´E 
k��/��°�k�´Ek	�Z��°����:���E��i$����i,��´�k����	����k��K�	����i�kÏ������k�k�´Ek	�Z�[�K���,�å�¢���Ã��i�k����y�����C���/����k	�[����k��K�����[�
��i�kGk	´Ek����[�y���Z��k	�[���	�[�¢������k ������kG���,��k��$������k	����������´�k ���	�Z�O���	°:«J`C�	����k���i,���,��°�k �¢���������,���	�
k�´Ek	���Z°����:�������	��k�������k���´E���yoN7�o�m�n�rv{�ßEq ò�q`o�p�Ü[¡E���y��k���������£�k���£�k	°�����«
B����	���[k õþ�:i,�	������i�kC���[����k����,�§��ª���������°�¨¢±Y~�¶¤k	´Ek����Z°������$���y����k���������ª� O�[k	°����������,��i����È������ 

�S�����Ð��i�k���kG��i�k����[�/��������k���� F�w�Ü�5Owf«�±Y��kG�����¥��k	kG��i�k��	°��	£j��°��������������,���[ªÃ���	�$��k	����������k����
k�´Ek	����°������[���������������,�§�[�y��i�kd�	��´Ek���°�������¡���iZ����i�i,�������[�j���������/����k��[�O�¯k��j|����@����ªT��¡����,�������	�[��k��
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���	°�°�k����O�:�	�Ë�	�j���������������������,�Z£�k�����k	k��Ë�����/���������,�$���,�bk�´Ek	�Z���$|O���§����£� O°��:���[���O« h�i�kb��îS������kÊ£j�	É� 
k��y���,�Ë�	�/��ªË�������	�����[k	���[k��:k	���Ew�Ü[ÜÖ{�Þ q`w�nOqz{�mSÜ$£�k�����k	k�����i�kC�S��´Ek����,����k�|����������Ï�������������,���[ª
½�k�ªµ���,�����	��k�����ªÃ�,����k������,�C��i�k ´T��°���kG���$Ò����	�����[��Ó§�[��«�¶§����i�k�´Ek����Zi,�������[�y�	���Ä��������k��[�Oª
�������������,���[ªµ���,�C´K�	�¯��kC|����,��k������[k����O«
}O�Ì�j��ª���������°	iZ��k	��������i�������°�¦f��±CäGk �:������k�¡��j���[�§���������������[k����	�������:�������	�b�����y��k�� �[���¢���,���	k

��i�kG°����/�	k ������£�k	�v�	��k�´Ek	�Z���:¡�k	´Ek����$�Sk���k	�����[�	���y���,�Ck	´�k	���Z�¢�������O�¯k	������k	��k��������[ªÃ�[����k	 
�������¯£�kC�§�O��°�°]��k��[���	�[�¢������k�«�h�i�k���������kG���y�§����k�k	çé����������£�°�ªµ�§������k����$|���« k�« ¡�������i�����°�������°�k
�������������	�y�,°�����������kb|���« k�« ¡/������i����/������ O£��/���Z��iC°�����½T�Z£�k��O��k�k	�C��i�kÊ���Z��k	���,����k�����çè�	��i���k	�����[��i��� 
����°�k	´�k	���Z°������[���[k	���[k��:k	�������,����k	�������	�$��¡��������[��¡���������½j��¡���i��/���:k���¡���i,���/����¡E�	�$��i,����k�´Ek	�v��£� 
�����������������,����i�kG�y��k��#��k�������k����[����k��O����k�«�¦f�µ±CäGkC�j��k����$�	�$��k	�O����kC����ªÃ�O��É�k��Ck	´Ek����Z°������
����£���°�������k��Z���	�j��i�k���kÊ��ª���k��:çé�OiZk	ªÌ���[kb��°�°�´K���[�����y�Z���	�������:�������	�,�$�	�������/��°�°¯k	°Z�	�§��k�îS��k���������°
k�´Ek	���Z°����:����«
¿�����k ��i,���Zk�´Ek	���[�y���G�,�	�Z½��$�	� ��i�k����#���[���[�Z������k	çé���Z���y��°�����ªj����k�°�������´EkG�[��������k�������k��

�����	��k�«Öhji�������k����,����i,���]k�´Ek����[�������Y£�kÏ��i$����k��þ���¢���,���¢����ªåk�´Ek	�Z�]°����:���:¡���i�kyk	É����[k	��ky�����:k
£�k	���,�d���bk��������[k����	���������������	�b��i�k���kG�	��kÍk	´Ek�����������i,���[k��C���,� �¢������k�� £�ªd�¢����ªÃ�����O�Ok	�[k����
k�´Ek	���Z°����:����|O���y��k���������£�k������Ö;�¦f����°�k�������Ù�Ú�Å�Ú?=O�O«�hji�kG�������Z�Oi$������iZk ¦f��±YäGk ��k�É��� O£T����k��Ck	´Ek����
���,�Ck	´�k	���Z°������$��k��:���[���������	���[�	�[�¢���Z�����,�������[�y����k	É�k������[��£�°�k ¦f�¢��°�°¯����°�½� OÅEÆ§��k��������Sk k�É�����k��� 
�������,�y|O��k�k k�É�������°�k���£�k�°��	����¡���k����,����i,���Z���Z������£�kC��k	k�������k�����i�k	�v�yß�o�Þ Ý`w�p�w�nOq�7�o#�	�v�yûEp�{�ÞÂo�5
ßEñ�p<w�Ý]��k������[�����O�:�	��°����,�	�y���	k�«�h�i�k�������°������[�G���/��´E����k�Ò�������k	��i����$�Ã�	�,�§����������£�k��O��k�k	�¥�
�����������,�	�[�������������,�¤�§�������S�/�������¯�,�d°����,�	�y���Sk�ÓÏ|�~Ì������k���£�k	���ÃÙ�Ú�Å�ÚE�O«

¦9§a¨u©oªN«��?®.Ï�?¶JÓ Õ���«CÏ���«J°�±�¶J°�·ÐÏ���«J°�±��0§�Á�±
Á�±�¶J±�«
¦fk�´Ek	����°�k	ÉZ������°¯k��y������i�k�Ò�´Ek��[£T����k�Ó§�������¢���$����¦f��±Yä kC���[k���i,���������½B��:��«J/E«�hji�kG������k

k�É�������°�k�������kG�OiZk ¦f�¢��°�°��[��°�½� OÅEÆÏ��ª����[��Éb��i�k���k�£�ª�k	´Ek��[ªÃ��k��������Sk	 O�������:���,�dk�É�����k����������
|O���,�¤����£� Ok�É�����k����������,�����[���[�����Ì�¯�OiÄ�OiZk �[k	��k	�¯´Ek	�v�	£	²³k	���$���,�C��������°�°��	��k���£�ªµ����k����$�¢�	�[k
��k��������Sk�½�k�ª����	���j�K���,�Ä�	�������	�$��°Z���/�	����k����[��«�®v°������Z�$����k��Z���C¦f�¢��°�°��[��°�½Ì���[kb��°¯����ªj�Z������ 
���[��°�����k���¡���i���°¯k ´K���[����£�°�k �,����k��y���[k ���[������k	��°�����k	�[������k�«�®�������k	���[�y���[k k�����°����:k��C�������	�� 
£�°�k�îS���	��k��y|

“...”
������¦f�¢��°�°��[��°�½T«

}O�þ��i�kv´Ek��[£T����kv¦f��±Yä kv�[�	�[�¢�������������y�¢���S�Z�����y��k��:¡	k�´Ek	���[�,���,��k�´Ek�����°������[�,����kv���[k�����k��
£�ªÃ¦f�¢��°�°��[��°�½� OÅEÆ§���$���[������k ����k��������	���µk��������	k��y��k����Z�[� ��i�kC�������/������������kG��°�������k���«�h�i�k �O�¯�/���
��i��[k	kGk�É����[k��������	�$������k�����kG´K�����������������������¢���S����������k������,�C����k	�[��kG�OiZk	�Ð�¯���[������i�k	�$�[k	���[k	 
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��k����[�������	�,��«�h�i�kC��k	���	�$�Ë�S�������È��i,��������i�k ���[k������������	�������Gk	´Ek����$�	£	²³k����[��������i������O�Ok���k����
���/����k	�[����k���«�hji�kG°������$��k	�������������[k����Ok��y�§i���k��/���[��i�������°�k	´�k	���Z°������Z������i������G�,�	��kGk	´Ek����[������°� 
°����Ìk��Ï£�ª��Ê����£�°������f�����,�����������$�b�����K��i,�����j«�B����S����k:b��i,��������i�k§�¢���:�]��k	����kÏ|O���,�Ï�¢�����]���	�� 
�¢���,�����	�[�ã���Z¦f��±YäGkC��k������[���������	�ZöSi�k	�[kY���������Ä��i�k#�O�������K�S���	�������Zk	É����[k��������	�,�Í��k��������¯£�k��
��k�´Ek	����°S���������$�¢���	����������k��T|���i�����������ky�y�:���,�§�y������ ��	��k��/���[���/�j��k����@�����µk��������	k������y�Z����£�k	�
�	�v�����[���,�Ã��£S²³k����[���¸¡��OiZk���k������,�¤�S���	���4���[k�����k����,����k k�´Ek	���[��¡E���$����i�kG��i������Ë��i$�	���y�§i���k��/���[ 
��i�������°Sk	´Ek����f°������[«Ö¿�����k§��i�ky����kÏ���]��i�k§¦f�¢��°�°��[��°�½Ï������������k	�,���������Y��k��������SkdÒ�¡<ÓK���d��k	�,����k§��i�k
���	�,�����[�������������	��k�´Ek����[�y���,�Ck	´Ek����Z°������[��ö

(magnitude, magnitude
����k����,���[� £�����°��

����k�´Ek	�Z��������i���iZk ����� �¢���	�������y��k��y�������/����k	�[����k���¡E���$�
(event, event)

��k����,���[�
£�����°��þ����k�´Ek	���]°�������������iC��i�k������Êk�´Ek����[�$���E���������	��k����[��«[¬ê�¢�	�[kå��k��[����°�k��Ä��k������������������Ë���
��i�kG¦f��±CäGkG���y���¯�Ê�[k	���[k��:k	���[���������������Ä£�kG���	���,�C����|�¦f��±YäGk�Ù�Ú�Ú.-E�O«

“Verbose MusicMagnitude Creation
and Coercion Messages”

(Duration value: 1/16) asMsec
“Answers Duration 62 msec.”

(Pitch value: 60) asHertz
“Answers Pitch 261.623 Hz.”

(Amplitude value: ‘ff’) asMIDI
“Answers Amplitude 106.”

“Event Creation Messages”
“Create a ‘generic’ event.”

Event duration: 1/4 pitch: ‘c3’ ampl: ‘mf’
“Create one with added properties.”

(Event dur: 1/4 pitch: ‘c3’)
color: #green; accent: #sfz

“EventList Usage”
“Create a named event list.”

el := EventList newNamed: #demo1.
“Add an event to it at time 0.”

el add: (Event dur: 1 pitch: 36 ampl: ‘mf’);
“Add an event after the first.”

add: (Event dur: 1 pitch: 40 ampl: ‘mf’);
"Add a sublist with 3 simultaneous events”

add: (EventList new “a chord.”
add: (Event dur: 1 pitch: 36) at: 0;
add: (Event dur: 1 pitch: 40) at: 0;
add: (Event dur: 1 pitch: 43) at: 0)

¦9§a¨u©oªN«Ê?®<; «Jª>=ºuÁN« ¾ ÓwÍ@?�«CÏ��?¶JÓÖÕA��«.Á
“Terse MusicMagnitude Creation

using post-operators”
440 Hz 250 msec
1/4 beat  ‘c#3’ pitch

“Terse Event Creation using
concatenation of music magnitudes”

440 Hz, 1/4 beat, 44 dB.
490 Hz, 1/7 beat, 56 dB,

(#voice -> #flute).
(#c4 pitch, 0.21 sec, 64 velocity)

voice: Voice default.

“Terse EventList cretion using
concatenation of events or
(duration → event) asociations”

(440 Hz, (1/1 beat), 44.7 dB),
(1 => ((1.396 sec, 0.714 ampl)

phoneme: #xu))
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“Bach Example—First measure of Fugue 2
from the Well-Tempered Klavier
(ignoring the initial rest).”

(((0 beat) => (1/16 beat,  ‘c3’ pitch)),
((1/16 beat) => (1/16 beat, ‘b2’  pitch)),
((1/8 beat) => (1/8 beat,  ‘c3’ pitch))),

((1/4 beat) => (1/8 beat, ‘g2’  pitch)),
((3/8 beat) => (1/8 beat, ‘a-flat2’  pitch)),
((1/2 beat) => ((1/16 beat,  ‘c3’ pitch)),

((1/16 beat) => (1/16 beat, ‘b2’  pitch)),
((1/8 beat) => (1/8 beat,  ‘c3’ pitch))),

((3/4 beat) => (1/8 beat, ‘d3’  pitch)),
((7/8 beat) => (1/8 beat, ‘g2’  pitch))

¦9§a¨u©oªN«CB.®<D~«Jª�Á3« ¾ Ó Í@?�«CÏ��?¶JÓÖÕA��«.Á
´�«Jª�ÁÒ§�Á�±�«J°o¹3Ñ�ÈE�0§a°�ËÁ¥¶J°�·GF½ÑuÕ«Jª�Ów«.·0§�¶
hjiZk k�´Ek	�Z�,���$��k�´Ek	�Z�Z°������Z��°�������k���i$��´Ek �����C����k	������°��Ok��������[k�����i,���$���[k ����k���i�k���´E��°�ª����

��i�kG¨¢±Y~�¶Ç������°��������������,�E��û�o�p<Ü�q`Ü�n�o�m�ÞOuÄ���,�¤Ý1q1mSì�Ü/«�¬���ªÃ¨©±C~�¶Ç��£S²³k����Z������£�k �¢����k ��k��/�:���� 
��k	�Z��£�ªd��k��S������k������,�y�������Ì����i$����k��Ã�����������	�$����ªd���,��k��Í����ª���£T��°����K�,����k�«¼æj���	����k��������	����i�k���k
|�����������£�°�ª�i���k	�����[��iZ������°��������������	�$������k��y�	�,|�k�«\��« ¡<����k��/�����:�Ok����Zk�´Ek	���Z°����:���:¡E���	���,����¡����	�������:�� 
�����	�$��°����������������[k���¡��O�����������	�$��¡E�	�$����É�k�������kG�������	�[�[�����Z¨¢±Y~�¶¤�[����°���«
¨¢±Y~�¶Ç�	£	²³k����[�y��°����Gi,��´EkG£�k�i,��´E�����/�����	�$�¢���,���S���,����k	´�k	����°�����k	������°���ª���k��y�	��°��¯��½T��ç

��k�k	�����¯����°¯ªµ�������/����k	�[����k�����iZk	�[k ��i�kG���/����k	�[��ªÃ�,����kG���y�Ï��ª���£j�	°��:����i�����ñSÜÖo[ßEø�{�ë�o[¡�qzÜ�5
ø�{�m	w�Ý`ïCm	Ü�\Ío�p[ø�{�¡E���K{�÷[o[u�Ü[ð ñ�÷�w�n�{�¡E���$����i�kG���/����k	�[��ªÃ´K��°���k �������,�	��i�k��,¨©±Y~�¶ ��£S²³k����O¡�k�«\��« ¡
����k�´Ek	�Z��°¯�����[«JIé����i���i�������������°�����ª�¡E����k ������£����¯°����µ��°�������k����:�§i�ª���k	�[��k������§�,��´��������[�	���������
���[£�����������ªG¦f��±CäGk,��k	��������½j��«�hji�k,��i��[k	k,k	É�������°�k,°�����½ �,����k�����i,�����Ä��£j�	´Ek,���	��°��G£�k,�y��k��
�[� ������°�k���k����Zk	´Ek����Z°������[��������i�´Ek��/�:���	��i��:���[�	�[ª�¡��[� k���£�k��¤���,��°�ª���������°������������¢�������������
�����	�[k��:¡E�	�$�[�������[����iÄ��k���°� O������k ��k��������[�¢������kG���	�������	°�°�k������[� k�´Ek	���Z°����:���:¡���k�����k	������´Ek�°�ªT«
Ï���«J°�±�H½«J°«JªN¶J±�º4ª�Á¥¶J°�·ÐÏ���«J°�±aÆÎº9·0§JI�«Jª�Á
hjiZk ¶�´Ek�����ábk���k	�����[�	�v���,�C¶j´Ek�����¨º�������O��k	�$������½T���Sk������/��´E����k �����,���������å��k������[�����O�:�	�

���,�C��k	�[���	�[�¢������k �������,���Sk	�Zk	�[���å�	�$���������������������� �����k������O�¯�Ê��������°�k	 O°�k�´Ek�°��	£	²³k	���[��«�¶�´Ek	�Z�
�Sk���k	�����[�	���y���[k ����k����[�G��k�����k���k	�Z����i�kG���	���¢�������������������[k����	����i�kG���y���¯����°�´T�	����£���°����[ª
������i¥������i$�	���j�:¡���°�������k	����¡��������S�[k��������	�$��¡E���������,������¡E���#��°����	�[����i��¢��«�¶y����i�k	´Ek����$�Sk���k	�����[�	�
����£���°�������½��$�	����i,�	�Õ���E������k���������£�k���çék�«\��« ¡��§��i,���/�Y������i��y�������$���,�4���Ä����´Ek��/��������¡��	�Ê���
���:�O�¯�,���[��������i¤����k�´Ek�����°��:�������,�Ï��k���k����]�/����k�çè���,�å�����C��k	�[������� ���[��k	°¯�j������kå�	����k���k�����k���°�ª�¡
���������,��°���½�kÏ�K¦f�¢��°¯°�����°¯½� OÅEÆK���	�������	°��:�O�[���������[k�«Ö¶�´Ek�����¨×�������O��k��Í�	£	²³k	���[�T�Sk���k��/��°�°�ªÏi,�	°��Ã�����[�
�T�O���Z���������Ì���,�Ã�T�����	��k�����ªÏ�,����k�ö���i�k	ªÏ������£�ky�[�	°�� �[�d������°�ªÏ��i�k	�¯�@�O�������O�����,���[�y��i�k��,����k��
���/����k	�[��ªµ���,����k	´�k	���Z°������Z°��J����°�ªË�	�$k����	k	�[°�ªT«�¶�´Ek����$�Sk	�Zk	�����[�	���y���,�C�¢�������O��k	���y���[k���k� 
�������¯£�k������Ä�¢�	�[k���k	�[����°��¯��|��y����k�Ù�Ú�ÚEÙ����O«
D~À]ÂJDuª�«.«.Á¥¶J°·>Íj±aµ�«Jª ¾ ±aª�©�¹3±a©oªN«.Á
hjiZkÍ°:���������	�����	�Zk	���[�@�	����i�k,¨©±C~b¶C�µ�y�����j�[k����[k���k	���[���������Ä��ªT�:�Ok��Ø���[k,��i�k,������½j���Sk��f��i�k

������°�k���k	���Zi����	i�k	�[ O°�k�´Ek	°���k������[���������	�Ä°����,�S�����Sk���¡��y��k��$������k	�[������k ���	��������k	�Z���:¡E���,�j���	�
���	���������������	�,��°]��k���i,������°����S�¯k���«EBT���$k�É�������°�k	¡S��i�k�ø�ðx5�ø�p�oÖo[Üv��ªj����k	�ã|����	��kCÙ�Ú�ÚEÙ�£j�������y�[�� 
������k	���[���[ªC�¯����°¯k	��k����[�������	�����K������k��	�E��i�kv����k�������� B��[k���à�k��/����i�°�Î1�LK,o�mSo�p�w�nOq�7�o�ø0F�o[{�p�u {óò
ø�{�m	w�Ý�·ºñSÜ�q1ÞNM1à�k	������i�°����,�PO�����½�k	�,�����O�,Ù�Ú�Å�õE�O«
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&(ÿ MRQSQUT ����� LWV ÿ ����� O ��	�TN��	�"$����)��
hjiZk�Ò���k����������¢������k�ÓÏ�	��k�´Ek	�Z��������½�k�����°�����kG´E���'üÍ{�q1ÞÂo#��£S²³k����[��«�¶�´Ek����Z���/����k	�[����k��y���[kC���� 

������k��Ï�[�§£�k§���,��k	��k��,��k�����������i�k§����������k	��k��/�T�	������ªÄ��ª�����i�k������E���$����������k	�Z���	����°����	�[����i��¢«
¬ ´K�	����kC�	£	²³k	���Z���y�ÏÒ����/����k	�[��ª� O�[�� O�y��������k��Ok��$�¢������k���Ó§�Oi$����½��,�	���y��£j�����$����k����,�¢����k
�	���������Z���Z�¯���������������¢���[�]�����Z¦f��±YäGk#�j���[��«�h�i�k	�[kG���[kÍ´T�	����kGÒ���k�´E����kG�����¯´Ek	����Ó����	�E���	���¢���
�O��°�k ���[���/���Sk��������¢���[��çè������iÌ���������������K�$�	��k�°������[��¡���i�k�¬Ì�j���	����°����,�S�����Sk�¡�¨¢}O~�}f�O��°�k����	�[�¢����¡
�	�$��i,����kG´K�	������k��#�:���[�����[��çè�	�$���	�$����k ������i��[k���°¯ O�O�¯��k�����i�k�����°�k��/�����	�Z��k	����k��C�[� ¨©}O~�}Í���
��������°�k��4���	���,�4������´�k	����«�h�i�k���k#��°�������k��������Ä£�k#��k��O����k��Y�[�C�����Y��k��Õk	´�k	���K���$�4�����S�,��°f�O��°�k
�������¢���[�y���,����°�����°�k�´Ek	°��¢���������,��|�k�«\��« ¡����	�$¨¢}O~�}Í��ªj����k	�Ðk�É���°��y���¯´Ek ��k��������Sk���������������£� 
����������������ªT«�`C�	�¯��kb��£S²³k����[�������Ë��°����Ê�[k����b���Z������������k����¢�$|�k�«\��« ¡/�[k���°� O������kÊ���������/��°�°�k	�y�j���[�#�	�
�	�����������O�����í�§�������/����k�������¡E���,�¤��k��,�C��k��������	k����[�C�	��i�k��,´K������k���¡E�:��i�k�����°�k��/�:¡�k	´Ek����Z�¢���� 
���O��k��/�j���@k	´�k	�����Sk���k	�����[�	����«¼hji���������i,���Ñ����ky����k�����i�k ��ªT����k�� �����@�[k���°� O������k����������/��°��	�f���	�� 
��°�k	ÉÄ�����������O���[k���«
*���"$#�Q���� *���%���� O 	���)��������UX ����� *�%�#�#���	����!Q�������
hjiZk��	£	²³k	���[���Oi$���T���������	�[�T��������°�k��Ì�������$�Ì��ª�����i�k�������¡���k����	�����¯�,�S¡���������k��������,�	¡����,�b��°:��ª� 

£j����½Ä���[kÏ�S�/������k��Ï�����[�Ï��k�´Ek	����°�������½T���	k�����i,�������������	�[��������°��������O�����,�����¤��k�´Ek��/��°��	�]��i�k§�����[ 
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3.C: Summary
It will now hopefully be obvious to the reader that there are many open issues in 

the design of music software/hardware systems, but that there is also quite con-

vincing evidence in the literature of advanced systems (meaning systems based 

on advanced conceptual frameworks) of innovative description languages and 

interaction paradigms for creative activities such as music composition, temple 

design, or physics experimentation.

While some of the kinds of abstract data representations and the interaction ca-
pabilities surveyed in Chapter 3.A are still quite far from the main-stream, sev-
eral of them have indeed found their way into the software development and 
content creation and asset management software of today. I must again remark 
that several of the most innovative and interesting systems that were mentioned 
used specific features of the Smalltalk language or Smalltalk programming sys-
tem, and have been rather difficult to transfer to less expressive (or less flexible) 
languages and less malleable development systems (such as C++).

So what is it exactly that unites these systems? What about them is novel, and 
why are such models and user interfaces not more commonplace in our everyday 
applications? Most of the systems described in Chapter 3.A were developed in 
the decade of the 1980s, when hardware bitmap displays were still rather new, 
and flexible object-oriented languages were still only found on or near the “lunA-
tic fringe” of software, while the mainstream was busy debating the relative mer-
its of Pascal vs. FORTRAN. 

Three systems (InterLISP, LispMachine LISP, and Smalltalk) emerged at the end 
of the 1970s that each incorporated (a) flexible untyped object-oriented pro-
gramming languages, (b) database-oriented (i.e., no files for code) incremental 
software development environments, and (c) single-user workstations with 
mouse input and bitmap display output. The development groups that had ac-
cess to these systems (primarily at MIT, Stanford, and Xerox PARC), set about in-
venting a completely new set of domain models and user interface paradigms 
before the advent of the standardized mouse/menu/window interfaces that 
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came later. Many of these systems had (by today’s standards) quite poor per-
formance and serious scalability problems, but the developers were able to work 
in a vacuum of user expectations and predetermined task models. A number of 
the techniques used in these systems (e.g., mixed text and graphical program-
ming, or real-time machine-learning and expert systems) are still considered too 
complex or too costly for wide application, though graphical user interfaces, 
network-editor interfaces, and high-level untyped interactive languages (now 
called scripting languages) are now common.

As described in the now-12-year-old “Interim DynaPiano” article (Chapter 3.B), 
modern computers afford the musician ample CPU performance, I/O band-
width, and software sophistication to build the “next generation” of music-
making tools. This leaves the reader (and the author) with the recurring question 
of, “so if the prerequisites are all at hand, and if the requirements are well-
known, where are the new tools for composers and instruments for performers?” 
We will address this in great detail in the next three sections of this dissertation.

The screen shot above of the MODE system in Smalltalk (software written pre-
dominantly in 1990, screen saved in 1992) establishes the minimum acceptable 
level of abstraction, structure, and functional embedding that we will require in 
the ensuing discussion. The goal of the entire endeavor is now clearly cast as 
enabling the modern composer/performer/producer/musicologist to create, 
capture, organize, process, post-produce, and analyze large data sets consisting 
of a mix of musical score data and sound data. The preceding description of the 
MODE system stressed the integration with the system hardware (since device-
driver-level I/O libraries were required for real-time sound and MIDI I/O in past 
generations of operating systems), and the provision of domains-specific user in-
terface component (widget) libraries for musical applications (since GUI frame-
works of the day had poor support for custom widget sets). Both the music rep-
resentation introduced here, and the integration of this into a development envi-
ronment for musical software tools, will be treated later in detail.

This brings the introduction and background sections of this dissertation to a 
close, and we will proceed with the exposition and development of the three cen-
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tral systems of Siren, CSL, and MAK, representing three central musical activities 
and three sets of modeling considerations and evolving object models. The dis-
cussion up to now has avoided laying out the actual concrete steps and design 
stages of writing a music programming language or user interface, so the next 
few Chapters will alter the general attitude used thus far and adopt a pragmatic 
hands-on approach to the detailed discourse on computer music software mod-
els, languages, APIs, and interchange formats. The language and development 
platform for the discussion in Section 4 is the Smalltalk-80 programming system, 
and the family of systems called (chronologically) DoubleTalk (1984-86), the Hy-
perScore ToolKit (1987-90), MODE (1990-96), and Siren (1996-present).
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4. Models of Music and Musical Composition
In Section 2 of this dissertation, three different surveys of the literature of com-

puter music were presented, and many of the systems in those surveys purported 

to support music composition by affording the composer a high-level, abstract 

and flexible description language for musical structures. Upon closer examina-

tion, however, most of these systems are stuck in the note/phrase/track represen-

tation paradigm (i.e, the music representation is the analog of assembly language 

all higher-level musical structures and formal archetypes are left to the user to 

implement), or even worse, many resort to MIDI as their so-called “music repre-

sentation.”

The two chapters in Section 3 introduced a collection of “wish-list” graphical 
examples, and a rather detailed design outline for an integrated hardware/
software environment for computer music development. These components will 
provide the discussion below with (a) the targets (applications) that define the 
system requirements at each level, and (b) the context (support framework) for 
the operating system and language library facilities on which we will base our 
system presentations.

The seven chapters in this Section now will guide the reader through the do-
main of higher-level models of musical data structures, and description lan-
guages for music compositions. The first two chapters below give summarized 
yet thorough lists of requirements for a scalable representation language and 
model of musical form, and this introduction serves to motivate the discussion of 
several generations of models and languages. Chapter 4.C revisits some of the 
topics from Chapter 2.D in an updated format, and discusses in a retrospective 
the kinds of compositional formalisms that need to be afforded the user of a lan-
guage in order to be considered a composition language.

The remaining four chapters of this section describe the high-level facilities and 
lowest-level implementation details of a family of sophisticated object-oriented 
music composition frameworks developed in Smalltalk as part of this thesis 
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work. These open-source software packages have been called DoubleTalk (1984-
86), the HyperScore ToolKit (1987-90), MODE (1990-96), and Siren (1996-present), 
and used several different flavors of Smalltalk, such as PARC ST80, Squeak, and 
VisualWorks/Smalltalk as the development and run-time platform. 

The first of these (Chapter 2.D) provides an in-depth introduction to the struc-
ture of the composition software systems and underlying Smoke representation 
language design. It details the underlying data models, the mid-level composi-
tional tools, and the support for graphical users interface construction for musi-
cal applications.

Chapters 4.E and 4.F describe in detail two of the higher-level abstractions built 
on top of Siren that support abstract compositional routines using the formalisms 
of event generators (taken form the literature on algorithmic composition) and 
TR-trees (derived from the generative theory of tonal music). Lastly, Chapter 4.G 
presents the latest advances in Siren, in which we ported the system back to the 
high-performance commercial Visualworks/Smalltalk implementation, used our 
recent developments in distributed processing, and started to merge the Siren 
system with the CSL software for sound synthesis and processing (see Section 5 
below).

The context for this stream of development is the rich literature of music repre-
sentations, music data interchange formats, and music programming languages 
cited in Section 2. Over the years, these protocols have gone my a number of 
names, including music input languages (MILs), score representations, score lan-
guages, and musical knowledge representations, to name a few. There are even 
two competing standards: the standard music description language (SMDL, 
based on SGML) and MusicXML.Nevertheless, most music that is stored in 
source form (rather than as audio), is encoded as MIDI, and the topic of feature 
extraction from MIDI is an active area of research (to be discussed in Section 6 
below).

In the discussion in the first three chapters of this section, we will develop a set 
of requirements and design criteria for general-purpose music representations, 
musical hyper-media notations, and languages for describing compositional al-
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gorithms. The through-flowing streams of this development evolution are the 
language facilities and library classes for:

• representation state/behavior of the core data models: music magnitudes;

• models of symbol-like and signal-like magnitudes in a mixed environment;

• models of 1- to n-dimensional models of functions of time and their opera-
tions, including real-time or off-line scheduling;

• grouping of music magnitudes into events by their time-association;

• grouping of events into hierarchical nested/hyper-linked event lists; and

• user interface widgets for building object inspectors, editors and browsers.

The presentation of the Siren system and its underlying Smoke representation 
form the core of the section, and will present an array of object-oriented design 
patterns and modeling techniques that are unique to this domain. The applica-
tions of Siren/Smoke to the two advanced compositional frameworks of event 
generators and TR-Trees can be considered as the demonstration of the power 
and flexibility of the model and its reification in the Siren framework. The inter-
ested reader is referred to Appendix 1, the Siren user’s workbook, which is the 
complete on-line documentation and tutorial for Siren users. (As part of the 2007 
revision of this document, I have incorporated the latest version of the Siren 
workbook, rather than the one originally used in Appendix 1.)
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4.a:  Considerations in the Design of a Music Represen-
tation Language (originally appeared in Proceedings of 
the 1989 International Computer Music Conference)
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 There is a rich literature of music representations and music input languages. Several groups are currently 
investigating the creation of ‘Standard—with upper- or lower-case ‘s’—music representation languages and in-
terchange formats. This author’s intent is to present some informal notes on his opinions (presented with the nec-
essary humility), on the underlying considerations for the design of a new music representation language.

This essay describes some of the higher-level considerations in the design of a music repre-
sentation, input language, or interchange format. The motivation for defining a new music de-
scription language is to increase the level of interoperability of applications, so that data 
interchange betwen diverse music processing software packages might be possible (see the es-
say by Lounette Dyer in these Proceedings). The intent of this essay is to raise several of the 
central issues related to the design in terms of the format, method and language of such a de-
scription. This collection of loosely-coupled statements was developed as part of an informal 
group meeting at the CCRMA at Stanford, and partially in response to weaknesses perceived 
in the current journal of technical development of the ANSI MIPS committee.

The following statements describe a music representation language to be defined (called 
‘The Representation’) from the ‘top‘ down and address some of the ‘meta-issues‘ in the defi-
nition of a new MDL. Many of the ideas presented here are the result of input from various 
members of the CCRMA study group, especially Lounette Dyer and Guy Garnett. A draft pro-
posal based on these considerations has been drawn up and circulated for comment.

The Representation is a description of the behavior of objects and their binary formats—a 
description of data structures as object-oriented classes.

The Representation is ‘abstract’ and symbol-based. It is a high-level description that is in-
dependent of the physical data types available on a given platform. The possibility of determin-
ing the identity of objects via ‘naming’ or some ‘handle’ functionality is assumed.

The Representation can be described by an object-oriented hierarchy of classes and proto-
cols. It is a set of extensible class descriptions of magnitudes, events and structures. Its descrip-
tion is in terms of abstract behavior described in an object-oriented language (using class 
diagrams and message-passing protocols) and in LISP (using lists and function interfaces), as 
well as their minimal representation formatted in binary files or byte streams.

The Representation is ‘layered’ into several levels of abstract models:
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• Time and Magnitudes;
• Events, EventLists and Schedules;
• Voices, Drivers and Synthesizers; and
• Recorders, Performers and Conductors

The Representation consists of items for data representation (Notes, Scores) as well as items 
that can traverse data (Conductors, Performers).

The Representation makes distinction between “representation” (what to play)and “inter-
pretation” (how to play it) data.

The Representation consists of human-readable descriptions in terms of:
• a description of models and definitions for a set of primitive types (magnitude classes), 
• several basic data structures (composed classes);
• the behavior of objects presented as a message-sending or function-call protocol;
• a binary encoding/decoding procedures in several languages; and
• a set of requirements, comments and suggestions for several standard interfaces.

The Representation is platform (workstation/OS/language) independent. It describes the bi-
nary format of data structures and several higher-level language implementations of packing/
unpacking routines.

The Representation is synthesis medium (device) independent. Voices, drivers and map-
pings can be defined at run-time.

The Representation is application independent. Interfaces to several presentations/drivers 
are possible. Many applications can attach arbitrary properties or links to data.

The Representation can be translated into other representations (e.g., MIDI performance 
output driver, SCORE or SGML formatting I/O parsers).

The Representation can be extracted from other representations (e.g., performance capture 
input drivers).

The Representation supports complex run-time transformations (e.g., real-time modifiers at 
the sample-, signal-, event-, phrase-, or conductor-levels).

The Representation supports “structured” (i.e., hierarchical) score construction and parallel 
lattice-type structures for score representations. Issues of naming, sharing, inheritance, map-
ping and expansion are to be addressed. Applications can apply transformations at any node in 
a score structure.

The Representation is extensible in the sense that the “musical vocabulary” can be easily 
extended on several levels via well-defined interfaces.

The Representation is “easy” to manipulate (for application programs) There are simple data 
structures and many possible language bindings.

The Representation models ‘notes,’ ‘controls,’ and ‘signals.’
The Representation provides models for ‘note,’ phrase,’ ‘track,’ ‘measure,’ ...
The Representation supports a hierarchy of event types for allowing fully portable or appli-

cation- or medium-specific events.
The Representation allows arbitrary representation of time in terms of ‘real-world’ units 

(e.g., milliseconds), or ‘musical’ units (e.g., measures and beats) with multiple levels of time-
mapping.
The Representation can store ‘data’ in one format and ‘annotation’ or ‘interpretation’ in anoth-
er (e.g., notes in MIDI dump files, ‘links’ as hypermedia structures).
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Event performance I/O with run-time expansion/mapping/binding is to be supported:
• Full real-time performance/capture from MIDI is possible on reasonable hardware.
• Higher bandwidth signal recording and real-time audio I/O is supported.
• It is easy to add new formats, performers, drivers for new I/O hardware.

Common-practice music notation with extensions is extractable and storable:
• Basic representation makes signal-to-symbol extraction easy.
• Magnitude types are flexible and handle multiple values and versioning.
• Magnitudes may be fully ‘symbolic’.
• Non-note events are allowed for bar-lines, crescendi, etc.

Hypermedia naming and links are primitive to all levels:
• Any item can have identity.
• Applications can add links to existing (perhaps read-only) data.
• Run-time query or expansion along any path is efficient.

Standard printing format interfaces are to be provided:
• Applications can drive several output formats (e.g., Enigma, PostScript, TeX).

Standard DBMS format interfaces are to be provided:
• Applications can store/retrieve from archival systems (e.g., DARMS, notelists).

Standard ‘dump’ formats are to be supported:
• MIDI 1.0 files, ESEQ, sample formats, synthesizer voice dumps

The Representation supports three basic extension mechanisms:
• An extensible set of MusicMagnitudes—drivers and applications can define new types 

of magnitudes or add properties that are derived from existing magnitudes to events;
• The ability to add new Drivers at any time—e.g., Performers, I/O parsers; and
• The availability of application-specific property and link types—e.g., visual layout/no-

tation, textual, bibliographical, performance interpretation functions and modifiers

The Representation should include abstract models for the following areas:
• Time—relative durations and units such as measures and beats;
• MusicMagnitudes—basic parameters of musical objects (e.g., pitch and timbre);
• Events—model of a note event as an abstraction;
• Event Lists—model of a collection of events with some ordering;
• Input/Output channels—I/O drivers and formatters;
• Voices—parameter-to-timbre transformers (patches);
• EventGenerators—abstract model of higher-level or procedural event lists; and
• EventModifiers—model of events that modify other events (e.g., rubato).

The considerations outlined above are thought by this author to be central to the design of a 
new music representation language or interchange format. A skeletal draft design has been cir-
culated based on the author’s own HyperScore representation described in the Smalltalk-80 
programming language. There is undoubtedly still much work to be done in this area.
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4.B:  Designing HyperScore Notations for Computer 
Music Development (originally appeared in Computer 
Music Array, 8:1, 1987)
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Designing HyperScore Notations for 

Computer Music Development

Stephen T. Pope -- Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) -- December, 1986 

Introduction
This is an informal note aimed at an audience of composers and programmers who are 

developing new computer tools for music notation and composition assistance.  The author is 
trying to invent a new type of computer-assisted music notation tools and needs comments 
and constructive input from others involved in similar activities.  The main premise here is 
that many current computer music notation tools are based on a limited model of so-called 
common-practice music notation (CMN) and often offer little assistance to a composer who 
wishes to extend this notation to denote higher structural levels, to develop his own personal 
notational system, or to have the computer assist him in the process of refining statements of 
musical ideas with varying amounts of notation of the structuring process.  These comments 
are based on the discussions that took place after the panel on music input languages (MILs) 
at the ICMC '86 (International Computer Music Conference) in the Hague.

These short comments are meant to introduce the design principles of new flexible nota-
tion systems and to present the definition of what the author calls HyperScore, a notational 
toolkit for composers.  It is hoped that a vigorous and open discussion among the developers 
of related systems that  will allow us to better specify  and design future composer's assistant 
software systems.   It is important to note that this system has not yet been implemented. 

The current  vision sees HyperScore as being embedded within the DoubleTalk (see refer-
ences - [Pope, 1986]) package within the Smalltalk-80 (tm of Xerox Corp.) programming 
environment.  This by no way means that one should limit the discussion to users of Double-
Talk or the Smalltalk-80 system nor that the author assumes that this is the only possible sur-
roundings for the system.

Software for New Music Notations
One of the main programming activities within the field of computer music research dur-

ing the last few years has been designing, specifying and implementing composer's front-
ends and notations for computer music systems.   It is important to differentiate between 
specifying a software front-end system for implementation and specifying the design princi-
ples of a man-machine (or human-computer) interface model.  Specifically, at this stage, the 
design of the prototypical HyperScore system is being carried out on paper, so that we may 
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concentrate on the desirable aspects of the interface and basic models before getting involved 
in (and distracted by) implementation details.

The discrepancy between CM notation systems and new notations used by composers can 
best be illustrated by referring to the proceedings and concert program notes from the recent 
ICMC [CMA, 1986].  One is encouraged to compare the notation examples on pages 147 or 
178 of the conference proceedings with the score examples in the program booklet pages 10, 
67 or 79.  While it is true that  neither of the first set of (more CMN-like) notation systems are 
trying to address the requirements of new music composers desiring flexible notation sys-
tems, it seems opportune to try to build a system that does address the issue of support for the 
various processes of design, development and structural refinement of a composition.  The 
efforts that  can be seen in other artistic areas related to design of complex structures (archi-
tecture or choreography, for example) show much more attention to supporting the different 
notations and processes used in the generation of a 'work'.

Interim DynaBooks for Composers
One interesting note can be extracted from the literature about the Smalltalk-80 pro-

gramming system.  The design of the original Smalltalk-72 dialect was based on the vision of 
a future computer-based knowledge processing tool called the 'DynaBook' (short for personal 
dyamic medium).  All versions of the Smalltalk system since then can be considered 'interim 
DynaBooks' in that  they are designed as exemplary object-oriented languages and program-
ming environments (i.e., how would i like to be able to program?).  One specifies a software 
solution by saying: 'What type of objects are useful to solve problems in the chosen domain 
and how do i want to communicate with them?'.  Exactly  how one implements this strategy 
(but not the choice of the problem-solving technique), is then a function of the available 
technology.

A definition of what is meant by the term 'HyperScore' can now be given as a composer's 
Dynabook; a toolkit for the varying processes of composition: development and refinement 
of sounds, motives, parts, structures, notations, scores, etc..  The author is developing and 
collecting mock-ups of useful front-ends to tools designed for capturing parts of these vari-
ous processes.  A definition of the motivation to define a HyperScore notational toolkit  for 
composers (as opposed to for copyists) is to postulate what one would like in a software sys-
tem to support  the process of development of a composition, including but not limited to, the 
generation of a (CMN-like) score.

When one starts out  using a HyperScore system, he/she may  only  have a fixed idea of a 
sound type, expression or phrase that he can express to the system.  The difference between 
the proposed system and a traditional music input language (graphical or note), is that a Hy-
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perScore editor should allow the composer to capture of the very early stages of structuring 
and develop structuring tools and new notations 'on-the-fly' during the process of interacting 
with musical ideas.

The early stages of development of a HyperScore toolkit require the specification of a 
language for handling the basic elements of discourse (timbres, events, event lists, processes, 
etc.) and of a collection of  front-ends  for the chosen language (using flexible graphical 
score editing tools).  The first  phase of development of the prototype HyperScore system is to 
generate mock-up pictures of desirable user front-ends to software tools offering data cap-
ture, graphical representation, database management, real-time event animation and digital 
signal processing functionality.

Music Notation Criteria
If seems obvious that there are several approaches that a composer can take in choosing a 

notation (or a collection of them) for use in a  particular composition.  The relevant criteria 
could be categorised according to what is being notated and to the level of the notation's ful-
fillment of several design criteria.  The sonic-experiential relevance of a notation (i.e., nota-
tion of performance parameters) can be traded-off for composition structural relevance (i.e., 
notation of hierarchies and compositionally-relevant structures) or for graphical-subjective 
notational relevance (i.e., a picture that conveys something experiential about the music).  
The first item is more prevalent in CMN than the second or third.  A notation's support for 
macros and scoping, its extensibility, personalisibility and scalability are also all factors that 
should influence the choice of basic notational paradigms.

If we try to compare existing notations and computer software (SW) therefore, we can 
classify  the systems found into three roughly-differentiable groups.  There is CMN and CMN 
SW systems (ascii or graphical CMN-like score SW systems), newer structure editing SW 
systems (Jam Factory, Kit, etc.), and new structure and event-list  notational toolkits (Dou-
bleTalk).  The main reason for trying to differentiate between these classes is that a new sys-
tem (HyperScore) should be able to support most  of the commonly-found input/output and 
notational paradigms as well as allowing the user to mix his choice of tools or change his 
model or the graphical/textual representation thereof at any time.

In trying to generalise the concepts of notations of processes of time, the author is devel-
oping a taxonomy of so-called process description language classes.  This simple taxonomy 
could be summed up as follows:

 event-oriented notations - deterministic time-lines or selection range models

 transition-oriented notations - process-level description

 object-oriented notations - conductors, improvisors
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 constraint-oriented notations - rule-based modeling

 basic structure notations - tree-, net- or frame-based modeling languages using 

  any of the above types as elements

In attempting to extend these concepts into the realm of new music notational tools, one 
can find the following possible classes of systems:

 new timelines - mixed pitch-time and graphical timelines

 marked timelines with complex event or process objects

 state machines, nets, diagrams, front-panels and their animator/drivers

 HyperScore systems, toolkits for new notations

Before describing the proposed HyperScore system in more detail, three references to 
related software systems developed within the Smalltalk-80 programming system seem fit-
ting.

Notation of the Design Refinement Process
The so-called Chinese Temple Design Toolkit (CTDT) [Makkuni, 1986] is a project that 

is being undertaken within the SCL design group at Xerox PARC to develop  tools that  could 
assist an architect in the process of developing and refining the design of a chinese temple 
facade.  It addresses the different phases of development of vocabulary elements, description 
of a design process and integration of a facade with different tools and views of the basic 
structures involved.  The important point that can be learned here is that the CTDT is very 
much more than a typical CAD system, placing more effort in tools for capturing the design 
process than in rendering the results (which it also does beautifully).

Functional Visual Programming Languages
The Alternate Reality Kit [Smith, 1986] is an experimentation environment for designing 

models of real-world physical phenomena and performing operations not only on the mod-
eled objects, but also on the rules that describe their interactions.  The front-end uses a very 
low-level direct manipulation model on simple physical objects (i.e., objects with mass, 
charge, etc.) whose properties can be defined and controlled with modeled interactors (i.e., a 
slider to control a number's value that sets the gravitational constant).  The relevant issue for 
us here is the use of a graphical programming language (as in ThingLab [Borning, 1981]) for 
building models of simple (i.e., polynomial equations) or very complex (bubble chamber) 
systems.
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Sound/Music Operator Languages
The Smalltalk-80 SoundKit [Lentczner, 1985] represents a simple visual front-end to a 

functional programming language for describing processes on sound objects.  Simple proc-
esses like recording, playing, splicing and mixing sound objects among sound files are sup-
ported in an interpreted signal processing system where complex macro functions are defined 
using an operator tree graphical input language.  SoundKit can be seen as an example of a 
flexible system for the design of complex objects (in this case, mixed sounds) using graphical 
operations on simpler ones where the operations one performs can be represented graphically 
and in machine-readable form.

The Development of a Hierarchical Music Form Editor
In order to be able to specify a tool that  we understand so little about and that is a fairly 

radical departure from common practice, it seems best to adopt a layered design approach 
and to attack the different aspects of the proposed HyperScore system one at a time.  The 
points outlined below represent a simple structuring of the present state of the design and can 
be used to define new components or aspects that come up in future discussions.

Paint Program with Music Icons
The basic input modes in the current design would use several selectable front-ends, in-

cluding a very simple paint program using musical (or other) icons (instead CMN-like input).  
The relevance of this is that one might want to be able to draw something without having the 
system attach any  particular meaning to any components or characteristics of the picture (i.e., 
that dots are note events or that time runs from left to right).  The system should not try  to 
parse input in the first phase.  A later step  in the development of a composition might be to 
describe the relevance of parts of the picture, but these two phases should be separated.  The 
process of building a parser for a new graphical notation will be treated later.

Event List Editor
One will obviously  also want to offer a more traditional timeline editor (CMN-like) that 

operates on arbitrary lists of events with arbitrary properties.  While this editor should sup-
port a mode akin to CMN editors, it should also make as few assumptions as possible about 
the events' formats.

Text Links to Pictures
To try to support the refinement and design phases of development of a composition, one 

will want to support any number of forms of comments within a notation.  The idea of allow-
ing comments, explanations, relationships or even text database functions on graphical or text 
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objects within a notation would allow the development of self-explaining scores or scores 
that can contain their own developmental histories (see below).

Adding this functionality/property to a paint program or event  list  editor like those de-
scribed above would be straightforward once the paradigm is specified.

Interpretation Structure Editor
At some point in the design of a musical structure, one will want to take some specific 

notation and define how it is to be interpreted to generate an event list, real-time output  or 
some other structural notation.  This process can be broken up into several phases depending 
on the format of the desired result.  The steps could entail the attachment of performance 
relevance to forms and icons, the assignment of a timeline scale and mapping constraints, the 
delegation of 'voices' (timbre mapping), the definition of the macros and processes found in 
the notation or the animation (driving) of a network, state machine or other complex model.  
This area has been touched on in the DoubleTalk system.

Notation of the edit history of an Icon/Form
To be able to denote the development process of a structured score, it would be helpful to 

be able to notate the edit history  of any specific icon, motive, structure or process within a 
composition (in addition to the above-mentioned ability  to place comments on events or 
other notational objects).  The main question is as to how one wants to store this information 
for later use.  The selection of natural language form (i.e., have the system query  the user 
when he changes something as to what his editing means in his own terms), has distinct ad-
vantages in terms of providing a natural way for a composer to interview his own develop-
ment process, but would hinder machine involvement in the understanding of this process.  
The use of a functional programming language (possibly with a graphical front-end like 
SoundKit or the Alternate Reality Kit) for describing the edits made to a notation could be 
automated, but will not always provide a means for the composer to view his edits in a lan-
guage natural to his way of thinking about his refinements.  Having the edit history  parsed 
into a Petri (or similar) net  would probably be most advantageous with respect to the ma-
chine processing of these edits (finding common processes that have been carried out on dif-
ferent elements of a notation, for example) but is not optimal in terms of showing the com-
poser what was going on in his own development of a score.

HyperScore Front-ends
The issue of what  a HyperScore system should actually look like is of course influenced 

by the hardware/software environment in which it is embedded.  As was stated earlier, the 
author finds it advantageous to think of HyperScore as an extension of the DoubleTalk envi-
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ronment.  The use of pluggable Smalltalk-80 and DoubleTalk system graphical front-end 
components (FormEditor, BitEditor, EventListEditor, PrTNetEditor) along with existing 
event processing classes (Event EventList, MidiStream, EventScheduler) and structuring 
tools (PrTNets, Trees, Collections) makes the development of a prototypical HyperScore sys-
tem easier.  Several mock-up  front-ends have been generated and submissions from others in 
the form of commented pictures of imaginary notations or software tools are welcomed

Steps in the further refinement of the HyperScore Theory and Implementations
This note presented several of the issues in the specification of new music notation and 

representation tools.  The author hopes that other researchers in this area will respond with 
proposals for the further definition of what HyperScore systems could be.  A future article in 
ARRAY could contain a report on the responses received or pictures of some of the mock-up 
front-ends suggested.

The development of new Smalltalk-80-based tools for computer music programming that 
could support a HyperScore system is under way and a document describing the classes used 
for this is being circulated for review at present.

The author invites responses at any of the following addresses:
 ARPANet EMail:  Pope.pa@Xerox.COM
  or:   STP%CCRMA@SAIL.Stanford.EDU 
 CompuServe:    73657,1355  
 U.S.Mail:   1836 Webster St.
     Palo Alto, Ca., 94301-3855
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Abstract

This paper describes several generations of computer music systems and the music

they have enabled. It will introduce the software tools used in some of my music com-

positions realized in the years 1979-94 at a variety of studios using various software

and hardware systems and programming languages. These tools use a wide range of

compositional methods, including (among others): high-level graphical notations, lim-

ited stochastic selection, Markov transition tables, forward-chaining expert systems,

non-deterministic Petri networks, and hierarchical rule-based knowledge systems. The

paper begins by defining several of the terms that are frequently used in the computer

music literature with respect to computer-aided composition and realization, and intro-

duces several of the categories of modern models of music composition. A series of in-

depth examples are then drawn from my works of the last 15 years, giving descriptions

of the models, the software tools, and demonstrating the resulting music.

Background

Composers of music in the Western tradition have always used the highest technology that was available to

them (Pope, 1991a). Examples of this can be found throughout music history, be it J. S. Bach’s use and advocacy

of equal temperament (remember that Bach was a contemporary of Euler—the inventor of logarithms, on which

the equal-tempered scale is based), or the heavy use of digital technology by composers and performers today.

Because composition involves many technical processes and typical “engineering” trade-offs, there is no contra-

diction for a composer to use a computer and learn a software user interface or programming language; common-

practice Western music notation is, after all, a highly technical and abstract description language for performance

gestures and has very little to do with the resulting music or personal expression.

There are several good surveys of the use of computers in music composition (Loy and Abbott, 1985; Loy,

1989); the field is actively growing, as new informatics techniques find applications in music composition—

recently artificial neural networks, the mathematics of non-linear dynamical systems, and genetic algorithms have

been seen here. Some abstract representations—e.g., the use of instrument definitions and note lists—and classes

of compositional algorithms—e.g., common procedural or stochastic models—have been in common use since

the “dawn” of computer music in the 1950s and 1960s. This paper will survey several of these popular techniques
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(and a few rather obscure ones), and present concrete examples of the musical results and graphical user inter-

faces.

Algorithmic Composition and High-level Composition Tools

In the last 40 years, computers and informatics technology have found a wide range of applications in music

composition, realization and real-time performance. Note, however, that the kinds of abstractions and tools used

in these three areas—composition, production, and performance—are very different. Composers need software

support for the refinement of incompletely specified ideas and the capture of abstract information early in the pro-

cess of composition, and for the generation of scores or the transition from composition to production or perfor-

mance (Pope, 1986, 1993b). The wide variety of processes involved in composition, and the vague and abstract

nature of high-level musical material, both place special requirements on the design of software tools to support

composers.

There is a wide-spread misunderstanding that all uses of software tools in the composition or production of

music imply algorithmic composition. It is important to differentiate between a composer who uses the computer

models of musical structures in the process of composition and organization of musical material, and the per-

former or producer who uses digital tools for the “later” tasks of music performance, production, or recording.

What I wish to focus on here is the use of computer-based software systems in the capture and elaboration of

musical ideas—the use of computers as “composer’s assistants” rather than as simple scribes or digital instru-

ments. In this category, it is important that the computer have some software-based model of the musical structure

or process. I will discuss below the different families of compositional algorithms and software-based composer’s

tools, and present examples of their use in my musical compositions from the period 1979-94.

Procedural, Stochastic, and Knowledge-based Systems

There are many ways to model complex data structures or dynamical systems using contemporary mathemat-

ical and informatics-based techniques.Procedural descriptions such as those expressed in common programming

languages are widely used to describe the processes and policies of real-world systems in computer-based simu-

lations. It is also possible to describe musical processes in a procedural manner, and there are numerous software

systems that allow one to construct “musical automata” using straight-forward imperative procedural program-

ming techniques. Music-oriented function libraries exist for most common programming languages such as C,

Pascal, BASIC, Lisp, and Smalltalk. These generally allow the user to create some kind of musical data structure

(often using MIDI parameters in lieu of a higher-level abstraction for musical parameters) and to store it to a file

or play it in real time. There are also several kinds of music-specific languages that take other languages as their

models, e.g., Barry Vercoe’sCsound is based on assembly language; F. Richard Moore’scmusic on C, and Wil-

liam Schottstaedt’sclm on Common Lisp.

Very complex dynamical systems cannot always be modelled directly in a procedural programming language,

and modelers often resort tostochastic models that use grammars or other structuring paradigms together with

limited random selection of values. There are many kinds of stochastic models, the most common of which are

based on relatively simple structures (described in a procedural or static manner) that are elaborated with bounded

stochasm (randomness). This can be as simple as declaring a musical structure (e.g., a melody) and adding some

amount of random variation to its parameters to make it seem more “life-like.” (Indeed, some commercial synthe-

sizers and sequencers have a “humanize” function that does just this.) One commonly used higher-level stochastic

model is that of generative grammars, which can be used to describe the “rules” of a given musical structure.

Given a small set of rules (each of which describes a transition between a set of starting tokens and a set of final

tokens), it is possible to generate musical structures that have a high degree of “internal consistency” (on some
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linguistic level at least). There is an active debate among music theorists as to whether or not music is “linguistic”

in terms of the applicability of generative grammars to higher-level musical structures. Other common models

involve bounded stochasm, where the computer is used to make a selection from a given set or range of values.

Several kinds ofknowledge-based frameworks are also popular today, including rule-based, logic-based, and

neural-network-based models. These systems differ from the previous types in that the “knowledge” of the musi-

cal domain is programmed in a declarative style—you tell itwhat there is to know about the task, rather thanhow

to solve it. There is a debate (that I would like to avoid) in the literature as to whether neural nets indeed constitute

a “knowledge-based” model, since there is no direct knowledge model involved, but rather a complex statistical

model serves as their base. The literature of artificial intelligence (AI) and music is very rich, and numerous kinds

of knowledge-based frameworks for music composition have been developed and used in real-world situations by

well-known composers.

There are, of course, other basic modelling paradigms, such as statistical models—which may be classified as

procedural or stochastic, depending on their structure. The above list is not intended to be complete, but rather to

provide basic terms for categorizing the algorithmic composition approaches I will introduce below.

Description Languages, Automata, and Graphics Tools

The various stages of the composition process often call for several different kinds of tools or languages.

Sometimes, a composer wants to use a formal language to describe a specific musical structure or process, e.g.,

for the purpose of annotation. In this case, he/she can use any of a large variety of formal languages, ranging from

logic declarations to programming languages. There is a rich literature of “music input languages” that includes

music description formats based on just about every known computer science formalism (Loy and Abbott, 1985;

Loy, 1989; Pope, 1993a). Some of these languages are based on the declaration of simple, linear “note list” struc-

tures, while others allow the user to describe higher-level musical structures such as chords, performance gestures,

and musical forms as well (Pope, 1986, 1989).

“Algorithmic composition” implies that the composer builds a program (the algorithm) that then composes (all

or only some features of) the music. As described above, this description can take several forms, including proce-

dural, stochastic, or knowledge-based software tools that are “generative” in the sense that they take some data as

their input and generate musical data as output.

Graphical tools such as score editors based on common-practice Western music notation are widely used in

music processing, but composers rarely have access to higher-level (i.e., higher-level than the “note”) notations.

There has been some interesting research in the development of formal notations (i.e., those that are based on a

strict encoding and mapping between graphical symbols and musical objects) for musical structures, and several

composers have used these in the real musical settings (Loy, 1989). There is a continuum of options between com-

plex score notations—pitch-time diagrams where the icons used have more information than traditional note

heads and stems—and graphical programming languages for musical algorithms. This is a very interesting field

of research in which there is much left to be discovered.

Examples

In this section, I will illustrate a variety of software-based composition techniques and composer’s tools that

I have used in my own compositions. In the live presentation, I intend to show examples of the software user inter-

faces used for each of these pieces, and to play short musical examples that demonstrate the compositional struc-

tures or algorithms that are most heavily used.

I will not present the in-depth reference list or “picture show” in this paper, but instead refer the interested

reader to the publications that are cited below. (I have published detailed articles on each of the tools I present
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here.) The examples are presented in chronological order, rather than by the level of sophistication of the technol-

ogy they use.

Graphical Notations: WAKE

WAKE: Ten Tangents for Dance was realized at the SSSP (Structured Sound Synthesis Project) studio within

the computer systems research group (CSRG) at the University of Toronto during1979/80. This piece originated

as a work for organ solo, and had several generations of graphical scores including common-practice notation and

a “piano-roll-style” score (i.e., a pitch vs. time plot) where color was used to denote organ voicing. This graphical

score was “transcribed” for use by the SSSP’s digital synthesizer rather easily. The further revisions to the score

used several graphical notations that were specific to the SSSP system (Buxton et al. 1979), and for which tools

were written in C. These notations went beyond the simple pitch/time diagrams and included structure trees, tim-

bral notations, and other non-traditional graphical representations for which computer editors were built.

This is an example of realizing an “ad hoc” composition—where the compositional strategy was implemented

without computer assistance—with a formal software-based tool. In this case, the score existed before-hand in a

non-computer-oriented format, and was transferred to the computer by “mousing” it all in (as is commonly done

today by composers who use MIDI sequencers). The computer tools played an important role in the “arrange-

ment” of the original organ piece for a new “ensemble” of voice-like synthetic sounds.

Rule-based Forward-chaining Expert Systems: Bat out of Hell

Bat out of Hell: Stories for Dance wasrealized at the CMRS studio in Salzburg, Austria in 1983 using the

“ARA” expert system in Lisp. ARA was developed to implement a specific model of the composition process in

a tool that had machine-learning capabilities. It divided the process into the stages of generation of rhythmical

patterns, selection of pitch sets and melodic phrase structures, the mapping of compositional properties to timbral

control parameters, sound generation, and mixing/spatialization. The ARA tools allowed the composer to define

a “language” in each of these domains where a set of adjectives was specified using musical examples, for exam-

ple, “this rhythmic pattern is red, that other one is blue, and this one is very blue.” As the user assigned adjectives

and scales to musical material, ARA “learned” which attributes of the material were being influenced. It prompted

the user in cases of ambiguity (which were plentiful).

After “teaching” ARA how to classify a set of materials and apply transformations based on user-defined

adjectives, the user could then make requests such as “make the spatialization in this section rounder” or “use a

smooth orange rhythm here.” Due to the technology of the day (twelve years ago), ARA was a non-real-time sys-

tem that generated Music-11 instrument definition and note-list files. These had to be compiled in “batch” mode.

The pieceBat out of Hell can be viewed as a transition from order to chaos and back in which ARA started with

a well-organized consistent set of material and was then directed to carry out a series of transitions into and out

of less-organized areas. The timbre was kept very simple (a single-modulator FM bell sound) for both musical

considerations and compute-time constraints.

Logic-based Petri Nets: Requiem Aeternam Dona Eis

Requiem Aeternam Dona Eis was realized at the CMRS and PCS GmbH in Munich during1984/85 using the

“DoubleTalk” Smalltalk system. DoubleTalk used Petri nets (which are similar to state transition automata) where

the states and transition rules were defined in a Prolog-like declarative logic format. Compositional processes

were defined as Petri nets with a static structure (the layout of the net), pre-defined state capacities (how many of

which kind of token can inhabit a given state at a time), and an initial “marking” (what tokens are where at time

zero). There were a suite of interactive editors for “drawing” nets and “programming” their transitions, defining
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token types, and placing tokens in a net (marking the net). After this was done, one could “run” the net by letting

a simulator step through the possible transitions like a rule base. Transition rules could have side-effects such as

playing musical notes, or changing the rules of transitions or the marking of the net. DoubleTalk was also initially

connected to a non-real-time software synthesis engine (cmusic), though later versions could generate MIDI out-

put in real time. InRequiem Aeternam Dona Eis the DoubleTalk system was used to build musical structures that

bear some similarity to the sounds of three sections of the text of the Latin requiem mass. These structures were

then the subject of a set of variations that were generated by using the same net and initial marking but changing

the transition rules.

Stochastic Procedural Systems: Day

Day: Installation was realized at Xerox PARC in 1987 using “EventGenerators” (Pope 1989) in Smalltalk.

This is a real-time system that lets the composer/performer interact with a number of mixed procedural/stochastic

“smart performers” or “hyper-instruments” that I call “event generators.” Examples of simple event generators

are chords, trills, and scales; one can, for example, define a chord given its root, type, and inversion, or a trill given

its notes, duration and frequency, or a scale given its base, goal, and gamut. Stochastic event generators select at

random from a given set of rata or data range, as in the example of a “cloud” that repeats the notes of a given chord

according to a given rhythmic pattern. Higher-level procedural event generators use algorithms such as Markov

tables or bell peal rules (as in the ringing of the changes) to generate their output. InDay, these event generators

were configured ahead of time, and the performer could interact with them live. For example, there is one section

that is defined as a set of fixed rhythms based on arpeggiated chords, but the actual chord notes are to be played

by the performer in real-time.

Grammar-based Rule Systems: Kombination XI

Kombination XI is the first movement ofCelebration: Laments and Simple Truths for a Quiet Spiritual Place.

It was realized at the Vienna Music Academy, CCRMA, STEIM, and elsewhere from 1978-90 using “TR-Trees”

and the “extended generative theory system” in Smalltalk (Pope 1991b, 1992). This system is loosely based on

the seminal work by Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff on a general-purpose theory of any style of music based

on generative linguistics. Their theory defines several kinds of hierarchies, from low-level event grouping up to

high-level formal structures based on tension and relaxation (hence the name TR trees). For each of these hierar-

chies, they define rules for recognizing structures and defining the well-formedness of alternative structures. The

TR-Trees system is essentially a set of knowledge bases that implement a specific music theory (my style, as it

were), and allows one to use this knowledge in generating (rather than analyzing) music. The expert system engine

was the same for all knowledge bases. InKombination XI these rules govern the processing of spoken text as musi-

cal material so that a tight symbiosis is achieved between the text and musical structures. Both the musical and

text-like sounds in the piece are derived from the sounds of the spoken voice.

Hybrid Multi-tool Environments: Paragraph 31

Paragraph 31: All Gates Are Open was realized at the Swedish Institute for Computer Science (SICS), and

the EMS Studio in Stockholm during 1992/93 using a wide variety of tools written in Smalltalk and C. My current

feeling is that a composer needs to be able to use many different abstractions, notations, and algorithmic tools

within any one composition, so I have built a framework that includes all of the components mentioned above,

and more. The current hybrid system—implemented within the Musical Object Development Environment, or

MODE—includes several kinds of extended graphical notations, a rich set of procedural, stochastic, and algorith-

mic event generators, the TR-Trees knowledge bases, and a DoubleTalk-like network-based tool. The system can
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also import data from and export data to a variety of external programs such as MIDI sequencers and real-time

digital sound file mixers. This system was used along with various third-party C-language tools in the composition

and realization ofAll Gates Are Open, in which the basic structures were described using TR-Trees that generated

the specific gestures represented in terms of event generators. These generators were edited using graphical nota-

tion tools. The Petri net subsystem was used for the mapping of the actual performance rules that governed the

system’s “interpretation” of the raw musical data. The final production was described using several Smalltalk- and

C-based tools that generated and edited mixing scripts for a real-time digital signal processors at EMS.

Conclusions

My current development effort is aimed at extending the MODE to include still more tool paradigms for new

notations, and alternate procedural, stochastic, and knowledge-based algorithmic composition abstractions. My

works-in-progress (of which there are several) involve new tools based on context-free generative grammars,

other kinds of rule bases, and performance mapping using fuzzy logic.

I strongly believe that, in the future, broad multi-paradigm composition environments will replace the current

crop of single-purpose, single-representation tools, and will provide musicians with ever more flexible, scalable,

and multi-level facilities for music composition, realization, performance, and production.
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Introduction
The Siren system is a general-purpose music composition and production
framework integrated with Squeak Smalltalk (1); it is a Smalltalk class li-
brary of about 320 classes (about 5000 methods) for building various mu-
sic- and sound-related applications. Siren can be used on all Squeak plat-
forms with or without support for MIDI or audio input/output (I/O). The
system’s Smalltalk source code is available for free on the Internet; see the
Siren package home page at the URL http://www.create.ucsb.edu/Siren.

This chapter is divided into several sections: (a) the Smoke music de-
scription language used within Siren, (b) Siren’s real-time MIDI and sound
I/O facilities, (c) the graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for Siren objects, and
(d) Siren applications–music/sound databases, and how a composer might
use Siren. The presentation is intended for a Squeak programmer who is in-
terested in music and sound applications, or for a computer music enthusiast
who is interested in Squeak. Many references are provided to the literature
on music software and object-oriented programming

Why Siren?
The motivation for the development of Siren is to build a powerful, flexible,
and portable computer-based composer’s tool and instrument. In the past,
real-time musical instruments such as acoustic instruments or electroacoustic
synthesizers have had quite different characteristics from software-based re-
search and production tools. (There is of course an interesting gray area, and
also a basic dependency on how the implement is applied–hammer-as-
instrument, or piano-as-tool.) One possible description of the basic differ-
ences between tools and instruments is given in Table 1.

Characteristic Too l Instrument

Typical application construction expression

Range of application (hopefully) broad narrow is acceptable

User interface simple, standard potentially complex but learnable

Customizability none or little per-user customizability

Application mode for planned tasks exploratory, experimentation

Table 1: Differences between Tools and Instruments

The Siren system is designed to support composition, off-line (i.e., non-
interactive) realization, and live performance of electroacoustic music with
abstract notations and musical structure representation, as well as sound and
score processing. Other desired application areas include music/sound data-
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Music and Sound Processing Using Siren

bases, music analysis, and music scholarship and pedagogy. It should ide-
ally be flexible and formal like a tool, and support expression and custom-
izability like an instrument.

The technical goal of the software is to exhibit good object-oriented de-
sign principles and elegant state-of-the-art software engineering practice. It
needs to be an easily extensible framework for many kinds of intricately
structured multimedia data objects, and to provide abstract models of high-
level musical constructs, and flexible management of very large data sets.

Elements of Siren
There are several packages that make up the Siren system:

• a general-purpose music representation system—the Smoke music rep-
resentation language (the name, suggested by Danny Oppenheim, is de-
rived from “Smallmusic object kernel”), which consists of music mag-
nitudes, events, event lists, generators, functions, and sounds;

• a collection of I/O-related objects such as voices, schedulers, and driv-
ers—real-time and file-based I/O objects for sound and MIDI;

• GUI components for musical applications—an extended GUI frame-
work, widgets, and tools; and

• a collection of built-in end-user application prototypes—Squeak editors
and browsers for Siren objects.

Figure 1 shows the basic components of Siren. At the center are the
class categories of the Smoke music and multimedia representation lan-
guage. On the left side are the editors and applications for manipulating
Smoke objects in Siren. To the right are the various objects that handle in-
put-output in various formats and real-time drivers. The components on the
lower-right that are shown in courier typeface are low-level I/O driver inter-
faces written in C.

Figure 1: Siren Architecture
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History and Relation to Composition
Siren and its direct hardware and software predecessors stem from music
systems that developed in the process of my composition. Starting in the
mid-1970s, I used non-real-time software sound synthesis programming
languages for my composition; I had the very good luck to learn the Mu-
sic10 language that was based on SAIL (Stanford AI Language) and ran on
DEC PDP-10 mainframe computers. This was a very advanced (for its time)
and flexible programming language that served as a synthesis and a score-
generation language at the same time. I quickly became accustomed to
building special representations for each composition and to having flexible
high-level tools for music. When I moved onto DEC PDP-11-series mini-
computers running UNIX in the late 1970s, I was forced to start writing my
own composition tools in the highest-level languages to which I had access.
(This led to having to do my own ports of Lisp and Smalltalk virtual ma-
chines, but that’s another chapter altogether.) The ramification of this is that
the software I describe below (including Siren) is always oriented primarily
towards the representation of musical structures and compositional algo-
rithms, with real-time performance or actual sound synthesis as secondary
considerations. Siren today remains primarily a music description language
and composition structuring tool, with a few MIDI I/O features, simple
graphical tools, and hooks to other Squeak facilities for sound generation.

My first generation of object-oriented music software, called ARA, was an
outgrowth of a Lisp rule-based expert system I wrote between 1980 and
1983 for the composition of Bat out of Hell (2). ARA had a rather inflexible
music representation (designed for a specific software instrument written in
the Music11 sound synthesis language), but allowed the description and
manipulation of “middle-level” musical structures such as chords, phrases,
and rhythmical patterns in the rules of the expert system.

The next generation was the DoubleTalk system (3, 4), which used a
Smalltalk-80-based Petri net editing system built (in Berkeley Smalltalk) by
Georg Heeg et al. at the University of Dortmund, Germany. I used Double-
Talk for the composition of Requiem Aeternam Dona Eis (1986). This sys-
tem allowed me to “program” transitions between states of the composi-
tional system using a Prolog-like declarative language that was used to
annotate the Petri nets. To execute a DoubleTalk net, one defined its initial
“marking”—the placement and types of tokens distributed among the
nodes—and then ran the Petri net simulator, the result of which was a score
generated by the simulated net’s transitions.

In 1986, I started working at Xerox PARC and also at the Stanford
University Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics
(CCRMA). I wrote the first flexible version of a Smalltalk music description
language while there, which served as the foundation for the HyperScore
ToolKit (5). This package was used (among others) for the composition
Day (1988), and it was the first to support real-time MIDI I/O as well as
graphical notations. (This was the only composition for which I have used
MIDI, and the last for which I tried to build graphical tools. I have only done
the minimum to support MIDI and GUIs in my tools since 1988.)

Siren’s direct predecessor, known as the MODE (Musical Object De-
velopment Environment) (6, 7), was used for Kombination XI (1990/98) (8)
and All Gates Are Open (1993/95). The MODE was based on ParcPlace
Systems’ VisualWorks implementation of Smalltalk and supported sound
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and MIDI I/O as well as specialized interfaces (via user primitives) to sound
analysis/resynthesis packages such as a phase vocoder, and to special-
purpose mixing hardware such as the Studer/Dyaxis MacMix system.

In each of these cases, some amount of effort was spent—after the
completion of a specific composition—to make the tools more general pur-
pose, often making them less useful for any particular task. Siren (9, 10) is a
re-implementation of the MODE undertaken in 1997-9; it is based on the
representations and tools I am using in the realization of Ywe Ye, Yi Jr Di
(work in progress). The “clean-up” effort was minimized here; the new Si-
ren package is much more useful, but for a much smaller set of tasks and at-
titudes about what music representation and composition are. If Siren works
well for other composers, it is because of its idiosyncratic approach, rather
than its attempted generality (i.e., the instrument approach, rather than the
tool approach).

Siren and its predecessors are documented in the book “The Well-
Tempered Object: Musical Applications of Object-Oriented Software Tech-
nology” (11), in a series of papers in the Proceedings of the 1982, 1986,
1987, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1996, 1997, and 1999 International Computer
Music Conferences (ICMCs), in an extended article in Computer Music
Journal from 1992 (6), and in the 1997 book Musical Signal Processing
(12). Many of these papers and related documents are available from the
Web URL http://www.create.ucsb.edu/~stp/publ.html.

Programming Languages for Music
In the computer music literature (e.g., 11), the primary programming lan-
guages used for advanced experimental systems (to this day) have been Lisp
and Smalltalk; this can be traced to several basic concepts. Both languages
provide an extremely simple, single-paradigm programming model (i.e., all
data are of the same basic “type” and all behavior is accessed in the same
way), and both have consistent syntax that scales well to large expressions
(this is a matter of debate among “language bigots”). Both can be inter-
preted or compiled with ease and are often implemented within development
environments based on one or more interactive “read-eval-print loop” ob-
jects. The history of the various Lisp machines and Smalltalk-based operat-
ing systems demonstrates the scalability of Lisp and Smalltalk both “up”
and “down,” so that everything from high-level applications frameworks to
device drivers can be developed in a single language system. The Smalltalk
history shows the independent development of the programming language,
the basic class libraries, the user interface framework, and the delivery plat-
form across at least four full generations.

Two important language features that are common to both Lisp and
Smalltalk are dynamic typing and dynamic polymorphism. Dynamic typing
means that data type information is specific to (run-time) values and not to
(compile-time) variables as in many other languages. In Pascal or C, for ex-
ample, one declares all variables as typed (e.g., int i; means that variable i is
an integer) and may not generally assign other kinds of data to a variable af-
ter its declaration (e.g., i = “hello”; to assign a string to i). Declaring a vari-
able name in Lisp or Smalltalk says nothing about the types of values that
may be assigned to that variable. While this generally implies some addi-
tional run-time overhead, dynamic binding is a valuable language asset be-
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cause of the increase it brings in software flexibility, abstraction, and reus-
ability.

Polymorphism means being able to use the same function name with
different types of arguments to evoke different behaviors. Most standard
programming languages allow for some polymorphism in the form of over-
loading of their arithmetical operators, meaning that one can say (3 + 4) or
(3.1 + 4.1) to add integers or floating-point numbers. The problem with lim-
ited overloading (limited polymorphism) is that one is forced to have many
names for the same function applied to different argument types (e.g., func-
tion names like playEvent(), playEventList(), playSound(), playMix(),
etc.). In Lisp and Smalltalk (as well as several other object-oriented lan-
guages) all functions can be overloaded, so that one can create many types of
objects that can be used interchangeably (e.g., many different types of ob-
jects can handle the play  message in their own ways). Using polymorphism
also incurs a run-time overhead, but, as with dynamic binding, it can be con-
sidered essential for a language that will be used as the base for an explora-
tory programming environment for music and multimedia applications.

The 1991 book "The Well-Tempered Object" (11) describes the second
generation of O-O music software systems (mid- to late-1980s, the first
generation having started in the mid-1970s), and there are several third-
generation systems in both LISP (Stanford's CLM or CMU's Nyquist) and
Smalltalk (the Symbolic Sound Kyma system, Dmix, Siren).

Representation of Multimedia Objects
There is a rich and diverse literature related to the representation, manipula-
tion, and interchange of multimedia data in general, and musical sound and
scores in particular. Two useful surveys are those by Roger Dannenberg
(13) and Geraint Wiggins et al. (14).

Among the important issues are (a) which media related to sound and
music are to be supported—recorded sound, musical performance, musical
structure; (b) what level of sonic semantics and musical structure is to be
supported, and (c) how exactly the representation is to capture an actual per-
formance or recording. In many systems, issue (a) is addressed by a small
and fixed set of data types (e.g., sound-only, control-only, or event-only),
and a trade-off is seen between issues (b) and (c), that is, between what
Wiggins et al. call “structural generality” and “representational complete-
ness.”

Many object models for complex domains (musical or not) start by de-
fining a set of classes of objects that represent the basic “units of measure”
or magnitudes of the domain. In the case of sound and music, this means
classes to model the basic properties of sounds and musical events such as
time (and/or duration), pitch, loudness, and spatial dimensions. Along with
some model of generic “events” (at the level of words or musical notes),
one must build micro-level functions and control objects, and higher-level
“event lists” to represent sentences, melodies, and other composite events.
This basic event/event-list design is very similar to the design patterns found
in graphics systems based on display lists.
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The Smoke Music Representation Language
The “kernel” of Siren is the set of classes for music magnitudes, functions
and sounds, events, event lists, and event structures known as the Smallmusic
object kernel, or Smoke) (15). Smoke is described in terms of two related
description languages (verbose and terse music input languages), a compact
binary interchange format, and a mapping onto concrete data structures. All
of the high-level packages of Siren—event lists, voices, sound/DSP, compo-
sitional structures, and the user interface framework—interoperate using
Smoke events and event lists.

Smoke supports the following kinds of description:

• abstract models of the basic musical quantities (scalar magnitudes such
as duration, pitch, loudness or duration);

• instrument/note (voice/event or performer/score) pattern for mapping ab-
stract event properties onto concrete parameters of output media or syn-
thesis methods;

• functions of time, sampled sound, granular description, or other (non-
note-oriented) description abstractions;

• flexible grain-size of “events” in terms of “notes,” “grains,” “ele-
ments,” or “textures”;

• event, control, and sampled sound description levels;

• nested/hierarchical event-tree structures for flexible description of
“parts,” “tracks,” or other parallel/sequential organizations;

• separation of “data” from “interpretation” (what vs. how in terms of
providing for interpretation objects called voices);

• abstractions for the description of “middle-level” musical structures
(e.g., chords, clusters, or trills);

• annotation of event tree structures supporting the creation of heterarchies
(lattices) and hypermedia networks;

• annotation including graphical data necessary for common-practice no-
tation; and

• description of sampled sound synthesis and processing models such as
sound file mixing or DSP.

Given a flexible and abstract basic object model for Smoke, it should be
easy to build converters for many common formats, such as MIDI data,
formatted note lists for software sound synthesis languages (16), DSP code,
or mixing scripts. Additionally, it should be possible to parse live perform-
ance data (e.g., incoming MIDI streams) into Smoke objects, and to interpret
or play Siren objects (in some rendition) in real-time.

The “executive summary” of Smoke from (15) is as follows. Music
(i.e., a musical surface or structure), can be represented as a series of
“events” (which generally last from tens of msec to tens of sec). Events are
simply property lists or dictionaries; they can have named properties whose
values are arbitrary. These properties may be music-specific objects (such as
pitches or spatial positions), and models of many common musical magni-
tudes are provided. Voice objects and applications determine the interpreta-
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tion of events’ properties and may use “standard” property names such as
pitch, loudness, voice, duration, or position.

Events are grouped into event collections or event lists by their relative
start times. Event lists are events themselves and can therefore be nested into
trees (i.e., an event list can have another event list as one of its events, etc.);
they can also map their properties onto their component events. This means
that an event can be “shared” by being in more than one event list at differ-
ent relative start times and with different properties mapped onto it.

Events and event lists are “performed” by the action of a scheduler
passing them to an interpretation object or voice. Voices map event proper-
ties onto parameters of I/O devices; there can be a rich hierarchy of them. A
scheduler expands and/or maps event lists and sends their events to their
voices.

Sampled sounds are also describable, by means of synthesis
“patches,” or signal processing scripts involving a vocabulary of sound
manipulation messages.

Smoke objects also have behaviors for managing several special types
of links, which are seen simply as properties where the property name is a
symbol such as usedToBe, isTonalAnswerTo, or obeysRubato, and the
property value is another Smoke object, for example, an event list. With this
facility, one can built multimedia hypermedia navigators for arbitrary Smoke
networks. The three example link names shown above could be used to im-
plement event lists with version history, to embed analytical information in
scores, or to attach real-time performance controllers to event lists, respec-
tively.

Music Magnitudes
MusicMagnitude objects are characterized by their identity, class, species,
and value. For example, the pitch object that represents the note named c3
has its particular object identity, is a member of class SymbolicPitch, of the
species Pitch, and has the value ‘c3’ (a string). MusicMagnitude behaviors
distinguish between class membership and species in a multiple-inheritance-
like scheme that allows the object representing “440.0 Hz” to have pitch-
like and limited-precision-real-number-like behaviors. This means that its
behavior can depend on what it represents (a pitch), or how its value is stored
(a floating-point number).

The mixed-mode music magnitude arithmetic is defined using the tech-
nique of species-based coercion, that is, class Pitch knows whether a note
name or Hertz value is more general. This provides capabilities similar to
those of systems that use the techniques of multiple inheritance and multiple
polymorphism (such as C++ and the Common Lisp Object System), but in
a much simpler and scalable manner. All meaningful coercion mes-
sages—for example, (440.0 Hz asMIDIKeyNumber) —and mixed-mode
operations—for example, (1/4 beat + 80 msec)—are defined.

The basic abstract model classes include Pitch, Loudness, and Dura-
tion. These classes are abstract and do not even have subclasses; they sig-
nify what kind of property is being represented. They are used as the species
for families of classes that have their own inheritance hierarchy based on
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how they represent their values. This framework is easily extensible for
composition- or notation-specific magnitudes.

Figure 2 shows the abstract “representation” class hierarchy on the left
and the concrete “implementation” hierarchy on the right. The lines be-
tween the two sides denote the species relationships, for example, both
HertzPitch and SymbolicPitch are of species Pitch and can defer to the
species for performing mixed-mode operations such as (#c4 pitch + 12
Hz). The representation hierarchy has abstract classes such as Chroma (spe-
cies classes representing objects for pitch and temperament), while the im-
plementation hierarchy has abstract classes such as IntervalMagnitude,
which generalizes the concrete classes with fixed numerical ranges.

Figure 2: Class-Species and Subclass Inheritance Relationships
among Siren MusicMagnitudes

The handling of time as a parameter is finessed via the abstraction of
duration. All times are represented as durations of events, or delays between
events, so that no “real” or “absolute” time object is needed. Duration
objects can have simple numerical or symbolic values, or they can be condi-
tions (e.g., the duration until some event occurs), Boolean expressions of
other durations, or arbitrary blocks of Smalltalk-80 code.

Functions of one or more variables are yet another type of signal-like
music magnitude. The Function class hierarchy includes line segment, ex-
ponential segment, spline segment and Fourier summation functions.

In the verbose Smoke format music magnitudes, events, and event lists
are created by instance creation messages sent to the appropriate classes.
The first three expressions in the examples below create various music mag-
nitudes and coerce them into other representations.

The terse form for music magnitude creation uses post-operators (unary
messages) such as 440 Hz or 250 msec, as shown in the subsequent exam-
ples.
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Users can extend the music magnitude framework with their own
classes that refine the existing models or define totally new kinds of musical
metrics.

Verbose MusicMagnitude Creation and Coercion Messages

(Duration value: 1/16) asMsec “Answers Duration 62 msec.”
(Pitch value: 60) asHertz “Answers Pitch 261.623 Hz.”
(Amplitude value: ‘ff’) asMIDI “Answers MIDI key velocity 100.”

Mixed-mode Arithmetic

(1/2 beat) + 100 msec “ (0.6 beat”)
‘a4’ pitch + 25 Hz “ (465.0 Hz)”
(#a4 pitch + 100 Hz) asMIDI “ (73 key)”
‘mp’ ampl + 3 dB “ (-4.6 dB)”

Events and Event Lists
The AbstractEvent object in Smoke is modeled as a property-list diction-
ary with a duration. Events have no notion of external time until their dura-
tions become active. Event behaviors include duration and property access-
ing, and “performance,” where the semantics of the operation depends on
another object—a voice or driver as described below.

The primary messages that events understand are: (anEvent duration:
someDurationObject)—to set the duration time of the event (to some Du-
ration-type music magnitude)—and property accessing messages such as
(anEvent color: #blue)—to set the “color” (an arbitrary property) to an
arbitrary value (the symbol #blue). This kind of “generic behavior“ is im-
plemented by overriding the method doesNotUnderstand, which is both
very useful and rather dangerous (as it can make broken methods quite diffi-
cult to debug).

The meaning of an event’s properties is interpreted by voices and user
interface objects; it is obvious that, for example, a pitch property could be
mapped differently by a MIDI output voice and a graphical notation editor.
It is common to have events with complex objects as properties (e.g., enve-
lope functions, real-time controller maps, DSP scripts, structural annotation,
version history, or compositional algorithms), or with more than one copy of
some properties (e.g., one event with enharmonic pitch name, key number,
and frequency, each of which may be interpreted differently by various
voices or structure accessors).

There is no prescribed “level” or “grain size” for events in Smoke.
There may be a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship between events and
“notes,” or single event objects may be used to represent long complex
textures or surfaces.

Note the way that Smoke uses the Smalltalk concatenation message “,”
to denote the construction of events and event lists; (magnitude, magni-
tude) means to build an event with the two magnitudes as properties, and
(event, event) or ((duration => event), (duration => event)) means to
build an event list with the given events as components. (The message “=>“
is similar to the standard Smalltalk “->“ message except that a special kind
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of Association [an EventAssociation] is created.) This kind of convenient
and compact expression is simply Smalltalk syntax using a few additional
implementors of the message “,” for concatenation, as shown in Table 2.

Receiver class Answer Example

MusicMagnitude MusicEvent 440 Hz, (1/4 beat), 44 dB

MusicEvent EventList event1, event2

EventAssociation EventList (dur1 => evt1), (dur2 => evt2)

Table 2: Interpretations of Concatenation Messages in Smoke

The classes Siren uses for events are as follows.

AbstractEvent — Object with a property list (lazily created)

DurationEvent — adds duration instance variable

MusicEvent — adds pitch and voice instance variables

ActionEvent — has a block that it evaluates when scheduled

It is seldom necessary to extend the hierarchy of events. Examples of
verbose and terse Siren event creation messages are given below.

Verbose Event Creation Messages—Class Messages

Create a ‘generic’ event.
MusicEvent duration: 1/4 pitch: ‘c3’ ampl: ‘mf’.

Create one with added properties.
(MusicEvent dur: 1/4 pitch: ‘c3’) color: #green; accent: #sfz.

Terse Event Creation Using Concatenation of Music Magnitudes

440 Hz, (1/4 beat), 44 dB. “Simple event”
490 Hz, (1/7 beat), 56 dB, (#voice -> #flute),

(#embrochure -> #tight). “with an added (arbitrary) property”
(#c4 pitch, 0.21 sec, 64 velocity)

voice: Voice default. “Event using different syntax”

EventList objects hold onto collections of events that are tagged and
sorted by their start times (represented as the duration between the start time
of the event list and that of the event). The event list classes are subclasses of
DurationEvent themselves. This means that event lists can behave like
events and can therefore be arbitrarily deeply nested, that is, one event list
can contain another as one of its events.

The primary messages to which event lists respond (in addition to the
behavior they inherit by being events), are (anEventList add: anEvent
at: aDuration)—to add an event to the list—(anEventList play)—to play
the event list on its voice (or a default one)—(anEventList edit)—to open
a graphical editor in the event list—and Smalltalk-80 collection iteration and
enumeration messages such as (anEventList select: [someBlock])—to
select the events that satisfy the given (Boolean) function block.
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Event lists can map their own properties onto their events in several
ways. Properties can be defined as lazy or eager, to signify whether they
map themselves when created (eagerly) or when the event list is performed
(lazily). This makes it easy to create several event lists that have copies of the
same events and map their own properties onto the events at performance
time under interactive control. Voices handle mapping of event list properties
via event modifiers, as described below.

In a typical hierarchical Smoke score, data structure composition is used
to manage the large number of events, event generators, and event modifiers
necessary to describe a full performance. The score is a tree—possibly a
forest (i.e., with multiple roots) or a lattice (i.e., with cross-branch links be-
tween the inner nodes) —of hierarchical event lists representing sections,
parts, tracks, phrases, chords, or whatever abstractions the user desires to de-
fine. Smoke does not define any fixed event list subclasses for these types;
they are all various compositions of parallel or sequential event lists.

Note that events do not know their start times; this is always relative to
some outer scope. This means that events can be shared among many event
lists, the extreme case being an entire composition where one event is shared
and mapped by many different event lists (as described by Carla Scaletti in
[17]). The fact that the Smoke text-based event and event list description
format consists of executable Smalltalk-80 message expressions (see exam-
ples below) means that it can be seen as either a declarative or a procedural
description language. The goal is to provide “something of a cross between
a music notation and a programming language” as suggested by Roger
Dannenberg (13).

The verbose way of creating an event list is to create a named instance
and add events explicitly as shown in the first example below, which creates
a D-major triad (i.e., create a named event list and add three events that all
start at the same time).

(EventList newNamed: #Chord1)
add: (1/2  beat, ‘d3’  pitch,  ‘mf’ ampl)  at: 0;
add: (1/2  beat, ‘fs3’  pitch, ‘mf’ ampl)  at: 0;
add: (1/2  beat, ‘a4’   pitch, ‘mf’ ampl)  at: 0

This same chord (this time anonymous) could be defined more tersely
using simple concatenation of event associations (note the comma between
the associations),

(0 => (1/2 beat, ‘d3’ pitch, ‘mf’ ampl)),
  (0 => (1/2 beat, ‘fs3’ pitch, ‘mf’ ampl)),
  (0 => (1/2 beat, ‘a4’ pitch, ‘mf’ ampl))

This chord could have been created even more compactly using a Chord
object (see the discussion of event generators below) as,

(Chord majorTriadOn: ‘d3’ inversion: 0) eventList

Terse EventList creation using concatenation of events or (duration,
event) associations looks like this:
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(440 Hz, (1/2 beat), 44.7 dB), “comma between events”
 (1 => ((1.396 sec, 0.714 ampl) phoneme: #xu))

EventGenerators and EventModifiers
The EventGenerator and EventModifier packages provide for music de-
scription and performance using generic or composition-specific middle-
level objects. Event generators are used to represent the common structures
of the musical vocabulary such as chords, clusters, progressions, or ostinati.
Each event generator subclass knows how it is described—for example, a
chord with a root and an inversion, or an ostinato with an event list and re-
peat rate—and can perform itself once or repeatedly, acting like a Smalltalk-
80 control structure. EventModifier objects generally hold onto a function
and a property name; they can be told to apply their functions to the named
property of an event list lazily or eagerly. Event generators/modifiers are de-
scribed in more detail in (18); some of the other issues are discussed in (19).

EventGenerator Examples
Chords are simple one-dimensional event generators.

((Chord majorTetradOn: ‘f4’ inversion: 1) duration: 1.0) play

Play a drum roll—20 beats/sec (50 msec each) for 2 sec, middle-C, loud
((Roll length: 2 sec rhythm: 50 msec note: 60 key) ampl: #ff) play

Create a low 6-second stochastic cloud with 5 events per second.
Given interval ranges for selection of pitch and amplitude; play a constant rhythm.
(Cloud dur: 6 “Cloud lasts 6 sec.”

pitch: (48 to: 60) “with pitches selected from this range”
ampl: (80 to: 120) “and amplitudes in this range”
voice: (1 to: 8) “select from these voices”
density: 5) “play 5 notes per sec.”

Play a 6-second cloud that goes from low to high and soft to loud—give starting
and ending selection ranges for the properties.
(DynamicCloud dur: 6 "6-second DynamicCloud generator"

pitch: #((30 to: 44) (60 to: 60)) “with starting and ending pitch”
ampl: #((20 to: 40) (90 to: 120)) "and amplitude ranges
voice: (1 to: 4) “single interval of voices”
density: 15) play "play 15 per second"

Edit a dynamic selection cloud that makes a transition from one triad to an-
other—give starting and ending pitch sets for the selection.
The result is displayed in Figure 3(a) in a piano-roll-like notation editor.
(DynamicSelectionCloud dur: 4 "6-second DynamicSelectionCloud"

pitch: #( #(48 50 52) #(72 74 76)) "give sets for pitch selection"
ampl: #(60 80 120) "constant selection set"
voice: #(1 2) "2 MIDI voices"
density: 20) edit "20 notes per sec"
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Rubato example: apply a “slow-down” tempo-map to a drum roll by scaling the
inter-event delays

| roll rub | “Create a drum roll with 10 beats/sec”
roll := ((Roll length: 2000 rhythm: 100 note: 60) ampl: 80) eventList.

“Create a modifier to slow down by a factor of 1.5“
rub := Rubato new function: (LinearFunction from: #((0 1) (1 1.5))); scale: 10.
rub applyTo: roll. “Apply the event modifier to the event list.”
roll explore “Explore the result“

The object explorer shown in Figure 3(b) illustrates the inner structure
of a Siren event list; the main instance variables are at the top of the property
list, and one of the list's event is expanded to show its internal state. The ef-
fect of the decellerrando function is visible as the increase of the differences
between the relative start times of the events in the list.

Figure 3: (a) DynamicSelectionCloud Chord Cross-fade

Figure 3: (b) EventList Result from Applying a Decellerando
Tempo Map to a Drum Roll
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Siren I/O
The “performance” of events takes place via IOVoice objects. Event prop-
erties are assumed to be independent of the parameters of any synthesis in-
strument or algorithm. A voice object is a “property-to-parameter mapper”
that knows about one or more output or input formats for Smoke data. There
are voice “device drivers” for common score file storage formats—such as
note lists for various software sound synthesis languages (16), MIDI file
format, or phase vocoder scripts—or for use with real-time schedulers con-
nected to MIDI or sampled sound drivers.

These classes can be refined to add new event and signal file formats or
multilevel mapping (e.g., for MIDI system exclusive messages) in an ab-
stract way. IOVoice objects can also read input streams (e.g., real-time con-
troller data, or output from a co-process) and send messages to other voices,
schedulers, event modifiers, or event generators. This is how one uses the
system for real-time control of complex structures.

Some voices are “timeless” (e.g., MIDI file readers); they operate at
full speed regardless of the relative time of the event list they read or write.
Others assume that some scheduler hands events to their voices in real time
during performance. The EventScheduler (written entirely in Squeak) does
just this; it can be used to sequence and synchronize event lists that may in-
clude a variety of voices.

IOVoice Examples
Create a random event list and write it out to a cmix-format notelist file.

| file list voice |
file := FileStream named: ‘test.out.cmix’.

“This example creates an event list with random notes.”
list := EventList randomExample: 64.

“Create a voice to map the list to a cmix-format score file.”
voice := CmixVoice newNamed: ‘1’ onStream: file.

“Store the event list on the voice’s file.”
voice play: list.
file close. "Close the file."

The resulting cmix score file looks like,

/* cmix MINC data file created 8 May 2000 */
system("sfcreate -r 44100 -c 1 -i out.snd");
output("out.snd"); /* output sound file */
makegen(1, 10, 1024, 1) /* f1 = sine wave */

ins(t, 0.0, 0.264, 79, 0.653401229834836, 0.4343151734556608, 13039);
ins(t, 0.264, 0.255, 74, 0.2897873042569436, 0.39283562343234, 22197);
ins(t, 0.519, 0.281, 75, 0.4070028436402803, 0.399486889950692, 18610);
ins(t, 0.8, 0.232, 77, 0.9441084940657525, 0.421033562096317, 22386);
ins(t, 1.032, 0.28, 73, 0.815713333345816, 0.431038966901153, 22444);
ins(t, 1.312, 0.298, 70, 0.900661926670308, 0.3880002476591618, 12011);
ins(t, 1.61, 0.248, 72, 0.05989623258816834, 0.4281569774952516, 14359);

... etc.
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Real-time music I/O in Siren is managed by low-level interfaces to the
host operating system’s device drivers for sound and MIDI; Siren objects
use primitive methods that call out to the external functions. The glue code
for these primitives is written in Smalltalk and translated to C for linking
with the Squeak virtual machine (itself written in Smalltalk and translated).
Several sets of primitives exist for Squeak on various platforms, including
support for sound synthesis, digital audio signal processing, MIDI event-
oriented and continuous controller I/O, and VM-level scheduling.

There are rich class libraries for managing MIDI I/O connections, as
shown in the code example below, which creates a port, a device, and a voice
in order to play an event list. Object models for MIDI controllers, extended
MIDI commands, and GeneralMIDI channel maps are provided in Siren as
well, as demonstrated in the following code fragments.

MIDI voice Example
| voice device port scale |
port := MIDIPort default. "Create a MIDI port"
device := MIDIDevice on: port. "Create a MIDI device"
voice := MIDIVoice on: device. "Create a MIDI voice"

"Create an example event list, a scale"
scale := EventList scaleExampleFrom: 24 to: 60 in: 2000.

"Play the event list on the voice"
voice play: scale

Method MIDIPort>>testBend
"Demonstrate pitch-bend by playing two notes and bending them."
"MIDIPort testBend"

| port start |
port := self default.
port open.

"Set the recorder MIDI instrument."
port programChange: 0 to: 'Recorder'.
port programChange: 1 to: 'Recorder'.
start := Time millisecondClockValue + 150.

"Play two notes."
port play: 76 at: start dur: 5000 amp: 60 voice: 0.
port play: 80 at: start dur: 5000 amp: 60 voice: 1.

"Bend them--one up, one down."
0 to: 500 do:

[ :i |
port pitchBend: 0 to: 4096 + (i * 8) at: nil.
port pitchBend: 1 to: 4096 - (i * 8) at: nil.
(Delay forMilliseconds: 10) wait]
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Example of GeneralMIDI instrument banks: load channels 1-16 with tuned per-
cussion instruments
MIDIPort setEnsembleInOrder:

#(Agogo 'Tinkle Bell' Timpani Xylophone
Applause 'Taiko Drum' Glockenspiel 'Synth Drum'
Gunshot 'Steel Drums' Helicopter Vibraphone
Woodblock 'Telephone Ring' Kalimba 'Blown Bottle')

Applications can have direct access to the Siren real-time I/O scheduler,
for example, to add an event list at a specific future time and kick-start the
scheduler, as in the following example.

Siren schedule “Get the ‘global’ real-time scheduler.”
“Add an example event list at some future time.”

addAppointment: ActionEvent listExample
in: (1000 msec);

“start the schedule in case it’s off.”
runAppointments

Because events are medium independent, and voices manage all the de-
tails of output channels, we can write the “multimedia” example below. The
goal here is to generate and play a mixed-voice event list; a cloud event gen-
erator plays alternating notes on a MIDI voice and via the built-in sound
synthesis primitives, and a parallel list of action events flashes random
screen rectangles in parallel with the sound and MIDI output.

| el |
el := (Cloud dur: 6 “Create a 6-second stochastic cloud.”

pitch: (48 to: 60) “Choose pitches in this range.”
ampl: (40 to: 70) “Choose amplitudes in this range.”

“Select from these 2 voices”
“(int 1 means MIDI channel 1).”

voice: (Array with: 1 with: (SynthVoice default))
density: 5) eventList. “Play 5 notes/sec. and get the events.”

“Add some 'action' events, this example's
  events draw ractangles on the screen”

el addAll: ActionEvent listExample2.
el play “and play the merged event list”

User Interfaces for Music/Sound Processing

Navigator MVC in Siren
The Smalltalk-80 Model-View-Controller (MVC) user interface paradigm
(20) is well known and widely imitated. The traditional three-part MVC ar-
chitecture involves a model object representing the state and behavior of the
domain model—in our case, an event list or signal. The view object presents
the state of the model on the display, and the controller object sends mes-
sages to the model and/or the view in response to user input.
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Many Smalltalk aplpications extend this design pattern to use a separate
object to model the GUI and selection state for the model (giving us four-
part MVC); these manager objects are often referred to as browsers, inspec-
tors, or editors.

“Navigator MVC” (21) (see Figure 4) is a factoring of the control-
ler/editor and view for higher levels of reuse. The traditional MVC compo-
nents are still there, and are connected by the smalltalk dependency mecha-
nism (shown in gray). With this architecture and design pattern for MVC,
most applications are modelled as enhanced display list editors (i.e., the ge-
neric tool is “smart draw”), with special layout manager objects for trans-
lating the model structure into a graphical display list representation and for
translating structure interaction into model manipulation.

Figure 4: Navigator MVC Architecture

A StructureAccessor is an object that acts as a translator or protocol
converter. An example might be an object that responds to the typical mes-
sages of a tree node or member of a hierarchy (e.g., What’s your name? Do
you have and children/sub-nodes? Who are they? Add this child to them.).
One specific, concrete subclass of this might know how to apply that lan-
guage to navigate through a hierarchical event list (by querying the event
list’s hierarchy).

The role of the LayoutManager object is central to building Navigator
MVC applications. Siren’s layout manager objects can take data structures
(like event lists) and create display lists for time-sequential (i.e., time running
left-to-right or top-to-bottom), hierarchical (i.e., indented list or tree-like),
network or graph (e.g., transition diagram), or other layout formats. The
editor role of Navigator MVC is played by a smaller number of very generic
(and therefore reusable) objects such as EventListEditor or Sampled-
SoundEditor, which are shared by most of the applications in the system.

Much of the work of building a new tool within the Siren system often
goes into customizing the interaction and manipulation mechanisms, rather
than just the layout of standard pluggable view components. Building a new
notation by customizing a layout manager class and (optionally) a view and
controller, is relatively easy. Adding new structure accessors to present new
perspectives of structures based on properties or link types can be used to
extend the range of applications and to construct new hypermedia link navi-
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gators. This architecture means that views and controllers are extremely ge-
neric (applications are modeled as structured graphics editors), and that the
bulk of many applications’ special functionality resides in a small number of
changes to existing accessor and layout manager classes.

Siren MVC Examples
The example screens below (Figure 5) show the simple Siren display list
editor running under Squeak MVC; it allows you to manipulate hierarchical
structured graphics objects. The pop-up menu in the right of the view shows
the default display list controller message. Keyboard commands and mouse
interaction support zooming and scrolling. One item is selected in the view
and can be dragged or resized using its “selection handles.”

Figure 5: Siren DisplayListView Example

The example in Figure 6 shows a class inheritance hierarchy presented
as a left-bound tree. Color is used to denote class species relationships in the
class hierarchies; this is determined by the layout manager used for this ex-
ample. A refined tree layout manager could do graphical balancing or top-
down layout.

Figure 6: Siren LayoutManager Example

A time sequence view is a display list view whose layout manager inter-
prets time as running from left to right. In the example below (Figure 7), the
time sequence is derived from the sentence "Und die Fragen sind die Sätze,
die ich nicht aussprechen kann."
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Figure 7: Siren TimeSequenceView Example

In a pitch/time view, time runs left-to-right, and pitch is displayed from
bottom-to-top. In the example in Figure 8, the layout manager creates a sepa-
rate sub-display-list for each note, adding lines to the note head image to
show its amplitude and duration, several other properties, and the amplitude
envelope.

Figure 8: Siren Score Editor Example

The multi-function view allows the viewing and editing of up to 4 func-
tions of 1 variable. The example (Figure 9) shows linear break-point func-
tions in red and yellow, an exponential segment function in blue, and a cubic
spline function in green. The buttons along the left are for selecting a par-
ticular function for editing or file I/O.

Figure 9: Siren Function Editor Example

The sonogram view displays an FFT-derived spectrum. Figure 10
shows the spectrum of a swept sine wave.
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Figure 10: Siren Sonogram Example

Examples of Siren Applications
In this section, we describe two application areas for Siren: (a) a mu-
sic/sound database project that uses Siren together with other languages and
external interfaces, and (b) an application of Siren for composition.

Sound/Music Databases: Paleo
Most prior work in sound or music databases has addressed a single kind of
data (e.g., MIDI scores or sampled sound effects) and has pre-defined the
types of queries that are to be supported (e.g., queries on fixed sound prop-
erties or musical features). Earlier systems also tended to address the needs
of music librarians and musicologists, rather than composers and perform-
ers. In the Paleo system under development since 1996, we have built a suite
of sound and music analysis tools that is integrated with an object-oriented
persistency mechanism in Squeak.

The central architectural feature of Paleo is its use of dynamic feature
vectors and on-demand indexing. This means that annotational information
derived from data analysis can be added to items in the database at any time,
and that users can develop new analysis or querying techniques and then
have them applied to the database’s contents on-the-fly within a query. For
data that is assumed to be musical sound, this might mean performing enve-
lope detection, spectral analysis, linear prediction, physical model parameter
estimation, transient modeling, and so on. For musical performance data
(e.g., MIDI), this might entail extraction of expressive timing, phrase analy-
sis, or harmonic analysis.

Paleo content is assumed to be sampled sound, musical scores, or cap-
tured musical performances. Scores and performance formats can be simple
(e.g., MIDI-derived) or may contain complex annotation and embedded
analysis. Paleo is specifically constructed to support multiple sets of cap-
tured musical performances (for use in comparing performance expression).
This includes the derivation of basic timing and dynamics information from
MIDI performances (to be able to separate the performance from the “dead-
pan” score), and the analysis of timbral information from recorded sounds.
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For score analysis, we use a variety of methods, including simple statis-
tical models, rule-based analysis, and constraint derivation. Sampled sound
analysis is undertaken using a suite of functions called NOLib that is written
in the MatLab language and can be accessed from within the Paleo environ-
ment over the net via socket-based MatLab servers. The techniques available
in NOLib include all standard time-, frequency-, wavelet modulus-domain
analysis operations, as well as pitch detection, instrument classification, and
sound segmentation.

The two main applications we envision for Paleo are its use as an inte-
grated data support system for composers, and in a performer’s rehearsal
workstation. The first set of applications will put the database at the core of a
composition development environment that includes tools for thematic and
sonic experimentation and sketch data management. The second platform
centers on manipulating rehearsal performance data relative to a “reference”
score (which may or may not be a “dead-pan” interpretation). Users can
play into the system and then compare their performance to another one of
their own or of their teacher’s. Query preparation takes place using pre-built
tools such as the composer’s sketch browser, or by creating direct queries in
a simplified declarative query language.

The implementation of the Paleo database persistency and access com-
ponent is based on the public domain Minnestore object-oriented database
package (22), which allows flexible management of data and indices. The
Squeak port of Minnestore is called SMS (Squeak Minnestore).

Paleo applications can communicate with an SMS database server over
a network and can pass sound sample data or event streams to or from the
database. We currently use a simple socket-based protocol but plan to move
to a CORBA-based distribution infrastructure in the near future.

To stress-test Paleo’s analysis and query tools against a realistic-sized
data set, the test contents included over 1000 scores of keyboard music
(Scarlatti, Bach, Bartok, the Methodist hymnal, etc.), several hundred
“world” rhythms, the SHARC database of instrument tone analyses, 100
recorded guitar performance techniques, flute performances, and spoken po-
etry in five languages. Most of the content is freely available on the Internet.

Paleo Architecture
In Paleo, as in Siren, music and sound data are represented via Smoke ob-
jects. In Paleo’s SMS data persistency layer, Smoke objects are stored in
object sets, which are akin to database tables. Each object set stores one kind
of object and can have any number of stored or derived indices. The collec-
tion of all defined indices determines the feature vector of the object set.
When stored to disk, each object set has its own directory, storage policy,
and a group of index files. For performance reasons, there are also cache
policies per object set, and methods exist for keeping active object sets in a
RAM disk.

Various services can be used by the SMS database server, such as call-
outs to the NOLib functions (see below) or the use of extra Smalltalk proc-
esses for data analysis. The SMS server really only provides the persistency
layer and cache policies for open object sets. The overall architecture is as
shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Paleo Architecture

The NOLib Analysis Functions
NOLib is a suite of data analysis and feature extraction routines written by
Nicola Orio at CREATE in the MatLab programming language. These func-
tions can be called by analysis scripts (interpreted MatLab programs), which
can themselves be started by a network-based “analysis server.” We use the
public-domain “octave” implementation of MatLab running on UNIX serv-
ers. MatLab was chosen for these analysis functions because of the excellent
support for signal processing, simple and flexible file I/O, and portability of
public-domain MatLab implementations. NOLib functions support sound
analysis, recording segmentation, and instrumental timbre feature extraction
(e.g., for analyzing the performance technique of instrumental performers).

MIDI File Analysis with Constraints
The purpose of the score analysis framework built for Paleo by Pierre Roy
during 1999 is to allow complex queries on various kinds of musical data,
including scores, in the spirit of the Humdrum system (23). A large amount
of digitized music is available as MIDI files, for instance on any of the many
MIDI archives on the Internet.

The MIDI format, however, provides only low-level musical informa-
tion: it is a performance-oriented rather than an analysis-oriented representa-
tion of music. Thus, we need to analyze MIDI files to compute additional
musical features, such as pitch-classes (by resolving enharmonic ambigui-
ties), voice leading, keys, and harmonies.

The different tasks of analysis—enharmonic, melodic, tonal, and har-
monic analysis—are not independent. For instance, the enharmonic analysis
depends on tonal analysis, and conversely, the computation of local keys is
based on the frequency of the different pitch-classes. Therefore, we need a
global strategy in which the different tasks are performed simultaneously.

In the context of our analysis, we often need to perform only a partial
analysis because many queries only involve a few specific elements or in-
complete information. Consider the following queries: “How many of
Scarlatti’s harpsichord sonatas end with a perfect cadence?” or “Are there
more minor than major chords in the preludes of Bach’s Well-Tempered
Clavichord?” In such cases, it is useless to perform a complete harmonic
analysis of the 555 sonatas by Scarlatti, or of the 48 preludes of the Well-
Tempered Clavichord. This mode of usage demands a scheme allowing
partial and incomplete analysis.
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What to analyze also depends on various parameters, such as the epoch,
the style, and the nature (i.e., form, instrumentation) of the music being con-
sidered, for example, the anatomic limitations of human voice compared to a
keyboard instrument. Our analysis strategy should be easily adaptable to
various situations.

The previous remarks led us to an approach based on constraint satis-
faction, instead of using specific algorithms for the different tasks of analy-
sis (24). As a declarative paradigm, constraint satisfaction allows us to build
systems that can be easily adapted to specific situations. For instance,
adapting the system to vocal or keyboard music analysis is just a matter of
using a different set of constraints for the melodies. Constraint resolution
can also easily provide partial and incomplete analyses. More precisely, the
query “How many sonatas by Scarlatti end with a perfect cadence?” will
only require the computation of elements related to the last two chords of
each sonata. Finally, constraint resolution is a global process, in which the
different elements are progressively computed; thus, interdependent tasks are
interlaced in the resolution.

A constraint satisfaction problem or CSP (25) consists of (a) a set of
variables (each associated with a set of possible values—its domain), repre-
senting the unknown values of the problem, and (b) a set of constraints, ex-
pressing relationships between the domain’s variables. Solving a CSP con-
sists of  instantiating each variable with a value in its domain so that the
constraints are satisfied.

Our approach to analyzing a MIDI file is divided into the following
steps. First, we quantify the MIDI file to get rid of slight tempo fluctuations,
and we segment it into a series of positions. Then, we define a CSP, whose
variables represent the different elements of analysis [notes (one for each
MIDI note-event), chords (at each position), keys (at each position), and
melodies], and whose constraints represent the relationships holding be-
tween them. The set of constraints depends on the style and the form of the
piece. Then we solve the CSP using standard CSP resolution. We use the
BackTalk (26) constraint solver to state and solve the problem.

Paleo I/O Formats
Paleo supports compact and efficient data I/O in the form of methods that
work with the Squeak Smalltalk ReferenceStream framework, a custom-
izable binary object streaming format. The trade-offs in the design of object
storage formats are between size, complexity, and flexibility (pick any two).
In Paleo, we opted for a system that is compact but also supports the full
flexibility of the Smoke music representation, including abstract models for
pitch, time, and dynamics, multiple levels of properties and annotation, the
attachment of functions of time to events, and hyper-links between events or
event lists.

Data files in this format are on the order of 10–40 times larger than the
“corresponding” MIDI files, but because this notation supports the full
Smoke annotation, we can store much richer data. Paleo extensions include
simple derived properties such as symbolic pitch (with enharmonic disam-
biguation) and time (with tempo and meter derivation, rest insertion, and met-
rical grouping), and higher-level properties such as harmonic analysis, per-
formance expression, and others.
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Using Paleo
To set up Paleo, we create a database within a storage directory, then create
one or more object sets in it (these correspond to classes or tables), and
lastly define indices for the object sets (corresponding to instance variables
and accessors). One can then add objects to an object set, or retrieve objects
based on queries.

Create a New Database of Scores
The first example establishes a new database and adds an object set to it. The
objects we add to this set are assumed to respond to the messages composer
and style. The examples that follow are in Smalltalk; comments are enclosed
in double quotes.

| dir db |
dir := ‘Nomad:Paleo’. “base directory”
db := SMSDB newOn: dir. “DB object”
(db addObjectSetNamed: #Scores) “Add an object-set”

objectsPerFile: 1;
storesClass: EventList; “Stores event lists”

“Add 2 indices”
indexOn: #composer domain: String;
indexOn: #style domain: Symbol.

db save. “Save the object set”
“Store objects”

db storeAll: (...collection_of_scores...)

Make a Simple Query
To make a simple database query, we re-open the database and create a
getOne: message with one or more where: clauses, for example, to get a
score by name.

| db |
db := MinneStoreDB openOn: ‘Nomad:Paleo’.
(db getOne: #Scores) “Create a query on name”

where: #name eq: #ScarlattiK004;
execute “Get the first response”

Add a New Index to an Existing Database
To add a new index to an existing object set, we use the indexOn: message,
giving it the name of a “getter” method (i.e., the method that answers the
property of the index), or simply a block of Smalltalk code to execute to de-
rive the index value. In the second part of the next example, we create an in-
dex of the pitches of the first notes in the score database using a block (the
text between the square brackets) that gets the first pitches. This getter block
could involve more complex code and/or calls to NOLib functions.

“Add a new index with getter method.”
(db objectSetNamed: #Scores)

indexOn: #na me domain: Symbol.
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“Add an index with getter block”
(db objectSetNamed: #Scores)

indexOn: #firstPitch
domain: SmallInteger
getter: [ :el | el events first event pitch asMIDI value].

db save.

Make a More Sophisticated Query
To retrieve objects from the database, we use getOne: or getAll: as above
and can, for example, ask for a range or the derived first-pitch feature.

(db getAll: #Scores)
where: #firstPitch between: 62 and: 65;
execute

Concrete examples of the use of the database in the context of a compo-
sition are given in the following section.

Using Siren for Composition
As stressed at the outset, I develop software tools for use in my own compo-
sitions. I documented the use of the earlier MODE system for the piece
Kombination XI in (8) and (27). One of my current works in progress is
called Ywe Ye, Yi Jr Di (abbreviated YYYJD) and is based on the text of a
Chinese poem of the same name by the great T’ang dynasty poet Du Fu.
The sound material for the piece is derived from (a) the voice of a man
speaking the text (in a 700-year-old Chinese dialect) and (b) the sound of
several small bells.

The piece is written for eight or more channels of surround sound, and
the effect should be like that of being inside of a huge collection of different
but similar bells that rotate slowly around you and out of which a quiet chant
gradually materializes. (The bells are singing to you.)

The bell sounds are processed using a software phase vocoder, a sound
analysis/resynthesis package that uses the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) to analyze a sound. One can alter the results of the STFT before re-
synthesis, allowing, for example, independent control of the pitch and time
progress of a sound. For YYYJD , I elongate the bell sounds, so that they last
several minutes, and transpose their pitches so that I can mix together very
dense non-harmonic “chords” based on the bell timbres. Lastly, I apply a
slight glissando so that the chords are always decreasing in pitch as they ro-
tate and sing.

For the generation of the bell textures, simple Siren event generators are
used to create event lists that are then stored onto text files as programs for
the phase vocoder, cmix, and/or SuperCollider software sound synthesis
languages (16, 28). I use these external languages for historical reasons; the
kind of sound file mixing and layering they do could easily be done in
Squeak as well. The main reason for using SuperCollider at present is its
ease of programming (its source language and class library are close rela-
tives of Smalltalk), and the fact that it supports the ASIO sound interface, so
that one can use eight or more channels of sound output.
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Extended EventGenerators and User Interfaces for YYYJD
As an example of an extended event generator, I constructed a subclass of
Cluster called RotatingBellCluster for YYYJD . This class allows me to
easily describe, and then generate, 8-channel textures of inharmonic bell
chords where the golden-mean-related “overtones” are placed at separate
(related) spatial positions and rotate around the listener at different (slow)
rates.

To generate the base sound files (each of which is itself a complex bell tim-
bre), a RotatingBellCluster instance can write a command file for the
phase vocoder to process a given sound file (a recorded real bell stored as a
sound file with 32-bit floating-point samples) making time-stretched trans-
posed copies whose frequencies are related by multiples of the golden mean.
This output looks like the following Makefile script for the phase vocoder.
the parameters on each line give the time-stretch factors, pitch transposition
ratios, and the output file names. This script is run under the shell program
on a UNIX compute-server, and often takes several days to process a set of
bell samples.

# Phase Vocoder script generated by Siren
#        rate   fftLen win   dec  int    oscPitchFactor …   inFile    pipe-to                    outFile
pv  44100 1024 1024 128 213  0.021286236  0 0  <  b.2a.l.float |  tosnd -h -f b.2b8.snd
pv  44100 1024 1024 128 213  0.013155617  0 0  <  b.2a.l.float |  tosnd -h -f b.2b9.snd
pv  44100 1024 1024 128 213  0.008130618  0 0  <  b.2a.l.float |  tosnd -h -f b.2b0.snd
pv  44100 1024 1024 128 213  1.000000000  0 0  <  b.2a.l.float |  tosnd -h -f b.2bx.snd
pv  44100 1024 1024 128 213  1.618033988  0 0  <  b.2a.l.float |  tosnd -h -f b.2ba.snd
pv  44100 1024 1024 128 213  2.618033988  0 0  <  b.2a.l.float |  tosnd -h -f b.2bb.snd
… many more here…

Given a set of sound files, I need a way to precisely describe the way
they are mixed and spatialized to generate the desired texture. The basic de-
scription of a RotatingBellCluster is in terms of two components: (a) the
collection of files that make up the texture (each of which is represented by
an instance of BellPartial), as shown in the first method below, and (b) the
three functions that determine the temporal evolution of the bell texture.
These functions are shown in the second method below. The basic creation
method for RotatingBellCluster instances is parameterized with the
names of the methods to get these two data sets, so that many different com-
plex instances can be generated and tested.

RotatingBellCluster class methodsFor: ‘B2 Bells’

b2Data

“Answer the data for the b2 series of bell partials.

  This array is read and turned into a collection of BellPartial objects.”

“ Name Freq Ampl ”

#̂( ‘2ba’ 1.6180 15599

‘2bx’ 1.0000 21007

‘2b1’ 0.6180 8560

… other partials included here …

‘2b0’ 0.0081 21063 )
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b2aFunctions

“Answer an array of 3 functions for the bell cluster”

^Array

“Spectral weighting function”

with: (LinearFunction from: #((0 1.5) (0.4 0.8) (1 0.5)))

“Time/density function”

with: (ExponentialFunction from:

#((0 20 -2) (0.3 60 -5) (0.7 50 2) (1 30 0)))

“Mapping of pitch to angular velocity”

with: (ExponentialFunction from: #((0 0 3) (1 1 0)))

The three functions that describe an instance of RotatingBellCluster
(as given in the method above) are: (a) the relation between the base fre-
quency of a partial and its amplitude (i.e., the virtual spectrum of the
summed complex texture); (b) the density of the texture over time (number
of partials active at any moment in time); and (c) the relation between a par-
tial’s frequency and its angular (rotational) velocity. The functions defined
in the method above are shown in the function editor view in the Figure 12.

Figure 12: Function Editor on a RotatingBellCluster

To edit RotatingBellCluster instances, I use a TemplateMorph with
a few utility methods to support editing functions in place and regenerating
the event lists on the fly. This editor is shown in Figure 13. The Template-
Morph is a simple object editor that lists the “fields” (typically, though not
necessarily, the instance variables) on the left and allows one (where mean-
ingful) to edit them in place on the right.

Figure 13: TemplateMorph for Editing RotatingBellClusters
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To actually execute this and create a score for doing the sound file
mixing, I first wrote a new subclass (which fits easily on one page) of
NoteListVoice (an IOVoice) to support the SuperCollider score file for-
mat. This formats the events that are generated by a specific RotatingBell-
Cluster and writes out the result as a score file for further processing in
SuperCollider. The method that runs this process is shown below, along
with an excerpt of the resulting SuperCollider language score file.

RotatingBellCluster class methodsFor: ‘performance’

run

“Create, process, and write out a rotating bell cluster from the stored data.”

“RotatingBellCluster run”

| list scorefile filename |

list := (RotatingBellCluster "Instance creation message"

setup: #b2Data "which sounds to use"

functions: #b2aFunctions) "which functions to use"

eventList. "Get the event list"

filename:= ‘panner2.sc’.

"Open a voice on a file and play the event list on it."

scorefile := SuperColliderVoice onFileNamed: filename.

scorefile play: list; close.

(FileStream named: filename) edit "Edit the score file"

// SuperCollider Score for rotating bell clusters;
// generated on 28 July 2000 at 5:04:55 am
//  NB:  #[  is SuperCollider syntax for a literal array,   \x  is used for Symbols.
// Instrument command format
// [ delTime  , \panner, \file,  dur, att, dec, ampl, angVel ]
score = #[

[ 0.5315 , \panner , \2bx , 10.7 , 2.0 , 2.0 , 0.8866 , 0.5907 ],
[ 0.4908 , \panner , \2b7 , 10.7 , 2.0 , 2.0 , 1.3346 , 0.0774 ],
[ 0.4575 , \panner , \2b3 , 10.7 , 2.0 , 2.0 , 1.2652 , 0.2520 ],
… 414 more lines here …

];

Given these three utility classes (and a couple of methods in Tem-
plateMorph), a total of about four pages of code has provided a flexible
tool for describing and generating just the kinds of voluminous and complex
textures I wanted to serve as the basis of YYYJD .

Framework for Linear Prediction
The next phase of production is to take the recorded spoken Chinese voice,
turn it into a slow singing voice in a lower pitch range, and then to “cross-
synthesize” it with the 8-channel bell textures described above. This in-
volves (many CPU-months of) the phase vocoder mentioned above, and also
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a linear prediction coding (LPC) vocoder. I use a library for LPC developed
for the cmix language (16) by Paul Lansky at Princeton University (parts of
which use even older libraries written in FORTRAN!). For this, I linked the
library functions I need into a Squeak plug-in that is accessed via a Linear-
Predictor object. An example of the inner-most layer of this is primitive
calls to the plug-in of the following form.

LinearPredictor methodsFor: ‘analysis’

lpcAnalyze: input out: output rate: rate poles: poles framesize: frsize skip: sk dur: dur

“Call the CmixPlugin’s LPC analysis primitive.”

<primitive: ‘lpcAnalyzeShort’ module:’CmixPlugin’>

^self primitiveFailed

An example of doing the full LPC analysis is given in the following
code excerpt, which reads an input sound file and sets up a linear prediction
analyzer to process it. The results are returned in the LinearPredictor ob-
ject, which consists of a series of LPC frame objects.

Full analysis example
| sndin data lpc |
sndin := StoredSound fromFile: ‘Siren:Kombination2a.snd’.
lpc := LinearPredictor on: sndin.
lpc npoles: 24.
lpc framesize: 256.
lpc analyze.
lpc stabilize.
lpc packLPCData.
data := lpc pitchTrackLow: 70 high: 500.
lpc packPitchData: data.
lpc explore

In the past, I have built fancy GUI tools for manipulating LPC data (27)
but now stick to simpler, text-based methods, generally using event genera-
tors to generate LPC processing scripts.

Composition Structuring
To manage the larger-scale construction of YYYJD , I built a few extensions
to existing Siren and Squeak tools. The most useful extension is a refine-
ment to the (excellent) ObjectExplorer and ObjectExplorerWrapper to
support flexible editing of hierarchical event list structures at varying levels
of detail. Since Siren events are generic property lists, I need to be able to
treat their properties as if they were first-class instance variables and to add
new properties and annotations from within the editor. A few pages of ex-
tensions to the two classes that make up the explorer made this possible.

Figure 14 shows a simple SirenScoreExplorer on the top-level score
of YYYJD . One can see the hierarchy of the event lists, and the comment of
the selected list in the text field below the list. This field has several uses, as
a do-it field, an annotation editor, and for adding new properties and rela-
tionships.
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Figure 14: SirenScoreExplorer on the Structure of YYYJD

This editor can be used to “drill down” to arbitrarily low levels of the
structure of a composition, as shown in Figure 15, which shows the details
of the inner structure of the selected (and expanded) RotatingBellCluster.

Figure 15: Details of a RotatingBellCluster

The most powerful extension to the explorer is the ability to select what
to show or hide about a given class of objects. The wrappers hold onto lists
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of fields and support menu selection for varying levels of detail, as illustrated
by Figure 16.

 

Figure 16: Showing/Hiding Fields in the SirenScoreExplorer

Database Integration for Composition
The last new tool in use for YYYJD  is a browser for the various Paleo

data sets. The current version uses a simple multiple list as in traditional
code browsers. (I hope to have an explorer-based version running soon.)
The left-most list shows the available object sets; when an object set is se-
lected, its indices are shown in the second-level list. Selecting an index al-
lows you to filter the contents of the current object set, and the names of the
selected elements are shown in the third list. The buttons to the right allow
you to load and store individual object or object sets, or to open various user
interfaces (e.g., explorers, template editors, or other tools shown in the fol-
lowing figures) on objects in the database.

The first two examples, given in Figure 17, show the database browser
on the various object sets related to YYYJD . The left-hand screen shot shows
an explorer on the top-level score, with the hierarchy expanded down to the
level of one of the RotatingBellCluster events. The right-hand view
shows a piano-roll-style score for one of the event generators used later in
the piece. The browser can have several kinds of explorers, templates, and
editors for each of the object sets in a database.
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Figure 17: Database Browsers illustrating Structural and Tem-
poral Views of Scores

In Figure 18, two extended editors are shown, as would be used for ed-
iting functions of time (left) and derived spectra (right).

   

Figure 18: Editors for Functions and Spectra within the Data-
base Browser
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The last example, in Figure 19, shows an experimental data set whereby
the structural score of Alban Berg's opera Wozzeck (stored as a hierarchical
event list with annotations, of course) can be used to browse a set of images
of the sketches of the score.

Figure 19: Database Browser on the Images of the Opera Wozzeck

The style of the code extensions and new tools described above are
typical of the way I use Siren in a composition. Programming new event
generators, new basic music magnitude models, adding script-like classes,
extending the system’s graphical tools, and defining new I/O formats are all
normal tasks in composition with the system.

The Future

Status
I have been making my music tools available since 1978. In 1995, I had
pretty much given up on using Smalltalk, largely because of the licensing
policy of ParcPlace Systems, Inc. Their VisualWorks system was simply
too expensive for composers (or even universities) to use, and I was using a
bootleg copy myself. (They have since come out with a free-ware version for
non-commercial use.) I had invested several months in porting the MODE
classes to Java when I heard about Squeak from Dan Ingalls. Because
Squeak is open-source, it is a delight that Siren is freely available in com-
piled (and portable) form. Several components (such as the LPC plug-in and
extended MIDI primitives) are, however, platform specific.

At the beginning of the chapter I implied that I am the only Siren cus-
tomer I listen to; this is not entirely true, but is also not entirely untrue. There
have been extended periods where a group of researcher/programmers col-
laborated on various versions of this software, ranging from the Smoke
committee of the years 1990-92 to the more recent Paleo project team at
CREATE. I have enjoyed these collaborations immensely, and the results of
the team efforts have generally been incorporated into the system.
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Current Siren is available from my Web site at CREATE, though the
full system only runs well on Apple Macintosh computers (see below). All
of the base Siren system, as well as the SMS database framework and most
of the Paleo code, is included.

Successes
It has been a thrill to develop tools for my own use in Smalltalk and to find
that they are sometimes of use to other composers. Since what I do is al-
ready a pretty elitist effort (contemporary serious music), I am always
pleased when someone actually uses Siren and sends me comments (or a
bug report). It has been interesting to see what features external users add to
the system, and a number of these have been incorporated recently (e.g., Al-
berto De Campo’s microtonal MIDI representation).

Failures
Most of the disappointments for Siren’s users (and me) are based on the
basic profile of what Siren is intended to do in the first place. I have only
used MIDI for one experimental composition (that is now played from tape
in concerts), and I am not a big fan of graphical tools, so many users are dis-
appointed that Siren is not a free MIDI sequencer, a graphical programming
language for music, or an object-oriented sound synthesis system. (All of
these are available elsewhere.)

While it has been very fulfilling to have active collaborators, there have
also been frustrations, such as the difficulty of achieving multi-platform
support for a standard set of high-level MIDI I/O functions. The base set of
primitives included in Squeak is inappropriate for intensive MIDI-oriented
applications, and there appear to be no volunteers to maintain a set of more
powerful primitives on multiple platforms.

Siren 2002
When I look ahead to the future, I hope that in two years I have: more of the
same only faster and more flexible! My main wishes are related to the hard-
ware I use, rather than weaknesses in Squeak or Siren. (I’ve given up on
ever getting the 32-hour day.) That being said, the main features that I miss
in Squeak can be grouped as follows:

Language issues: multiple value returns and multiple value assignment,
true multiple inheritance (to be used rarely, of course), assertions, multiple
kinds of (nesting) comment characters;

Library issues: CORBA IDL and ORB integration, probability distri-
butions (a la ST80), very high-precision floating-point numbers, integrated
namespaces and packages;

Tool issues: integrated source code control system and configuration
management tools, tools for CORBA distributed applications; and

GUI issues: native look and feel, themes.

My primary fear about Squeak is related to “image bloat.” The system
is growing fast, and we have still not integrated namespaces and packages to
the point where image management is easy.
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My plans for the next few months (as I work on YYYJD), are to inte-
grate the Steinberg ASIO sound libraries (as soon as it is clear what will be
supported on the next generation of Macintosh operating systems), and to
incorporate more of the LPC vocoder functions into Siren. Medium term, I
intend to work on a more powerful synthesis engine (stealing ideas from
SuperCollider) and to integrate Siren and SuperCollider as plug-ins to each
other. Lastly, I have already composed the follow-on pieces to YYYJD
(…nor shall my sword sleep in my hand  and  To My Younger Brother) and
hope to start working on them in early 2001.
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Conclusions
Siren is a framework in Squeak Smalltalk for music and sound processing.
The main focus is towards the representation of structured music and musi-
cal composition methods. This chapter described the Smoke representation
language that serves as the kernel of Siren, introduced its I/O facilities, and
presented several extended examples of Siren in action.
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4.E:  Modeling Musical Structures as EventGenerators 
(originally appeared in Proceedings of the 1989 Interna-
tional Computer Music Conference)
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There is a broad range of music description languages. The common terms for describing musical structures

define a vocabulary that every musician learns as part of his or her training. The terms we take for granted in de-
scribing music can be used for building generative software description languages.

This paper describes recent work modeling higher-level musical structures in terms of objects that understand
specialized sub-languages for creation of—and interaction with—musical structures. The goal is to provide tools
for composers to describe compositions by incrementally refining the behaviors of a hierarchical collection of
structure models. Y[Z
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Verbal and written descriptions of musical experience and musical structures provide a rich
vocabulary for representing this information in a software system. A software music descrip-
tion language using the conceptual and operational languages of common musical description
has been developed and used in several contexts based on modeling the vocabulary of verbal
descriptions of musical structures.

The EventGenerator class hierarchy described here, called EGens, is an easily-extensible
framework with which composers can model many types of musical structures and build real-
time interactive user interfaces for manipulating them. This paper presents a discussion of the
EGens background and theory, and gives several music description examples using EGens. A
longer version of this manuscript, with code examples and figures, is available from the author.

The EGen System is being developed in theHyperScore ToolKit a portable computer music
software library built in the Smalltalk-80 (TM of ParcPlace Systems) programming environment.
The effect of the environment and its design methodology on the structure and implementation
of EGens will be described. A companion paper (Pope 1989) describes the process of ‘compo-
sition by refinement,’ a technique of using EGens in development of musical works.
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To set the stage for the discussion, we present several examples of verbal descriptions of
middle-level musical structures.

“a Major triad on C in the first inversion”
“a cluster of the notes from c4 to f4”
“a mordent around a5”
“the retrograde inversion of the 12-tone row with this rhythm”
“an 8-second stream that moves from selection within the C-Major to the A-Major triad”
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“an ostinato on the oboe theme from measures 24 and 5"
“a 12-bar blues bass line in E”
“a Markhov chain running on the given 12-tone row”

The order and grouping of these examples will become apparent. It is important to recognize
that they fall into three general categories. Some of them describe relationships among events
in composite event lists (e.g., chords described in terms of a root and an inversion); while others
describe melismatic embellishments of—or processes on—a note or collection of notes (e.g.,
mordents); and others are descriptions of continuous event list-generating processes in terms
of their parameters (e.g., ostinati or Markhov transition table processes).
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Object-oriented software uses message-passing interfaces derived by analysis of the com-
munication paths in the domain of discourse. The development of an object-oriented class hi-
erarchy that reflects the model relationships of the domain can be aided by collecting a set of
description examples stated in terms of message-passing protocols. A powerful set of classes
can be developed by discovering the sub-structure and relationships between models in terms
of recognizing local sub-languages, and of interpreting them in terms of abstraction and sharing
of behavior. Examples we might start with to model our music description domain are messag-
es to create and play a chord and an ostinato, as shown below.

"create a chord (c e g)"
Chord  majorTriadWithRoot:  ’c3’  inInversion:  0

"create and play another chord (c f a c)"
(Chord  majorTetradWithRoot:  ’f4’  inInversion:  2) play

"create an ostinato on the given event list"
Ostinato  newNamed:  #riff  onList:  someEventList

"start it playing (repeat the list)"
(Ostinato  named:  #riff)  play

The main design issue that influences the extension of the EventGenerator class hierarchy
is the trade-off between the desired grain size of the EventGenerator classes and the number of
classes needed to describe a real composition. Taking the example of chords, one could envi-
sion building a large hierarchy of chord classes, each capable of producing one type of chord
in all of its inversions. For any large-scale tonal composition, the number of chord classes and
variation among their protocol (mostly their instance creation messages) would grow quite
large (e.g., CharlieParker1957Chord minor11thOn:). On the other side of the scale, one could
build the same system as one large chord class with a large number of instance creation mes-
sages for different chords (e.g., ChordCharlieParker1957Minor11thOn: or Chord fromPitch-
Set: #(0 4 7 11 14 17)).

This tension is well-known in object-oriented software design and implementation. One of
the extreme cases is a design that uses abstraction heavily and develops into a wide and/or deep
class hierarchy with very many classes that have only a few (perhaps one) methods each. This
case is called class explosion. The other end of the scale is a design that leads to a very large
and indivisible class (all messages in class Chord), which is known as a monolithic class prob-
lem.

The solutions for both of these cases is the judicious use of abstraction and parameterization
of classes. One answer might be the use of a smaller number of Chord classes, each of which
has parameters for setting its type or its pitch set. Another workaround for this problem would
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be to have a single Chord class that uses message protocols for categorizing its instance cre-
ation messages (e.g., creating minor chords, creating whole-tone chords, etc.).

There are many other design questions that arise when modeling musical structures within
the EventGenerator inheritance hierarchy, for example one could ask the question whether a
roll is a chord with delays, or an ostinato with one event in its event list?
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Most of the description examples shown above can be implemented in a simple set of Event-
Generator classes. The challenge is to make an easily-extensible framework for composers
whose compositional process will consist of enriching the EventGenerator hierarchy for a spe-
cific composition. EventGenerators can generally either return an EventList, or can behave like
processes, and be told to play or to stop playing. We view this dichotomy—between views of
EventGenerators as event lists versus EventGenerators as processes—as a part of the domain,
and differentiate on the basis of the musical abstractions. It might, for example, be appropriate
to view an ostinato as a process that can be started and stopped, or to ask it to play thrice and
return an event list.
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The list-like EventGenerators have messages such aseventList for returning an event list
(which can be edited, played, etc.); the process-like EventGenerators are more likely to have
start, stop, andplayTimes: messages. The abstract classes we choose for modeling the most ab-
stract categorization of EGens areCluster—a description of the pitch set of a group of simul-
taneous events; Cloud—a pitch-time surface for stochastic or procedural selection; and Osti-
nato—a repetition of an event list as a process. We will describe each of them below, along
with their concrete subclasses. The long version of this paper presents creation message and
output examples for each of these.w<x(y	z�{}|�~}z

The Cluster classes describe a collection of pitches with no rhythm (i.e., they all occur si-
multaneously). The instance creation messages of these classes allow users to describe clusters
in terms of their pitch set, or their structure (e.g., root, type and inversion). Concrete types of
Clusters include chords and arpeggii. The class hierarchy of Clusters is:

Cluster—create with an arbitrary pitch set given a pitch or an event
primary behavior: return an event list

Chord—create with a root and an inversion
MajorChord—knows major
MinorChord—knows minor
PentatonicChord—constrained chords
... any number of chord classes (one method each) ...

Arpeggio—give it a cluster or chord and a delay time
Roll—give it a note and it will repeat it

Trill—give it an event list
Mordent—melismatic embellishment of a note
... any number of embellishment description classes ...

Clusters also have instance creation messages for managing pitch and/or time lists separate-
ly; a Cluster may have either of these without the other and represent either a pure pitch set or
rhythm. There are standard EventList messages for mapping pitch and time among EventList
types, so that Clusters with pitch only or time only can be quite useful.
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The notion of Clouds comes from aleatoric music where collections of notes can be de-
scribed by their contour. Aleatoric generators that select notes from a given range or set of
pitches can be modeled as types of Clouds. The class hierarchy of Clouds looks like:

Cloud—abstract class
PodCloud—give it pitch, amplitude and voice ranges for selection (à la Truax)

DynamicPodCloud—give it starting and ending ranges
SelectionCloud—give it pitch, amplitude and voice sets for selection

DynamicSelectionCloud—give it starting and ending pitch/rhythm sets� z�{[���2��{}�

Process-oriented generators usually take the form of Ostinati, repeating versions or varia-
tions of a given set of material or process input parameters. The simple Ostinato repeats his
event list as long as he runs, while the other two types (Markhov- and SelectionOstinati) make
variations based on either transition tables or controlled random selection. More complex pro-
cesses can be used for writing algorithmic composition classes as EventGenerators. Mark
Lentczner’s bell peal classes fit nicely into the hierarchy here. The class hierarchy of Ostinati
looks like:

Ostinato—general repeater
MarkhovOstinato—uses transition tables for repetition
SelectionOstinato—selects notes from the given event list

BellPeal—EGens that ring the changes (courtesy of Mark Lentczner)

The framework provides for easy extension of these base classes via object-oriented refine-
ment, and some of the code and tape examples will show further EventGenerators.
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Because most EGens can return EventLists, we can use HyperScore’s standard EventListE-
ditors to edit their output. The real fun, however, starts when we begin constructing special di-
alogs and interactors that allow us to interactively change the parameters of EGens. We have
constructed several so-called playgrounds for experimenting in this area and have achieved
very interesting results. The examples that will be presented include tools for interaction with:

Clusters—edit the pitch or start-time/duration lists separately;
Clouds—edit the contour parameters as 2-dimensional contours; or
Ostinati—edit the EventLists, start/stop, change selection criteria or table weightings.
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We have tried to model objects for higher-level descriptions of musical structures on the vo-
cabulary of common-practice music description. The result has been shown to be a very com-
pact and—relatively speaking—natural description language for simple musical structures.
The system is open and easily extensible within the context of a composer’s personal style or
of a given composition. The design of the EGens classes has shown several interesting aspects
of musical structure, especially in the abstractions that allow for more reuse within the imple-
mentation code and more commonalities among the instance creation messages. Further devel-
opment of this package will certainly demonstrate other interesting, perhaps deeper, abstraction
levels for event generator modeling.
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Pope, Stephen T. 1987. “A Smalltalk-80 Music ToolKit.” Proceedings of the 1987 International Computer
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scription and Examples. Available from HyperScore User’s Group, San Francisco.
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4.F:  A Tool for Manipulating Expressive and Structural 
Hierarchies in Music (originally appeared in Proceed-
ings of the 1991 International Computer Music Conference)
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4.G:  Recent Developments in Siren: Modeling, Control, 
and Interaction for Large-scale Distributed Music 
Software (with Chandrasekhar Ramakrishnan) (origi-
nally appeared in Proceedings of the 2003 International 
Computer Music Conference)
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Recent Developments in Siren: Modeling, Control, and 
Interaction for Large-scale Distributed Music Software
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Abstract
This paper describes recent advances in platform-

independent object-oriented software for music and
sound processing. The Siren system is the result of
almost 20 years of continuous development in the
Smalltalk programming language; it incorporates an
abstract music representation language, interfaces for
real-time I/O in several media, a user interface frame-
work, and connections to object databases. To sup-
port ambitious compositional and performance appli-
cations, the system is integrated with a scalable real-
time distributed processing framework. 

Rather than presenting a system overview (Siren is
exhaustively documented elsewhere), we discuss the
new features of the system here, including its integra-
tion with new DSP frameworks, new I/O interfaces,
and its use in several recent compositions.

1 Introduction
Siren is a general-purpose software framework for

sound and music composition and production; it
traces its roots back to 1984. Siren is a library of
about 350 Smalltalk classes for building sound/music
applications; it is platform-independent and runs on
Macintosh, Windows, and UNIX-based computers.
The core elements of Siren are: 

- the Smoke music representation language
(classes for music magnitudes, events, event
lists, generators, functions, and sounds);

- voices, schedulers and I/O drivers (real-time and
file-based I/O for sound, OSC, and MIDI);

- user interface components for musical applica-
tions (UI tools and music/sound widgets); and

- several built-in applications (various editors and
browsers for Siren objects).

The best references for Siren are (Pope 1987,
1992, 2001). This paper will not present the basic
framework (which has been quite stable since 1989),
but will discuss the recent evolution and applications
of the system, including the port to VisualWorks non-
commercial Smalltalk, the new support for I/O using
the OSC protocol, database back-ends, and the sys-
tem's use in several compositions.

2 Music Representation in Smoke
When the Smoke representation was developed

(1988), it was designed as a language-independent
representation for music. Yet the syntax of Smoke
(and to some extent, its semantics) is that of Small-
talk, the language used for the first implementation. 

At the time, Smalltalk was a natural choice of lan-
guage; there were not many object-oriented lan-
guages with substantial user bases, and of those lan-
guages, Smalltalk was by far the most mature. In the
intervening 15 years, the language landscape has
changed. The reality of today—much to our disap-
pointment as Smalltalk fans— is that Smalltalk is a
language that many have heard of, but few know.
Today, mainstream object-orientation means C++,
Java, C#, ObjectiveC, Ruby, or Python. 

This implies a new set of choices when it comes to
moving Siren forward. If the goal is to make Siren
available to the greatest number of users, one of the
more widely known languages would be a better
choice than Smalltalk. If the goal is to experiment
and see how new language features can be applied to
representation of music, other options may or may
not be indicated. Class-based object-orientation is no
longer novel, and languages with different features,
such as prototype-based OO languages like Self or
CommonLISP, have potential to bear fruit in the
search of a flexible and elegant representation of
music. If the goal is a strict interpretation of the tim-
ing information specified in a Smoke event list, then
still other languages become natural choices. Timely
processing of event lists requires a language designed
for use in a real-time setting, such as SuperCollider
or Erlang. Of course, there remains another possibil-
ity of designing and developing our own language
aimed at music representation, using Smoke as a
starting point. 

While we continue to use the Smalltalk implemen-
tation of Siren for the bulk of our development (for
reasons detailed in the Evaluation section below), we
have begun tackling the goals mentioned above. To
that end, we have made experimental versions of the
Siren core in Ruby, Self, and SuperCollider. 
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Of the languages we determined would give Siren
the widest distribution, we eliminated C++, Java, and
C# because they are (usually) statically compiled,
making them unsuitable for interactive use. Of the
remaining two, we chose Ruby over Python because
it is more different from Smalltalk. Ruby offers fea-
tures like “continuations” that could be profitable
employed in music representation (cf. SuperCollider
patterns). For the exploration of new language para-
digms, we chose Self because it is exotic enough to
contain interesting language features, but stable
enough to have a simple installation process and offer
a powerful development environment. For real-time
performance, we chose SuperCollider because it is
widely used in the computer music community. We
would still, at some point, like to try an Erlang imple-
mentation of Siren. 

Moving Siren away from its Smalltalk origins has
forced a re-evaluation of some assumptions inherent
in the original description of Smoke. Though the
Smoke specification indicates that Smoke is both a
class-library specification and a syntax, we have cho-
sen to abandon the syntax and retain only the class-
library specification. To retain the syntax would, first
of all, require the implementation of Smalltalk vir-
tual machine to handle the Smalltalk block-closures
which are permitted in Smoke events, but, more to
the point, retaining the syntax would force the users
to learn Smalltalk, which defeats the goal of bringing
Siren to a wider audience. So, we have chosen to
keep only the class-library specification. Thus,
Smoke event lists are written in the same language as
the implementation which is being used. 

This recent work is altering some aspects of Siren,
but the basic character of flexible representation and
processing of musical information remains. We will
have more to report on this front in the future. 

3 Siren on Squeak (1996-2001)
The original platform for main-stream develop-

ment in Smalltalk was Xerox PARC Smalltalk-80
version 2 (1982), which became an expensive com-
mercial product when ParcPlace Systems, Inc. spun
off from Xerox in 1988. In 1996, the sound/music
framework then called MODE was ported to Squeak
(http://www.squeak.org), a then-new open-source
Smalltalk implementation. I renamed MODE to Siren
at that time. Squeak is a wonderful, open system, and
added many features not found in other Smalltalks,
including a novel (though slow and buggy) GUI
framework called Morphic, a Smalltalk-to-C transla-
tor for making native methods, and toy versions of
sound synthesis and graphical rendering frameworks. 

The final version of Siren on Squeak (3.0, which

was released on a CD-ROM in 2001 [Pope 2001])
incorporated a set of low-level MIDI functions,
streaming sound I/O, GUI applications based on
Morphic, and an interface to the MinneStore object
database system.

Even after six years of development, however,
Squeak still lacks the performance, solidity, and
interoperability of commercial Smalltalk environ-
ments, and suffers from the lack of clear manage-
ment that is common to many open-source projects.
Since Squeak is based on Smalltalk -80 version 1, it
is missing all of the enhancements made at PARC
since 1981, including integrated exception handling,
the unified I/O framework, the improved Smalltalk
compiler, the parser compiler (akin to YACC), and
the addition of namespaces to the language. These
factors (especially the system’s mediocre virtual
machine performance) became increasingly frustrat-
ing as time went on.

4 Siren on VisualWorks
In 2000 or so, ParcPlace released a free non-com-

mercial versions of their flagship VisualWorks/
Smalltalk system (called VisualWorks non-commer-
cial or VWNC), the true descendent of the PARC
Smalltalk-80 lineage. The Siren system has now been
ported from Squeak “back” to VWNC. The main dif-
ferences are not in the core system classes (which are
largely compatible between all Smalltalk implemen-
tations), but in the facilities for file and socket I/O,
and especially in the GUI frameworks. The Visual-
Works tool set is also a good deal more sophisticated
than that of Squeak; it includes a much better (multi-
threaded) debugger, and tools for configuration man-
agement, team programming, etc.

5 Siren I/O: MIDI, OSC, etc.
One of the persistent problems with making cross-

platform music tools has been the lack of good porta-
ble libraries and APIs for sound and MIDI I/O. In
recent years, this has been greatly helped by the
emergence of the cross-platform PortAudio (http://
www.portaudio.com), PortMIDI (http://www-2.cs.
cmu.edu/~music/portmusic), and LibSndFile (http://
www.zip.com.au/~erikd/libsndfile) packages. 

VisualWorks Smalltalk includes a powerful facil-
ity for constructing interfaces between Smalltalk and
C libraries called the “Dynamic Linked Library and
C Connect” package, or DLLCC. The DLLCC tools
can read C header files, parsing data type definitions,
macros, and function prototypes, creating equivalent
methods in special Smalltalk classes called “external
interfaces.” The DLLCC loader can then be directed
to load a given shared object file whenever an
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instance of an external interface class is created.
DLLCC has now been used to integrate Siren with
the LibSndFile, PortAudio, PortMIDI, and FFTW
(http://www.fftw.org) packages.

For simpler network- and file-oriented I/O, new
voice objects have been developed to allow Siren to
communicate over the OSC network protocol and to
generate note-list files for use by programs written in
the SuperCollider programming language. 

Because of Siren’s separation of musical data from
the interpretation of abstract musical properties into
concrete parameters (this is the gist of the event/voice
distinction in Siren), these new voice classes were
immediately usable by existing compositions.

6 Siren and CSL
One of our recent projects has been to use Siren as

a front-end to the CREATE Signal Library (CSL,
pron. “sizzle”) (see [Pope and Ramakrishnan 2003]
elsewhere in these Proceedings). Specifically, Siren
applications that play back stored scores, implement
generative algorithms, or map in-coming gesture data
can send OSC messages to one or many CSL-based
server programs, and can dynamically create, start/
stop, and monitor CSL server instances.

7 Siren and CRAM
In other projects on distributed software for real-

time object-oriented applications, we have developed
a software infrastructure we call the CREATE Real-
time Application Manager (CRAM) (Pope et al.
2001). CRAM consists of a description language, a
software framework, a tool-set, and a server infra-
structure for large-scale distributed processing. 

Siren and CSL are designed from the ground up to
be used in distributed systems, with several CSL pro-
grams running as servers on a local-area network, all
controlled by Common Object Request Broker Archi-
tecture (CORBA, http://www.omg.org) and OSC
messages sent from Siren programs. These CSL DSP
servers receive control commands via the network
and send their output sample blocks to other servers
over the network. (Control in CSL is transmitted via
OSC network messages, and any “wire” between ele-
ments in a CSL DSP graph can be deferred over a
network socket.) A typical multi-server CSL/Siren
configuration is illustrated in Figure 1 below.

In this example, each of the round-edged rectan-
gles is a separate server program. The top four serv-
ers are CSL programs (written in C++); the larger
box in the middle is the CRAM system manager
(written in Smalltalk), and the Siren server at the bot-
tom sends OSC messages to the CSL servers.

The control links (shown as dotted lines) use the

CORBA and OSC protocols, and the inter-program
sample streams (drawn as arrows) use the CSL sam-
ple streaming protocol. CRAM manages the distrib-
uted CSL/Siren application; it starts up the individ-
ual CSL servers, and monitors them during run-time.

The heart of a large-scale synthesis system is a
Smalltalk server running both Siren and the CRAM
manager. Figure 2 on the next page shows the CRAM
system monitor screen, in which one can see three
main panes in the view:

- top: the table of available nodes with their char-
acteristics (read in from the configuration data-
base);

- middle: the list of running services on the
selected machine (CRAM manages these); and

- bottom: the text of recent messages from the
selected service (accessed via the node’s Log-
ging service).

8 Composition with Siren
The first author has used Siren (and its predeces-

sors) in all of his compositions since 1984. Recently,
new class libraries have been developed to support
large speech databases with phoneme segmentation
and detailed feature extraction for the works Four
Magic Sentences (2000) ,  Sensing/Speaking Space
(2001/2), Gates Still Open (2002), Eternal Dream
(2002/03), and Leur Songe de la Paix (2003). 

The analysis core of the Siren speech database is
the segmenter, which uses a combination of time-
domain and spectral-domain features to break contin-
uous speech into individual phonemes. Figure 3
below shows an example of the debugging screen of
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16 drums
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16-channel mixer,
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(waveguide
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the segmenter. In this case, the input was the sen-
tence “Ice melts.” The lower part of the view shows
the detailed spectrum and windowed RMS ampli-
tude. The upper part of the view shows the octave-
band spectrum and segment points (the vertical lines
in the upper plot; this is what the segmenter gener-
ates).

The system then stores a set of properties for each
phoneme: file name, start/stop samples, duration,
max ampl., rms ampl., spectral centroid, spectral
width, spectral bands, noise level, pitch estimate,
pitch trajectory, and envelope class. A database has
been created with over 20,000 phonemes. 

In typical usage, the database is be queried (from
Smalltalk or SuperCollider) by supplying a target
phoneme and a distance metric function.

9 Database Interfaces
The Squeak-based version of Siren was integrated

with the MinneStore (http://minnestore.source-
forge.net) object database system. Under heavy
usage, however, the system proved not to have suffi-
cient performance to support multimedia data being
manipulated by interactive applications. With the port
to VisualWorks, we have moved to the server-based
Gemstone database (http://www.gemstone.com). The
ramifications of this are both that the database is
more invisible to the user (a very large set of objects
is simply persistent between user sessions), provides
much higher performance, and can be accessed from
C++ programs (via the Gemstone C API). The goal
(not yet fully realized) is that all of a user’s data—
scores, sounds, edit scripts, etc.—be stored in a uni-

fied database, that it be available in any studio (or at
home), and that it support modern database features
such as replication-on-demand, versioning, query-by-
example, roll-backs etc.

10 Future Siren Applications
There are several areas of active development of

Siren by the authors. The new interfaces to CSL-
based analysis/synthesis servers permit us to inte-
grate Siren into ever more sophisticated composi-
tional and signal processing applications.

One area of interest is developing new front-ends
for extended granular synthesis in order to augment,
and eventually replace, the CREATE PulsarGenera-
tor program (http://www.create.ucsb.edu/PulsarGen-
erator).

As Siren can now read and write OSC messages,
and one of our graduate students (Garry Kling) has
implemented an OSC interface to the Macromedia
Director program (see http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/
~g.kling/OSC/oscar.html), we look forward to con-
trolling graphical animation programs from Siren in
the near future.

Spatial sound is one of the prime R&D topics at
CREATE, and we are now in a position to integrate
Siren, a CSL-based many-channel panner, and our
existing multi-modal input devices (e.g., Overholt
2002) to create interactive spatialization tools for
composers.

An external interface is currently being built to
access the linear prediction functions in the TSP sig-
nal processing package (http://www.tsp.ece.mcgill.
ca/MMSP/Documents/Software/libtsp/libtsp.html).

11 Evaluation
So, given this very compelling sales pitch, would

we recommend that all of you use Siren? Yes and no.
On the “yes” side, Smalltalk adherents have long
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claimed that (1) it is the simplest imaginable pro-
gramming language (all data is of the same type, and
there is only one technique of method activation), (2)
the class library is quite compact given its functional-
ity, especially when compared to the competition: the
total lack of useful C++ class libraries, and the com-
plementary flood of mutually inconsistent Java APIs,
(3) the development environment with code brows-
ers, a rapid-turn-around compiler, an in-place debug-
ger, and integrated code versioning and team pro-
gramming tools allow for quite unequalled productiv-
ity, and (4) the language, libraries, and IDE have
been mature and stable for a long time (you can still
use the 20-year-old reference books for the core of
today’s system). In our opinion, these last two issues
outweigh the first two.

Nevertheless, Smalltalk currently falls in the cate-
gory of “semi-obscure” programming languages; it
has consistently failed to gain market-share to match
its mind-share.

The VisualWorks\Smalltalk implementation is a
large, complicated, but also very sophisticated sys-
tem. The base-line virtual image (akin to a Java .jar
file) contains over 2000 classes; and Siren adds over
300 more. This is not a system that one learns over a
weekend. The tools are also delivered in a cross-plat-
form development environment, which is a valuable
boon to the seasoned user, but increases the slope of
the initial learning curve.

Like Java, Smalltalk programs are generally com-
piled to a virtual machine (VM) language, which
might then be interpreted, translated, or cross-com-
piled at run-time. This provides for cross-platform
portability of object code, but costs some level of
run-time performance. Modern Smalltalk virtual
machines use similar optimization techniques (e.g.,
polymorphic in-line caching and cross-method opti-
mization) to best-of-breed Java VMs (and are actu-
ally much better than “average” Java VMs). 

Both Smalltalk and Java also assume automatic
storage reclamation (garbage collection), which
makes development easier, but adds (often unpredict-
able) run-time overhead.

Lastly, the Siren package itself is large, complex,
and implements a set  of very specific design
approaches to music representation, performance,
sound and signal processing, and user interfaces.
Many of the standard features of computer music
software (e.g., simple MIDI sequencing or common-
practise music notation editors) are still not present in
Siren, due to lack of interest on the part of the
authors. We choose to do with Siren that which we
cannot do with some combination of SuperCollider,
Peak, Finale, and ProTools.

12 Summary
Given my past schedule of “5-yearly” updates on

Siren (1987, 1992, 1997), I’m a year late this time.
This report introduces the current status of the Siren
system, and the tools we’ve built at UCSB to interop-
erate with it.

We continue to develop and use Siren in Small-
talk, even as we experiment with implementations of
systems based on the principles of Siren (and the
Smoke music representation language) in other lan-
guages. The programming language situation (Small-
talk vs. other languages) reminds one of Winston
Churchill’s description of democracy: “it’s the worst
possible system, aside from every other one we’ve
ever tried.”

The demonstration at ICMC 2003 will illustrate
many of the new features and applications of Siren.
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4.H: Summary
In this section of the dissertation, I presented several essays on computer support 

for music composition, including discussions of the requirements that composers 

have for software to support the activities of composition, and descriptions of the 

various  advanced abstractions that come from the recent literature on composi-

tion and can easily be applied to the development of systems using current soft-

ware engineering technology.

There is obviously much more that could be written on this topic, and, in fact, 
there are several other articles and papers of mine that could be included here (I 
almost incorporated “Composizione nela elaborazione,” but it’s in Italian). The exist-
ing exposition hopefully gives the reader a sense of the wealth of compositional 
formalisms and the ease of their translations into concrete software systems if the 
prerequisite software frameworks are provided.

The Siren system presented here is the results of over 20 years of effort and con-
tinual refinement (in accordance with the a là mode extreme programming maxim 
of “rapid prototyping and incremental refinement”). In fact, the entire system has 
been thrown out and rewritten “from scratch” three times (1986, 1990/91 and 
1996/97). The foundation of Siren-the-system is the Smoke abstract music repre-
sentation (stable since 1992), and its concrete seventh-generation implementation 
in the Smalltalk class library packages in the namespace Siren: MusicMagnitude, 
Event, EventList, EventGenerator, EventModifier, EventScheduler, and Function. 
Along-side the Smoke kernel are (a) the support libraries (class families) for low-
level widgets (Function-Sound-Signal-Spectrum Views/Controllers) and higher-level 
generic applications (Sound-Score Editors/Browsers), and (b) the formatted bulk-
data and real-time scheduled I/O facilities (Sound-SoundFile-MIDI Ports/Devices).

The “take-home” message for the reader is the insight that modern theoretical 
computer science and advance language design provide almost all of the of the 
abstractions and language features to make a first-class music description lan-
guage for composers, but that inflexible and verbose programming languages 
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such as C++ or Java are not suitable as candidates to serve as the base language 
for such systems (a topic to which I’ll return in the Sections that follow).

Because much of this work pre-dates the development of the theory and prac-
tice of object-oriented design patterns—with the associated nomenclature and 
notation formalism—we do not consistently describe the systems presented here 
in design-pattern-speak (nor in the more recent notation of UML). With the ex-
ception of MVC, most of the class names in Siren do not correspond directly to 
those used in the canonical design pattern literature, but any reader who has 
even a passing familiarity with that field will certainly recognize (e.g.,) several 
subtly different flavors of the composite pattern, especially in the event-list 
classes. There are also several kinds of associations, for example in the 
magnitude/event and event/event combination techniques in Smoke. Other de-
sign patterns exposed in several places in Siren/Smoke include adaptor, ob-
server, visitor, façade, singleton, fly-weight, bridge, and decorator. The Siren core 
implementation and support classes make frequent use of object pools, utility 
classes, abstract factories, iterators, strategy, states, template methods, and 
schedulers. There is a more detailed discussion of the design and implementation 
of Siren in Appendix 1, the Siren workbook.

The new or refined software design patterns that make their debut in Siren/
Smoke include:

• multi-aspect magnitudes—magnitude objects that encompass both repre-
sentand features (what is it?) and representational features (how is it 
stored?) in a multiple-inheritance scheme (used in MusicMagnitudes);

• typed-associations—a reference between objects that entails some added 
semantic interpretation or value mapping (used between EventLists);

• mapping containers—allow property objects to be grouped with assumed, 
but optional, semantics (used in Events);

• terse/verbose factories—object creation using verbose class messages or 
simpler post-operators (unary messages sent to literal objects) (used in 
MusicMagnitudes);
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• typed iterators—allow for selective, time-dependent or non-sequential it-
eration (used in Schedulers);

• “Navigator” MVC and reusable structure editors—factor view into struc-
ture accessor, layout manager, display list and display list view; factor con-
troller into event filters and access adaptors (used throughout the Siren 
GUI framework);

• structure accessor—combines an adaptor and a visitor to navigate and 
translate complex nested structures (used in “Navigator” MVC);

• layout manager—visitor that generates a display list using time-layout 
(and possibly pitch-layout) policies (used in “Navigator” MVC);

• display item generator—access adaptor that generates a display item using 
an object’s abstract magnitudes (used in “Navigator” MVC);

• subjects and drivers—provide events with abstract properties and have 
voices that are property to parameter mappers, more flexible and reusable 
than adaptor pattern (used in Voices);

• structure generators—family of parametric descriptions of structures that 
use procedural, stochastic, or heuristic processes to generate the structures 
lazily (used in EventGenerators); and

• structure modifiers—an aggressive visitor that can alter a structure’s com-
ponents or organization (used in EventModifiers).

What has been under-stressed in most of the present discussion, and will not be 
further mentioned except to note its absence, is any consideration of process 
models and methodologies attached to any of the compositional tasks under ex-
amination. The entire literature of object-oriented analysis and the associated 
methods and process should actually be dragged into the document at this point, 
but I am left to advise the reader to follow the leads in the reference list of Chap-
ters 4.D and 4.G

The motivation of the text so-far has been to demonstrate through several ex-
amples that designing computer programming languages aimed specifically at 
music composers can indeed enable and support abstract musical creative con-
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tent brain-storming, interactive capture and raw data structuring, and many 
forms of advanced algorithmic music composition in a uniform, integrated 
graphical hardware/software tool and instrument. In the next section of this dis-
sertation, we will switch to considering audio-signal-level representations and 
object functionality, and then move up to the level of metamodels for the first 
step of merging the symbol/signal representational models of our diverse 
composition/realization data formats and behaviors. The development platform 
will change to C++ and its associated libraries and development environments, 
and both the design space and implementation considerations will be quite dif-
ferent than in the previous sections.
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5. Frameworks and Languages for Sound Synthesis and 
Processing
Having (almost) exhausted the topic of computer support for music composition 

and the representation of compositional formalisms in the previous section, let us 

now turn our attention to the design of systems for software sound synthesis and 

digital audio signal processing (DASP). In the computer music literature, this 

topic takes up a much more prominent position, though the contributions are 

much more narrowly concentrated on low-level implementation details, and the 

discussion of metamodels and design issues is distressingly absent for the most 

part. There has however been a series of recent efforts (e.g., panel discussions at 

the International Computer Music Conferences) to generate a wider discussion of 

language and API object design for signal processing, and the work presented be-

low on metamodels (with the associated publications of Xavier Amatriain et al.) is 

a significant contribution to the state of the art in this sub-field.

The issues in language design for DASP revolve primarily around the choice of 
the object models of the core “building blocks” out of which DASP operation 
graphs are constructed, and the extent to which inter-block connections and 
DASP object I/O ports are reified and exposed to the user. Many DASP lan-
guages in the literature follow the lead of the MusicN family of programs devel-
oped by Max Mathews, and provide “unit generator” objects that correspond 
(roughly) to the kinds of modules found in the analog synthesizers of the 1970s 
(e.g., oscillators, filters, amplifiers, etc.). These objects are connected into signal 
processing graphs using “buffer” or “signal” objects. The main differences be-
tween siblings in this family is the semantics of unit generator operations, and 
the ability to combine them, or to combine the signal/buffer objects.

It is often overlooked (justifiably, since it is largely irrelevant to the neophyte 
user), that the MusicN languages of yesteryear were not first-class programming 
languages at all, but rather sophisticated configurable DASP applications. The 
difference between these categories of software gains in importance if the user 
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wants either to write new unit generators (which often cannot be done in the 
DASP language itself, but rather in the language in which the configurable DASP 
engine itself is written), or to use control structures (such as conditionals or 
loops) within DASP graphs. As we will discuss in this section, there are three dis-
tinct categories of DASP languages: MusicN-style scriptable applications (the 
most common modern example being Csound), DASP libraries written in exist-
ing programming languages (e.g., CommonLispMusic or CSL), and new lan-
guages where DASP objects and operation semantics are first-class citizens (as in 
SuperCollider).

Much of the DASP literature concerns itself with the design trade-offs and im-
plementation compromises that face the developer of a scriptable DASP system. 
The “big four” sets of questions that must be answered by the language or API 
designer are:

• What is the signal or buffer model? Is it higher-level (and more flexible) 
than a C short[] sample vector? Is block-mode sample computation pos-
sible? Is it required?

• How are unit generator-like objects represented? How are the related to 
one another? Can a graph’s structure change at run-time?

• How are static run-time control values or dynamic control signals repre-
sented and passed around in a DASP graph?

• Is the graph itself reified as an object (rather than just holding onto a unit 
generator that represents the graph’s “root”)? Can the user name, store, 
and re-use sub-graphs?

As we will present in the following section, there is a wide variety of answers 
to these questions found in current systems.

As in the preceding section, we can refine and extend our discussion of the de-
sign of DASP languages and APIs by incorporating recent advances in theoretical 
computer science and applied software engineering. In the case of the systems 
we will present below, we will use the language of object-oriented design pat-
terns again, and both use existing patterns and propose and describe new ones.
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The first chapter in this section (5.A) is a detailed tutorial on software sound 
synthesis (SWSS) that provides a set of progressive programming examples in 
three of the main SWSS languages of the day (for the case that the day was in or 
before 1993): Csound, cmusic, and cmix. This chapter incorporates a discussion of 
the ever-present engineering parameters and trade-offs in the design of a soft-
ware framework or program library for digital audio signal processing. It also 
gives a very subjective evaluation of the three languages under investigation, 
which served as the starting-point for the design of the system developed as part 
of the current work.

Chapter 5.B is the result (ten years later) of the application of these same prin-
ciples to the design and delivery of an open-source C++-based framework/
language for sound synthesis and signal processing that we call the CREATE Sig-
nal Library (since the acronym CSL can be pronounced “sizzle”). This system has 
been under continuous development since 1998 (originally called the CREATE 
Oscillator, or CO), and constitutes a C++ class library for audio signal synthesis 
and processing that is both easy to earn and quite scalable in performance. The 
presentation in Chapter 5.B describes CSL version 4 with simple programming 
examples and shows several applications built on top of CSL.

In the newest Chapter of this dissertation, 5.C, we describe the latest version of 
CSL in which we have integrated the state-of-the-art ideas on metamodeling 
(first used in X. Amatriain’s CLAM system) into CSL, and enhanced it to conform 
to an extremely simple yet flexible metamodel of multimedia processing that can 
also be used to describe our previous compositional object models (i.e., Siren). It 
is here that the discussion returns to the application of advanced object-oriented 
design patterns.

On its surface (i.e., the canonical 5-line DSP graph programming examples), the 
core of CSL looks more-or-less like a standard procedural MusicN-style language 
model formatted using C++ language syntax, more like Cmix or CommonLispMu-
sic language libraries than the Smoke language and Siren framework. What sets it 
apart from the start, however, is the scheduling features of CSL instrument ob-
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jects and the several flavors of simple main() driver harnesses for running CSL 
signal processing forests. It is only on closer inspection (or longer use), that CSL’s 
expressive power (the flexibility of the basic Buffer and UnitGenerator classes) and 
ease of extension (e.g., new Envelopes or SoundFiles) will come to the forefront, as 
in the latest examples in the chapter on metamodels.
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5.A:  Machine Tongues XV: Three Packages for Software 
Sound Synthesis (originally appeared in Computer Mu-
sic Journal 17:2, 1993)
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Machine Tongues XV:
Three Packages for Software Sound Synthesis

Stephen Travis Pope
The Nomad Group
P. O. Box 9496, Berkeley, California 94709 USA
stp@CNMAT.Berkeley.edu
http://www.cnmat.berkeley.edu/~stp/

The origin of the technology and methodology of modern computer music is certainly
the Music V family of software sound synthesis systems developed since the late 1950s. In
the “old days,” this consisted of batch computer processing of musical programs
expressed in terms of instrument definitions (programs) and score note lists (input data),
generating sampled sound output data to off-line storage for later performance. The
noticeable rekindling of interest in programs and languages for software sound synthesis
(SWSS) and software digital audio signal processing (DSP) using general-purpose
computers is due to a number of factors, not least among them the dramatic increase in
the power of personal workstations over the last five years.

There are currently three widely-used, portable, C-language SWSS tools: (in
alphabetical order) cmix (Lansky 1990), cmusic (Moore 1990), and Csound (Vercoe 1991).
This article will discuss the technology of SWSS and then present and compare these three
systems. It is divided into three parts; the first introduces SWSS in terms of progressive
examples. Part two compares the three systems using the same two instrument/score
examples written in each of them. The final section presents informal benchmark tests of
the systems run on two different hardware platforms—a Sun Microsystems
SPARCstation-2 IPX and a Next Computer Inc. TurboCube machine—and subjective
comments on various features of the languages and programming environments of state-
of-the-art SWSS software.

This author’s connection with this topic is that of extensive experience with several
different SWSS systems over the last 15 years, starting with MUS10 and including all
three compared here: Csound (in the form of Music-11 initially) at the CMRS studio in
Salzburg (Pope 1982); cmusic in the CARL environment at PCS/Cadmus computers in
Munich (Pope 1986); and more recently a combination of cmix, Csound, and various
vocoder software packages with user interfaces written in Smalltalk-80 at the CCRMA
Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics at Stanford University (Pope
1992).
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Software Sound Synthesis
Computer music as a field has been likened to a building with a sign on it saying “Best Eats
in Town.” Many people go into this building expecting to find an elegant restaurant with a
parchment menu, formidable wine list, and pleasant, efficient, even charming service. What
they find instead, to their surprise, is a shiny, enormous, extremely modern kitchen, with
abundant supplies of every kind of foodstuff in voluminous, refrigerated storage. Indeed,
the “Best Eats in Town” are available here, but only to those willing to learn to cook! (Moore
1983)

There have historically been three distinct classes of electroacoustic music instruments
or systems: tape-based musique concrète studios; modular analog synthesizers of (e.g.,)
Moog, Buchla, ARP, and EMS; and software-based sound synthesis systems as described
in the landmark book The Technology of Computer Music (Mathews 1969), which described
his Music V sound synthesis program developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories. The
technology of Music V-style languages will be described below. A major factor in the
wide use of Music V during the 1970s is was the fact that it is written almost entirely in
FORTRAN; its predecessors were generally written in assembly language, and were
therefore not portable among machine architectures.

This technology was widely used during the 1970s in the form of several Music V
descendents that ran on mainframe computers of the day, most notably for portable
FORTRAN Music IVBF written by Godfrey Winham and Hubert Howe at Princeton
University, Music360 (developed by Barry Vercoe also at Princeton), which ran on IBM
System 360-class machines, Mus10 (developed by David Poole and extended by Tovar at
Stanford University), which was used on the Digital Equipment Corp. DECSYSTEM-10
family. The 1980s saw a further steady increase in the availability of SWSS systems in the
form of systems based on DEC PDP-11 computers using Vercoe’s Music-11, and later
DEC VAX-11 machines running the CARL/cmusic system developed by F. Richard
Moore and D. Gareth Loy at the University of California, San Diego.

More recently, we have seen the rise of the “computer music workstation,” including
diverse configurations using personal computers and DSP subsystems such as the York
University Composer’s Desktop Project CDP (Atkins et al. 1987), and of course, the
plethora of less flexible but real-time-capable MIDI-based computer music systems.
Figure 1 shows a partial genealogy of the Music V family of languages and related
systems—defined as those based on a software implementation of the unit generator
instrument model and the function/note list score model. Another article (Pope 1992)
presents an in-depth discussion of the engineering aspects of computer music
workstations using modern technology, and introduces several of the systems listed in
Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Time-line of Music V-like SWSS Systems—the figure shows a partial time-line of

software sound synthesis packages, starting with the early languages developed at Bell

Telephone Laboratories by Max Mathews. The systems named in the figure are described in

the text.

Early SWSS Literature

The SWSS literature is generally said to have started with the abstract and publication
of the “Acoustical Compiler” article by Max Mathews (1960, 1961) in the Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America and the Bell Laboratories Technical Journal. The field
gained much more visibility with the more widely circulated articles (Mathews 1963)—a
popular and introductory essay—and (Tenney 1963)—a comment on the genesis of the
field from a composer’s point of view. The state of the art at the time of the development
of Music V, in addition to the early experiments undertaken using it, are described in
(Pierce, Mathews, and Risset 1965).

Current SWSS Packages

There are a number of other Music V-like SWSS languages in addition to the three
discussed in this article, including the Music 4C system developed by Scot Aurenz at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Beauchamp 1989), Bill Schottstaedt’s
Common Lisp Music, or clm (Schottstaedt 1992), and this author’s MODE Musical Object
Development Environment (Pope 1992). The NeXT computer also provides flexible C—
and to some extent Objective C—programming libraries in its Sound Kit for unit-
generator-based near-real-time development (Jaffe and Boynton 1989). All of these
provide some higher-level score input languages, graphical tools, and easy-to-use
extension languages.
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The Technology of Computer Music
With reference to the design of Music V, Max Mathews wrote:

The two fundamental problems in sound synthesis are (1) the vast amount of data need to
specify a [sound] pressure function—hence the necessity of a very fast and effective
computer program—and (2) the need for a simple, powerful language in which to describe
a complex sequence of sounds. Our solution to these problems involved three principles: (1)
stored functions to speed computation, (2) unit generator building blocks for sound-
synthesizing instruments to provide great flexibility, and (3) the note concept for describing
sound sequences. [...] [The composer] would like to have a very powerful and flexible
language in which he can specify any sequence of sounds. At the same time, he would like
a very simple language in which much can be said in a few words, that is, one in which much
sound can be described with little work. The most powerful and universal possibility would
be to write each of the millions of samples of the pressure wave directly. This is unthinkable.
At the other extreme, the computer could operate like a piano, producing one and only one
sound each time one of 88 numbers was inserted. this would be an expensive way to build a
piano. [...] In a given instrument, the composer can connect as many or as few unit generators
together as he desires. Thus he can literally take any position he chooses between the
impossible freedom of writing individual pressure-function samples and the straightjacket
of the computer piano. (Mathews 1969 p. 34-5)

A musical composition is programmed in two parts in Music V-style languages—the
“instrument definition” describes the connections of signal generators and modifiers for
the timbres that are to be used, and the “note list” is the score, described in terms of
parameters sent to the instruments. The synthesis model is similar to that of an traditional
analog synthesizer. One makes a “patch” among modules such as oscillators, amplifiers,
mixers, and control function generators (the so-called unit generators or UGs of SWSS
programs), and then sends trigger and control data to the patch to make sounds. Music
V-style systems use various naming conventions to denote the use of scalar versus vector
variables for inputs and outputs of unit generators in instrument programs. The
parameters of note statements are generally referred to by number in instrument
definitions, e.g., p5 for the fifth parameter of the instrument (also called “p-field 5”).
Oscillators, for example, write their output samples into buffers—arrays of data values
that are managed by the system. These buffers are often referred to by number, e.g., b1
and b2 for sample buffers 1 and 2.

The parallels between the models of unit generators and the modular analog
synthesizers developed after Music V have obvious advantages in terms of the ability of
many composers to map their prior experience into the new realm (assuming that most
composers coming to computer music have used analog synthesizers, which used to be
true), and to make structured, scalable instrument descriptions. The disadvantage is that
many types of sounds (e.g., those based on physical models, or involving complex time-
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varying filters), are not easily modelled in terms of simple patches of the standard unit
generators.

Instrument Definitions

A Music V punched card deck of the 1970’s had the same structure as the input files
used with SWSS packages today; it can be likened to the structure of a traditional batch
data processing program. The “orchestra” file (like the program source code), consists of
some header information—such as the sampling rate and output file format— (program
header and declarations), followed by one or more instrument definitions (subroutines).
The “score” file or “note list” initializes certain shared data, e.g., function wave tables,
and then contains a (probably time-ordered) list of “note” commands that activate the
orchestra’s instruments at stated times with given parameters (like a batch data
processing input file). The result of “executing” a Music V “program”—running the
Music V “sound compiler” program with the “program” and “input” files—is a (possibly
huge) output file of digital sampled sound, which can be listened to using a “play”
program to send it to the output digital-to-analog convertors (DACs) of the system in real
time.

An instrument definition is structured like a subroutine, macro, or procedure
definition in any imperative programming language (e.g., ALGOL, PASCAL, or C); there
are variable declarations, set-up expressions, and a “loop” of data manipulation
statements that write into one or more global output buffers. Examples of this structure
in several SWSS languages will be presented below. In the process of realizing medium-
to large-scale compositions, composers often develop very many instruments. This
“orchestra” may consist of variations of several common models (e.g., FM-based strings
sounds, sound-file processing instruments, or bell sounds), and instruments may range
from the very general—having many parameters and a wide range of musically-useful
applications—to the very specific—having few parameters and a more concrete (less
customizable and possible more dynamic) musical gesture. Instruments may generate
output based solely on their input parameters (as in traditional oscillator-based
instruments), or they may read real-time control data (e.g., via MIDI), or process pre-
existing sound files (as in filtering or mixing instruments).

A number of graphical representations and visualization tools for instrument
definitions have been used for the Music V family of languages. The most common ones
use a flow-chart or data-flow style diagram to show the signal flow among unit
generators where instruments generally “flow down” from input parameters through
control signals to audio signals to the output. As an example, a note’s parameters setting
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the attack and decay times of a time-envelope would be is used to control the amplitude
input of a signal oscillator, writing to the output. Data-flow block diagrams with
(generally multi-input single-output) graphical icons representing instrument unit
generator modules and connecting lines or arcs representing parameters or control or
signal buffers will be used throughout the discussion of SWSS instruments below. A
single statement (line) in the instrument definition program will translate into a single
block icon whereby the arguments of the statement determine the connections between
the icon’s control and signal I/O ports.

Oscillator Unit Generators

The most basic unit generators in SWSS systems are stored-function oscillators—
subroutines that read data values out of a stored table (the envelope function or wave
table), at a rate determined by the given sampling increment. The increment is computed
using a formula relating the size of the table, the sampling rate, and the frequency of the
desired sound signal or duration of the control envelope (see [Mathews 1969 p. 53 ff.],
[Moore 1990 p. 169 ff.], or [Vercoe 1991 p. 23-4] for details). An oscillator statement
generally includes the command name (OSC, osc, oscil, etc.), the amplitude value
(constant or function), the frequency value (constant, envelope or audio-rate signal), the
wave table name or number, and the output buffer name—in Music V, this would be
written

OSC amp, freq, out_buf_num, fcn_table_num, temp_place_holder;

for which realistic values might be

OSC B1, P6, B2, F1, P20;

This statement uses the vector of data in buffer named B1 for the amplitude envelope,
assigns the value of parameter field 6 to the oscillator’s frequency, and writes output
waves using data from function table 1 into the output buffer B2. The last parameter is
the initial phase of the oscillator, which can be ignored in most applications and for which
we use a “place holder” parameter field such as P20. The order and format of the
parameters differs among SWSS systems, but the four basic parameters—output,
amplitude, frequency, wave table—remain the same.

Function Generators

To create function tables for use as envelopes or wave-forms, generator commands fill
data tables with values that depend on their parameters and which routine they use.
There are usually several ways—GEN routines—to describe such vector data in SWSS
languages, such as by interpolation between breakpoint values (as in sound envelopes),
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by the summation of related sinusoidal components (as in wave table generation for
additive synthesis), or by reading in external data files with or without some analysis and
feature extraction. The length of function tables is generally fixed within an orchestra,
often to a power of two such as 1024 samples. The GEN statement generally includes an
action time—so that one can re-define a table during the performance of a score—a table
number to create, a GEN routine selector, and parameters for the GEN routine, e.g.,

GEN action_time, table_num, routine, arguments

In a system where routine 1 generates tables by linear interpolation between
breakpoint values, the parameter values [0,0 1,1] could be interpreted to generate a
ramp-like function that increases from 0 to 1 over the duration of a note (between virtual
times 0 and 1). The corresponding GEN command would be

GEN 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1;

which defines function 1 at time 0 using routine 1 with the last four parameters as its
arguments. Another common GEN routine uses the summation of sinusoidal functions of
related frequencies and interprets its parameters as the relative amplitudes and phases of
its components as we will see below.

Envelope Unit Generators

SWSS systems have several ways of providing the functionality of “envelope
generators,” unit generators that produce functions of time that step through a table once
per “note.” This can be achieved by setting an oscillator’s sample increment to depend on
the inverse of the length of the desired note, rather than the output frequency (i.e., read
through the function table once per duration). In general, one can define line-segment, or
exponential-segment functions, or use a stored envelope function, and read through them
with control over the speed of the sections, usually used to control the “attack” and
“decay” times of envelope functions. The choice in envelope generators ranges from
special envelope generators (à la Csound’s linen unit generator) and more general-
purpose (but more complicated) segment readers (such as cmusic’s seg).

Other Unit Generators

Modern SWSS systems provide many low- and high-level control and audio signal
generator and modifier unit generators. These may include (e.g.,) variable waveform
oscillators, noise and pulse generators, sound file input unit generators, multi-segment
envelope generators, digital filters, digital delay lines, composite oscillators (e.g., reading
phase vocoder data into an oscillator bank), composite all-pole filters (e.g., playing
sounds through filters that read linear prediction data), or other musical, or DSP
functions. Some manner of output unit generator is also required; this will read one or
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several instrument buffers and write to formatted sound files, or unformatted sample
streams. Some systems add room simulation unit generators allowing the user to declare
a spatial configuration for a room and position sound sources in it.

Score Note Lists

The statements that describe which notes the instruments are to play, how, and when,
are the “note list” part of the Music V SWSS music description. This “score” file includes
the set-up of the function tables using GEN statements, the declaration of the input and
output sound files and their formats, and the time-stamped note event data—a list of
expressions that activate the instruments one-by-one at specified times with parameters
supplied in the statement. The “note card” statement used for this consists of its keyword
(NOTE, not, instr, etc.), the start time and duration of the event, the instrument
number (or name), and the parameters of the instrument (e.g., amplitude, frequency,
location, timbral properties). An exemplary Music V note would be

NOT start, instrument_num, duration, instr_args;

e.g.,
NOT 0 1 2 30000 0.0128 6.70;

which plays instrument 1 starting at time 0 for 2 seconds (or “beats,” depending on the
tempo model), passing the arguments starting at 30000 to the instrument subroutine as
numbered p-fields.

There are generally facilities to use abstract time notations in SWSS scores, with the
score’s tempo defined as a beat-to-second map, and some way of setting and changing it.
Most score languages also allow longer scores to be broken up into sections, each of which
can have a separate clock and tempo. The purpose of sections is that they are sorted
separately, and each start at relative time 0. The sections are computed in sequence by the
program’s scheduler. SWSS languages generally provide powerful facilities for
generating and structuring note list files, and various kinds of short-hand for making the
input and management of (possible very complex) instrument parameter field data for
larger musical forms less laborious.

A Sequence of Tutorial Examples of Sound Generation
This section presents examples of Music V, cmusic, and Csound using two simple

instruments. The first example is a trivial Music V instrument; the subsequent examples
present more complex instruments in the other languages, comparing their features. We
will discuss the instrument definition format, the score list syntax, and the process of
executing the “compiler” package for each system.
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A simple unit generator and an instrument definition patch are shown in Fig. 2; Fig.
2(a) shows the graphical symbol for an oscillator unit generator with its four relevant
features: amplitude, frequency (or sample increment), wave form (timbre), and output.
Figure 2(b) illustrates the use of this unit generator in an instrument; two oscillators are
connected such that the inputs of the first control its amplitude and its sample increment
based on the note’s duration, and its output is connected to the amplitude input of an
oscillator that has its sample increment derived from the note’s frequency. The first
oscillator thus functions as an envelope generator that generates a time-varying control
function for the amplitude envelope of the second oscillator’s notes.

Figure 2: The Oscillator Unit Generator and a Simple Instrument Patch—Fig. 2(a) shows the icon

used for a stored-function oscillator in instrument definition block diagrams, with its

amplitude and frequency inputs, its stored (envelope or wave-form) function table, and its

output. Figure 2(b) shows a simple instrument, in which one oscillator generates an amplitude

envelope for another, the sine-wave output.

Figure 3: Function Table Values for an Envelope and a Wave Form Signal—the stored function

tables for an amplitude envelope and an audio signal wave-form are shown; they will be

created using generator statements.
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The parameters of this instrument are the pitch, amplitude, and waveform of the
output signal oscillator, the duration of a note, and the amplitude envelope function. In
order to use this instrument, one must write Music V programs that define three
components: the instrument, the function tables for the two lookup oscillators, and the
desired note parameters. There will be two function tables: one holding values for the
amplitude envelope (e.g., Fig. 3(a)), and the other the output oscillator’s wave form
function (e.g., Fig. 3(b)). The commands that declare and define function tables may be
seen as being part of the instrument or the score, depending on the nature of the compile-
run cycle (see below).

The Music V instrument definition for this example would read as shown in the first
group of statements in Fig. 4. Comments start with the COM statement and go until the end
of the line in Music V. The instrument definition uses the OSC unit generator for both the
envelope function and the waveform oscillator by having them read different function
tables. Note the use of two different buffer numbers for the signal buffers here; in some
SWSS systems, one can reuse the same buffer number in several places in an instrument,
as is possible here because no unit generator depends on both b1 and b2 for its input. The
Music V OUT  unit generator writes samples from its input to its standard output buffer
B1, which is written to the output disk.

The specification of unit generator parameters and the translation of note command
parameters varies greatly among SWSS systems. In Music V, for example, one typically
passes amplitude and frequency parameters directly from the score to the unit
generators, and is forced to translate from pitch values to oscillator sample increments
and from loudness values to integer amplitudes in the score.

A Music V score file for this example instrument would first define the two function
tables and then play notes on the instrument by providing values for its parameters, as in
the second group of statements in Fig. 4. One declares function tables 1 and 2 using the
GEN command and routines 1 (linear interpolation between breakpoints), and 2
(summation of sines). The parameter data in the note command p-fields signifies the
notes’ parameters—start time, instrument number, duration, amplitude, envelope
duration increment, and oscillator frequency increment. The amplitude is given in
absolute numbers (assumed in the range 0-32767 for this example, implying 16-bit linear
samples). Note the increment parameters; p6 is the envelope increment—related to the
table length, the inverse of the note duration, and the sample rate—p7 is for the frequency
increment—related to the frequency, the table length, and the sample rate.

There may be one, a few, or many notes in the subsequent note list, depending upon
whether the user is testing the instrument’s parameters, developing small musical
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textures or gestures, or performing an entire section or composition in the current “pass.”
Notes can overlap, and several notes may be active in the same instrument at the same
time; the system’s scheduler handles multiple instrument activations and output
summation.

COM Music V Instrument
COM Note Parameters:
COM p2=start, p3=instr_num,
COM p4=duration, p5=ampl,
COM p6=dur_incr, p7=freq_incr

COM Definition for instr. 1
INS 0 1;

COM AMP FRQ OUT FCN TMP
OSC P5  P6  B3  F1  P20;
OSC B3  P7  B2  F3  P21;
OUT B2  B1;

END;

COM Generate Function Tables
COM Generate f1 as an envelope with GEN 1
COM Routine 1 takes x/y breakpoints

GEN 0 1 1 0 0  0.99 50 0.8 480  0 511;
COM Generate f3 as a sine using GEN 2
COM Routine 3 takes partial num. and ampl.

GEN 0 2 3 1 1;

COM Play Two Notes
COM p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7

NOT 0 1 2 30000 0.0128 6.70;
NOT 2 1 4 8000 0.0064 8.20;

COM Terminate the score at time 6
TER 6;

Figure 4: Music V instrument definition and note list for the instrument of Fig. 2(b)

To execute a Music V program, the instrument definition (possibly defining many
instruments), is read, and possibly compiled into a compact and efficient internal format;
then the note list is expanded and sorted, possibly applying score language
preprocessors. The actual sample computation task consists of a “scheduler” reading
through the score data in time order, activating instruments as appropriate, and summing
their respective outputs into the output sound file(s). One “plays” the sounds using a
program that sends the sample data (stored on disk or tape) to a DAC in real time. (In the
early days, this was often a different machine from the one that computed the samples.)
The steps of the process are illustrated in Fig. 5.
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The actual interaction with the batch programs also varies widely among SWSS
systems, and shows the generations of user interface technology since the 1960s,
progressing from card decks to terminal edit-compile cycles, to window-based
incremental interactive front-ends with graphical description of instrument definitions
and score editing.

Figure 5: Steps of the SWSS “Compilation” Process

FM Example

The example shown in Fig. 6 is a simple frequency modulation (FM) instrument
(Chowning 1973), in which a single modulator wave is used with exponential ADSR
(attack-decay-sustain-release) envelopes for the amplitude and modulation index. It uses
two line-segment envelope unit generators and sine-wave oscillators for modulation and
carrier waveforms. The parameters of this instrument are:

p1 = note command;
p2 = instrument name or number;
p3 = start time (in seconds);
p4 = duration (in seconds);
p5 = amplitude (in the range from 0 to 1);
p6 = fundamental pitch (in symbolic pitch units);
p7 = carrier-to-modulation frequency ratio;
p8 = index of modulation;
p9 = amplitude attack time (in seconds);
p10 = amplitude decay time (in seconds);
p11 = modulation index attack time (in seconds); and
p12 = modulation index decay time (in seconds).

A graph of the generic ADSR envelope function, the unit generator symbol that will be
used for it, and a block diagram of the FM instrument are shown in Fig. 6. The exponential
function shown in Fig. 6(a) is to be applied to the amplitude and modulation index
envelopes. The desired parameters are the duration t3, the attack time t1, the decay time
(t3 - t2), and the overall amplitude a1. The decay ratio (sustain level) a2 is set to 0.8 * a1 for
the amplitude envelope and 0.6 * a1 for the modulation index. This unit generator can be
drawn as shown in Fig. 6(b), showing an envelope icon with four inputs, an envelope
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function wave table, and one output. One generally specifies an exponential envelope’s
function table using a GEN statement that takes three values for each break-point: its x-
and y-coordinates, and the exponential weighting—a multiplicative factor applied to the
exponent to make the transition more or less sudden.

Figure 6(c) shows the instrument, with the data flowing from the note parameters into
the envelope generators, then to the modulator and carrier signal oscillators, then to the
output.

Figure 6: Exponential Envelope and FM instrument block diagram—(a) exponential-segment

envelope; (b) env unit generator; (b) 2-oscillator FM with amplitude and modulation index

envelopes

The note command will list the instrument’s parameters in order
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10 p11 p12

note name start dur ampl pitch c:m index att dec i_att i_dec

Figure 7 gives the cmusic language definition for this instrument; the instrument’s
format is much like that of a subroutine definition in an imperative ALGOL-like
programming language. In cmusic one can write all three sections (instruments, functions
and note lists) in one file (as shown), or put them in separate files and combine them using
the C-preprocessor’s #include directive to “include” the orchestra and/or function files
into a score for execution. Cmusic comments are enclosed in (nesting) curly-braces. The
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instrument is more readable because cpp preprocessor macro definitions (#define
name value), are often used to map parameters onto symbolic names for use in unit
generator statements. Note the different argument order of cmusic statements; the unit
generator output always comes as the first argument, e.g., oscillators are written

osc out amp freq fcn_table_number temp_phase;

Place holder variables such as the oscillators’ initial phase can be written as “d” in
cmusic. Note also the different format for the out unit generator; in cmusic, it writes data
from its argument (an audio buffer) onto the process’s output (file or stream) directly, not
needing a special buffer designation. The instrument definition can be followed directly
by the function declarations and the note list. We will revisit this instrument and write it
in Csound and cmix in below.

There are many flavors of single- and multiple-modulator FM instruments
implemented in every possible SWSS language, ranging from small, fast, flexible fm
“cliché sound” instruments to complex simulations of various instrument families such
as voices, percussion sounds, brass instruments, or plucked and bowed strings.

{ Cmusic FM instrument }
{ note format e.g., }
{ p1 p2 p3 p4  p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10 p11 p12}
{note 0 fm1 dur amp freq c:m ind att dec iAtt iDec}

{ include cmusic definitions }
#include <carl/cmusic.h>

{ set important globals }
set rate = 44100;
set channels = 1;

{ names make instruments easier to read }
#define DUR p4
#define AMP p5
#define FREQ p6
#define RATIO p7
#define MODF b10
#define IND p8
#define ATT p9
#define DEC p10
#define IATT p12
#define IDEC p12

{ instrument named fm1 defined at time 0 }
ins 0 fm1; { b1 = ampl env }

seg b1  AMP f2 d ATT 0 DEC;
{ b2 = index env }

seg b2  IND f2 d IATT 0 IDEC;
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{ scale frequency }
mult MODF FREQ RATIO;

{ b3 = modulator }
osc b3  b2 MODF f1 d;

{ add base freq and mod }
adn b4 b3 p6;

{ b5 = carrier }
osc b5  b1 b4 f1 d;
out b5;

end;

{ function declarations }
SINE(f1);{ this is pre-defined }

{ GEN4 uses exponential segments }
GEN4(f2) 0,0,-1 0.1,1,0 0.8,1,-1 1, 0;

{ note list }
{  0 fm1 dur amp freq c:m ind att dec iAtt iDec }
note 0 fm1 2  -2dB 100Hz 1  1 .2 .1  .05  .4;
note 2 fm1 2 -6dB 100Hz 1  3 .2  .1  .05  .4;
ter;

Figure 7: FM Instrument written in cmusic

Note that we could have written the cmusic version more easily if the modulator
oscillator’s frequency were put in the score rather than the c:m ratio. Sample buffer
numbers are also not reused in this example; one could write the instrument using two
buffers. We use the cmusic dB and Hz post-operators to provide amplitude and sample
increment values in convenient units. The sec  operator converts time values into sample
increments and is often used in envelopes (e.g., p5 = p4sec = 1/p4Hz). Complex
parameter-mapping expressions are handled in scores in cmusic (rather than in the
instruments as in Csound); one can use parameter combinations such as
((C(0)*2^(p8/12)) for pitch values in a note statement.

Sound File Mixing Example

The third example will be an instrument that reads monophonic sound files from disk
and mixes and writes them to a stereo output with variable fade-in and fade-out times
and stereo positions, which we have implemented first in Csound. The parameters of a
note for this instrument will be:

p3 = start time (in seconds);
p4 = duration (in seconds);
p5 = amplitude (in the range from 0 to 1);
p6 = input sound file name or number;
p7 = amplitude attack time (in seconds);
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p8 = amplitude decay time (in seconds);
p9 = stereo position (0=left, 1=right).

The format of a note command for this instrument will be something like:
note instr start duration amplitude file attack decay position;

The instrument definition block diagram is shown in Fig. 8(b). Note the sound file
reader unit generator in Fig 8(a); it takes a sound file name or number as argument (with
optional skip time, duration, and sound file format fields), and writes samples from the
file into an audio buffer in the instrument. The instrument in Fig. 8(b) reads sample from
the file, applies an envelope to them, and multiplies the signal by left- and right-channel
scale values.

Figure 8: Sound file mixing instrument definition—(a) sound file reader UG; (b) file mixer

instrument

The Csound orchestra for this instrument is shown in Fig. 9; it would normally be
stored in a file with “.orc” as the file name extension. It starts with the header, which
declares values for four important global constants. Comments start with semicolon and
end with new-line in Csound. The instrument definition starts with the instr
i_number statement and ends with endin.  unit generator statements start with the
result value and continue until the end of the line, i.e., as1 is a buffer and soundin and
linen are unit generators; an oscillator would read,

asig_out oscil amp freq fcn_table_num

The soundin unit generator reads sample data from the sound file named soundfile.x
where x is the file number given as a parameter. This makes the scores numerical, but
means it is necessary to copy or link sound files into a special directory with meaningless
names. (The make utility makes this manageable under UNIX.) The Csound linen unit
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generator reads an audio signal and applies an envelope to it, saving us an extra
multiplication step. The stereo output unit generator takes two arguments that are the
signals to be sent to the left and right channels, respectively.

The note list for the instrument is stored in a separate file with the file name extension
“.sco.” It is shown in the last five lines of Fig. 9 and has no GEN statements because the
instrument uses no stored tables. Csound notes start with the character “i” followed by
the instrument number and the note parameters.

; Csound orchestra file

; sound file instrument
; p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8
; i1 start dur amp f_number attack decay position
; HEADER: Set 4 magic constants

sr=44100 ; audio rate
kr=441 ; control rate
ksmps=100 ; == sr / kr
nchnls=2 ; stereo

; Stereo soundfile mixing instrument
instr 1

; i-rate variables
; (updated once per note--optional)

idur = p3 ; duration
iamp =  p4 ; amplitude
iatt =  p6 ; attack time
idec = p7 ; decay time
il = p8 * iamp ; left factor
ir = (1 - p8) * iamp ; right factor

; read from file p5 into as2
as2 soundin p5, 0, 4

; apply envelope to as2
as1 linen as2, iatt, idur, idec

; place in stereo output
outs as1*il, as1*ir
endin

; Csound score file: notes for sound file instrument
;start dur amp fcn att dec pos
i1 0 4 1.0 1 0.001 1.0 0.5
i1 4 4 1.0 1 2.0 2.0 0.1
end

Figure 9: Sound file mixing instrument of Fig. 8(b) in Csound

To give the reader an impression of a more involved instrument definition, Fig. 10
shows a multi-carrier FM instrument representing a model of a trumpet tone devised by
Dexter Morrill in the MUS10 language. It is described in detail in (Morrill 1977).

(Fig. 10 not included here.)

Figure 10: FM trumpet designed by D. Morrill (from [Morrill 1977])
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SWSS System Issues
Before the detailed comparison of the three subject SWSS packages, we will discuss

several of the central design issues in programming languages for DSP and SWSS.

Oscillator Unit Generator Issues

There are several types of oscillator unit generators used in SWSS systems, the most
important distinction being those between interpolating and truncating oscillators. This
issue arises when the ratio between the sampling frequency, the function table length,
and the desired output frequency causes the sample increment to be a non-integer (e.g.,
the frequency-to-oscillator-increment conversion formula mentioned above leads one to
want to read every 1.5 stored data values). In this case, the system can either truncate or
round the sample increment to be an integer (i.e., take the first or second table value), or
it can interpolate between wave table values (i.e., compute a value that is half way
between the first and second values in the table). The first option will be somewhat faster,
while the second will produce better-sounding results—less quantization distortion—
with shorter function tables. Good SWSS systems provide both options—interpolating
oscillators and variable table length—so that the user can determine what the most
important factors are. This is typical of the “speed vs. space” trade-offs often found in
software engineering.

Audio and Control Rates

Unit generators, whether standard oscillators or not, may write their output values
every sample, or they may be told to update less frequently, e.g., every 32 samples, to save
computation. The differentiation between audio and control signals and update rates was
an important issue in the design of analog systems in the 1960s—witness the difference in
the treatment of control vs. audio between Buchla and Moog analog synthesizers. Several
SWSS languages allow flexible, run-time specification of control and audio rates and/or
control and sample buffer sizes, though this provides neither a fully type-safe
programming environment, nor a flexible model of multi-rate signal processing, and
introduces myriad opportunities for aliasing problems and artifacts.

SWSS Usage

Among the reasons for the rekindling of interest in SWSS systems in the 1990s is the
increasing computational power of workstations and networks, which means that the
issue of modelling generality often outweighs that of non-real-time performance. This
trend can be predicted to continue in the near future. The generality of SWSS input
languages and the continued popularity of the modular synthesizer model has meant that
there is widespread interest in the construction of interfaces to real-time MIDI/DSP
systems using this paradigm. Hardware/software packages that merge features of SWSS
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and real-time performance systems are exemplified by (e.g.,) Accelerando (Lent,
Pinkston, and Silsbee 1989), Kyma (Scaletti 1989), and the IRCAM Musical Workstation
(Lindemann et al. 1991). Advanced front-end tools for SWSS systems will be discussed
below. The three systems presented here provide “batch” tools accessed through the
UNIX shell command-line interface by default, adhering to the “edit, compile, compute,
play” development cycle. Cmix also provides an interactive usage mode.

Sound Compilers

SWSS programs have often been referred to as “sound compilers,” and while their
input languages and usage do bear distinct similarities to programming language
compilers, there are also important differences. Using the model of programming for
sound synthesis is very compelling and dangerous at the same time. SWSS systems
generally try to “feel” like programming languages with batch compilers, but the model
is known to break down in many cases when composers try to “overuse” the procedural
programming style in instrument definitions or note lists. This can mean needing to add
many new unit generators, or doing everything “by foot” with very low-level unit
generators, or writing scores or score-generating programs that exceed the practical limits
of the system. SWSS systems whose orchestra language is easily accessible and extensible
in the same language used in instruments and/or scores are too rare; historical examples
are MUS10 (where the extension language was SAIL) and Music 4BF (based on
FORTRAN); modern C-based examples are Music 4C and cmix, though neither of these
is completely consistent with C in orchestra and score formats. Some SWSS packages
(e.g., Csound and cmix), “compile” instrument definitions into a compact optimized
internal format, while others (e.g., Music V), are actually interpreters that get their speed
through the use of vector programming. It is interesting to note that non-C-based SWSS
tools such as Common Lisp Music, Kyma, and MODE are able to provide more
uniformity of model between the instrument, score list, score structuring, and interactive
front-end languages than seems to be possible in the C/UNIX environment.

Sound Utilities for SWSS Systems

Any engineer who set up an SWSS studio before about 1988 had two interfacing issues
to deal with that were more complicated and error-prone than the SWSS software itself—
the provision of a sound file storage management system, and of real-time I/O programs
such as “play” and “record.” Before the most recent generation of storage disks and
operating systems, it was assumed that computer music studios would have special disks
for sound file storage, and that these disks would use a special file system (see e.g., [Loy
1982], [Gross 1982], and [Fichera 1991]). Utility programs were then needed to get sounds
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onto and off of the sound file disks (e.g., fromsnd and tosnd in the CARL system), and to
manage sound file space (e.g., lsf commands in several flavors to list sound files). The
DAC and/or ADC hardware issue could be solved using off-the-shelf components for
standard computers only after about 1980 (with the introduction of Digital Sound Corp’s
DSC-200 DAC/ADC system for DEC PDP-11 and VAX-11 computers).

All three of the SWSS systems presented here come with some type of sound file
utilities that involve formatted files that have special data structures in their first few
blocks (the sound file headers), followed by (possibly very large) sample data arrays.
These header data structures generally include the sound’s sample rate, number of
channels and storage format, and may also include such information as the maximum
amplitude of the file, a comment, documentation or annotation text, or even a list of
named entry points or “cues” within the sound. Most modern SWSS systems perform all
their internal calculations in floating-point numbers, and provide the possibility of
writing out integer or floating-point sound files. The use of floating-point storage with
external gain programs—as described below by F. R. Moore—is gaining wider
acceptance as disk storage gets less expensive. This frees the composer from having to
pay such close attention to instrument amplitudes to avoid “samples out of range” errors
when the summed signal exceeds the range of integers used for sample representation
(typically 16 bits).

Advanced User Interfaces for SWSS Systems

One of the immediate problems in building sophisticated scores is the complexity of
specification of break-point time envelopes and of wave tables via Fourier overtone
summation. Graphical editors for envelopes and overtone spectra emerged soon after
appropriate graphical displays and input devices were developed, and now come in
many flavors. None of the systems discussed here, however, include any but the most
rudimentary graphical tools, and the available “third-party” extensions leave much to be
desired in most cases.

There are several interactive applications that offer a graphical user interface for
flexible modular software-only or hardware-assisted sound synthesis. The Kyma system
includes a mix of graphical and text-based facilities for instrument and score description.
The Digidesign Sound Tools application, the MaxDSP program by Miller Puckette (part
of the IRCAM Musical Workstation [Lindemann et al. 1991]), The Berkeley Ptolemy
system, and the Accelerando system’s patch editor (Lent, Pinkston, and Silsbee 1989), are
data-flow-oriented graphical programming languages for DSP and disk-based sampled
sound processing. This author’s MODE system provides front-end tools for instrument
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definition and sound file mixing, along with an array of score generation possibilities.
Adrian Freed’s MacMix (marketed by Studer Dyaxis), is a representative example of the
various cue-sheet-based sound mixing front-ends.

Csound, Cmusic and Cmix
The format for the comparison below will be to describe each system’s programming

language model, specific instrument and note list description languages, and system
architecture and music programming environment in turn. The language issues will
include the level of (data and control) abstraction, flexibility, and programming style of
the instrument language and standard note list preprocessors. The development tools
and utility programs will be evaluated in terms of the handling of the edit/compile/play
cycle and the integration with external programming and DSP tools. The following
sections will present the three systems in roughly the order of their development. The FM
instrument shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and the sound file mixer program of Figs. 8 and 9 will
be presented for each language.

Csound

The heritage of Csound goes back to Music360 developed by Barry Vercoe while he
was at Princeton University in the late 1960’s. A descendent of this was Music-11,
developed by him at the MIT Electronic Music Studio, which ran on DEC PDP-11
computers and was very popular during the late 1970s and early 1980s. Csound is an
upward-compatible reimplementation of Music-11 which is written entirely in C for
portability. It is now distributed for free by Vercoe and his colleagues at the MIT Media
Laboratory. The upward compatibility means that old Music-11 instruments and scores
can be run unchanged in Csound. (This author had a chance to test this by resynthesizing
a composition originally realized on a PDP-11/44 in Salzburg in 1983 [at 16 kHz sample
rate], in 1991 on a NeXT machine at CCRMA in Stanford [at 44.1 kHz sample rate].)
Csound is also known for being quite efficient and portable; it runs on several UNIX
workstation as well as on IBM PC-compatible, Atari, and Apple Macintosh personal
computers.

Csound uses a mix of assembly language—e.g., goto as only control structure—and
FORTRAN—e.g., variable type being determined by the first character of a name—as its
programming language model, and has subtly different instrument definition and score
syntaxes. The advantage of this is very low learning and programming overhead for non-
programmers (as with FORTRAN); the disadvantage is poor scalability to complex
instruments and rather difficult debugging (as with assembly language).
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A Csound instrument file includes a header that defines the sample rate and number
of channels. Here one also defines the “k-rate,” which is the sample rate used for control
functions as described above (i.e., it may be many times less than the audio sample rate).
One must, for some reason, also give the ratio of the a- to the k-rate, the size of the control
blocks. Any number of instrument definitions follow this header; instruments are
numbered. The Csound definitions for our two example instruments are shown in Figs.
11 and 9 (above), which include copious comments in the hope that they will be readily
understandable to most readers. The arguments to Csound’s oscillator statement are:

out oscil amp freq, fcn_table_num

Note the use of arithmetic expressions in the argument fields of unit generator
statements—a valuable feature. Csound score files are simple numerical data files that
define any function tables used in instruments, set the global tempo, and then have one
or more sections of note commands. Figures 12 and 13 reproduce sample score files for
the two example instruments.

; Csound FM instruments

; p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7  p8  p9 p10 p11
; i1 start dur amp freq c:m ind att dec iAtt iDec

; HEADER: Set 4 magic constants
sr=44100 ; audio rate
kr=44100 ; control rate
ksmps=1 ; == sr / kr
nchnls=1 ; mono

; version 1--two envelopes and two oscillators
instr 1

idur = p3 ; duration
iamp = p4 ; amplitude
ifreq = octcps(p5) ; carrier frequency
imodf = p5 * p6 ; modulator frequency
indx = p7 ; index of modulation
iatt = p8 ; attack time
idec = p9 ; decay time
iiatt = p10 ; index attack time
iidec = p11 ; index decay time

;amplitude envelope
kamp envlpx iamp, iatt, idur, idec, 2, 0.8, 0.01

; index envelope
kind envlpx indx, iiatt, idur, iidec, 2, 0.6, 0.01

; modulator
amod oscili  kind*ifreq, imodf, 1

; carrier
acar oscili kamp, (ifreq+amod), 1
out acar

endin
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; version 2--use foscili unit generator
instr 2 ; k1 = amplitude envelope

k1 envlpx p4, p8, p3, p9, 2, 0.8, 0.01
; k2 = index envelope

k2 envlp p7, p10, p3, p11, 2, 0.6, 0.01
; a5 = fm oscillator

a5 foscili k1, p5, 1, p6, k2, 1
out a5

endin

Figure 11: FM instrument of Fig. 6(c) in Csound

; Csound Score for FM Instrument
; Generate Sine in F1 using GEN 10
f1 0 1024 10 1
; Function 2 is the attack envelope using GEN 7
f2 0 1025 7 0.0001 1024 1.0

; p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10 p11
; start dur amp freq c:m ind attdeciAtt iDec
i1 0 220000 7.02 1 1 .1 .2 .05.4
i1 2 220000 7.00 1 6 .1 .2 .05.4
i1 4 2 20000 7.07 1 4 .1 .2 .05.4
end

Figure 12: Score file for the FM instrument in Csound

; Csound Score for Soundin Instrument
; p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8
;start dur amp fileattdecpos
i1 0 41.010.001 1.0 0.5
i1 4 41.01 2.0 2.0 0.1
i1 7 40.11 0.0 4.0 0.8
end

Figure 13: Score file for the mixing instrument of Fig. 8(b) in Csound

Running a Csound “orchestra” involves the Csound shell command (on command-
line-oriented user interfaces such as those for UNIX or MS-DOS), which requires the
names of the score and instrument files and may be used with various option flags. List-
and menu-oriented front-ends to the process exist on several systems (e.g., Macintosh and
NeXT), which support the interactive selection of files, the setting of global variables, and
the viewing of function tables. The Csound command carries out several steps of
processing that are visible to the user through the package’s verbose output messages.
The first of these steps is score expansion, where the useful “carry” short-hand feature is
expanded and other score processing takes place. Step two is score sorting, where the
notes in each section of the score are sorted into time-ascending order. The score
extraction feature may be used to select or pick out specified intervals, sections, or
instruments from a large, multi-section or multi-part score. The instrument file (the
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orchestra) is “compiled” next into an internal format (a “virtual machine language”) for
fast execution. Function generation and optional display is followed by the final step—to
“execute” the compiled orchestra giving it the expanded, sorted, extracted score. The
output data can be written to a sound file from within Csound if the option -o

outfile_name is given, as in the first command in Fig. 14. The sound file can then be
played with the host system’s real-time DAC interface program play. If the file name in
the Csound command happens to be “stdout,” Csound writes samples to its UNIX
process’s standard output stream, which can then be “piped” to the input of a program
that creates a sound file with the proper header information, such as tosnd as shown in the
example in the last line of Fig. 14, where floating-point samples are written through a
UNIX pipe to tosnd. Other command-line options allow users to set the sample format
(including compressed 8-bit Mu-law), set the level of processing verbosity, or ask for test
processing only—allocating instruments and checking arguments but generating no
samples. One cannot, however, set the sample or control rates from the shell command in
Csound; they are fixed in the orchestra file’s header.

csound -o fm1.snd fm1.orc fm1.sco
play fm1.snd
csound -o stdout -f fm1.orc fm1.sco | tosnd -f fm1.snd

Figure 14: Steps in Csound processing expressed as UNIX commands

Two features of the Csound instrument language distinguish it from Music V and most
other SWSS systems: the use of k- vs. a-rate signals; and of complex expressions in
generator arguments. The differentiation between k- (control) and a- (audio) sample rates
means that when one declares internal variables in an instrument, one specifies whether
their values should be updated once per note, once per control period, or once per sample
period (based on the first letter of their names as in FORTRAN, using buffer names such
as ivar1, ksig1 or asig1). The orchestra file header defines the audio sample rate, the a-rate,
and the control sample rate, the k-rate (and the ratio between them). This can be used to
save time when developing an instrument in that one can set the k-rate so that control
functions such as envelopes are computed less frequently than every audio sample
period, which can result in significant compute ratio improvements.

This feature qualifies as “a blessing and a curse” because while orchestras often run
much faster (e.g., with a-rate=44.1 kHz and k-rate=441 Hz for an a-to-k ratio of 100), many
instruments sound significantly different when run at k-rate = a-rate than they do in
“debugging mode,” a feature which has caused this author many hours of consternation.
Another unfortunate detail (that this author only became aware of very recently), is that
the ratio of the a-rate to the k-rate (the size of the a-rate inner computation loop, if you
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will) is also used as the unit generator computation loop size, so that if you run your
instruments at k-rate = a-rate the sound really good, but run extremely slowly. The
recommended work-around it to re-write the instruments after they’re debugged so that
they use only a-rate signals, and then run with a large k- to a-rate ratio (to get large inner
computational loops without slowly-sampled control functions).

Csound’s orchestra language also allows one to embed arbitrarily-complex
expressions in the fields of instrument definition statements (e.g.,

a1 oscil (p5/p6*21.402), p9, 2

This allows for quite terse and compact instruments. A number of useful shorthand
notations for musical pitches and loudness values are also provided, such as
octave.semitone notation (where 8.2 would mean d in the 8th octave), and octave.cents

notation (where 8.250 would mean d + one quarter tone in octave 8). These notations are
provided by the octpch and pchcps conversion statements that can be used in
instrument definitions. The ampDB operator converts positive dB values in the range 0-96
dB to integer amplitudes in the range 0-32767.

Csound has both truncating and interpolating oscillators in terms of the oscil and
oscili unit generator statements. A special unit generator for single-carrier FM is also
provided in the form of the foscil and foscili statements (see instrument i2 in Fig.
11). Sample-and-hold or interpolating random value generators are available to generate
control or audio noisy signals. Generators are provided that can read analysis data for
additive synthesis (phase vocoder or Fourier resynthesis) or subtractive synthesis (linear
predictive vocoder or filter-based resynthesis). A powerful and easy to use set of filters
statements (low-pass, band-pass, delay lines, etc.) allows users to build various filters and
resonators with relative ease. Csound also has very flexible envelope generator facilities
in the linseg (linear line segment function) and expseg (exponential line segment
function) generators. The GEN routines allow many description modes for table data.

One can also use limited assembly-language control structures in instruments, having
goto statements with named labels that can be executed on a per-note, per-control-
period, or per-sample-period basis, or special variables that are used when notes are “tied
into.”

Because of the efficiency of Csound, it is possible on some machines—fast RISC
workstations—to run simple orchestras in real time—possibly under MIDI control—
writing sample data directly to the DAC output rather than to disk.

As mentioned above, in the version described here (as in Music-11), data in Csound
scores are purely numerical; this is a feature that this author has always considered more
of a problem. The advantage of this is the easy construction of score processing libraries
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and score preprocessors, but it also means that even external files must be referred to
numerically, e.g., soundfiles must be named “soundfile.x” where the x is an integer that
can be passed in a score. All parameter translation information is embedded in the
instruments, which will often be needed in several different versions for use with
different score formats. These conversions are compiled into the instrument to avoid
needing units in the score file. Several higher-level score preprocessors exist for Csound,
most notably scot (a compact and flexible music input language), SCORE-11 (Alexander
Brinkman’s implementation of Leland Smith’s SCORE language), and cscore (a
wonderful C library for writing score manipulation programs). Csound also implements
a “carry” feature in scores whereby all parameter values that remain unchanged between
two note commands can be written as “+” in the second one. This often makes it much
easier to see what is relevant in a score by making unchanging parameters “invisible.”

The multi-pass Csound command allows users to save sorted scores, and there are
“user friendly” versions of it on systems with more modern user interfaces than the UNIX
shell. It is not, however, possible (as it was in Music-11), to save compiled orchestras for
faster processing. There are interfaces to a number of external interfaces to DSP tools such
as spectral analysis packages, and phase and linear prediction vocoders, but these tools
are not integrated into Csound, and they generally have different user interfaces. The
Csound source code comprises approximately 20,000 lines of C source, including real-
time output and graphical display routines for several systems. The comments are of
varying usage and several apparent programming styles. It is not recommended for non-
experts to attempt to extend or customize this package.

The Csound system comes with excellent documentation, including a very useful
beginner’s tutorial and a quick-reference guide. There is also a significant collected
literature in terms of existing orchestras included with the distribution (many of which
are not commented well enough to be of any use, however). Csound is known as a fast,
relatively simple, and very portable (even to personal computers as in the Composer’s
Desktop Project’s CDP port), SWSS package that is widely used in computer music
centers and in the homes of many composers. The Csound system is available free for
UNIX, NeXT, and Macintosh systems via anonymous network file transfer (Internet ftp)
from the machine media-lab.mit.edu. Any user at a university or major corporation, or
connected to a commercial network should be able to get it via some ftp remote file
transfer program.

Since the writing of this manuscript, a new version has ben released that incorporates
the ability to use file names in scores, and other enhancements. The system has also been
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ported to new platforms, such as recent commercial UNIX workstations from Silicon
Graphics and Digital Equipment Corp.

Cmusic

The cmusic language was developed by F. Richard (Dick) Moore at the Computer
Audio Research Laboratory of the Center for Music Experiment (now the Center for
Research in Computing and the Arts), of the University of California, San Diego (that’s
CARL at CME [now CRCA] at UCSD), starting in the late 1970s. The cmusic language is
a reimplementation of a very Music V-like language (Moore had worked with Max
Mathews at Bell Labs) for use within the CARL software environment, and was originally
developed as an example only, finding its way into regular use at a number of centers
only gradually.

The CARL software distribution is a large and sophisticated suite of C-based SWSS
and DSP software tools originally used on DEC VAX-11 computers, and later ported to
the UNIX-based workstations of the early- to mid-1980s. It includes the “Csound” sound
file system (not to be mistaken for the Csound SWSS language discussed above), and uses
C as its primary model and extension language. Moore described the motivations for the
CARL software design this way:

“Aside from its UNIX and Music V heritage, cmusic was an attempt to create as flexible and
general a software synthesis system as possible, sometimes sacrificing speed for generality
or ease of user extension. The unit generators, for example, are all coded in C, allowing
additions or modifications to be made as easily as possible. This is based on the premise that
improvements in speed are much more a function of hardware than software. This premise
also makes it desirable to be as hardware-independent as possible. The environment of the
CARL software was chosen, therefore, to be UNIX and C rather than any particular
hardware. Some portions of the CARL software—such as the Csound soundfile system (yes,
the CARL soundfile system has had that name since 1979, much to the confusion of many)
written primarily by Gareth Loy—are necessarily less hardware independent. Cmusic, on
the other hand, is just a program, so it has been relatively easy to implement on many
different systems. Note, however, that cmusic uses the UNIX pipe mechanism not only for
its output signal (and optionally for its score file input), but also to intercommunicate with
function generators. This again allows easy user extension of available generators (such
programs are used to fill cmusic wave tables with data). It also prevents cmusic from
running (without modification) on platforms that support C but not UNIX.

The entire CARL package contains many dozens of programs that all are designed in a way
that allows them to be used together in a relatively coherent way by anyone who
understands and is comfortable with the UNIX environment. [...] A CARL program called
“gain” that reads a digital signal from its standard input and writes a signal on its standard
output that has been multiplied by a scale factor given as an argument to the program. All
piped signals are normally in floating-point format, so clipping is not performed by the gain
program. The following UNIX command, then, reads a signal from a soundfile called
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loud_sound, reduces its amplitude by a factor of about 8 (18 dB), and writes the result into
another soundfile called soft_sound:

sndin loud_sound | gain -18dB | sndout soft_sound

 The sndin and sndout programs [now called fromsnd and tosnd] are part of the Csound
soundfile-management environment. [...] This environment was later improved and
extended in collaboration with other centers into what is now known as the “BICSF” (for
Berkeley-IRCAM-CARL Sound File) system, which is now part of the CARL software.”
(Moore 1991)

The cmusic language model is a mixture of C, csh (the cshell interpreter), and cpp (the
C preprocessor); it is not fully compatible with any of them, but offers a welcome
“raising” of the model when compared to Csound’s orientation towards assembly
language and FORTRAN. When using cmusic, one can write instruments and scores in
the same file or use cpp’s #include directive to include an orchestra file into the score
when running the program. Compile-time macros can be built in via cpp’s #define
directive (a flexible macro definition facility). The cmusic program runs all input files
through cpp, so users can have very sophisticated predefined functions as macros, for
example a note name convention that turns note names into frequencies. Cmusic input
files start with any #include statements (such as one that reads in the main shared
CARL header file), followed by optional statements that set certain system variables. The
syntax of these statements is simple (e.g., set stereo; to tell the system to create a
stereo sound file), and reasonable defaults are assumed. The typical variables are the
sample rate, the number of output channels, the shape and size of the space used for the
reverberator models, and the file name(s) for the output sound file(s). After this, one
customarily has one or more macro definitions, which set up useful translations (e.g.,
parameter-maps), followed by the instrument definitions (or #inclusion of the orchestra
source file). This can be followed in the same file by the function definitions and the score
in one or more sections. The cmusic instrument definitions and scores for the two
example instruments are shown in Figs. 7 (above) and 15.

{ Cmusic Sound File Reader Instrument
sndin--Mono-input to stereo instrument with att/dec

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8
note start instr dur ampl att dec pos

}

#include <carl/cmusic.h>
set rate = 44100;
set channels = 2;

#define AMP p5
#define ATT p6
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#define DEC p7
#define POS p8
#define ENV b2
#define SND b3
#define LEFT b4
#define RIGHT b5

ins 0 sndin; { mono to stereo with fade in and out }
{ soundfile reader }

sndfile b1 AMP 1.0 s1 0 0 -1 d d d d d;
seg ENV 1.0 f1 d ATT 0 DEC; { envelope in f1 }
mult SND b1 ENV; { envelope mult }
mult LEFT SND POS; { left mult }
inv b8 POS; { right factor }
mult RIGHT SND b8; { right mult }
out LEFT RIGHT; { stereo out }

end;

{ exponential attack/decay function }
gen 0 gen4 f1 0, 0 (2)  1/3, 1 (2) 2/3, 1 (4)  1, 0;
var 0 s1 “../bell.snd”; { file name variable }

#define BDUR 4 { define duration of sound }
set verbose;{ verbose score execution }

{ start instr dur ampl att dec pos; }
note 0 sndin BDUR 1.0 0.001 0.5 0.5;
note 2 sndin BDUR 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.1;
note 5 sndin BDUR 0.2 2.0 2.5 0.9;
ter;

Figure 15: Sound processing example and sample score in cmusic

To run this file, one uses the shell command cmusic, which takes as its arguments the
orchestra/score file name and optional command-line switches to set the sample rate,
block/buffer sizes, and various processing options. Cmusic can write the output samples
to the UNIX “standard output” (for use with an external tosnd program), or directly to
a sound file (if the orchestra or score includes a set outputfile = file_name;
statement). The same kind of play program used with Csound is needed here. Because the
cmusic compiler can write samples to UNIX pipes, it can easily be connected to other
programs, such as the “outboard” reverberator used (in good CARL style) in the third line
in Fig. 16. Variables set from the cmusic command line override values set in the score file
(very handy).

cmusic fm1.sc | tosnd -h fm1.snd
play fm1.snd
cmusic -f fm1.sc | reverb 0.994 | tosnd -f fm1.reverb.snd

Figure 16: Steps in Csound processing expressed as UNIX commands
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The CARL score processing and DSP software environment includes a wide variety of
programs for sound spatialization, analysis/synthesis, etc. These programs generally
read and write floating-point sound samples to/from their UNIX standard I/O streams,
and can therefore be “piped” together in many ways. The various sound sampling,
analysis/synthesis, mixing, localization, reverberation, and DSP development tools are
also available as C functions in the function library “libcarl.a,” and the development of
new DSP programs is well-supported for a “roll-your-own” approach that is in good
keeping with the UNIX (and more recently, GNU) style.

The csound sound file system, and its descendant the BICSF system, define a header
format for sampled sound files, and provide a set of utility programs for (e.g.,) format
conversion, recording and playback, file management and annotation, and analysis and
feature extraction.

The cmusic instrument definition language supports named (rather than numbered)
instruments and symbolic units via post-operators (e.g., p5 Hz to convert parameter 5
from Hertz into a sample table increment). Variables can be declared with types by name
as being audio-rate (b-variables are buffers), note-rate (note p-fields), or constant
(instrument v- or s-variables). There are however, no variable expressions allowed in unit
generator fields, so cmusic has special unit generators for addition, multiplication, etc.
according to the Music V model (a minor nuisance). One can write a constant expression
such as 440*2^(v6/12)Hz, but not one that uses a p-field such as p6*440Hz.
Truncating and interpolating oscillators are available in cmusic. There are post-operators
for many common units (e.g., Hz, sec) available for use in cmusic scores, which make
instruments much simpler and place more information in the score (relative to the
Csound convention of having the conversions be part of the instruments). The operator
for dB conversion scales 0 dB to a floating-point sample of 1.0, with -6 dB being 0.5, -12
dB 0.25, etc. (much more natural to this user than the positive scale).

Cmusic provides a sound spatialization unit generator called SPACE, with which one
can define sound paths in arbitrary simulated rooms. The cmusic GEN programs are run
as separate UNIX programs that are called—and whose output is read—by the cmusic
driver program. This means that the set of generators is extensible without changing the
cmusic program itself. The list of available generator routines includes all of the
standards as well as a Chebyshev polynomial table generator (for wave-shaping or
nonlinear distortion synthesis), a Shepard tone envelope generator, a quadraphonic
sound file path interpreter, and more.

One of the most important features of cmusic (from the point of view of the user) is the
integration of the sound compiler with all the other CARL software tools, such as the
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Mark Dolson vocoders, the large collection of DSP utilities (including an implementation
of Andy Moorer’s tapped delay line/low-pass reverberator), and several composition
and music description languages. Cmusic also includes simple general-purpose filters
(for use with the CARL filter design programs). The more one works in this environment,
the less one seems to use the sound compiler, resorting more and more to the standard
CARL sound file and DSP utilities or custom-built tools. The extensibility of the system is
excellent; there are documents about “Writing CARL Programs,” source code for sample
programs, and documentation of the library functions. The cmusic source itself is rather
difficult to read due to the heavy use of non-obvious macros (defined in a wide array of
header files), and the use of macros that include partial control structures (e.g., #define
OPEN int f; { ), something last seen in the Bourne shell or the various C obfuscation
contests that have become popular of late. The source for the main CARL library and the
cmusic program itself are each about 5000 lines of C (with some FORTRAN for the IEEE
DSP libraries). The utilities make up approximately 25,000 lines of C source.

The CARL environment has been ported to many UNIX-based computers, and is easily
compiled and extended onto new platforms. The CARL system is documented in several
forms; first, there are the early 1980s reports and papers by Moore, Loy, Dolson, et al. that
describe the various facets of the system and the tools developed under it. Moore’s book
The Elements of Computer Music (1990) is an impressive and exhaustive introduction to
computer music, SWSS, and DSP, and is heartily recommended to anyone interested in
the field (see John Snell’s review of it in Computer Music Journal 14:4). It introduces cmusic
and provides many usage examples and a reference manual. A related introduction to C
programming on UNIX systems can also be found in Programming in C with a Bit of UNIX

(Moore 1985), a good prerequisite to the Elements book.
The CARL software distribution can be obtained for a small licensing fee from the

CARL laboratory; for more information, contact the Center for Research in Computing
and the Arts, Q-037, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0037
USA; electronic mail frm@ucsd.edu.

Cmix

The third SWSS system (and the one with the most direct “New Jersey connection”), is
cmix, developed in several stages since the mid-1980’s by Paul Lansky at Princeton
University. Cmix is a new version of Lansky’s soundfile mixing programs that trace their
heritage back to the days when he programmed on punched cards and stored samples
onto 7-track magnetic tape. The original MIX program (written in FORTRAN), was used
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for sound file mixing and voice processing. Cmix developed over the years as Lansky
gained access to powerful UNIX workstations.

Cmix is different from typical Music V-style programs in two important respects. First,
the cmix package is not really a program at all, but rather a collection of C functions that
can be used in user-written C programs (see the examples below). The second difference
is that cmix has no scheduler; there is no need to sort events because a cmix program is
free to write samples to one or more output files at any points and in any order. The
system calculates one event at a time and may either write its samples directly to the
output file or add them to the values that are already there in a read/modify/write
operation. Paul Lansky described the reasons for the differences between cmix and Music
V-style SWSS tools in the following manner:

“I had gotten tired of rerunning huge jobs, just to correct one note here or there and I wanted
to model my computer work on the workings of an efficient chamber music rehearsal, where
the conductor will fix spots and instruments without having to restart everything whenever
something went wrong. At that time I felt that the way I was working was analogous to a
situation in which when the clarinet played a wrong note in bar 349, the rehearsal stopped
and you began again from the beginning with everyone playing, hoping that he would get
it right. This way of working on that system, which was overwhelmingly cumbersome to
begin with, was just too time consuming. So I wrote a program I called MIX, which was
essentially a 20 track mixer. I could perfect each part, lay it out in a file or on a track, and then
do mixes, fixing a note here or there until I got it right. At a certain point it became evident
to me that I could easily do synthesis and processing in this program, as well as mixing, and
began to do instrument design, etc. Then I decided that it was going to be a while until these
things were real-time, so I abandoned a scheduler altogether and just used random access to
address the disk. This eliminated a lot of the headaches associated with a multi-pass system
such as Music IVBF.” (Lansky 1991)

Cmix orchestra files are regular C programs that use the library’s powerful built-in
functions, or any user-defined C functions. The “programming language” model for
SWSS introduced above is interpreted literally here; unit generators are C-language
functions that are configured into higher-level instrument definition functions. The score
is read as a sequence of function calls to instruments that take formal parameter lists and
have random read/modify/write access to one or more sound files. There are cmix
procedures that correspond roughly to all of the unit generators and GEN routines of
Music V-style languages, as well as a large collection of extended functions. The user
program’s main() function is provided by the cmix system library and reads note
statements from the program’s standard input (possibly a score file), calling instrument
functions as appropriate. One builds new instruments or unit generators by writing
functions that generate or manipulate sound buffers or sound files. The file format for a
cmix orchestra is the same as for standard C programs, with the exceptions that one
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includes the cmix system’s header files, and does not define the main() function.
Instrument functions accept arrays of floating-point numbers (the note p-fields) as
arguments. The profile() function (supplied by the user), associates these functions
with score file statements so that the input reader can use them to interpret score files.
This format is shown in Fig. 17, the outline of a cmix program and MINC score. Figure 18
shows the program for the FM example, a C-function named fm that uses the library’s
oscillator function as a unit generator, and a profile function. Note that comments in C
are delimited by the strings “/*” and “*/” (non-nesting).

Cmix scores are written in the MINC (a recursive acronym for “MINC is not C”),
language. MINC is very C-like and allows typed variable declarations, score function
calls, and a variety of control structures. This is by far the most powerful score language
this author has seen in a Music V-like SWSS system. MINC functions (instruments), can
return values, and score statements can contain programming language operators and
control structures such as branching and loops. Paul Lansky said of MINC, “I have found
that the front end, which is like an interpreted C language is also a very powerful
composition language and this has allowed me to expand far beyond the note list-type
environment. I have quite frequently used the MINC front-end to drive a variety of
programs” (Lansky 1991). A cmix score file (in MINC format) looks like a cross between
a C program and a csh script, and can contain its own function definitions. Thesystem()
command executes its argument (a string) as UNIX shell command. In the figure one
creates an empty output file (using the sfcreate utility, part of cmix that creates sound
header files given a sampling rate, the number of channels and the storage format), sets
it as the default output file for the score, declares temporary variables for the score, and
calls instrument functions in any order. A typical MINC data file for our FM instrument
is shown in Fig. 19, which creates an output file header with the desired properties, then
creates the function tables and calls the FM instrument (function) several times. Note that
one does not typically create empty sound file header with each execution of a score, but
tends to “reuse” files in the read/modify/write pattern described by Paul Lansky above.
The fact that cmix reads the sound file format from the pre-existing header provides a
very nice type-safety in that the file format is always maintained, providing, e.g.,
automatic recognition of integer or floating-point input or output files.

/* cmix C file */
include cmix header files
global declarations
C-functions for “unit generators” or “instruments”
profile() function
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/* cmix MINC file */
global variable declarations
create and/or open output sound file
play notes (i.e., call C functions)

Figure 17: Format of a cmix program

/****** cmix fm instrument file ******/
#include <cmix/ugens.h> /* include cmixheader files */
#include <cmix/macros.h>

int NBYTES = 32768; /* set the I/O buffer size */

/* fm: p[0] = start, p[1] = dur, p[2] = amp, p[3] = freq,
 * p[4] = c:m, p[5] = index, p[6,7] = ampl. att/dec
 * p[8,9] = index att/decay
 */
double fm(p,n_args) float *p; int n_args; {

float sicar, simod, *sine, evals[6], ivals[6], modphs, carphs,
*risef, *decayf, indFcn, ampFcn, diff, mod, car, ampl;

int len1, nsamps, i;

sine = floc(1); /* fcn 1 is sine wave */
decayf = risef = floc(2); /* fcn 2 is att/dec shape */
len1 = fsize(1); /* lookup size of f1 */

/* scale Hz to sample inc. */
sicar = cpspch(p[3])*(len1/SR);
simod = sicar * p[4]; /* scale the mod. freq */
modphs = carphs = 0; /* initialize phases */
ampl = ampdb(p[2]); /* convert p5 from dB */
nsamps = setnote(p[0], p[1], 1); /* set up the note */
evset(p[1], p[6], p[7], 2, evals); /* set ampl envelope */
evset(p[1], p[8], p[9], 2, ivals); /* set index envelope */

/* inner sample loop */
for(i=0; i<nsamps; i++) {

/* update amplitude envelope */
ampFcn = evp(i, risef, decayf, evals) * ampl;

/* update index envelope */
indFcn = evp(i, risef, decayf, ivals) * p[5];

/* modulator oscillator */
mod = oscili(indFcn, simod, sine, len1, &modphs);

/* carrier oscillator */
car = oscilni(ampFcn, sicar+mod, sine, len1, &carphs);
ADDOUT(&car, 1); /* additive writes to file 1 */

}
endnote(1); /* save note to disk after loop */

}

/** profile function--introduce function name to MINC scanner **/
profile() {

UG_INTRO(“fm”, fm);
}

Figure 18: FM instrument in cmix C
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/* cmix MINC data file for fm instrument
 * p0 = start, p1 = dur, p2 = amp, p3 = freq, p4 = c:m ratio,
 * p5 = mod index, p6&7 = attack and decay times,
 * p8&9 = index attack and decay times
 * function 1 is sine wave, function 2 is index guide, 3 is envelope
 */

/* create an empty 44.1 kHz mono integer sound file */
system(“sfcreate -r 44100 -c 1 -i fm1.snd”)
output(“fm1.snd”) /* set “fm1.snd” as the output */

makegen(1, 10, 1024, 1) /* f1 = sine wave */
makegen(2, 7, 1024, 0, 1024, 1) /* f2 = expon. attack/decay */

/* declare names for p-field variables */
float start, dur, pch, amp, ratio, att, dec, i_att, i_dec;
start=0 dur=2 amp = 30000 pch=100 ratio=1
ind=1 att=.1 dec=.2 i_att=.05 i_dec=.4

/* p[0] p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8p9*/
fm(0,dur, amp, pch, ratio, 1, att, dec, i_att, i_dec)
fm(2,dur, amp, pch, ratio, 3, att, dec, i_att, i_dec)

Figure 19: MINC data file for the cmix FM instrument

The steps to execute a cmix program involve using the C compiler “cc” to compile the
orchestra as a normal C program, and then running the resulting program with its
standard input taken from the score file as shown in Fig. 20. The -o filename option in
the cc command line tells the compiler to place the executable output of the compilation
in the file named filename (fm in the example). The -O option tells the C compiler to
optimize the program, and the source file name (fm1.c), is given next. The last two file
names in this command are the general cmix function library and the table generator
library. The next two steps are to execute the resulting program with the input taken from
the data file (named fm1.m)—i.e., run the orchestra with the score as its input—and to
play the output file, as shown in Fig. 20.

cc -o fm1 -O fm1.c ../lib/cmix.o ../lib/genlib.a
fm1 < fm1.m
play fm1.snd

Figure 20: Steps to compile and run the cmix FM instrument

The soundfile mixing example will look different in cmix than in the more Music V-
like Csound and cmusic. This type of sound file layering instrument is what the cmix
system was originally developed for, and there is a stand-alone mixing program
provided with the cmix distribution. This mixer reads MINC files (or interactive input),
and responds to commands that open various input files, and read and distribute sound
onto multichannel output files. A script for this in MINC is shown in Fig. 22, where one
can see the use of the C-preprocessor’s macro definition facility to make a single-line note
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command according to our requirements. One could of course write a special C function
for this mix command, and compile it in cmix for possible better performance—an
exercise that is left for the advanced reader.

/***** cmix MINC data file for mix instrument *****/
output(“snd.snd”)

/* make a cpp macro for note command */
#define NOTE(ST, DUR, NAME, ATT, DEC, POS) \

input(NAME); \ /* open input file */
/* set envelope times */

setline(ST, 0, (ST+ATT), 1, (ST+DUR-DEC), 1, (ST+DUR), 0); \
/* play input file */

stereo(0, ST, (ST+DUR), AMP, POS);

NOTE(0, 4, “../bell.snd”, 0.001, 0.5, 0.2);
NOTE(2, 1, “../voice.snd”, 0.0001, 0.1, 0.8)

Figure 21: Sound file mixer written for mix in MINC

There are important advantages and disadvantages to the use of C as the base
programming language for cmix. The flexibility and extensibility of cmix is enhanced,
while there is more “cognitive overhead” involved in using cmix relative to SWSS tools
that are not real programming languages. With respect to the definition of SWSS given
above, cmix definitely offers the “Best Eats in Town” in terms of easiest extension and
customization of both the palette of unit generators and the score language. The
connection of cmix programs with other programs written using the system (such as the
rooms reverberation and spatialization package and Paul Lansky’s famous lpc linear
prediction vocoder tools) is excellent. These are available as stand-alone programs (e.g.,
for lpc analysis, analysis data manipulation and re- or cross-synthesis), or (of course) in
source code formats. For advanced users, the custom of “Use the Source, Luke” is quite a
powerful mechanism. There are also a number of separate tools, e.g., for filter design.

The cmix system also includes an extended version of the BICSF sound file system for
use on Sun SPARCstation and NeXT computers. In this system, the sound file headers
start with standard NeXT/Sun headers, which are followed by a “comment” that contains
a BICSF sound file header. This allows the files to be manipulated by the host machine’s
sound utilities (e.g., record, play, and lsf), but also lets the user store such information as
the file’s maximum amplitude (and the sample it occurs on), and documentation
comments in the BICSF header. There are cmix utilities for creating empty sound files
(with header information filled in as described above), for listing and sorting them, and
for editing the comments they hold.

MINC is indeed a very powerful score language, which includes control structures
(e.g., loops) and other “real programming language” features. This is much preferable to
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score input formats that are less flexible (e.g., raw note lists). The subtle differences
between MINC and C will, however, eventually “bite” every serious user.

Cmix really isn’t a Music V-style “sound compiler” but rather a “kit” for building DSP
and SWSS programs, some of which may look and behave like Music V-style instrument
definitions. This is, however, not what it was designed for, and not the typical mode of
using it. It is much better suited for a more musique concrète style of working (which is
getting more popular as it becomes more practicable on general-purpose hardware). The
fact that cmix has no sorter or scheduler is also a mixed blessing; while this makes the
system much simpler (and therefore more easily extensible), it also makes for much
higher I/O overhead, e.g., when mixing many soundfiles together, since only one “note”
is computed at a time. The system must then make many passes over the same set of
samples, performing read/add/write operations to each output block for each sound that
is active during it.

As with both of the other systems described above, the source code for cmix is a bit
“idiosyncratically punctuated, formatted, and commented” (that’s being polite), and I
advise any user to write a shell script that will run all of the header and code files through
the “C beautifier,” “auto-indenter,” or similar tool before diving in. The central cmix
libraries comprise approximately 5000 lines of source code. The advanced applications
(e.g., the lpc vocoder or sound file mixer) are quite compact due to the power of the
library. The cmix documentation consists of a series of manual pages for the various built-
in functions and utilities, and a few annotated examples; what is missing is a good tutorial
or better example set, but this is partially mitigated by the choice of C as a base language.

Cmix is very portable among UNIX workstations and various personal computers,
though it requires a Berkeley UNIX-style file system (i.e., one that allows files to have
“holes” in them). Several of the add-on tools (such as the lpc editors) are written with
NeXT user interfaces (a disadvantage for this user). The system, and several other
applications, are available via anonymous InterNet file transfer from the directory pub/
music on the network file server princeton.edu.

The Future of SWSS
There are several technical trends in SWSS systems seen in the three systems discussed

above. The first is the move towards greater portability using the high degree of
standardization of the C programming language. Actually, this trend started with Music
V, whose portability was supported by the portability of early FORTRAN systems. This
is, however, being undercut by the construction of ever more sophisticated non-portable
user interfaces such as the X Windows-based tools for Csound or the NeXT-based tools
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for cmix. Another trend is toward the integration of ever more powerful analysis-
resynthesis and score generation tools into SWSS systems. All three systems presented in
this article have interfaces to additive and subtractive vocoders, for example. An obvious
trend is the inclusion of new synthesis techniques into SWSS programs. Examples of this
are the Karplus-Strong plucked string algorithm, for which unit generators exist in
several systems. This can be expected to continue, with, e.g., the provision of facilities for
the construction of synthesis methods based on physical modeling.

The “higher level” trends are less clearly defined, but the integration of SWSS systems
into higher-level programming languages can be hoped for. Recent developments in this
area are Common Lisp Music (Schottstaedt 1992), and the MODE (Pope 1992)—two
systems that run on several platforms and provide for optional DSP coprocessing
support. The clm system seems very interesting for several reasons; first, it is written in
Common Lisp, a high level, abstract programming language (relative to C, at least),
which supports interpreted or incrementally-compiled execution. The orchestra and
score languages in clm are the same—in Lisp, programs and data have the same format.
Clm also makes use of DSP coprocessors (one or more Motorola DSP56001s supported on
any of several platforms), so that users can enjoy the abstraction of a high-level
programming tool along with the performance of a parallel multi-DSP system. Heinrich
(Rick) Taube’s Common Music package (Taube 1991), is an extensible high-level score
description language written in Common Lisp for clm. The standard development
environment for clm and Common Music is still, unfortunately, a multi-window text-
based front-end using the emacs text editor in Lisp interpreter view—a fact that is being
addressed by its developers at present. The MODE system supports unit-generator-based
timbre description and hierarchical score generation in the Smalltalk-80 language and
programming environment. It provides a variety of multi-paned text-based and graphical
user interface tools for interaction with signal and event data.

When compared to other music software tools (e.g., hardware synthesizers or digital
mixers), SWSS systems come the closest to being “all things to all people” in terms of their
support for a wide range of musical activities and their applicability in a number of
different situations. Relative to software libraries for sound support (e.g., those of the
Macintosh or NeXT computers), SWSS systems provide a higher level of abstraction (in
most cases), and easier start-up for novices.

Comparisons and Benchmark Tests
This section presents several benchmark tests of, and subjective comments about, the

three software sound synthesis (SWSS) systems Csound, cmusic and cmix. A series of
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performance benchmarks were run in order to measure the relative performance of the
systems using the two example instruments introduced above—one single-modulator
frequency modulation (FM) instrument, and one mono-to-stereo sound file mixing/
layering instrument—and several different scores. The tests were run on two different
machines in order to average out some of the effects of special architectural features or
compiler optimizations. The eight benchmark tests were chosen to illustrate the
performance of the systems under a mixed set of conditions. The second comparison of
the three systems is based on a set of subjective criteria related to the instrument
definition and score languages, the system usage, and the integration of the system with
the programming environment. It is more informal, and is written in the first person.

Benchmarks

The benchmark tests use the two example instruments presented above. These tests are
not truly rigorous, and represent approximate comparisons of the three SWSS packages
under discussion, rather than as relative benchmarks of the two platforms. The tests were
run in early 1992 on the then-current versions of all SWSS packages. Both of the
instruments were run several times on two different workstation-class computers of the
current generation (realizing that both manufacturers have come out with new, faster
models since this article was written).

The benchmark platforms were: (a) a SPARCstation-2/IPX with 28 Mb of RAM
memory running SunOS 4.1.1, and (b) a NeXT 68040 TurboCube with 16 Mb RAM,
version 2.1 of the NeXT system software. Both machines had local disk storage, and were
“relatively idle” so that the overhead of the windowing system and UNIX background
daemons was minimized. In all cases the programs were compiled with the platform’s
standard C compilers, and optimized with the -O compiler flag. The tests were run
(except as noted below), with a sampling rate of 44.1kHz, a control rate of 44.1kHz,
function table length of 1024, using interpolating oscillators and writing sound output
directly to sound files.

The benchmarks that were run for each system are listed in Table 1. They compare the
start-up time, the per-note overhead, the raw computing speed, and the I/O performance
of each system on each platform using the example instruments with various scores. The
FM instrument was run with a one-note score in test 1—to measure the overhead
involved in compiling and running a score—with one long note (test 2)—to gauge the
average system compute performance—with many short staggered and overlapping
notes (test 3)—to check the note start-up overhead—and with eight staggered
overlapping long notes—to determine the sample buffer mixing processing time. The
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sound file mixing example was used with two scores in tests 5 and 7, the first of which
had many short notes from several sound files—to point out file opening, seeking, and
closing costs—and the second of which used eight staggered long notes—to stress disk I/
O overhead.

The final two tests (7 and 8), compare the options for improving compute ratios of
SWSS systems. The effect of different control and audio rates (test 7 run on Csound and
cmix only), and of truncating (versus interpolating) oscillators (test 8 run on all three
packages), are measured here. Benchmark 7 was not run in cmusic because it does not
provide control-rate variables. The results of the benchmarks are tabulated in Table 2,
which shows the absolute real time for the commands as reported by the UNIX system’s
time utility. Table 3 shows this data expressed as “compute ratios,” the ratio between
the time need to calculate a sound and the sound’s duration—the traditional unit of
measure of SWSS performance. Compute ratios lower than 1.0 mean that sounds can be
computed in real-time. Figure 1 shows the compute ratio data in bar-graph form. The
horizontal axis in Fig. 22 shows the eight benchmark tests that were run; within each test,
the three data values are for the Csound, cmusic and cmix packages respectively. The
values shown in Fig. 22 are the harmonic mean of the SPARC and NeXT data—the
square-root of the product of the compute ratios. Figure 22(a) shows this data on a linear
scale, while Fig. 22(b) uses a logarithmic scale.

Standard Tests
[1] FM example, one short note (0.5 sec)

measures start-up time overhead
[2] FM example, one long note (30 sec)

measures “raw” compute speed for oscillators
[3] FM example, many short notes (512 notes spaced over 43 sec)

measures scheduling overhead for notes
[4] FM example, 8 long notes (staggered over 37 sec)

measures mixing overhead
[5] Mixer example, many short notes (512 notes over 255 sec)

measures sound file I/O overhead
[6] Mixer example, 8 long notes (staggered over 8.25 sec)

measures sound file I/O speed

Tuning Tests—using benchmark 2 FM example, one long note (30 sec)
[7] k-rate = a-rate / 100 (csound, cmix only)

measures tuning possible with k- vs. a-rate
[8] truncating oscillators and 8k functions

measures speedup when using truncating oscillators

Table 1: Benchmark list
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Csound

SPARC 1.3 49.0 185.5 231.4 952.4 49.8 21.2 37.8

NeXT 2.6 64.0 344.3 477.8 1161.2 71.7 23.0 57.3

Cmusic

SPARC 1.4 44.0 192.8 254.9 660.9 157.1 38.1

NeXT 6.0 274.0 1235.9 1685.7 1807.5 404.0 259.5

Cmix

SPARC 4.4 47.3 245.1 323.6 690.3 25.8 177.9 36.4

NeXT 6.1 76.5 893.2 588.7 3033.9 82.2 96.1 67.8

Table 2: Benchmark results expressed as absolute execution times

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Csound

SPARC 2.60 1.63 4.31 6.25 3.73 6.04 0.71 1.26

NeXT 5.20 2.13 8.01 12.91 4.55 8.69 0.77 1.91

Cmusic

SPARC 2.80 1.47 4.48 6.89 2.59 19.04 1.27

NeXT 12.00 9.13 28.74 45.56 7.09 49.0 8.65

Cmix

SPARC 8.80 1.58 5.70 8.75 2.71 3.13 5.93 1.21

NeXT 12.20 2.55 20.77 15.91 11.9 9.96 3.2 2.26

Table 3: Benchmark results expressed as compute ratios

(Not enclosed here.)

Figure 22: Graph of benchmark results

Discussion

There are several surprises in these results—based on expectations given published
benchmarks for the two platforms, and the “common knowledge” in the computer music
community about performance. First, I had expected a much larger difference between
the three systems under test, and second, I had not expected such a large difference
between the SPARC and NeXT platforms. As the data in Table 2 and Fig. 22 show, the
three systems are within a factor of two of each other on most tests on both platforms.
Cmix shows significantly worse results for benchmark 1 because of the overhead of using
the multi-pass C compiler for instrument definitions. This is more than made up for by
the fact that one can store compiled orchestras (as compiled and linked cmix programs),
for use in the more laborious task of score debugging. I am at a loss to explain the
relatively worse performance of cmusic on the NeXT platform, which seems equally
slower on the compute-intensive tests such as benchmark 2 and 4—where the
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measurements reflect the raw floating-point performance of the platform—and the I/O-
intensive tests such as 5 and 6—where disk I/O speed is the dominant factor. Even more
surprising are the benchmarks where the NeXT and SPARC platforms ran approximately
equally fast, such as benchmark 7 where the NeXt was even faster than the SPARC for the
cmix version.

Benchmark tests 7 and 8 demonstrate the effect of using the two main optimizations
found in SWSS languages: using a lower control rate than the audio sample rate; and
using truncating (vs. interpolating) table look-up in oscillators (with larger function
tables to make up for the lost fidelity). Both tests use the same instrument and score as test
2. The results show that both Csound and cmix run about twice as fast with the k- to a-
rate ratio set to 100—running in real-time with one layer of this trivial instrument—and
that all three systems achieve a measurable (25 percent), speed-up with truncating
oscillators. My evaluation is that this is insufficient to warrant the added programming
effort of using control-rate variables or the fidelity considerations of truncating
oscillators.

Getting back to the fact that the tests were run in order to judge the relative
performance of the three SWSS tools under investigation, the SPARC data show all three
systems to be generally comparable in compute ratio, with cmix having the highest start-
up overhead and Csound being the overall performance winner by a small margin. Any
of these systems can be run with acceptable performance on most current and next-
generation workstation-class computers costing $10,000 or less.

One should mention that there are several other tuning options that were not
attempted here. These include the use of block unit generators in cmix (which should
accelerate the compute-bound tests such as 3 and 4 significantly). The effect of the use of
the foscil FM unit generator in Csound was tested, and was found to contribute
approximately 15 percent improvement for benchmark 2. Other tests that could provide
meaningful insights would measure the speed of the systems when writing their output
through UNIX pipes to an external tosnd program.

A more formal benchmark test would separate out the system times from the user
times in the result analysis, and would include larger, multi-instrument orchestras and
multi-section scores. This test could then be run on a wider range of platforms, ranging
from personal computers to parallel super-computers. This author (and editor) invites
readers to propose additional appropriate benchmark instruments for SWSS tests, to run
the instruments given above on other platforms, to translate them into other SWSS
languages and test them, and to comment on other languages in the format of this
introductory article. The source code for the instruments shown in this article, and the
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scores used for the benchmark tests, are available to readers via InterNet ftp file transfer
from the directory pub/cmj on the network host ccrma-ftp.stanford.edu.

Feature Comparison

Table 4 shows this author’s (very subjective) evaluation of the three SWSS systems;
each of the points in the table are described below. The items in the table are rated on a
scale of 0 to 10 with 10 meaning “excellent” and 0 meaning “nonexistent.” Note that many
of these items are issues of taste, musical intention, or computer science religion and that
this data reflects many of my own biases or preferences.

Feature csound cmusic cmix

Language model
level 2 6 8
expressiveness 6 7 8
simplicity 8 7 5
learnability 8 8 5

Orchestra language
low overhead 8 6 2
control structures 4 3 10
scalability 4 6 8
debuggability 4 5 8
terseness 8 6 4

Score language
pitch notation 5 6 8
time notation 6 6 6
macros 2 10 10
control structures 2 2 10
score preprocessors 8 6 6

System
portability 8 5 5
documentation 8 9 5
development speed 6 4 8
execution speed 8 4 8
ability to pre-compile 4 2 8
integration with DSP tools 5 8 8
integration with score tools 6 6 8
integration with graphics tools 4 4 4
extensibility 4 6 8

Totals 128 132 160

Table 4: Feature comparison
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The first group of items in Table 4 compares the programming languages used by the
three SWSS systems surveyed here. I have rated them according to their “beauty” (to me
as a Smalltalk, LISP and [thirdly] C programmer), their expressive power, and their
simplicity. The main information here is that Csound is simpler and has less syntactical
overhead (i.e., better for non-programmers and novices), but that I find it uglier and less
flexible as it is based on assembly language and FORTRAN (e.g., variable typing based
on the first character of its name, very limited control structures). Cmix scores high here
because it is a “real” programming language (albeit C), and has a powerful language
interpreter for scores as well (though not precisely C). With respect to the issue of SWSS
systems as “sound compilers,” I have a strong bias towards systems that let the user
extend the system (e.g., add new unit generators) in the same language in which he/she
writes instruments and scores (e.g., cmix, clm, and MODE). The “learnability” rating is a
function of each language’s simplicity and of the existing tutorial and reference
documentation; cmusic and Csound definitely score the highest for this.

The second collection of criteria rates the orchestra languages in terms of their
scalability to large instruments or complex algorithms, the ease of debugging
instruments, and the compactness or terseness of the instrument definition language. The
important factors here are the low programming overhead and terseness of Csound, and
the excellent scalability of cmix instruments, meaning that one can use C as a structured
language to modularize large instruments. Cmusic suffers here because of the complexity
of large instruments due to the necessity of using unit generators such as add and mult

for the addition and multiplication of run-time variables and buffers.
The score languages are compared next as to their models of pitch and time, their

provision of a flexible macro facilities and control structures, and the availability of
“middle-level” music input languages. All three systems support simple models of pitch
(e.g., octave.semitone representation), and support time expressed in “beats” with
flexible tempo declaration facilities. Csound has several useful pitch notations, but these
are hard-coded into the instrument to avoid units in the score. Cmusic allows the use of
C preprocessor macros for named notes in any intonation, and allows post-operators in
the score. The provision of macros and control structures in scores is very important in
larger scores, and cmix and cmusic win out here. Note that Csound users often use Scot,
SCORE, or other score-generation programs (without which large scores are rather
unmanageable). The fact that cmusic uses the C preprocessor on all scores is an advantage
here; cmix includes MINC—an interpreted C-like language with functions and control
structures in scores—an important asset as described above.
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The system environments of the three packages are compared last with respect to their
portability, development tools, run-time speed, and integration with external score
synthesis and signal processing tools. All systems try to provide some portability within/
across base implementations in that they include sound file systems and sound storage
and I/O utilities, and all can be used as stand-alone sound compiler drivers (vs. porting
the whole environment). Csound wins here because of its high degree of portability
(including non-UNIX platforms), and fast execution speed. The better integration of the
“mix’n’match” tool kits/environments for both cmusic/CARL and “cmix + utilities” are
noted here in the integration criteria. Each package includes some collection of add-on
score and DSP tools and input languages—e.g., scot and cscore for Csound, the CARL
DSP libraries and utilities for cmusic, and mix, rooms, and the lpc vocoder for cmix). All
three tools also offer some link to graphical output programs (e.g., for wave table
functions or filter parameters). These facilities are more highly developed to run with
modern windowing systems on Csound and cmix, for which basic graphical instrument
design front-ends (“block diagram compilers”) also exist on some systems (see above).
The sound file systems also vary greatly, and the cmix version of merged NeXT/SPARC
and BICSF file headers is the most portable and flexible.

The interaction modes of the environments and compiler usage, as well as the basic
development tools, editors, and data file management functions are comparable for all
three systems, being based on the file system and batch compiler front-end used with a
text editor, the UNIX shell and the make utility. Some menu-based interfaces exist for
Csound, but even these are rather crude when seen as computer-aided software
engineering (CASE) tools. Only cmix provides any interpreted score input. The speed of
the basic development cycle, and the capacities for helping composers cope with large
scores are somewhat aided by the C-oriented software tools (e.g., the SCCS source code
control system), which are applicable with cmusic and, to a greater extent, cmix. One
particular interest to me is the ease of integration of SWSS tools with some rather
idiosyncratic Smalltalk-80- or Lisp-based systems (a precondition for my use of any of
these in the first place). The experiences with the msh/ARA (in C used as a front-end with
Music-11 and later Csound), DoubleTalk (in Smalltalk-80 for cmusic), the HyperScore
ToolKit (in Smalltalk-80 for cmusic and MIDI), and the MODE (for the Moore phase
vocoder with cmusic, and the Lansky linear predictive vocoder with cmix) are relevant
here (see references). All three systems provide orchestra and score formats that can
easily be generated and/or parsed by other tools, so that instruments and note lists can
be imported or exported from other software packages, such as “block diagram
compilers” or higher-level music description languages.
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One can see how the systems address the needs of different users by selecting the
relevant items from Table 4. A learning user would value features such as the system’s
simplicity and the quality of the documentation. A user doing “traditional” SWSS (i.e.,
score-based composition synthesis) on personal computing platforms is likely to be more
concerned with system performance and available score input tools. The important
comparison criteria for a “power user” doing DSP-based processing are more likely to be
the scalability and level of system integration, which can often outweigh the raw compute
performance of the system.

Resume

There are several features of “historical” (i.e., mostly obsolete) SWSS systems that are
still missing from these three modern packages. Most of these are related to the
development/delivery environments in which they are housed. UNIX has a history of
weak interactive tools, and all three packages are essentially “batch” systems. The “good
old” MUS10 system had a “load-and-go” mode which offered very fast turnaround from
within the text editor for simple instruments and scores (extremely useful in debugging).
None of the systems presented above provide “Music V interpreters” for the
development of instruments of the kind provided on the Kyma system, or Sound Tools. I
still miss some sort of interactive DSP workbench in the style of my ancient (1982) mshell
program, a “programmable desktop calculator for DSP.” This package was an interpreter
for a language that included mixed mode mathematics (where operands could be scalars
or sample vectors) and built-in functions that resembled Music V-style unit generators.
One could use the package either in interactive mode, or have it read pre-edited program
files (instrument definitions).

The issue of “language versus program” is also still important, and raises valid
criticisms of Csound and cmusic. Again, MUS10 (as extended by Tovar), provided SAIL
(an ALGOL-variant) for use within instruments or scores. Of the modern systems, cmix,
Music 4C, MODE and Common Lisp Music all provide (to varying extents), unified
implementation/orchestra/score languages. The MINC front-end—which allows the
design of functions in the score language—and the fact that cmix can read MINC
interactively from its UNIX standard input (i.e., the user’s terminal keyboard), suggest
the development of higher-level graphical or text-based user interfaces to cmix that
would offer “the best of both worlds.” One can (and should) build modern, graphical
interfaces to compiled, extensible SWSS languages.

In comparison with personal computer-based hardware-assisted tools for sound
synthesis and processing (e.g., sound samplers, disk-based mixers or MIDI sequencers),
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SWSS systems generally offer Dick Moore’s definition of “The Best Eats in Town,”
meaning that while they may involve more overhead to get started with, they scale better
to complex timbres and large scores. It should be noted however that for single tasks,
dedicated hardware/software solutions are often more effective than general-purpose
systems.

I’m sad to say that none of the systems I’ve used fulfill my wishes completely, or live
up to with what I believe we have the technology and the experience to implement.
Solutions such as Common Lisp Music and Kyma seem to be living up to this potential
more fully, but each suffer from their own problems. Given my preference, and the
experience of evaluating these three systems in light of the history of the technology—as
if this article were entitled “Software Sound Synthesis Languages I’ve Known and
Loved”—I’d vote today for MUS10 in SAIL on a DEC PDP-20, or MODE in Smalltalk-80
on a network of fast workstations. The modern approach would be to put the system in a
studio together with a sampling synthesizer, a disk-based hardware-assisted mixing
system, several outboard effects devices, and connect it all via MIDI, computer, and audio
networks.

As a way of avoiding the final question of which of these systems I would recommend
to users, the answer is, “it all depends who you are.” As is evident from selective
weightings of the data in Table 4 mentioned above, cmusic is probably better as a teaching
language, there is a better tutorial, and it is easier for novices, experimenters, and other
infrequent users to use. For composers who have limited computational resources and
require its fast execution, even at the expense of readability, Csound is most likely to be
the best choice because of its higher degree of portability (among UNIX systems and
personal computers), and its score input languages. I would recommend cmix without
reservation for “real programmers” who want to do sound synthesis, DSP, or
psychoacoustics, and are more concerned with development time or scalability than the
simplicity of small instruments.

Conclusions
Software sound synthesis was the first “technology of computer music,” and is still

dominant in our field. The range of systems based on current software engineering
technology is broad and the differences between systems great. The three systems
discussed here—Csound, cmusic and cmix—represent three very different approaches to
“mainstream” software sound synthesis. Diverse strengths and weaknesses were
discovered for each of the systems, and they were found to provide powerful music
processing environments that can be applied to compositional tasks with varying musical
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intent in a wide range of studio configurations. As hardware and software technology
continue to advance, we can hope for ever more flexible, better integrated, more abstract,
and faster software sound synthesis platforms.

The author hopes that this article can serve as an introduction for those new to the
technology of software sound synthesis, and that it can grow and be extended by
Computer Music Journal readers with new example instruments and scores, new SWSS
language descriptions, and more comparative benchmark tests.
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Abstract
The CREATE Signal Library (CSL) is a portable

general-purpose software framework for sound syn-
thesis and digital audio signal processing. It is imple-
mented as a C++ class library to be used as a stand-
alone synthesis server, or embedded as a library into
other programs. This first section of this paper
describes the overall design of CSL version 3 and
gives a series of progressive code examples. We also
present CSL's facilities for network I/O of control
and sample streams, and the development and
deployment of distributed CSL systems. What is
more interesting is the discussion that follows of the
design issues we faced in implementing CSL, and the
presentation of a few of the applications in which
we've used CSL over the last year.

1 Introduction 
This document describes the CREATE Signal

Library (CSL, pronounced “sizzle”), a flexible, porta-
ble, and scalable software framework for sound syn-
thesis and digital signal processing. The following
sections describe the basic system requirements and
present the design and its implementation of version
3, with extensive code examples along the way.

The initial design of CSL dates back to 1998 (it
was then called the CREATE Oscillator, or CO), but
the current incarnation was started by students in the
MAT 240D Sound Synthesis Techniques course at
UCSB in the Spring of 2002. A C++ implementation
of a minimal sound synthesis framework (in less than
1000 lines) was developed by the first author and
introduced at the start of the class, and during the
quarter the students added a large number of synthe-
sis classes (refining the basic framework signifi-
cantly as they went). 

In the year since that time, CSL has continued to
evolve as we used it for several larger applications
(desribed below), and a revised version of the core
framework—version 3—was written (primarily by
the second author) in the Spring of 2003. During
these reimplementations, a series of design discus-
sions were held, which corresponded with later grad-
uate courses in the MAT 240X series, especially a

course on programming interfaces (APIs) for real-
time sound streaming, and the most recent course on
spatial and surround sound programming.

CSL is now an open source project; the current
source code and documentation can be retrieved over
the Internet from the CREATE Web site at http://cre-
ate.ucsb.edu/CSL.

1.1 What CSL is
CSL is a simple yet powerful library of sound syn-

thesis and signal processing functions. It is packaged
as an object-oriented C++ class hierarchy for stan-
dard DSP and computer music techniques, and is
suitable for integration into existing applications, or
use as a stand-alone synthesis/processing server. 

CSL is similar to the JSyn (Burke 1998), Com-
monLispMusic (Schottstaedt 2000), STK (Cook and
Scavone 2002), and Cmix (Pope 1993) frameworks
in that it is packaged as a library in a general-pur-
pose programming language, rather than being a sep-
arate “sound compiler” as in the Music-N family of
languages (Pope 1993). We have already used CSL to
build stand-alone applications, interactive installa-
tions, MIDI instruments, and light-weight plug-ins
for DSP tools.

CSL is designed from the ground up to be used in
distributed systems, with several CSL programs run-
ning as servers on a local-area network, streaming
control commands and sample buffers between them.
We describe these facilities in more detail below.

1.2 What CSL is not
CSL is not a music-specific programming lan-

guage such as Music-N or SuperCollider (McCart-
ney 1996); rather, CSL programs are written in stan-
dard C++ and then linked with the CSL library. CSL
has no graphical user interface (as in Max/Pd [Puck-
ette 1996] or Kyma [Scaletti  1989]),  but it  is
expected that GUIs will be built that manipulate
“patches” and “scores” for CSL. CSL is not a music
representation language such as Smoke/Siren (Pope
2001), rather it is a low-level synthesis and process-
ing engine. (We use CSL to build synthesis engines
that can be controlled from Siren applications via net-
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work or MIDI messages.) CSL has no scheduler, it
simply responds to in-coming control messages as
fast as it can. 

This flexibility means, however, that CSL can
serve a number of different purposes, from being
used as a plug-in library for other applications to
serving as the basis of synthesis servers for other
front-end languages, such as MPEG4/SAOL.

1.3 Design Goals
The composers and researchers at CREATE need a

scalable, portable, and flexible network-driven sound
synthesis package. “Scalable” means that the system
needs to be able to support what we call “orchestral-
scale” sound synthesis—large groups of instruments
with complex synthesis models and dynamic multi-
modal control, mixed and spatialized out to 16 or
more output channels. This scalability will be
achieved by running clusters of CSL-based synthesis
and processing server programs on many computers
connected by a fast local area network. “Portable”
means that the software must not depend on a partic-
ular hardware platform or operating system. CSL is
written entirely in “generic” C++ and uses hardware
abstraction classes for I/O ports, network interfaces,
and thread APIs. “Flexible” means that the library
should support several techniques of software sound
synthesis, digital audio signal processing of sound
files or live input, and also be appropriate for use as a
signal processing library for embedding into other
applications. “Network-driven” is important because
we plan to separate user input and control gesture
mapping onto different computers than those per-
forming the actual sound synthesis and spatialization.

From the start, we decided that CSL had to run on
Linux, UNIX (Solaris,  IRIX, OpenBSD), and
MacOSX; MS-Windows is supported as well, though
some features of CSL (primarily the networking sup-
port and multi-threaded processing) are missing on
that platform. We require it to support all popular
sound synthesis and processing techniques, and it
must be callable over a local-area network via the
OSC (Freed and Wright 1997) or CORBA (http://
www.omg.org) protocols. It should send its output
samples either directly to an output device, or to a
network socket (e.g., connected to a remote spatial-
ize/mix/play program). For scalability, multiple CSL
processes running on different machines had to sup-
port inter-machine sample streaming and be inte-
grated into the CREATE Real-time Application Man-
ager (CRAM, Pope et al. 2001) distributed applica-
tion development/deployment framework.

Given these basic requirements, a whole range of
design issues arise in the process of implementing

such a software framework. We will present the cur-
rent CSL system, and discuss the design solutions as
they come up.

1.4 A Quick Example
Within a CSL program, there are C++ objects that

correspond to what are called “unit generators” in tra-
ditional software sound synthesis languages—sound
sources, processors, mathematical operations, etc.
These can be connected together using C++ vari-
ables to represent the inputs and outputs of the unit
generator objects.

As an initial example, consider a sine wave oscilla-
tor to which an amplitude envelope is applied. The
CSL C++ code for this is shown below. (Comments
are preceded by “//” in C++.)

// Create a sine wave oscillator named “vox” 
// with a frequency of 220Hz.

Sin vox(220.0);
// Create an ADSR envelope named “env”; 
// the arguments to the constructor are
// (duration, attack, decay, sustain, release).

ADSR env(3.0, 0.06, 0.2, 0.2, 1.5); 
// Create a signal multiplier named “mul” giving it 
// the oscillator and the envelope as its inputs.

MulOp mul(vox, env); 
// Set the multiplier as the client of the output driver

io.set_root(mul);    
To run this example, one needs to “include” the

main CSL header file in the source code file, call the
C++ compiler with the source, and link the resulting
object code file with the CSL class library. We will
discuss how CSL handles the program’s “main” func-
tion later.

When this example program executes, it creates
the unit generator objects—the oscillator, the enve-
lope generator, and the multiplier—and then tells the
output driver (the global variable io) that its “root”
output object is the multiplier. The output driver then
periodically requests buffers of samples from the
multiplier. 

When this happens, the multiplier asks each of its
inputs for a buffer of data and multiplies them. We
call this the “pull model” of synthesis; each time the
output object requests a new buffer of samples, the
“tree” of CSL unit generator objects is traversed with
each object requesting sample data from its inputs. 

As an aside to demonstrate the flexibility of CSL
objects, note that we used the envelope object in the
preceding example as if it were an “envelope genera-
tor” on an analog synthesizer, and the multiplier as a
kind of “voltage-controlled amplifier.” CSL enve-
lopes can also be used as “processors,” in that they
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can scale a dynamic input, allowing us the re-write
the example as follows.

// Simplified sine-with-envelope example using 
// the envelope object as a combined gernerator 
// and amplifier

Sin vox(220.0);
ADSR env(3.0, 0.06, 0.2, 0.2, 1.5); 
env.set_input(sin);
io.set_root(env);    

1.5 Components
The CSL library and default “main” program con-

sists of several components:
- the object framework for the synthesis/process-

ing engine;
- the unit generator class library; 
- the start-up, configuration, and system save/

restore facilities; 
- the OSC control interfaces; 
- the database interface for sound samples and

spectra; and 
- the CRAM “Service” interface for management

of multiple CSL instances on a network. 

2 Inside The CSL Framework
An instance of a CSL-based program is character-

ized by its graph of DSP units, generally a number of
“patches” (subgraphs) connected to a mixer object as
in other software sound synthesis programs. In the
simplest case, the DSP graph can be a single unit
generator, e.g., a fixed-waveform oscillator con-
nected directly to the output. A CSL DSP graph has a
single “root” node, usually the output unit generator
or a mixer that takes several subgraphs as its inputs.
Envelope and instrument objects allow subgraphs to
be triggered independent of one another, and define
the notion of active versus turned-off subgraphs for
increasing the efficiency of mixers.

Each instance of a CSL-based program can imple-
ment multiple voices, possibly using different synthe-
sis techniques. CSL instances are dynamically recon-
figurable, though we have avoided dynamic DSP
graphs on the applications we’ve built to date.

2.1 The Core CSL Framework
CSL is based on an object-oriented domain model

that consists of abstractions for: 
- objects that create or process blocks of sound

samples (Buffer, FrameStream, SampleStream,
Processor, etc.); 

- objects representing control variables (Static-
Variable, DynamicVariable); 

- objects that connect to I/O drivers (IO and its
subclasses); and 

- objects that help manage CSL “patches” and
instrument libraries (Instrument).

The evaluation of the DSP graph is triggered by
the “pull” of an IO object (an instance of a subclass
of IO), which is typically connected to a direct out-
put API such as PortAudio (Bencina and Burke
2001), CoreAudio, to a socket-based network proto-
col, or to a sound file. The IO object holds onto the
“root” of the DSP graph, and periodically calls the
root's next_buffer() function, passing it a pair of sam-
ple buffer objects (input and output).

In the basic CSL framework, there is no essential
difference between constant values, control signals,
and audio signals. DSP graphs can also incorporate
unit generators running at different sample rates,
default buffer sizes, and number of channels, so con-
trol-rate generators (and parallel expansion of multi-
channel processing) are possible.

2.2 The Synthesis/DSP Classes
The heart of CSL is its unit generator and signal

processing class library: the subclasses of Frame-
Stream. There are several flavors of signal and con-
trol sources including wavetable oscillators (in both
perfect and band-limited versions), noise sources,
chaotic generators, FFT/IFFT, and others.

Signal processors such as filters and panners are
objects that take signal synthesis graphs as their
inputs and manipulate the sample buffers their inputs
gene ra t e .  These  a r e  a l l  subc l a s se s  o f  bo th
FrameStream and the mix-in class Processor. CSL
includes canonical-form and FIR filters, panners,
mixers, convolution, and flexible delay lines.

Simple operators such as addition and multiplica-
tion of signals are handled by the AddOp and MulOp
unit generators.

Sampled sound files can be loaded using several
sound file formats, and SoundFile objects can play
them back into a DSP graph.

Envelopes are handled as breakpoint functions of
time. Breakpoints can occur in the middle of a sam-
ple buffer, and the envelope class handles the sub-
segments properly. There are helper classes that pro-
vide constructor methods for the standard envelope
types: Triangle, AR, ADSR, various windows, etc.

Plugging unit generators together is simple, one
can simply use the output of one as an input, e.g., to
t h e  set_frequency() function, of another (see the
examples below). To scale and offset dynamic con-
trol functions, “variable” objects are provided by the
CSL framework.

2.3 CSL Mixer/Spatializer Programs
CSL instances can have their own direct output
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objects (to a sound output interface on the local
machine), or they can send their output (blocks of
samples) through sockets to another mixer/reverbera-
tor/spatializer/play program. We have designed a pro-
tocol based on the UDP network interface in which
data packets have a header that incorporates an
instance ID and sequence number. CSL servers can
then run on multiple machines in a server farm that
have no special audio IO hardware.

The mixer and spatializers are, in fact, simply
CSL-based programs that perform no actual synthe-
sis, but rather read sample blocks from other CSL
instances (over a network) and process them.

To complement this brief introduction to the CSL
framework, we will move on to a series of code
examples. A discussion of the details of the imple-
mentation will then follow.

3 Code Examples
These annotated code examples are intended to

give the reader a taste of CSL programming;a much
more complete set of examples is included in the
CSL manual; see http://create.ucsb.edu/CSL. As
mentioned above, patch editors can and have been
built that will allow non-C++-literate users to con-
struct and combine CSL DSP graphs.

3.1 Simple Oscillators and Patching
// Create a 220 Hz sine-wave oscillator object
// named “vox” using the Sin class.

// Sin class constructor function
Sin vox(220); 

// Plug it in to the global output driver (io).
io.set_root(vox); 

// Use a 3 Hz. sine to amplitude-modulate a 
// sine wave in a multiplier.

// Create two oscillators, one with an assigned 
// frequency and one with the default.

Sin vox(220), mod;
// Set the frequency of the second oscillator.

mod.set_frequency(3);
// Multiply (amplitude modulate) the two.

MulOp mul(vox, mod);
io.set_root(mul); 

3.2 Processing and Filtering
// Using a sine wave for L/R panning.

Sin vox(220), pos(2); // signal, panner
// A panner takes an input and a position function.

Panner pan(vox, pos);
io.set_root(pan); 

// Apply a band-pass filter (300 - 700 Hz 
// [= 500 +- 200]) to pink noise.

PinkNoise pnoise (20000);
ButterworthFilter filter(pnoise, pnoise.rate(), 

kFilterBandPass, // type
500, 200); // cf, bw

io.set_root(filter); 

3.3 Spectral Processing
// Create a spectrum with odd harmonics and 
// perform inverse FFT synthesis.
// Create an IFFT oscillator.

IFFT vox;
// Set some data in the spectrum
// (freq, amplitude, phase).

vox.set_partial(1, 0.5, 0);
vox.set_partial(3, 0.25, 0);
vox.set_partial(5, 0.05, 0);
vox.set_partial(9, 0.01, 0);
io.set_root(vox); 

4 The Implementation of CSL
CSL is written in portable C++, with plug-in syn-

thesis modules written as subclasses of an abstract
unit generator class. The primary class hierarchies are
described in the following sections. CSL uses 32-bit
floating-point numbers to represent samples (though
this can be changed with a single definition to allow
for integer or higher-precision floating-point process-
ing). All processing is done in blocks, which are typi-
cally between 32 and 1024 sample frames in size.

4.1 The FrameStream Class Hierarchy
The main CSL declarat ions are  in  the f i le

FrameStream.h, which defines the following classes:
- Buffer, the basic n-channel sample buffer class;
- FrameStream, the frame stream class, the central

abstraction to CSL3;
- SampleStream, a 1-channel frame stream;
- Processor, a mix-in for framestreams that pro-

cess an input frame stream;
- Writeable, a mix-in for framestreams that one

can write into;
- Phased, a mix-in for framestreams with phase

accumulators;
- Positionable, a mix-in for framestreams that one

can position; and
- IO, an input/output stream or driver abstraction.
Instances of the Buffer class represent multi-chan-

nel sample buffers; they have memory pointers to
sample storage (which may be placed in a special
heap or pool) as well as a set of flags about the stor-
age state (allocated, zero, populated, etc.). The class
has methods to allocate, zero, and free sample stor-
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age, and several convenience methods.
FrameStreams represent objects that can generate

buffers of frames. (“Frame” refers to a collection of
samples that are designed to be played [or manipu-
lated] simultaneously.) This class is the root of all
functions and unit generators. The key methods
FrameStreams implement are: 

- next_buffer() - make a buffer's worth of frames 
- next_value() - answer just one value (sample) 
- is_fixed_over() - say if my value is fixed in the

next buffer
The actual function signature of the next_buffer()

method is,

// get a buffer of samples
// this is the core CSL "pull" function
virtual status next_buffer(Buffer & inputBuffer, 

Buffer & outputBuffer);
Note that an input buffer is provided; it represents

the (optional) input sample buffer coming from the
A/D convertors. The return value is a status flag—a
member of a special enumeration—which we use
(rather than exception handling) throughout CSL.

Since buffers are inherently multichannel, but
many standard computer music unit generators are
not, the default behavior of next_buffer() is to call a
monophonic version of itself (called mono_next_
buffer()) for each output channel. Subclasses of
FrameStream are free to override this with different
behaviors, allowing true mono unit generators, copy-
mono-to-all-output-channels, or various other multi-
channel behaviors.

The function is_fixed_over() is used for some opti-
mizations where we know that the FrameStream will
only generate one value over the next n frames.

SampleStream is a FrameStream of special impor-
tance; it is a one-channel frame stream that calls the
monophonic next_buffer() method and then copies
the single-channel buffer data to all output channels
(using memcpy()). The default unit generators, Opera-
tors, and Variables are all SampleStreams. This is not
a necessity, but it is a convenience: it makes the inter-
nals of CSL much simpler.

4.2 Envelopes
Control functions are often most-simply described

as break-point envelope functions. Breakpoints can
occure in the middle of buffers. Interpolation
between breakpoints can be linear, exponential,
cubic, or use other interpolation algorithms.

4.3 Kernel Helper Classes
The class Gestalt has class (static) methods for the

sample rate, default buffer size, safe memory alloca-

tion, etc.
One useful subclass of FrameStream that bears

special mention here is the ThreadedFrameStream,
which uses a background thread to compute samples.
It caches some number of buffers from its “pro-
ducer” sub-graph and supplies them to its “con-
sumer” thread immediately on demand. It controls
the scheduling of the thread of its producer. While
this obviously introduces latency within a DSP graph.
It is a known latency with no latency jitter.

Interleaver is a helper class for taking non-inter-
leaved sample buffers (as used within CSL and by the
Apple CoreAudio API), where the samples for each
channel are stored in a separate array, and copying
them into and out of interleaved sample buffers (as
used by several common I/O APIs, including PortAu-
dio).

To accomodate FrameStreams and Processors that
might want to have different buffer sizes, a BlockRe-
sizer object can be placed between two elements of a
DSP graph. This buffers calls to its up-stream client
into groups of a different block size than the next_
buffer() calls it receives. The main application of
these is in graphs that use time-frequency trans-
forms, so that, for example, one can use a wavelet (or
Fourier) transform with a large window size in a
graph that needs to be run with low I/O latency.

4.4 Variables
Variable objects permit CSL programmers to use

constants anywhere signals are expected, and to do
simple scaling (multiplication) or offset (addition) of
dynamic signals and constants.

4.5 The IO Classes
All activity within a CSL program is triggered by

some output object calling the next_buffer() function
of some FrameStream. The simplest IO object is an
interface to a sound output device driver that receives
call-backs from the operating system at a regular rate
(the sample rate divided by the output buffer size),
and forwards them to the root of its DSP graph. Other
IO classes are available that write samples to sound
files, or receive output requests via a network socket
and pass their data packets back over the same socket
(these are called UDP_IO ports, see below).

Note the importance of this for real-time perfor-
mance; input control commands come in asynchro-
nously (e.g., via OSC or MIDI), and the synthesis
process is driven by output calls coming from another
thread of control. Thus CSL has no internal notion of
time, but unit generators may have state, e.g., related
to their current phase or indices within envelope con-
trol functions. Thus, the minimal granularity of tim-
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ing is the IO buffer frame rate, e.g., ~1 msec for 64-
frame output blocks and a sample rate of 44 kHz.

4.6 RemoteFrameStreams and UDP_IO
A RemoteFrameStream is a FrameStream that is

connected by a UDP network socket to another CSL
process. In response to the next_buffer() call, the
RemoteFrameStream sends a UDP request to its
server to get the next sample buffer. The server is
assumed to be on a remote machine, and is a CSL
program that uses a UDP_IO object as its output
“driver.” The request packet sent to the server causes
the server to call  i ts  DSP graph's  next_buffer()
method and return the sample buffer to the client via
a UDP message.

To set this up, the server must be a CSL program,
and the UDP_IO object must know what port it lis-
tens to. The client (the RemoteFrameStream) needs
to know the server's host name, the port it listens on,
and the port that the client is to listen on for response
packets. The client first sends the server an “introduc-
tion” packet with its IP/port so that the server can
open a response socket. Then the client can send the
server sample buffer requests.

4.7 Instrument Classes
There are several utility classes to make it easier to

manage DSP graphs. A Instrument object has a DSP
graph, a set of reflective accessors, and a list of enve-
lopes. The DSP graph is the instrument’s “patch,” the
accessors describe what the control parameters of the
patch are (i.e., their names, types, and “setter” func-
tions), and the envelope list is the collection of enve-
lopes that need to be triggered to start a new note.

With this abstraction of a graph, one can easily
construct code that automatically creates the map-
ping “glue” to control CSL programs from OSC or
MIDI. As an example, a simple instrument might cre-
ate several accessors in a list with the following code.

list[0] = new Accessor("du", set_duration_f, 
CSL_FLOAT_TYPE);

list[1] = new Accessor("am", set_amplitude_f, 
CSL_FLOAT_TYPE);

A special start-up method can take a “library” (a
list of Instrument objects) and generate an OSC
address space like the following.

/i1/ instrument 1 (simple example)
/i1/du: set-duration command
/i1/am: set-amplitude command

4.8 Input and Control
Using the instrument/accessor framework, one can

set up CSL programs to respond to commands com-
ing in from a variety of sources, such as OSC, MIDI,
CORBA messages or from score file readers.

5 Using CSL
There are several ways to compile CSL programs,

and several versions of the main() function to be used
for CSL programs. For many kinds of applications,
CSL is not even involved in the main() function.
Since CSL is simply a C++ class library, one can eas-
ily reuse it in any number of ways:

- incorporate it as a component of another applica-
tion (e.g., a game);

- use CSL to build plug-ins, e.g., for Steinberg’s
VSL API or Apple’s CoreAudio API; or

- build an application with a graphical user inter-
face that controls CSL synthesis and processing.

The generic CSL main() function is used for test-
ing, and calls an arbitrary test function that can be
supplied by the user. This function generally sets up a
DSP graph (the test to be run), plays a note, and then
exits.

Another configuration uses a file reader that parses
and executes a score file in an abstract ASCII ver-
sion of MIDI (described elsewhere).

The most common interactive version of CSL uses
a main() function that sets up an OSC address space
(given an instrument library as an array of CSL
instrument objects, see above) and waits for in-com-
ing OSC messages to set control values and trigger
instrument envelopes.

As we mentioned above, CSL is designed from the
ground up to be used in distributed systems, with sev-
eral CSL programs running as servers on a local-area
network. The companion paper in these Proceedings
discusses the distributed processing framework in
more detail.

6 Open Design and 
Implementation Issues

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the design of
a framework such as CSL forces one to make a num-
ber of policy decisions that have various impacts on
subsequent implementation details. Over the genera-
tions of evolution of CSL, we have sought novel
solutions to a number of age-old design issues in
computer music software.

We should admit here that both authors of this
paper are more accustomed to programming in
Smalltalk than in C++, and that several important
design decisions were made by the coin-toss method
(with later evaluation of the impact of the coin toss).

Some of our issues relate to building portable,
robust, and fast C++ software. These are require-
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ments that contradict each other to some extent. 
For example, the C++ standard template library

provides vector and list classes, but these are both
quite slow (relative to using C-style arrays and point-
ers), and not entirely portable to the platforms we
care about.

In general, CSL classes are conservative about
buffer allocation. No allocations are ever done at run-
time, and unit generators (even processors) try to
reuse the buffers they are given whenever possible.

The CREATE Oscillator (which was essentially
CSL version 0), used object pointers throughout;
while we have now moved to using references in
function calls, there are still problems in several
places with reference counting.

We still occasionally have reason to debate the rel-
ative merits of interleaved (as in PortAudio) vs. non-
interleaved (as in CoreAudio) sample storage. The
main impact is seen in processors such as filters

We have also tried several different approaches to
representing buffers of data in other domains (e.g.,
FFT or wavelet spectra), in the cases that they’re
even exposed.

The handling of is_fixed_over(),  is_linear_over(),
and the facilities for flexible (multi-rate) control-rate
processing will be revisited in the next revision.

The last interesting open question is whether or
when FrameStreams should know their assumed
number of channels; there are cases where this might
be very important, and others where it’s better to
make some reasonable default assumption.

7 Applications
Since the Winter of 2002, we have used CSL for

several very different applications. We introduce
these next.

7.1 Sensing/Speaking Space
Sensing/Speaking Space is an interactive audio/

video installation developed by one of us (Pope) in
collaboration with the media artist George Legrady; it
premiered at the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art in February, 2002. In the installation, a computer
vision system analyzes the movement of spectators in
the gallery and sends OSC messages to a sound syn-
thesis server. The first version of the sound server
was written in SuperCollider (version 2), but suf-
fered from persistent reliability problems (intermit-
tent crashing), an excessive memory foot-print (1
GB), and poor debuggability (no SuperCollider
debugger).Starting in January, 2003, Sensing/Speak-
ing Space was rewritten in C++ using CSL. 

While a detailed evaluation of the re-write and in-
depth comparison of CSL and Supercollider is

beyond the scope of this document, the new version
o f  Sensing/Speaking Space premiered in a gallery
performance in April of 2003, ran very reliably for a
week, and sounded just like the first version. In both
cases, the source code for the piece totals about 1200
lines, includes several helper classes, and incorpo-
rates a simple GUI with sliders to mix the various
layers. The performance was also comparable
between the SuperCollider versions in that a 500
MHz Apple G4 PowerBook was kept quite busy run-
ning the synthesis and spatialization engine with 6
output channels (and overtaxed to produce 8 output
channels).

Given the reasons why it was necessary to port
Sensing/Speaking Space from SuperCollider to C++,
the CSL framework stood up quite well to its first
real-world performance.

7.2 Ouroboros and OndeCorner
Ouroboros is an application for processing, sam-

pling, and looping audio input and sound files. In this
case, CSL is not used for the processing. Ouroboros
hosts AudioUnits, the standard plug-in format on
MacOS X, and lets the user create graphs of Audi-
oUnits for adding effects to sound. Ouroboros
employs CSL to simplify the reading and writing of
sound files and for capture and looping of audio.

OndeCorner is an AudioUnit plug-in built using
CSL. OndeCorner transforms sound to the wavelet
domain and lets the user modify wavelet coefficients
with a variety of processes. The resulting wavelet
coefficients are inverse transformed to the time
domain to product the output. 

Figure 1: Ouroboros and OndeCorner Screens
In addition to being an example of a plug-in writ-

ten in CSL, OndeCorner is a showcase for using CSL
to integrate DSP code from other sources. CSL can
be used to easily take code that was not designed spe-
cifically for processing audio, and apply it to audio
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domain processing. In this case, we used the Wave++
(http://www.scs.ryerson.ca/~lkolasa/CppWave-
lets.html) from Ryerson Polytechnic University for a
wavelet transform implementation. After building a
simple wrapper class, we could use apply their wave-
let transform to real-time audio signal processing.

7.3 Reverb Plug-in 
In a recent UCSB graduate course on spatial

sound, students developed a series of panners, rever-
berators, and spatializers based on the CSL frame-
work. Later, CSL was used for a convolution-based
reverberator and HRTF-based spatializer that uses the
FFTW library for the analysis and synthesis.

7.4 The Expert Mastering Assistant 
(EMA)

Our largest current project using CSL is an expert
system that uses fine-grained multi-level music anal-
ysis to suggest parameters for signal processing to be
applied during music mastering. We’re using a com-
bination of CSL, AudioUnits, and third-party DSP
code along with multi-dimensional scaling functions
and a blackboard system for application manage-
ment. The figure on the right illustrates the current
(July, 2003) mock-up of the EMA user interfaces,
showing the output and logging pane on the left. The
central pane is the metering and control pane, with
several kinds of signal displays and a transport con-
trol. The right-most pane is for control of the real-

time mastering signal processing.

Figure 2: EMA GUI (mock-up) as of 7/2003

8 Plans for Future Work
There are several enhancements underway at

present in the CSL workgroup. Some are related to
adding new synthesis methods such as various kinds
of physical and spectral modeling, while others relate
to providing better integration between CSL and the
CREATE CRAM System infrastructure.

9 Conclusion
The CREATE Signal Library is a working, open-

source, portable, flexible sound synthesis and pro-
cessing engine. The CSL class library can be used to
construct stand-alone synthesis/processing servers, or
can be integrated into other applications that require
some sound generation or processing functions (e.g.,
games, music software, web-based services, or edu-
cational applications). The complete CSL manual is
on-line at http://create.ucsb.edu/CSL.
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Abstract
The task of building a description language for audio synthesis
and processing consists of balancing a variety of conflicting
demands and constraints such as easy learning curve, usabil-
ity, flexibility, extensibility, and run-time performance. There
are many alternatives as to what a modern language for de-
scribing signal processing patches should look like. This pa-
per describes the object-oriented models and design patterns
used in version 4 of the CREATE Signal Library (CSL), a
full rewrite that included an effort to use concepts from the
”4MS” metamodel for multimedia systems, and to integrate
a set of design patterns for signal processing. We refer the
reader to other publications for an introduction to CSL, and
will concentrate on design and implementation choices in CSL4
that simplify the kernel classes, improve their performance,
and ease their extension while using best-practice software
engineering techniques.

1 Introduction
The literature of MusicN-style programming languages for
building signal synthesis ”instrument” programs and execut-
ing them using note list ”score” files goes back over 50 years
(Mathews 1969; Pope 1993), and is still being actively devel-
oped in modern languages such as SuperCollider (McCart-
ney 2002), CommonLISPMusic (Schottstaedt 2000), Cmix
(Lanski 1990), J-Syn (Burk 1998), Siren (Pope 2003), Kyma
(Scaletti 1991), and CLAM (Amatriain and Arumi 2005).

The CREATE Signal Library (CSL, pron. ”sizzle”) (Pope
and Ramakrishnan 2003) is a C++ class library for (audio)
signal synthesis, processing, and analysis. It is similar to a
MusicN-style language in that it provides the user with (1)
a set of unit generators that implement most common au-
dio synthesis and processing techniques, (2) a framework for
constructing ”instruments” that are signal processing graphs
made up of these unit generators, and (3) supports executing
”scores” with a scheduler, or responding to real-time control
inputs (MIDI, OpenSoundControl, etc.) using an instrument
library or orchestra.

In contrast to the traditional MusicN stand-alone sound
compiler, CSL is packaged as a class library in a general-
purpose programming language (C++). The simplest CSL
program is a 5-line main() function in a simple C program,
and it is intended that CSL can be used in several ways, in-
cluding for the development of stand-alone interactive (MIDI-
or OSC-driven) sound synthesis programs, serving as a plug-
in library for other applications or plug-in hosts, or as a back-
end DSP library for programs written in scripting languages.
CSL is designed from the ground up to be used in distributed
systems, where networks of CSL programs run as servers on a
local-area network, streaming control commands (MIDI and
OSC) and sample buffers (RTP) between them (Pope, Eng-
berg, Holm, and Wolf 2001).

CSL has evolved through several re-writes since 1998;
version 4 (see http://create.ucsb.edu/CSL) was implemented
by graduate students at UCSB in the 2005-6 academic year.

1.1 The 4MS Metamodel
CSL’s design is an instance of the MetaModel for MultiMe-
dia Systems (4MS) (Amatriain 2005; Amatriain and Pope
2006). 4MS is a metamodel for multimedia systems that can
be instantiated to describe any multimedia processing design,
and that combines the advantages of the object-oriented (OO)
paradigm with system engineering techniques and graphical
models of computation. The 4MS metamodel is based on a
classification of signal processing objects into two primary
categories: Processing objects that operate on data and con-
trol, and Processing Data objects that passively hold media
content. Data input to and output from Processing objects is
done through Ports, and control data is handled through the
Control mechanism.

1.2 Challenges and Goals
Since its first beeps eight years ago, CSL has been driven
by the strongly conflicting design goals of simplicity (it has
been used in teaching audio programming courses since day
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one), flexibility (students have wanted to build servers, plug-
ins, and to interface CSL programs with various other APIs),
comprehensiveness (supporting easy extension to any domain
of digital audio signal analysis, synthesis, and processing),
and scalability (enabling multi-server distributed processing
and inter-server control and sample streaming).

For the version 4 rewrite, we were required by the applica-
tions we were building at the time to also address issues such
as processing graphs with varying numbers of channels (and
different spatial models) in the branches, modeling of spa-
tial data control streams and spatialized sources, multi-rate
and variable-rate control input and processing, and distributed
sample stream incorporating multiple transport protocols and
semi-reliable wireless I/O devices.

It is the challenge of facilitating this advanced level of
development with the earlier constraint that the basic descrip-
tion language be as simple as a MusicN-style scripting lan-
guage as possible that motivated the group in the work de-
scribed here. In this paper, we discuss the design issues in
DSP software, and present the motivations for the decisions
behind CSL4’s core model classes, relating them to the 4MS
metamodel and common-practice OO design patterns.

1.3 The CSL Design Aesthetic
Due to the goals and constraints outlined above (especially
with respect to learning curve and flexibility), and to the fact
that this is the fourth re-write of CSL, we have striven for
minimalism in both the design and the implementation of
the system. Our goal is Smalltalk-like simplicity, uniformity,
and comprehensiveness, so we have avoided some design op-
tions that might have made the system faster or more flexi-
ble for advanced users. A secondary goal (also learned from
Smalltalk) is to have all of the system’s operational mech-
anisms exposed to the user and expressed within the same
model.

2 Data and Processing Object Models
A language or API for audio will need to define the basic
data structures for sampled sound and for many kinds of op-
erations on sound. The choice of the model of sampled sound
buffers or streams will determine the nature of the language’s
operational semantics or the flavor of the API that manipu-
lates these sound objects. The standard ”procedural-object”
model for audio signal processing evolved form MusicN lan-
guages, where flow charts are often used to visualize signal
processing graphs (implying a data-centric object-oriented model),
but description languages often have a distinct procedural fla-
vor (the ”unit generator as subroutine” perspective).

The kernel of CSL is a group of abstract classes that map
quite directly onto the 4MS metamodel of Processing, Pro-
cessing Data, and signal or control I/O Ports. In 4MS, appli-
cations consist of networks of processing objects intercon-
nected via control and signal flows. 4MS also introduces
a categorization of multimedia software components; CSL’s
framework hierarchies fall squarely in the Infrastructure and
Platform Abstraction groups, with out-board components for
Visualization and Serialization tasks.

The impact of the metamodel entails not just the class hi-
erarchies, but also the object life-cycles and signal processing
network composite models. In addition to the metamodel’s
architecture, CSL uses a variety of common design patterns
such as Observer, Composite, Adaptor, Singleton, Factory,
Template Method, Visitor, Builder, Proxy, Faade, Decorator,
Strategy, Interpreter, Chain of Responsibility, and Command.
These will be the topic of this paper.

2.1 Model Paradigm and System Architecture
The initial requirements prescribe many aspects of the over-
all system architecture (language vs. API vs. app.), and thus
determine much about the basic modeling paradigm used in
the data and processing classes (Arumi, Garcia, and Amatri-
ain 2006). How (and by whom) a language or API is to be
used, and into what environment it is to be embedded, are the
design context for synthesis language designers.

Using the CSL classes means writing C++ code that cre-
ates and configures one or more instances of the subclasses of
UnitGenerator, and connects them to some control or schedul-
ing functionality, and to an output object. The signal process-
ing unit generator graph built in a CSL program is usually
activated by regular call-backs from its output object, which
propagate up the graph’s tree according to the prescribed sig-
nal flow.

2.2 Processing Data: Buffers
The requirements for data object models in a digital audio
system specify that we provide some object to represent sam-
pled sound data buffers with a give number of frames and
number of channels, and some place to store sample data
(which could be as simple as a float**). In addition, we would
like the model to support a basic life-cycle (so that we have
the option of implementing buffer and storage management).
According to the 4MS metamodel, Processing Data objects
offer a homogeneous interface to media data, and support for
meta object facilities such as reflection and serialization.

The concrete C++ class csl::Buffer is CSL’s model of multi-
channel sample frame data storage; its instances are passed
between generators and IO objects. Buffer is a ”record” class
(or a struct) in that its members are all public and it has no
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accessor functions or algorithmic methods. It handles data
buffer allocation and channel maps, and has Boolean mem-
bers that are used in its life-cycle implementation to deter-
mine what its pointer state is. The actual storage vector is
usually of type SampleBufferVector – a vector of (sample *)
buffers, typically floats – and the buffer also holds a times-
tamp and sequence number. Buffer’s design reflects the meta-
model’s ProcessingData class, and it can be extended so that
Buffers can act as Observables (AKA Models or Subjects).
Buffers are used by UnitGenerators and Ports via the Visitor
design pattern.

None of the above discussion limits Buffers to holding
only audio sample data, or fixes what the ”channels” of data in
a Buffer correspond to; in fact Buffers can be used as control
data caches, for 3-D positional data, or as general-purpose
N-by-M matrices as in SDIF (Wright 1999).

It is important to note that the buffer object knows its (ex-
pected) number of channels and frames-per-buffer. This is
used in CSL to tell a unit generator what we expect it to do,
since the argument of the nextBuffer message is a buffer con-
figured by the generators output ”client.”

2.3 Processing: Unit Generator Classes
The notion of unit generator as a subroutine comes from the
earliest MusicV documents (Mathews 1969), which included
an extended discussion of different mechanisms for block-
oriented sample processing. Given a model for the sample
buffer object or stream paradigm, Processing classes are de-
fined to perform operations on data under the guidance of
control values; these may be driven by a scheduler, by their
own threads, or may be passively executed by the streams
themselves, according to the operational semantics of the lan-
guage/API orientation. In 4MS, Processing objects encap-
sulate a method or algorithm; they include support for syn-
chronous data processing and asynchronous event-driven con-
trol as well as a configuration mechanism and an explicit life
cycle model.

The core of CSL’s functionality is implemented in the
class hierarchy derived from class csl::UnitGenerator, akin to
the metamodel’s Processing class. Instances of UnitGenera-
tor subclasses have members for their sample rate and number
of channels, and know their (0, 1, or several) outputs. Most
concrete UnitGenerator subclasses also inherit from some sub-
class of csl::Controllable, which adds the notion of control or
data input ports (see Figure 1 and the section on Ports below).

The main UnitGenerator behavior is the nextBuffer method,
which is overridden in the subclasses to fill or alter the buffer
object passed as the argument. This method normally polls
the unit generator’s control or signal input ports (possibly
sending them the nextBuffer message), and then uses a sample

Model

CompOrCacheOscillator

Controllable

UnitGenerator Phased Scalable

Oscillator

ImmediateOscillator

Impulse Sawtooth Sine

WavetableOscillator

Bandlimited SumOfSines

ImpulseBL TriangleBL

WaveShaper

Figure 1: The (partial) class hierarchy of CSL Oscillator
UnitGenerators showing multiple inheritance from UnitGen-
erator, Phased, and Scalable (the last 2 of which are both sub-
classes of Controllable). The concrete subclasses each imple-
ment (at least) a constructor and a nextBuffer method.

computation loop to write data into the buffer object’s storage
vector. Since a buffer knows the number of sample frames it
holds (its X extent), the number of channels it supports (its Y
extent), and both has a time-stamp and a sequence number,
one can easily build CSL graphs where different components
or sub-graphs run at different frame or block rates, numbers
of channels, or with different amounts of delay or latency.

If more than 1 output port is connected, UnitGenerators
automatically handle fan-out–synchronous (as in loops in a
graph) or asynchronous (as in separate call-back threads or
observers)–with differing buffer sizes or callback rates. Unit-
Generator inherits from Model, meaning that nextBuffer meth-
ods in subclasses are required to send themselves the message
changed(aDataBuffer) so that dependent objects (like signal
views) get a notification when their models compute samples.
This mechanism can also be used for signal flow, or for han-
dling multiple output streams in a graph (e.g., writing an in-
termediate control value or ”direct out” to a sound file).

Figure 1 shows a subtree of the CSL UnitGenerator frame-
work centered on the class csl::Oscillator; the multiple super-
classes provide processing template methods and observabil-
ity (UnitGenerator), and special interpretation of several of
the control ports (Scalable and Phased). The Oscillator sub-
classes each implement nextBuffer themselves for their pri-
mary behavioral refinement (i.e., how each subclass oscillates
differently).

2.4 Ports and Control
In simple MusicN languages, connections between unit gen-
erators are handled by variables that are buffers or signals.
In a more comprehensive model, a connection port or outlet
is generally reified to allow unit generators and patch graphs
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Figure 2: The csl::Controllable hierarchy with its families of
Effects, Phaseds, and Scalables; classes like Panner are both
Effects and Scalables, while Oscillator is both Phased and
Scalable.

themselves to be more easily manipulated.
A Port is used to represent constant, control-rate or audio

signal inputs and outputs to unit generators; the Controllable
mix-in classes (see below) add naming and semantics to the
multiple ports of a unit generator. Each Port holds either a
UnitGenerator and its buffer, or a single floating-point value.
The nextValue() message is used to get the dynamic or static
value. The nextValue() method has no branching or complex
logic and can be compiled in-line for efficiency (since it will
be called several times per sample in a complex UnitGenera-
tor).

UnitGenerators represent their inputs and outputs as named
maps (or multimaps) of port objects, and these can be plugged
and un-plugged at will (within reason). Port uses a mix of the
well-known Adaptor and Proxy design patterns for all data
values, and is used for the Chain-of-command pattern among
UnitGenerators. Holding ports in named maps in UnitGen-
erators, provides us with good object reflection properties in
CSL graphs.

Asynchronous control inputs to CSL patches can also be
handled through Ports, and there are several special subclasses
of class Port to handle interpolating or lag-timed controls.
These are inserted into graphs via the setter functions of CSL
instrument classes (see below), and handle the de-zippering
of stepped dynamic controls such as low-rate sampled con-
tinuous MIDI or OSC control value messages.

2.5 Mix-ins: Controllable, Scalable, Phased
The final component of the model core is the mechanism and
policies through which ports are actually assigned and used
within unit generators. Many of the most important trade-offs
in audio language design are to be found among the alterna-
tive designs to port maps, unit generator inheritance schemes,
and multiple inheritance and sharing of behavior among unit
generators.

Class csl::Controllable is the base of the collection of
classes that add control or signal inputs to UnitGenerators.
(We use Controllable as a virtual superclass so that we can
mix it in more than once.) Controllable defines the map of
port objects, and manages the naming and processing flow
for dynamic inputs. A typical UnitGenerator will have several
input and/or control ports, e.g., for frequency, scale, and off-
set in the case of an oscillator that supports AM and FM. The
pullInput message is used within a UnitGenerator’s nextBuffer
method to send nextBuffer to a given port.

Controllable has three abstract subclasses that are widely
reused by refinement. Class csl::Scalable defines scale and
offset control ports (which may be constant or dynamic) as
special input map keys; most concrete unit generators in-
herit this as well as UnitGenerator (akin to SuperCollider’s
optional mul and add unit generator constructor arguments
(McCartney 2002)). The class csl::Effect assigns one or more
of a unit generator’s ports the special semantics of signal in-
puts, as in signal filters or panners. csl::Phased adds a default
interpretation of a phase accumulator cache and a frequency
input port.

Although they are used as mix-ins (i.e., they are used in
multiple inheritance and don’t provide virtual methods that
are refined in their subclasses), the Controllable classes im-
plement a version of the Policy and/or Decorator design pat-
terns, and provide template methods as C++ macros; for ex-
ample, Scalable defines macros to declare, load, and update
the scale/offset control ports in the nextBuffer methods of
their subclasses.

Figure 2 shows a subtree of the class csl::Controllable,
with several of its children multiply inheriting from (e.g.,)
Scalable and Effect. Note that several of the leaves constitute
their own rich class hierarchies, as in Oscillators, Filters, or
Envelopes.

2.6 IO and Scopes
We have so far ignored the activation mechanism for graphs,
but it is obviously a major determinant of the framework that
will support processing in any design. As in the above sec-
tions, our design is based on simplicity and visibility.

In the CSL model, graphs are activated (triggered or driven)
by an IO object, which is normally an interface to a sound out-
put driver that receives call-backs from the operating system
at a regular rate (the frame rate divided by the output buffer
size), and forwards them to the root of its DSP graph, sending
that UnitGenerator the nextBuffer message. Other IO classes
are available that write (control or audio) samples to sound
files, or send their data packets to a network socket. Related
to this are classes that implement graphical output such as
oscilloscopes or control-rate monitors; to date, we have im-
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Figure 3: CSL processing graphs are activated by IO ob-
jects. Other IO objects or GUI displays then use the Ob-
server/Observable relationship (shown as dotted arrows in
the Figure) to attach themselves to any unit generator in the
graph.

plemented CSL data views using both the Qt and OpenGL
graphics APIs.

In CSL4, we separate the roles of trigger and data sink,
using the Observer pattern to allow us to attach outputs or
monitors to any unit generator in a graph as shown in Figure
3. Each CSL graph is expected to have exactly one trigger
IO, but that may in fact be a csl::NullIO object that uses a
timer thread to schedule graph activation and discards the IO.
In that case, other IO objects are connected to the graph as
observers of its unit generators.

2.7 Positioned Sound and Spatial Sources
The Spatial audio engine in CSL follows a layered API com-
plying with the design goals of simplicity and flexibility. The
core of the engine consists of Spatial Sources and Processors
(UnitGenerators). Panners are among the most important type
of these ”Processors”. Subsequently, higher API layers take
these processors and sound sources providing a simpler, more
intuitive interface. This layering can be interpreted as a direct
implementation of the Faade pattern.

A Spatial Source is a UnitGenerator that adds spatial in-
formation to a UnitGenerator (Sound Object). Currently a
Spatial Source positions a sound in a 3D space. In the future,
it will also handle source directivity, object radiation, and
possibly size and shape. Spatial Sources are implemented as
Decorators, which wrap around UnitGenerators, adding the
spatial information. This information can be later used by a
Spatial processor that make use of the position of the sound.

Class csl::Panner is the base of a collection of classes
whose main objective is to position input signals in a 3D
space. A Panner is a UnitGenerator that can handle multi-
ple input spatial sources producing a multichannel buffer as
output. A simple way to think of a panner is as an N-input to
M-output mixer. Example panners are VBAP (Vector Base
Amplitude Panner ), AmbisonicPanner, BinauralPanner, or
special cases like a 5.1 panner or a stereo panner. The use
of csl::Panner as a superclass is to allow for dynamic choice

of the panner in use.
One layer above, the Spatializer hides the low-level en-

gine, and presents a simple interface. Spatializers manage the
graph for the different components needed, like a Panner and
Distance Cues. Spatializers implement the Strategy Design
Pattern, where the Panners are the strategies. A Spatializer
can then choose at runtime what panner to use.

2.8 Analysis and Feature Extraction
Any general-purpose API or language for sound signal pro-
cessing must also enable and support flexible signal analysis
and metadata feature extraction functionality. In the model
domain, this means the addition of windowed signal features
in the time and frequency domains, and higher-level derived
features such as spectral tracks and their statistics.

In our case, the FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel (FMAK)
(Pope, Holm, and Kouznetsov 2004) is a sibling of CSL and
uses many of the same models, with an Analyzer class that
closely resembles CSL’s UnitGenerator.

2.9 Putting it all Together
A unit generator class can be described in terms of its nextBuffer
method, which has the general form shown in the pseudo-
code below.

void nextBuffer (Buffer& outBuffer)
get local pointers to output arrays

and to controllable ports
(scale, offset, phase-inc, ...)

set up sample loop vars
(send nextBuffer() to ports)

sample loop
calculate a sample
store sample to output buffer
update input and control values
(e.g., (send nextValue() to ports)

update output pointers
update stored members (e.g., inst. phase)
broadcast change message
(Observers get notified)

In this method, the unit generator uses its prescribed input
and control ports to get buffers of data, and then to get point-
ers to that data for use in its sample computation loop. The
messages void nextBuffer() and sample * nextValue() provide
the glue between unit generators, mediated by ports.

It is left up to the CSL user whether to package a CSL pro-
gram in a single main() function or to write a new instrument
class that encapsulates a DSP graph and a set of accessors
in its constructor. Users can also write their own unit genera-
tor classes, providing a nextBuffer() method that applies some
semantics to one or more named control and/or input ports.
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Figure 4: Sound file player instrument graph from the canon-
ical software sound synthesis paper; a sample reader/player
object is scaled by an envelope and panner to a stereo output.
In CSL (and other modern languages) the graph would use
four unit generators.

3 Building and Using Graphs
The discussion above concentrated on the core data and pro-
cessing objects; we should now address the issues of what
mechanisms are to be used for patch construction, manage-
ment, optimization, and scheduling. This will be determined
largely by the model’s unit generator properties and intercon-
nections. Along with this, there will be requirements as to
how we handle modules and libraries, and how DSP graphs
are connected to real-time control and triggering.

To use CSL, one programs in C++ or a scripting language
(or uses a GUI) to connect UnitGenerator ports into a (prob-
ably, though not necessarily, acyclic) directed graph, which
can be called an instrument or patch. Multiple patches in
a thread can be connected to a mixer for output. Accord-
ing to the metamodel, CSL UnitGenerator/Port graphs use
the Chain of Responsibility design pattern as the activation
framework, i.e., the graph’s root object starts its nextBuffer
method and sends the same request to its input and control
ports as specified by its configuration.

3.1 An Example: A SoundFile Player
As an example of CSL, let’s take the 3rd example from the
CMJ synthesis languages comparison paper (Pope 1993), a
soundfile player with a panner control as shown in Figure 4.
In CSL, this can be written as a compact main() function in a
procedural style that consists of calls to the constructor meth-
ods of 4 objects: the envelope, the sound file player, the stereo
panner, and the output. The default constructors to the unit
generator classes allow the inputs to be plugged in at instan-
tiation time, or one can patch generators together with setter
methods such as setScale or addInput. Our main function
would then be,

// amplitude env = std ADSR
ADSR amplEnv(1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.4, 0.3);

// sample file player
SoundFile filePlayer("name.snd", amplEnv);

// stereo panner/processor
Panner thePanner(filePlayer, 0.2);

// PortAudio IO object
PAIO theIO(thePanner);

The constructor calls in this example connect the unit gen-
erators into the minimal DSP patch for the stereo panned
sound file player. To play it now, we need (in main) to trigger
the envelope and start the output object’s call-back thread.

To extend this example some, we could (1) add another
output to write the output to a file while playing; (2) add a
control-rate oscilloscope to the envelope and a signal-rate os-
cilloscope to the output; (3) create an interface instrument ob-
ject (see below) to encapsulate our player for MIDI and OSC;
we’ll discuss these extensions in the sections below.

CSL supports several mechanisms for processing with mul-
tiple output objects in one or several threads. The simplest
technique is to use the Observer pattern (or dependency mech-
anism) to add an output to a unit generator independent of the
root IO object of the graph in which the unit generator gets
triggered. We can easily instantiate another object of some
IO subclass and say,

// create a file writer
FileIO fileIO("sndFileName");

// add it as a panner dependent
thePanner.attachObserver(fileIO);

Because the panner object sends the changed message at
the end of its nextBuffer method, the second output will get a
chance to copy out the final buffer at the end of each callback.

For graphics output, interfaces between CSL and the Qt
GUI library and an OpenGL-based display and interaction
framework (http://glv.mat.ucsb.edu) can be used. To add Qt
widgets that display control and audio signals, one encapsu-
lates the contructor statements we wrote into the constructor
of a subclass of QMainWindow. Within a Qt or GLV appli-
cation, one deals with instrument collections that have GUI
widgets as observers. The GUI code interfaces to the DSP
graph via the instrument’s named map of unit generators, and
GUI buttons can send instrument messages.

3.2 Instruments and Networks
There are several utility classes to make it easier to manage
DSP graphs. An Instrument object has a DSP graph, a set of
reflective accessors, and a list of envelopes. The DSP graph
is the instrument patch, the accessors describe what the con-
trol parameters of the patch are (i.e., their names, types, and
setter functions), and the envelope list is the collection of en-
velopes that need to be triggered to start a new note. With
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Figure 5: The detailed CSL graph for the sound file player
shows the unit generators at the center, the GUI I/O con-
nected via the observer dependency pattern on the left, and
the Instrument object’s accessors on the right, connected to
OSC and MIDI I/O.

this abstraction of a graph, one can easily construct code that
automatically creates the mapping glue to control CSL pro-
grams from OSC (Freed and Wright 1997), CORBA, XML,
or MIDI. The Instrument framework represents a reflective
composite metamodel with a Reflective Adaptor or Wrapper
design pattern, and is used by tools (such as the OSC and GUI
interface classes) in the Builder or Interpreter patterns.

The next logical step in our sound file player example
would be to connect the player to external triggers and con-
trol. We need to declare an instrument class that will encap-
sulate our player for MIDI and OSC control. The instrument
holds onto the root of the graph, and adds these reflective ac-
cessors. In its constructor method, we create a named map of
the graph’s unit generators, and a list of Accessors that map
OSC command names or MIDI control values to flags sent to
a general setter function

// add ugens to the map for
// external reference

mUGens["Pan"] = thePanner;
mUGens["Play"] = fileplayer;

// add accessors with names and
// setter flags

mAccessors.push(new Accessor("am", setAmplF));
mAccessors.push(new Accessor("po", setPosF));

One could add setter functions to the instrument class to
map OSC/MIDI messages for the envelope parameters, stereo
position, and file name, and for triggering the envelope, mak-
ing a flexible enveloped stereo sample player with interactive
control. The detailed view of our sound file player instrument

Host A
RTP_IO

RemoteUnitGenerator

OSC
MIDI

Host B

IO

CSL RFS/RTPprotocol

Figure 6: A multi-host CSL graph with UnitGenerator graphs
running on 2 computers and a sample streaming mechanism
using the RTP protocol between them. Control comes in to
either server from MIDI or Open Sound Control messages.

is shown in Figure 6, which shows the four core objects (in
the center) with their inherited members (port maps and ob-
server lists) connected to one another and to outside objects.

3.3 OSC and MIDI Control
The design decisions implicit in the object model will de-
termine how DSP networks are run and controlled. In CSL
servers, we can use Instrument classes described above for
OSC or for MIDI interfaces with code generators to fill in the
glue code for mapping. Using CSL/OSC instrument libraries
controlled by CSL GestureSensor control mappers is now a
simple matter.

3.4 Distributed Graphs
Figure 6 shows a distributed instrument where CSL processes
are running on separate host computers; both server (left) and
client (right) receive control inputs from MIDI or Open Sound
Control, and use CSL RTP IO (server) and RemoteUnitGen-
erator (client) objects to stream samples over a socket con-
nection using the RTP network protocol (Schulzrinne, Cas-
ner, Frederick, and Jacobson 1996). Remote sample and con-
trol streaming interfaces have been built for a number of pro-
tocols ranging from low-level UDP sockets to higher-level
managed and monitored RTP connections.

In a recent student project, the CSL framework was used
to implement a system for wireless audio transmission, stor-
age, and web hosting. Referring to Figure 6, a connection be-
tween a wireless recording client (Host A) and a wired server
(Host B) was established using the CSL RemoteUnitGenera-
tor and RTP IO objects.

RTP packets are streamed from the RTP IO object of Host
A to the RemoteUnitGenerator at Host B. A subclass of the
CSL RingBuffer class, RtpRingBuffer, buffers the network
connection of RemoteUnitGenerator to guard against network
jitter. The RTCP control protocol is used to provide Quality
of Service statistics to all hosts, allowing for dynamic band-
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width control or lost packet interpolation to help ensure the
reliability of the network connection.

4 Summary and Evaluation
Many systems in the literature address similar basic require-
ments but have vastly divergent design goals and aesthetics.
In our case, we were driven most strongly by our desire to
build an open and simple system based on a strict adherence
to the 4MS metamodel. Our conscious use of known design
patterns wherever possible also had a significant impact on
CSL’s flavor. Lastly, we deliberated on the various trade-offs,
frequently between simplicity, scalability, and performance,
often opting to prioritize the former over the latter.

5 Conclusions
Building a class hierarchy of digital audio unit generators for
sound synthesis and processing is relatively easy. Building
one based on a sophisticated metamodel that combines ease
of use, flexibility, efficiency, and mature design principles
is somewhat more of a challenge. In the design of CSL4,
we added requirements that arose out of our recent projects.
Simplicity and short learning curve have always been cen-
tral design criteria for CSL, a feature that sets it apart from
many of its siblings such as CLAM or SuperCollider. It has
been in continuous use since 2000 as a platform for teach-
ing graduate courses on digital audio software at UCSB (see
http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/240).

This paper described several of the novel design choices
and the use of modern design patterns in the most recent ver-
sion of CSL. Our team continues to look for ways to make
CSL a better client of the best results of current software en-
gineering practice, and to drive the evolution of CSL with
concrete applications

The CSL code base and documentation are available from
the CREATE web site at http://create.ucsb.edu/CSL.
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5.D: Summary
In Section 5 of this dissertation, an in-depth tutorial on signal processing 
programming languages and their design and implementation was given, and 
the motivation for, and detailed design of, the C++ object framework we call the 
CREATE Signal Library (CSL), was presented along with its its application to a 
variety of audio signal synthesis and processing applications. We concluded the 
section with a discussion of the current state-of-the-art technology of metamodels 
for signal processing software, and described how CSL can be seen as a 
reification of the 4MS metamodel of multimedia systems. The historical 
background of DSP “scripting” languages for music, and especially the MusicN 
family of systems founded by Max Mathews and its descendants based on 
current programming languages (C, etc.), set up the exposition of CSL’s 
underlying design rationale, and the discussion of the class library design and 
concrete implementation.

CSL has been used in a wide variety of systems, ranging from long-running 
interactive gallery installations, to live audio looping/sampler applications, to 
music database browsing frameworks. Due to the lucky constant stream of smart 
graduate students in the MAT 240 course series at UCSB (topic: digital audio 
programming), CSL has undergone a steady level of effort through four 
successive stages of conscious design, sometimes-careful implementation and 
quite extensive breakage (the bugging and the de-bugging phases as one of the 
main contributors [Alex Kouznetsov] calls it).

What is novel about CSL (when compared to traditional MusicN languages or 
even to the more modern examples in the literature) can be summarized as 
follows:

• DASP graphs are described in a terse format that looks much like a 
MusicN-family scripting language, but is, in fact, standard C++;

• unit generators are reflective and have explicit I/O and control ports;

• unit generators also implement the observer pattern to allow non-
hierarchical signal flow of arbitrary out-of-order operations;
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• unit generators can (but are not required to) cache their recent outputs and 
return them on demand;

• DASP sub-graphs running at different sample rates, numbers of channels, 
and sample formats can be combined;

• a DASP graph can be wrapped in an instrument object, which provides 
reflective accessors and automatic interfaces to OSC or MIDI; and

• a DASP graph can be distributed among several processes or even onto 
several host servers with real-time sample streaming between them.

There are several topics within CSL that would theoretically warrant more 
attention here, though they are considered beyond the scope of the current work 
for reasons of length (they are each covered in other publications by the authors 
and his colleagues). Among these system features, we should at least mention (a) 
the facilities for (scalable and reliable) multi-host distributed CSL graphs and 
CSL server farms managed by the CRAM application manager (with its network 
load-balancing and service fault-tolerance), and (b) the several generations of 
GUI widget sets and basic tools developed for CSL in conjunction with the GUI 
libraries Qt, JUCE, and OpenGL. We will return to these topics in the discussion 
of possible directions for future work after the final main section of this treatise.

The two-fold technical approach prescribed thus far consists of (a) using CSL’s 
multiple extension facilities (instruments, ports, scripting languages, and client/
server components) to build application services within a relatively flexible and 
responsive (though primarily text-editor-based) C++ software development 
environment, and (b) applying the 4MS metamodel to the Smoke object model 
and Siren driver framework to more flexibly and interactively talk to CSL from 
Siren (and capture CSL signals into Siren as well) using the rapid-turn-around 
Smalltalk environment (which is delivered together with the more powerful, 
sophisticated, comprehensive, and better-standardized Smalltalk class libraries). 
The contention made here is that this system, as evidenced by the current round 
(7.X/4.X) of Siren/CSL off-line development tools and interactive performance 
instruments, does indeed deliver on the opportunity laid out in sections 2-3 that 
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a well-designed core representational model and API suite for diverse musical 
tasks can be “more than the sum of its parts.”

At the start of this document, we included musicologists as one of the central 
user communities we would consider, and introduced the topic of music 
information retrieval as an important application domain. Before we take that up 
as our focus in the next section, we should reflect on how many of the defining 
features of data-base-centric software we are already using, or assuming access 
to, in the 4MS/Siren/CSL family; these certainly include (at the very least) 
persistent data, data-sharing, flexible and malleable stored data formatting/
reformatting, shared namespaces, data structure annotation and hyper-links, and 
content/asset version management. In effect, I no longer consider MIR as a 
separate field, but subsume most of the functionality that makes up many MIR 
applications into support facilities for Siren/CSL users. We will look into what 
that means in Section 6.
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6. Signal Analysis, Feature Extraction and Music 
Information Retrieval
The preceding sections of this text concentrated rather narrowly on the needs of 

music composers and performers, on tasks related to composition, interactive 

performance, and batch audio signal processing and music post-production. The 

third and final major area of musical activity that will be address in this 

dissertation is that of computer support for musical signal analysis, multi-level 

perceptual data mapping, so-called feature extraction, and semantical music data 

representation in general. The actual tasks under discussion here can take the 

form of high-level score data reduction or low-lever signal analysis and audio 

signal-to-symbol mapping. 

The field into which this activity falls goes by the name of music information 
retrieval or MIR (though I personally object to this overly specific name, and 
consider especially the topics of signal-to-symbol mapping and machine learning 
to be very much parts of the domain of artificial intelligence); MIR technology 
addresses such important yet quite different tasks as music content data 
clustering (genre identification), data summarization (music content thumb-
nailing) and content identification (music content finger-printing). As in the case 
of the previous Sections, there is a rich existing literature on the topic, but there 
are also many “stones left unturned,” and a collection of missed opportunities 
evident in the research literature of the field.

MIR is such a broad domain that it is even a challenge to identify the 
components of a standard “canonical” MIR application. Most sound-based (as 
opposed to score-based) MIR systems define a fixed set of analysis parameters 
(the feature vector), which are derived from musical signals, typically taking short 
time-windows (on the order of 10-100 msec in length). The analysis software may 
average the feature values over some period of time, or it may try to “generalize” 
the feature vectors by building statistical models (e.g., simple data variance, 
Gaussian mixture models or hidden Markhov models) of the data set of the 
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windowed values of each individual feature item. Given a feature vector that 
represents some time-span of music, an MIR application may try to match this 
data against a store set of data (as in content finger-printing or a search engine), 
or may use the reduced data to find close-by musical selections (using a 
similarity metric in a playlist generator). There are many options as to what 
kinds of features (i.e., what signal analysis techniques or signal domains) are 
incorporated into the feature vector to enable a given MIR application or kind of 
search, and this design space is relatively new and poorly documented. Within 
each of the fundamental signal domains (the time domain, the frequency 
domain, the wavelet domain, etc.), there are a variety of both simple and higher-
level features that can be extracted, and each of these signal domains lends itself 
to different kinds of second-stage statistical processing to rank or group data 
values.

Given a feature vector designed for a specific MIR application, there is also a 
great deal of latitude for the system architect do configure components that 
perform signal analysis, second-stage feature statistics, perceptual mapping, and 
even advanced machine-learning, into a working package.

The four chapters in this section introduce the field of MIR and discuss in detail 
the issues that arise in MIR application design, mainly in terms of the difficulty 
of feature vector design for general-purpose MIR software. As in the case of the 
previous sections, the first chapter is a tutorial overview, this time (Chapter 6.A) 
surveying the space of MIR applications, ranging from score analysis to signal-
based databases. It delves into music database structuring, storage layout and 
compact I/O stream formatting, and treats several kinds of music-related data 
(MIDI, audio, score page images) as interchangeable. A series of concrete systems 
(Paleo, NOLIB, and CSP) are evaluated in their attempt to support quite different 
musical tasks. 

From that point (Chapter 6.B) forward, we will focus almost solely on audio 
data, and most frequently mixed song data (i.e., multi-voice produced audio 
streams) in the detailed chapter on signal analysis and feature vector design for 
various application classes within the domain of MIR. As was the case for the 
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previous core topics, the exposition incorporates a set of concrete system 
examples, which are described and contrasted in order to develop a set of 
fundamental design criteria and common trade-offs to which we want to draw 
the system designer’s attention. This then enables the discourse found in the two 
system descriptions of Chapters 6.C and 6.D, dedicated to the MAK and EMA 
software frameworks, and specifically to their feature vector and database 
designs, and to the issues related to their respective system architectures.
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6.a:  Content Analysis and Queries in a Sound and Music 
Database (with Pierre Roy and Nicola Orio) (originally 
appeared in Proceedings of the 1999 International Computer 
Music Conference)
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Abstract

 

The 

 

Paleo

 

 database project at CREATE aims to develop and deploy a large-scale integrated sound and music 
database that supports several kinds of content and analysis data and several domains of queries. The basic com-
ponents of the Paleo system are: (1) a scalable general-purpose object database system, (2) a comprehensive 
suite of sound/music analysis (feature extraction) tools, (3) a distributed interface to the database, and (4) proto-
type end-user applications. 

The Paleo system is based on a rich set of signal and event analysis programs for feature extraction from 
sound and music data. The premise is that, in order to support several kinds of queries, we need to extract a 
wide range of different kinds of features from the data as it is loaded into the database, and possibly to analyze 
still more in response to queries. The results of these analyses will be very long “feature vectors” (or multi-level 
indices) that describe the contents of the database. To be useful for a wide range of applications, the Paleo sys-
tem must allow several different kinds of queries, i.e., it needs to manage large and changing feature vectors. 

As data in the database is used, the feature vectors can be simplified. This might mean discarding spectral 
analysis data for speech sounds, or metrical grouping trees for unmetered music. This is what sets Paleo apart 
from most other media database projects—the use of complex and dynamic feature vectors and indices. 

This paper introduces the Paleo system’s architecture, and then focusses on three issues: the signal and event 
analysis routines, the use of constraints in analysis and queries, and the object storage layer and formats. Some 
examples of Paleo usage are also given.

 

1. Introduction

 

Most prior work in sound or music databases has 
addressed a single kind of data (e.g., MIDI scores or 
sampled sound effects), and has pre-defined the types 
of queries that are to be supported (e.g., queries on 
fixed sound properties or musical features). Earlier 
systems also tended to address the needs of music 
librarians and musicologists, rather than composers 
and performers. In the 

 

Paleo

 

 system under develop-
ment at CREATE since 1996, we have built a suite of 
sound and music analysis tools that is integrated with 
an object-oriented persistency mechanism and a rapid 
application development environment.

The central architectural feature of Paleo is its use 
of dynamic feature vectors and on-demand indexing, 
whereby annotational information derived from data 
analysis can be added to items in the database at any 
time, and where users can develop new analysis or 
querying techniques and then have them applied to 
the database's contents on-the-fly within a query. For 
data that is assumed to be musical sound, this might 
mean performing envelope detection, spectral analy-
sis, linear prediction, physical model parameter esti-
mation, transient modeling, etc. For musical 
performance data (e.g., MIDI), this might entail 
extraction of expressive timing, phrase analysis, or 
harmonic analysis. 

Paleo content is assumed to be sampled sound, 
musical scores, or captured musical performances. 
Scores and performance formats can be simple (e.g., 

MIDI-derived) or may contain complex annotation 
and embedded analysis. Paleo is specifically con-
structed to support multiple sets of captured musical 
performances (for use in comparing performance 
expression). This includes the derivation of basic tim-
ing and dynamics information from MIDI perfor-
mances (to be able to separate the performance from 
the “dead-pan” score), and the analysis of timbral 
information from recorded sounds.

For score analysis, we use a variety of methods, 
including simple statistical models, rule-based analy-
sis, and constraint derivation. Sampled sound analy-
sis is undertaken using a suite of functions called 
NOLib that are written in the MatLab language and 
can be accessed from within the Paleo environment 
over the net via socket-based MatLab servers. The 
techniques available in NOLib include all standard 
time-, frequency-, wavelet modulus-domain analysis 
operations, as well as pitch detection, instrument 
classification, and sound segmentation.

The two main applications for Paleo are its use in 
an integrated tool-kit for composers, and in a per-
former's rehearsal workstation. The first set of appli-
cations will put the database at the core of a 
composition development environment that includes 
tools for thematic and sonic experimentation and 
sketch data management. Over the course of 1999 
Paleo will be integrated into an existing composer's 
software framework called the “Interim DynaPiano.” 
The second platform centers on manipulating 
rehearsal performance data relative to a “reference” 
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score (which may or may not be a “dead-pan” inter-
pretation). Users can play into the system, and then 
compare their performance to another one of their 
own or of their teacher's. Query preparation takes 
place using pre-built tools such as the composer's 
sketch browser, or by creating direct queries in a sim-
plified declarative query language.

The Paleo software framework is an extension of 

 

Siren

 

 (Pope 1997b, 1998), a Smalltalk-based pro-
gramming tool kit for multimedia software that runs 
in the 

 

Squeak

 

 (Squeak 1999) implementation of 
Smalltalk The implementation of the Paleo database 
persistency and access component is based on the 
public-domain Minnestore object-oriented database 
package (Carlson 1998), which allows flexible man-
agement of data and indices. The Squeak port of 
Minnestore is called 

 

SMS

 

 (Squeak Minnestore). 

Paleo applications can communicate with an SMS 
database server over a network, and can pass sound 
sample data or event streams to/from the database. 
We currently use a simple socket-based protocol, but 
plan to move to a CORBA-based distribution infra-
structure in the near future.

To stress-test Paleo's analysis and query tools 
against a realistic-sized data set, the test contents 
used at the start of 1999 included over 1000 scores of 
keyboard music (Scarlatti, Bach, Bartok, the hymnal, 
etc.), several hundred “world” rhythms, the SHARC 
database of instrument tone analyses, 100 recorded 
guitar performance techniques, flute performances, 
and spoken poetry in five languages. 

 

2. Paleo Architecture

 

In Paleo, as in Siren, music and sound data are 
software objects in a uniform representation called 

 

Smoke

 

 (Pope 1997a). Smoke can be used to repre-
sent and manipulate event-like data such as a MIDI 
performance of common practise notation score, or 
signal-like data such as a sampled sound, a DSP pro-
gram, or spectral data. 

In Paleo’s SMS data persistency layer, Smoke 
objects are stored in 

 

object sets

 

, which are akin to 
database tables. Each object set stores one kind of 
objects, and can have any number of stored or 
derived indices. The collection of all defined indices 
determines the feature vector of the object set. When 
stored to disk, each object set has its own directory, 
storage policy, and a group of index files. For perfor-
mance reasons, there are also cache policies per 
object set, and methods exist for keeping active 
object sets in a RAM disk.

Various services can be used by the SMS database 
server, such as call-outs to tghe NOLib functions (see 
below) or the use of extra Smalltalk processes for 
data analysis. The SMS server really only provides 
the persistency layer and cache policies for open 

object sets. The overall architecture is as shown in 
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Paleo architecture showing the end-user
API (Smoke objects) and SMS persistency server.
The server uses a cache/RAM disk manager and
one or more analysis back-ends

 

3. Paleo Media and Queries

 

A flexible music/sound storage facility should 
allow the user to manage several different kinds of 
data, and to interoperate with them in queries. The 
basic data types we use include:

• musical sound (single instrumental notes, 
phrases, and entire polyphonic pieces);

• non-musical sound (voice and sound effects);
• speech (single-voice utterances);
• derived or synthetic spectra and spectral families;
• musical scores (e.g., “dead-pan” or interpreted 

MIDI data, or notated score information); and
• expressive data (timing, amplitude, timbre) from 

performance (“interpretation”)

This list is not meant to be exhaustive, and future 
additions are expected. Several query domains are 
implemented, such as:

• query by annotation keyword (bibliographical, 
analytical, text, hyper-links);

• query by sound similarity (many kinds of match);
• query by musical content or structure (phrases, 

harmony, formal structure);
• query by spoken phrase, language, prosody, and 

expression (assumes some speech recognition);
• query by instrumental performance technique 

(assumes capture of expressive data); and
• query by expression (assumes keyword mapping 

of expressive performance data).

For real-world example queries, we’ve worked 
with the following scenarios:

 

(Sound)

 

• Find an oboe note (a car crash, a reggae band).
• Find a brighter oboe note.
• Find the word “moon” whispered in Mandarin by 

a male voice in a dry recording.

 

(Spectrum)

 

• Find the spectrum of this note in a lower register.
• Match a given spectrum (against a set of families 

or templates).

 

(Score)

 

• Find Scarlatti Sonata K204.

Cache Mgr.

User

SmalltalkNOLib 

Paleo SMS 
OODB Server

Server
Server
Analysis
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• Find all Scarlatti sonatas in F Major.
• Find all hymns that begin with an arppeggiated 

chord in the tenor voice.
• Find all pieces that have plagal cadences.
• Find 7-based rhythms with the emphasis on 1, 4.

 

(Performance)

 

• Find a performance of this phrase with more 
rubato (faster, slower, different instruments).

 

4. Content, Annotation, and Indexing

 

The design issues related to the extent to which the 
index management and caching of the underlying 
database is visible can be reduced to a number of 
maxims:

• The user doesn't care what's content, what's anno-
tation, and what's indexing.

• In theory, if we have enough annotation and 
indexing, we can throw the content away!

• For flexible applications, we need to be able to 
generate and manage annotation and indexing on-
the-fly.

• For some object models, it is natural to merge 
content and annotation (scores), and for others, 
it's more natural to separate them (sound).

In building suites of analysis routines for Paleo, 
we have realized that there are many different groups 
of analyses that one might need, and that the optimal 
set depends on the style or genre of the (musical) 
data, the assumed use of the object set, and the 
medium of the source data. Part of the experiment is 
to build a broad range of object sets and applications 
that use them, and to see how the feature vectors 
evolve over time.

 

5. DSP Analysis with NOLib

 

NOLib is a suite of data analysis and feature 
extraction routines written by one of the authors 
(Orio) in the MatLab programming language. These 
functions can be called by analysis scripts (inter-
preted MatLab programs), which can themselves be 
started by a network-based “analysis server.” We use 
the public-domain “octave” (Octave 1999) imple-
mentation of MatLab running on SGI (IRIX) and 
Apple (LinuxPPC) servers.

NOLib’s main routines are introduced below. Note 
that MatLab functions routinely return more than one 
result, as implied by the syntax 

 

[a b c] = fcn(x, y, z)

 

.

 

Analysis

 

env

 

[epos eneg]=env(x,np)  Envelope of a sig-

nal, sampled at a multiple of the period

 

findport

 

[inpos endpos ltm]=findport(x,Fs)  

Find the pseudo-steady portion of a signal and 

the logarithmic attack time

 

acorr

 

 ac=acorr(x)  Autocorrelation of a signal

 

rceps

 

 rc=rceps(x)  Real cepstrum of a signal

 

pitchceps

 

[pit,mx]=pitchceps(x,Fs)  Evaluates 

the pitch with real cepstrum

 

pitchcor

 

[pit,m]=pitchcor(x,Fs)  Evaluates the 

pitch with autocorrelation

 

peramdf

 

[per thr]=peramdf(x,Fs,Fmin,Fmax)  

Find the fundamental period of a signal using 

Average magnitude difference

 

pitamdf

 

[pit thr y]=pitamdf(x,Fs,Fmin,Fmax)  

Average magnitude difference pitch detector

 

pitfol

 

pit=pitfol(x,Fs,windan,hopsize)  

Basic pitch follower

 

pv

 

[mod pha ifr hopsize]=pv(x,Fs,pitch,hop)  

Phase vocoder

 

lpc_f

 

acoef=lpc_f(x,Fs,numcoef,windan,hopsize) 

 Linear prediction coding

 

lpcdec

 

s=lpcdec(x,Fs,numlpc,pitch)  Signal 

deconvolution using LPC analysis

 

mfcc

 

[meanEnergy mfccMean]=mfcc(x, len-

Frame, hopsize,Ff)  Mel frequency cepstral 

coefficients evaluation

 

psyan

 

 [rms cgs irr]=psyan(x,Fs,pit)  Psychoa-

coustical analysis of the sound, frame by frame

 

ansync_mfc

 

[mfc indnote interv] = ansync_mfc 

(x,Fs,numcoef,windan,hopsize,pitarray,pitres)  

Pitch synchronous analysis, using mel-cepstrum, 

of a performance

 

linceps_f

 

 lfc=linceps_f(x,Fs,numcoef,win-

dan,hopsize)  Computes linear frequency ceps-

tral coefficients of a signal (Hamming window)

 

pca

 

[proj eigvec weig]=pca(coeff)  Principal com-

ponent analysis

 

all3save

 

[acoef lfc mfc pos] = all3save (x, Fs, 

numcoef, windan, hopsize, trs)  LPC + MFCC 

+ LFCC with variable resolution

 

Example: Batch analysis of a set of guitar sounds

 

The example MatLab code below is a script that 
reads a directory of sound files and derives several 
relevant features. We used this script for 100 
recorded guitar notes to build an object set for query 
based on performance technique

 

# Set the sampling rate &  window dimension
Fs=48000;
windan=2048;

# Path to the files
fpath='/home/nico/DEI/';

# Name of the group of files plus their extension
fnames=[...list_of_file_names...];
extens='.aiff';

# Number of files
[filnum,void]=size(fnames);

# Number of coefficients
numcoef=20;

# Initialization of the linceps table
lfc=zeros(20,filnum);

# Loop for the analysis
for n=1:filnum,

# Load the file
filename=[fpath,deblank(fnames(n,:)),extens];
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[head x]=ldaiff(filename);

# Find portion of file after the attack
[inpos endpos]=findport(x,Fs);

# Check size of “steady state”—0.1sec max
if(endpos-inpos>Fs*0.1)

endpos=inpos+Fs*0.1;
endif

# Analyze a frame with Linear Cepstrum  
tmp_lfc=linceps_f(x(inpos:endpos), Fs, 

numcoef, windan, windan/2);
# Compute the mean

lfc(1:numcoef,n)=mean(tmp_lfc')';
endfor # End of file loop

# Principal Component Analysis
[projection eigvec weig]=pca(lfc);

 

Other NOLib scripts have been used for audio file 
segmentation, speaker identification, flute perfor-
mance analysis, and sound effect feature extraction.

 

6

 

. MIDI File Analysis with Constraints

 

Our purpose is to allow complex queries on vari-
ous kinds of musical data, including scores, in the 
spirit of the Humdrum system (Huron 1994). A large 
amount of digitalized music is available as MIDI 
files, for instance on one of the MIDI archives on the 
Internet.

The MIDI format however, provides only low-
level musical information: it is rather a performance- 
than an analysis-oriented representation of music. 
Thus, we need to analyze MIDI files in order to com-
pute additional musical features, such as: pitch-
classes (by resolving enharmonic ambiguities), voice 
leading, keys, and harmonies.

 

Preliminary Remarks

 

The different tasks of analysis — enharmonic, 
melodic, tonal, and harmonic analysis — are not 
independent. For instance, the enharmonic analysis 
depends on tonal analysis, and conversely, the com-
putation of local keys is based on the frequency of 
the different pitch-classes. Therefore, we need a glo-
bal strategy in which the different tasks are per-
formed simultaneously.

In our context, we often need a partial analysis 
because many queries only involve a few specific 
elements or incomplete information. Consider the fol-
lowing queries: 

 

“How many sonatas by Scarlatti end 
with a perfect cadenza?”

 

 or 

 

“Are there more minor 
than major chords in the preludes of Bach’s WTC?”

 

 
In such cases, it is useless to perform a complete har-
monic analysis of the 555 sonatas by Scarlatti, or of 
the 48 preludes of the WTC. This speaks for a 
scheme allowing partial and incomplete analysis.

What to analyze also depends on various param-
eters, such as the epoch, the style, and the nature (i.e. 

form, instrumentation) of the music considered, e.g. 
the anatomic limitations of human voice compared to 
a keyboard instrument. Our analysis strategy should 
be easily adaptable to various situations.

The previous remarks led us to considering an 
approach based on 

 

constraint satisfaction

 

, instead of 
using specific algorithms for the different tasks on 
analysis (Mouton 1994). First, as a declarative para-
digm, constraint satisfaction permits to build systems 
that can be adapted to specific situations easily. For 
instance, adapting the system to vocal or keyboard 
music analysis is just a matter of using a different set 
of constraints for the melodies. Besides, constraint 
resolution can be partial and incomplete. More pre-
cisely, the query 

 

“How many sonatas by Scarlatti end 
with a perfect cadence?” 

 

will only require the 
computation of elements related to the last two 
chords of each sonata. Finally, constraint resolution is 
a global process, in which the different elements are 
progressively computed, thus, interdependent tasks 
are interlaced in the resolution.

 

Constraint Satisfaction

 

A 

 

constraint satisfaction problem

 

 or 

 

CSP

 

 (Mack-
worth 1977) consists of a set of 

 

variables

 

 (each one 
associated with a set of possible values, its 

 

domain

 

), 
representing the unknown values of the problem, and 
a set of 

 

constraints

 

, expressing relationships between 
them. Solving a CSP consists in instantiating each 
variable with a value in its domain so that the con-
straints are satisfied.

Our approach to analyzing a MIDI file consists 
in the following steps. First, we quantify the MIDI 
file in order to get rid of slight tempo fluctuations, 
and we segment it into a series of positions. Then, we 
define a CSP, whose variables represent the different 
elements of analysis: notes (one for each MIDI note-
event), chords (at each position), keys (at each posi-
tion), and melodies, and whose constraints represent 
the relationships holding between them. The set of 
constraints depends on the style and the form of the 
piece. Then we solve the CSP using standard CSP 
resolution. We use the BackTalk (Roy 1998) con-
straint solver to state and solve the problem.

For instance, to find the name and octave index 
for a given MIDI key, we can state a CSP with 3 vari-
ables — the pitch, the octave index and the MIDI key 
— and a constraint stating that their values should be 
consistent. E.g., MIDI key 48 corresponds to C2, 
B#1, or Dbb2. If the local key at this position is C 
major, the pitch variable will be instantiated with C, 
and the octave index with 2 (See Figure 2).

Here are some examples of constraints:
• Two consecutive notes in a melody don’t overlap
• Two consecutive notes in a melody make a per-

fect, minor of major interval
• Two consecutive notes in a melody are distant 

from less than an octave
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• The range of a melody is limited (depending on 
the instrumentation)

• Modulation are limited to neighbor tonalities
• A note should belong to the local tonality, or at 

least be closed (e.g. no Cbb in C# major)
• A local key is determined by the frequency of the 

notes around its position

Figure 2: A CSP corresponding to the enharmonic 
resolution problem (the domains of the variables
are in square brackets)

For each note event of the MIDI file, we define 
the following variables in the CSP: MIDI key, pitch, 
octave index, melody index, start-time, and duration. 
Each position corresponds to two variables: a local 
key, and a chord. The MIDI key, pitch, and the 
octave index variables are linked together as 
explained above. Melodic constraints link the differ-
ent variables corresponding to a note (pitch, octave 
index, start-time and duration) as well as the melody 
index variables. Two melody index variables have 
the same value if the corresponding notes are in the 
same voice. Each local key variable is linked to the 
group of notes around its position by a constraint that 
computes the key according to the frequency of the 
different pitches. Each chord variable is linked to the 
note variables at its position and to the correspond-
ing local key variable by a constraint computing the 
chord name and structure.

 

Issues

 

The constraint-based approach raises several issues 
concerning both efficiency and design. Performing 
the analysis as a global process can be expensive, 
because of its highly combinatorial nature. There are 
several ways of speeding up the resolution. First, 
some basic analysis can be performed before, and 
independently from, the rest. We do a pre-melodic 
analysis, which yields some partial melodies that are 
obvious in the MIDI file (e.g. in a fugue, the begin-
ning of the first voice is easy to detect). We also per-
form a tonal pre-analysis, which give us information 
about the tonal structure of the piece, e.g. the overall 
tonality. This pre-analysis reduces the number of 
constraints and the size of the domains in the result-
ing CSP, which is critical for the efficiency of the 
resolution. The second improvement, which is stan-
dard in constraint satisfaction, is to use selection heu-

ristics, which allows a fine control of the resolution, 
for instance by first focussing on easiest parts of the 
problem.

One difficulty is that all the aspects of analysis 
cannot be fairly represented as constraints. In case of 
ambiguities, when several solutions are valid, one of 
them is generally preferred to the others, because it’s 
more likely to occur. Representing such preferences 
as constraints would lead to an unnecessary over-con-
strained problem. To address this issue, we plan to 
use a soft-constraints paradigm, see 

 

semiring-based 

 

CSP (Bistarelli 1995).

Another issue that has both design and efficiency 
impact is that some constraints are mere Boolean 
properties, which perfectly fit in the constraint satis-
faction scheme, while others are more complex to 
handle. For instance, the last example above: 

 

A local 
key is determined by the frequency of the notes 
around its position

 

, requires some substantial compu-
tations. Modern constraint satisfaction solvers permit 
to represent computation processes as constraints, 
which are efficiently handled during the resolution 
(Roy 1998, 1999).

 

7. Paleo Database Usage

 

To set up Paleo, we create a database given a stor-
age directory, then create one or more object sets in it 
(these correspond to classes or tables), and lastly 
define indices for the object sets (corresponding to 
instance variables and accessors). One can then add 
object to an object set, or retrieve objects based on 
queries.

 

Create a new database of scores

 

The first example establishes a new database and 
adds an object set to it. The object we add to this set 
are assumed to respond to the messages 

 

composer

 

 
and 

 

style

 

. The examples that follow are in Smalltalk; 
comments are enclosed in double-quotes.

 

| dir db |
dir := 'Nomad:Paleo'. “base directory”
db := SMSDB newOn: dir. “DB object”
(db addObjectSetNamed: #Scores)

objectsPerFile: 1; “Add an obj-set”
storesClass: EventList; “Stores event lists”

“Add 2 indices”
indexOn: #composer domain: String;
indexOn: #style domain: Symbol.

db save. “Save the object set”
“Store objects”

db storeAll: (...collection_of_scores...)

 

Make a simple query

 

To make a simple database query, we re-open the 
database, and create a 

 

getOne

 

: message with one or 
more 

 

where

 

: clauses, e. g., to get a score by name.

Octave IndexPitch-class Accidental

[0,  ,   8][ bb b  n  #   ][C,  D,  E,  F,  G,  A,  B]

[0,  1,  ,   127]

MIDI Key

 

Constraint
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| db |
db := MinneStoreDB openOn: 'Nomad:Paleo'.
(db getOne: #Scores) “Create a query on name”

where: #name eq: #ScarlattiK004;
execute “Get the first response”

 

Add a new index to an existing database

 

To add a new index to an existing object set, we 
use the 

 

indexOn

 

: message, giving it the name of a 
“getter” method (i.e., the method that answers the 
property of the index), or simply provide a block of 
Smalltalk code to execute to derive the index value. 
In the second part of the next example, we create an 
index of the pitches of the first notes in the score 
database using a block (the text between the square 
brackets) that gets the first pitches. This getter block 
could involve more complex code and/or calls to 
NOLib functions.

 

“Add a new index with getter method”
(db objectSetNamed: #Scores) 

indexOn: #name domain: Symbol.

“Add an index with getter block”
(db objectSetNamed: #Scores) 

indexOn: #firstPitch
domain: SmallInteger
getter: [ :el | el events first event 

pitch asMIDI value].
db save.

 

Make a more sophisticated query

 

To retrieve objects from the database, we use 

 

getOne

 

: or 

 

getAll

 

: as above, and can, for example, 
ask for a range or the derived first-pitch feature.

 

(db getAll: #Scores)
where: #firstPitch between: 62 and: 65;
execute

 

8. Compact and Efficient Storage Formats

 

Paleo supports compact and efficient data I/O in 
the form of methods that work with the Squeak 
Smalltalk 

 

ReferenceStream

 

 framework, a customiz-
able binary object streaming format. The trade-offs in 
the design of object storage formats are between size, 
complexity, and flexibility (pick any two). In Paleo, 
we opted for a system that is compact but also sup-
ports the full flexibility of the Smoke music represen-
tation, including abstract models for pitch, time, and 
dynamics, multiple levels of properties and annota-
tion, the attachment of functions of time to events, 
and hyper-links between events or event lists.

Below is a hexadecimal dump of a simple event 
list (score) that demonstrates mixed-type properties, 
i.e., the pitches are mixed among MIDI key num-
bers, note names, and Hertz values. The format 
shown here is the “debugging format” and has some 

extra key bytes and explicit class names rather than 
more compact symbol table keys.

 

Hex data bytes Description

 

09 00 00 00 06 Object header
key 09 = normal object
32-bit inst size 6 = 4 instVars 
+ 1 property + 1 offset

06 09 45 76 65 6E 74 4C 69 73 74
Object type: class name, 
key 06 = String, size = 09,
value = 'EventList'

80 58 04 00 00 08 6E

Event list header, properties
(dur) key 80 = music magnitude,
key 58 = MSecondDuration, 
key 04 = smallInt,
32-bit int value = 08 6E msec

01 01 01 nil pitch, ampl, voice
06 04 6E 61 6D 65 property key = 'name'
06 03 74 65 36 property value = 'te6'
00 00 00 0D # of events (13)

End of header, note data follows

C0 80 58 04 00 00 00 00
Note event header, C0 = event key, 
start time, 80 = music mag. key
58 = msec dur key, 04 = smallInt, 
32-bit val = 0

00 00 00 05 obj size = 4 instVars + 0 props + 1
06 0A 4D 75 73 69 63 45 76 65 6E 74 

class name, key 06 = String,  
size = 0A, = 'MusicEvent'

80 58 04 00 00 00 A6
duration, key 58 = MSec dur, 
key 04 = smallInt,
32-bit int value A6 = 166 msec

80 5C 11 02 63 32 
pitch, key 5c = SymbolicPitch, 
key 11 = string,
length = 2, string = 'c2'

80 47 04 00 00 00 48
loudness, key 47 = MIDIVelocity

01 voice = nil, End of event

C0 80 58 04 00 00 00 A6 
Event header, (start time) music 
magnitude, msec dur

00 00 00 05 obj size = 4 iVars + 0 props + 1
0A 00 00 00 35 reference to class name
80 48 0E 3F C5 3F 7C

duration, key 48 = SecondDuration, 
key 0E = float

80 5C 11 03 63 23 32
pitch, key 5c = SymbolicPitch, 
key 11 = string...

80 54 0E C0 13 B7 BB
loudness, key 47 = DBLoudness, 

key 0E = float
01 voice = nil, End of event

—more events follow
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Data files in this format is on the order of 10-40 
times larger than the “corresponding” MIDI files, but 
because this notation supports the full Smoke annota-
tion, we can store much richer data. Paleo extensions 
include simple derived properties such as symbolic 
pitch (with enharmonic disambiguation) and time 
(with tempo and meter derivation, rest insertion, and 
metrical grouping), and higher-level properties such 
as harmonic analysis, performance expression, and 
others.

 

9. Issues and Questions

 

The sections above have brought to light several 
design dimensions in Paleo; these are each the sub-
jects of on-going evaluation and redesign.

There are unsolved problems in the basic object 
modelling area, such as how to model and manipu-
late derived performance expression—as tempo and 
dynamic maps; as the weights of rule sets; as con-
straint filters, etc.

As mentioned above, we are experimenting with 
the association of analysis suites with families of 
object sets so that we can classify new data accord-
ing to its style and usage to determine what first-
round analysis to undertake.

Other questions relate to the incorporation of new 
analysis methods (e.g., based on the mapping of per-
formance rules onto real performances) and the use of 
these in queries.

 

10. Conclusion

 

While we do have many interesting intermediate 
results, Paleo is still very much a work in progress.

The planned extensions will make the system even 
more unique and powerful for a wide range of sound 
and music applications.

Squeak, Siren, SMS, NOLib, and Paleo are all 
available from the CREATE web/ftp site. See http://
www.create.ucsb.edu/Paleo for details. Most of the 
software runs on Macintosh, MSWindows, and 
UNIX platforms and is available with source code in 
C, MatLab, or Smalltalk.
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ABSTRACT

Persistent storage and access of sound/music meta-data is an
increasingly relevant topic to the developers of multimedia
software. This paper focuses on the design of music signal analysis
tools and database formats for modern applications. It is partly
tutorial in nature, and partly a discussion of design issues. We
begin with a high-level overview of the dimensions of music
database (MDB) software, and then walk through the common g
feature extraction techniques. A requirements analysis of several
application categories will allow us to carefully determine which
features might be most useful for them. This leads us to suggest
concrete architectural and design criteria, and to close by
introducing several of our recent implemented systems.
 The authors believe that much current MDB software suffers due
to ad-hoc design of analysis systems and feature vectors, which
often incorporate only low-level features and are not tuned for the
application at hand. Our goal is to advance the state of the art of
music meta-data extraction and database design by fostering a
better engineering practice in the construction of high-level feature
vectors and analysis engines for music software.

1 Introduction
The careful design of music analysis frameworks for database-
related musical software is too often overlooked. In many
systems in the literature, the feature vector's design is not
derived from the requirements of the application domain, or the
desired database query criteria. Most prior work in sound or
music databases has addressed a single kind of data (e.g., MIDI
scores or sampled sound effects), and has pre-defined the types
of queries that are to be supported (e.g., queries on fixed sound
properties or musical features). This may indeed suffice for
single-use MDB tools, but good engineering practice requires
that we develop a set of application-domain-specific design
patterns to foster reuse among feature extraction packages and
databases. Furthermore, we believe that many recent
implementations would benefit from a richer and higher-level
feature vector.
In this paper, we present a high-level approach to the
development of music analysis engines and database feature
vectors that is based on requirements analysis of the target
application. We will focus on the issues of meta-data feature
extraction and feature vectors for areas such as user preference
matching, genre classification, summarization, finger-printing,
and feature mapping.

We will limit our discussion primarily to systems that extract
musical meta-data from multi-instrument mixed musical sound
(rather than notated scores, MIDI performances, sound effects,
or speech), because we believe that these will increase in
importance in the future, and that the technology is lagging
behind that available to developers of other kinds of
multimedia databases.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 3, we
introduce some of the basic parameters of music database
(MDB) applications. This is followed in section 4 by a
discussion of the various domains of analytical features found
in MDB systems, and then in section 5 by a presentation of the
rough requirements of several common application domains.
This then allows us to give a simple feature vector design
decision tree in section 6. We close by describing several recent
MDB systems we’ve implemented.

2 Background
Large-scale storage of sound and music data and meta-data has
only become possible in the last decade. With this, and the new
possibility for wide-area distribution of multimedia over the
Internet, new requirements have arisen for flexible and
powerful sound/music databases. A good overview of the field
of music information retrieval (MIR) is presented by Jonathan
Foote in (Foote 1999); George Tzanatakis’ excellent tutorial
(Tzanatakis 2002) is the best terse introduction to the signal
processing of musical feature extraction.
The MIR literature shows musical meta-data being used (e.g.,)
for applications requiring audio segmentation (Tzanatakis and
Cook 1999), classification (Tzanatakis and Cook 2001),
indexing and database query (Wold et al. 1999), content
identification (Haitsma and Kalker 2002), summarization
(Logan 2000). Current mature MIR/MDB systems often
support several data formats, large and dynamic data volumes,
query-by-example, analysis-on-demand, data replication or
distribution, networked, distributed or p2p deployment, and
web-oriented service architecture.
Since 1996, our work at CREATE has focused on database
frameworks for multimedia applications, and on analysis and
feature extraction techniques for music and sound databases
used in a variety of application areas (Pope, Roy, and Orio
1999; Pope 2001; Pope and Ramakrishnan 2003). Our goal has
been to develop a suite of analysis, storage, and query
construction tools that scale to support large data volumes,
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complex queries, and on-the-fly analysis in several flavors over
several generations. Our projects have produced several
database analysis and interaction tools that can be used together
or separately, and address data types as diverse as scanned
manuscript score pages, MIDI performance data, and 24/96-
format 5.1-channel surround sound recordings. The most recent
projects have been feature extraction systems based on taking
mixed musical content (as MP3 or AIFF files) and producing
databases of complex feature vectors for different applications.

3 Dimensions of MDB Applications
There is little unifying the field of music information retrieval
other than the processing of some form of music-related data
(sound, score, MIDI, etc.) in a software system that offers
persistent storage and query capacity. In this text we will refer
to the field itself as the domain of music meta-database (MDB)
systems, since several classes of applications are not strictly
“information retrieval” at all. Diverse applications such as user
preference matching, music fingerprinting, or genre
classification place very different requirements on the kinds of
analysis performed, the format of the stored feature vectors,
and the manner of making queries into the database.
The discussion of design methods for analysis and storage
frameworks for MDB applications must incorporate both the
expected I/O formats, the required kinds of indexing or queries,
and the highest-level of abstraction or most general
representational model that can be applied. The meta-data must
allow the application to support its modes of data access given
the expected inputs. The next sections describe some of the
properties or defining characteristics that differentiate the
classes of applications seen in the literature; these concepts will
feed in to the design discussion that follows.
3.1 Content Format
MDB data formats may include musical scores (as images or
encoded in some formal language), MIDI data (dead-pan or
human-performed), one-voice monophonic melodies, and
mixed multi-channel music. The input format is obviously a
very important factor that determines the analysis that the
system is able to perform. Much of the literature is dedicated to
processing the simpler formats (e.g., MIDI or monophonic
music), but in the systems we have built (and also see more
frequently in the literature), we have generally concentrated on
analysis of mixed and mastered multi-channel music in
“mainstream” musical styles.
In any multi-stage system, there will be different source and
meta-data storage formats, and analysis/clustering engines
generally use multiple intermediate formats (feature vectors)
internally. We differentiate the basic data categories of
windowed, tracked, segmented, and averaged, which are
illustrated in the examples that follow.
The determination of whether or not to keep the original source
content gives rise to 1-, 2-, and multi-tier MDB architectures.
Indexing applications such as MP3 players access compressed
content using meta-data-based play-lists, whereas a classifier
can discard the original content, keeping only the derived meta-
data for clustering.

3.2 Low-level Analysis
Sound feature extraction generally starts with a mix of
windowed low-level signal analysis and statistical operations
on the window data. The goal is to take sound and generate a
basic parametric signal representation based on short time
windows (typ. 5 – 50 msec in length). An example would be
performing windowed time-domain and frequency-domain
analysis such as RMS envelope following and FFT-based
spectral analysis, both using a medium-sized window (e.g.,
1024 samples, ≈ 22 msec @ 44.1 kHz sample rate).
Given this lowest-level data, “medium-level” tools such as
peak-finders and peak-trackers, inter-window signal
derivatives, and a host of simple signal statistics can be derived
from the windowed analysis to “add value” to the data. A more
sophisticated system may perform multi-stage input analysis:
filtering, data smoothing, and several kinds of time-/frequency-
domain processing in one pass.
Additional DSP algorithms found in the recent literature (and
described below) include linear prediction (LPC), pitch
detection, wavelet analysis, and filter-bank analysis. These
analysis stages produce feature data that can be stored directly,
or used to compute higher-level features.

3.3 High-level Derived Features
Additional statistics that are “higher-level” in terms of the
implied underlying model, are often be derived from the data
delivered by the first-pass analysis functions. This process can
be as simple as perceptual mapping of the low-level data (e.g.,
convert FFT spectral bins into weighted 1-octave spectra), or as
complex as detailed signal segmentation and moving average
distance functions between collections of the low-level
features. In some cases, the high-level features are sufficient to
perform the database search or classification tasks of the
application.
These higher-level data can be constructed for a single time-
slice (e.g., detailed spectral or formant analysis of a chosen
frame), or added to the collection of time-sliced feature vectors
that comprise a musical selection (e.g., inter-frame tempo
tracking throughout a song). As we’ll discuss below,
instrument identification, tempo-tracking, and segmentation are
three important higher-level techniques that operate on a
combination of short-time and time-averaged feature vectors.
Non-procedural programming techniques such as artificial
neural networks, hidden Markhov models, or rule-based expert
systems are often seen here, for example for use in tempo
tracking or segmentation.

3.4 DB Design
There are obvious considerations that come into play as soon as
the required data volume or throughput exceed certain limits.
The choice of traditional relational database systems (RDBMS,
e.g., Oracle, MySQL, or PostgreSql), as compared to more
modern object-oriented database software (OODBMS, e.g.,
Objectivity, GemStone, ObjectStore, or Versant) can be made
based on the current application’s profile, or on the long-term
data requirements analysis of a team or project family.
For MDBs, it is important to pay special attention to the
selection of default indices for a group of tables or object sets,
and to the techniques used for running stored procedures within
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the database. Stored procedures can be especially helpful (i.e.,
efficient) if common distance metrics are known that help in
clustering or searching the database.
Formal database software also provides features such as data
replication, distribution, and enhanced data integrity, which
cannot be overlooked as MDB systems are used in high-
performance or high-value applications.

3.5 Application Flow
The profile of the application at hand determines the system-
level subtasks that are required in an MDB system; most run-
time applications rely on large pre-populated databases that can
be used to search, match, build data distributions, apply various
distance metrics for clustering, or perform classification. If
audio queries are to be used to access the database contents,
then run-time analysis is also required to generate a well-
formed query (e.g., “query by humming” or sound-effect
timbral similarity measures). In classification systems, a feature
vector is generated from the input song, and then used to locate
the nearest cluster or genre in the database.
The data flow within an analysis engine may be simple or quite
complex and dynamic. Indexing applications often require no
run-time analysis, and simply provide query-based access to a
library or corpus. Streaming processing applications must
clearly be able to “keep up” if they are to perform any kind of
feature extraction or segmentation on a continuous stream.
Constructing and populating a formal corpus database entails
developing an analysis and segmentation engine, a clusterer,
and a classification matcher, all in parallel.

4 Domains of Feature Extraction
In this section, we discuss each of the fundamental domains of
sound signal analysis and feature extraction, and describe how
they might be used for an exemplary MDB application. The
goal is not to present the mathematics, but to investigate how
they each map signal characteristics onto perceptually useful
numerical features.

4.1 Time-domain Analysis
Windowed time-domain signal amplitude analysis, such as
RMS or peak envelope extraction, and beat- or tempo-tracking,
can be both computationally simple and musically effective. In
fact, this data alone is sufficient to derive meta-data for many
simple song segmentation, summarization, or matching
applications. The processing of this analysis consists of
selecting short segments (windows) of the content data,
possibly applying a weighting function (e.g., a triangular
window) to the samples, and then deriving some single statistic
from the array, typically the peak value, weighted root-mean
squared (RMS) value, or median rectified value.
Even this stage offers great flexibility, though; for example,
one can split the musical signal into separate frequency bands
(e.g., using a four-band filter-bank) and derive the RMS
envelope and beat pattern from each of them separately. In
popular musical styles, the time envelopes of the lowest and
highest bands may correspond to the bass drum and cymbals,
respectively.
Figure 1 below shows the windowed RMS and peak envelopes
for the first ten seconds of a popular song with a very strong

beat in the four-measure intro (first half of the window),
followed by a first verse with loud sustained vocals and more
constant spectral centroid (center-right of the screen dump).
The screen shot is taken from the MDB visualization tools
written by one of the authors (Pope) for the FMAK analysis
framework (2004).

Figure 1: Windowed time-domain analysis example of the first ten
seconds of a pop song: the list on the left shows the time- and
frequency domain features. The first four measures (left half of the
graph) show the strong 4/4 drum beat; the vocals enter near the
middle of the screen with the sustained loud beats.

More musically meaningful and higher-level features can be
derived from the core time-domain data; tempo curves and
tempo transitions, the base time signature (and its changes),
overall or section-by-section dynamic range, and fade-in/out
times are all easily determined.
Moving to the next highest level, musical selections (esp. ones
human-performed on acoustical instruments) can often be
effectively segmented on the basis of tempo and dynamic range
changes alone. Most of the technology to perform this analysis
is well understood and stable, though there are still competing
techniques for the derivation of the high-level tempo features,
and their use in segmentation, and for the mapping of time-
domain features to application-specific meta-data.
Latter-stage analysis often relies on time-domain tracking of
frequency-, LPC-, or wavelet-domain data peaks. The same
time-domain processes of tempo tracking or segmentation are
applied to features derived from other domains. Conversely, in
a multi-stage analysis engine, the initial time-domain
segmentation of a selection can be used to direct and filter the
further analysis stages.

4.2 Frequency-domain Analysis
Spectral analysis for feature extraction typically entails the
windowed short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and/or linear
predictive coding (LPC), possibly augmented by spectral peak
extraction and inter-frame peak tracking.
Given a low-level spectral analysis, one can warp the linear-
frequency-scale spectrum into one of several perceptually
weighted spectra (1-octave bands, phon-weighted bands, etc.),
or scale the spectral bands according to perceptual parameters.
As with other kinds of windowed data, an analysis engine will
typically perform spectral peak detection and tracking. The
peak location process within a frame may involve a simplistic
histogram of the spectral data, or it may apply geometry-based
techniques such as parabolic interpolation to achieve better
estimates of peak frequencies. By the same token, the peak
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tracking between frames (and the handling of peak births and
deaths) can be quite simple, or very sophisticated, adaptive, and
configurable.
Figure 2 below shows the LPC-derived spectrum of an eight-
bar selection in which guitar chords can be tracked as spectral
formants (lighter horizontal lines in the mid-spectrum). The
screen shot is taken from the interactive tools written by one of
the authors (Holm) for the FASTLab 1 framework (2000).

Figure 2: Frequency-domain analysis: the upper view shows the
time-domain signal, and the lower the spectral display with tracked
peaks visible as light horizontal lines in the spectrum.

Tracked peak birth/death statistics can very useful for tempo
analysis and segmentation, since peaks in track births will
generally correspond to note onsets. The ratio of the number of
peaks to the number of tracked peaks also gives a good running
indicator of the “noisiness” of a signal. Software developers
should be especially cautioned about the use of such fine-
grained spectral analysis on lossy-compressed material such as
MP3 files, where much of the (masked) spectral content is
filtered out.
If a full FFT-based analysis is not required, using filter banks
for spectral analysis can be computationally simpler, and
allows one to more easily tune the filter center frequencies and
bandwidth to fit the requirements of the application at hand.
Linear prediction (LPC) analysis delivers smoothed spectral
slices. LPC can be used for poly-instrumental music, but the
data interpretation is much different than for its common usage
in speech applications—spectral peaks do not represent the
formats of a single instrument, and the LPC residual is not
well-behaved, i.e., one cannot assume a single base pitch. All
that being said, LPC can deliver useful data for mixed sources
in the cases that formant-like spectral features are expected or
need to be followed over time.
Further analysis often tries to characterize specific windows of
a signal, for example in an attempt to identify the spectral
signature of the solo instrument (or the main percussion
instruments) in a musical selection.
Pitch tracking is another form of frequency-domain analysis.
While the general problem of robust polyphonic pitch detection
is still considered intractable, pitch detection techniques such as
autocorrelation, FFT(FFT) cepstrum, or spectral peak
interpretation are often used on one-voice signals, or on
specially filtered versions of mixed signals (e.g., to follow a
bass line). In melody databases (or in general-purpose
databases that need to support melodic search or “query by
humming”), this may be the only form of analysis performed.

An analysis engine can use other features (e.g., segmentation)
to guess where a melodic line can be expected, and then filter
the signal to a selected frequency range and attempt pitch
detection.
Bass pitch tracking is useful for many kinds of music, and
enables the derivation of “harmonic key histograms” that relate
to musical structure. Figure 4 below illustrates the results of
pitch-tracking on a severely low-pass filtered signal that
accurately captures the bass line of a 12-bar blues in C.

4.3 The Wavelet Domain
Wavelet-domain signal decomposition is gaining popularity as
we learn better how to interpret and use collections of wavelet
coefficients. We consider it separately from the time-domain
and spectral-domain because it combines features of both other
analysis domains in a single representation. This transform
generally convolves the input signal with each member of a
family of related signal windows (called the wavelet kernel);
the members of the family share the same shape but have
different time-scales and amplitudes. The convolution serves to
decompose the signal into a summation of “grains” at different
time/frequency scales.
The statistical characteristics of the wavelet coefficients, the
“constant-Q” time/frequency profile of grains, makes this the
preferred choice as a hierarchical time/frequency representation
of a signal. The process can be applied to derive tempo
estimates, pitch estimates, or to characterize the “noisiness” of
a signal.
Figure 3 below (from Kling and Roads 2004) illustrates the
difference between FFT-based spectral analysis and wavelet
decomposition. The top graph is the time-domain waveform of
a single short note, the middle the wavelet decomposition, and
the bottom the 256-sample-window STFT. Both time- and
frequency-smearing are apparent in the STFT decomposition.

Figure 3: Time-, wavelet-, and FFT-domain version of a signal
with a strong transient; note the excellent time and frequency
localization of the wavelet components in the middle plot.

4.4 Cross-domain Analysis
It is not uncommon to combine the basic analysis processes
into multi-stage analysis procedures, for example to use the
results from the time-domain analysis (a guess at the basic song
structure) to tune further analysis in other domains (e.g., to take
a close look at the spectrum and formants of the first note of the
solo instrument or vocal track that can be located easily near
the middle of Figure 1 above). By the same token, the output of
the peak tracker illustrated in Figure 2 (regularly spaced
periods of high levels of track births/deaths) could be fed back
and added to the time-domain information in a segmenter. The
choice of possible analysis paths suggests a black-board- or
agent-based meta-analysis “expert system” to drive the analysis
engine.
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Some applications profit from (or indeed require) the
identification of certain “genre-indicator” instrument signatures
(e.g., banjo, pedal steel guitar, pipe organ, harpsichord, grunge
guitar, wah-wah guitar, latin percussion, etc.) or may add
ensemble analysis (i.e., a guess at what and how many
instruments are playing) or recording production and spatial
analysis (i.e., guess how the sound was recorded and mastered).
Related to this is the frequent desire for voice-location, pitch
tracking, and vocal style analysis, which is simple for single-
voice well-isolated recordings, but still very challenging for
general-purpose mixed and mastered content. There is still
much to be done in these areas, both at the signal processing
level and the higher-level feature derivation task.
The general trend is away from small fixed feature vectors and
towards more complex hierarchical analysis engines that
incorporate a set of heuristics as to what kinds of analysis to
perform on what kinds of data. To the extent that one can
characterize (and limit) a database’s content a priori, one can
still design minimal analysis engines, but more and more
frequently, systems are being built and databases populated
with the hope that the systems will support diverse kinds of
content and multiple domains of indexing or query.

4.5 Data Smoothing
Natural audio signals, and derived features as well, generally
contain significant levels of noise; we have already mentioned
a number of uses for data smoothing, and the desire for time-
function data reduction, or “forgiving” peak tracking. The
smoothing/averaging technique chosen must be appropriate to
the profile and noise characteristics of the signal. As an
example, look at the fluctuating and noisy plot in the left-hand
graph of Figure 4, the pitch tracker output for the bass line of a
12-bar blues tune taken from the FMAK analysis framework.
There is obviously a consistent pattern, with various kinds of
blips and out-of-range errors. A statistical smoothing function
that combines running average differentiation with constant-
range extension produces the smoothed plot in the right-hand
view; these data can easily be justified to well-tempered pitches
or even correlated with the attacks in the RMS level to produce
a MIDI bass line.

Figure 4: Data
smoothing at
work: before
and after bass
pitch plots of a
12-bar blues

recording (C/G/C/G … C/F/G/C) that show the statistical cleaning
process. The smaller-scale data is the RMS envelope of the filtered
notes, which correlates quite well to the pitch changes.

4.6 Segmentation and Musical Form
Signal segmentation is both an application in itself and a
technique that has proven very valuable as a component in
other applications. The simplest segmenters use windowed
low-level time- and/or frequency-domain features to locate
significant changes in the signal by using one or more inter-
window distance metrics, functions that take multiple features
(see e.g., the combination of curves shown in Figure 1) and
calculate how different each frame or frame group is from the
next or previous ones. One can think of this process as taking

the time derivative of the signal using a weighting function in
the multi-dimensional feature space.
. This can be very effective for processing speech, or for
locating very significant and abrupt changes in a signal (e.g.,
silence detection or voice/music switches), but it is still
difficult to take an arbitrary selection of music and reliably
determine its musical structure, to guess where the sections or
verses start.
If the signal is assumed to include regularly spaced segment
boundaries (i.e., repetitions of segments of similar lengths as in
the verses of a song), then the segmenter may use
autocorrelation of time-averaged inter-frame difference
functions to guess at the longest common segment length. The
data about segment length and regularity can be very useful in
classification and matching tools, for example.
Figure 5 below shows the output of a simple speech segmenter.
In the lower pane one can see the signal spectrogram and the
RMS amplitude overlaid on it. In the upper view, the reduced
1-octave spectrum is shown, and the bold vertical lines show
where the segmenter placed inter-phoneme segment points. The
utterance is “ice melts,” and the system correctly segments it
into its constituent phonemes. The screen shot is taken from the
display tools written by one of the authors (Pope) for the 8S
analysis framework (2002).

Figure 5: Signal segmentation: the bottom graph shows the
spectrogram and RMS envelope of the utterance “ice melts.” The
top region is the 1-octave reduced spectrum with discovered inter-
phoneme segmentation points shown as vertical bars.

4.7 Very Large Feature Vectors
If the requirements are well understood at the start of database
population, the feature vector can be limited to include only
those features deemed necessary to the application.
Increasingly, however, some MDB systems are designed to
support a wide variety of applications and query types,
meaning that a large and rich feature vector will be needed. In
our experience, the database volume for feature vector storage
can easily exceed the volume of the original content, at least in
the intermediate stages of analysis processing.
This leads to an explicit stage of “feature vector pruning,”
removing parts of the analysis results that are no longer needed
or have been deemed unimportant, i.e., they are masked or
included in higher-level averages.
There is also an important difference between very complex
and large feature vectors, and very high-level (and therefore
potentially compact) feature vectors. The literature is tending
towards the derivation of ever-higher-level (more structured)
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perceptual and psychological features (i.e., “mood”), even
though these are often very hard features to derive in any
reliable manner, or to map onto other feature spaces.
The final stage of an MDB analysis engine may involve storing
a reduced and pruned feature vector in a database (e.g., during
the database population phase), or using it to generate a query
into a pre-populated database (e.g., in a run-time matching or
indexing application).

5 Application Requirements
Given the introduction of the basic parameters of music
database applications, and the preceding outline of signal
analysis techniques, we can now proceed to a discussion of
application-specific feature vector design. We will start here
with a description of the requirements of several common
application areas, and then present some general guidelines for
feature vector developers.

5.1 Players and Indexing
The most prevalent MDB application today is certainly the
MP3 player such as iTunes, running on a PC or a portable
device. Compressed audio content and manually generated
textual meta-data are stored separately and used for indexing
and the creation of play-lists. State-of-the-art systems (Pachet
and Roy 1999; Predixis 2004) use on-line analysis and
extended meta-data for “smart” automatic play-list generation.
The core processing of indexing applications is typically a
matching engine that searches a local database based on a
distance metric weighting function derived from user input
(e.g., a set of selections). To support a large volume of local
data, the stored feature vectors must be compact, but they must
also allow genre-based, sylistic, or “sounds-like” queries and
matching. This is one of the most challenging areas for the next
generation of MDB analysis tools because one needs a very
compact feature vector (due to storage and WAN connection
constraints) that maps well to style, mood, or user preference,
and normally has to run the analysis on limited hardware.

5.2 Database Queries and Search Engines
Applications and web services for accessing databases of
mixed multi-channel music often still rely on text annotation of
musical genres, or on classifications added manually. The first
method is problematic because music providers generally
supply only very vague or general genre classifications (and
generally give only one genre per album or CD, rather than per-
song), and the second method fails because it relies on an
“army of ants” that listen to short excerpts of music selections
and classify them manually.
Search engines that support text-based queries generally use
such manually provided meta-data (e.g., GraceNote), whereas
melody-based queries (query by humming) systems require
analysis of user input to generate the initial database query
(Ghias et al. 1995). Search engines are also found that support
timbral queries (sound effect location, “sounds like”) (Wold et
al. 1999).
For the case where a limited number of features suffice to
execute the database queries, a relatively simple, non-
segmented feature vector can be used. Melodic databases are a
special case since they sometimes place special requirements

on the source material (one-voice, carefully recorded) and the
batch-phase and run-time analysis (monophonic pitch tracking).
We can expect to see software soon that couples sung and
pitch-tracked input with automatically derived main melody
summarizations of mixed music.
Successful genre-similarity (e.g., preference-matching systems)
search engines require a complex feature vector, and need good
discriminator functions or distance metrics to be useful. Search-
on-genre systems that are independent of text meta-data are
rarer (Predixis 2004), but we believe users will come to expect
this kind of functionality.
5.3 Summarization
The goal of music summarization (or “thumb-nailing”) systems
is to locate the “most typical” short (in the 2-5 second range)
segment of a musical selection (Logan 2000). This typically
requires segmentation at the song-structure level, but it need
not be very sophisticated if the system is limited to mainstream
musical styles. Summarization may concentrate on the
identification of a “typical” section or verse, as could be done
using the time-domain feature data illustrated in Figure 1.
Given the choice of the most representative segment of a
selection, one might store the original content excerpt, or just a
single feature vector, for later use. More detailed analysis may
be used to try to locate and track the main melody in this
segment, or to identify what the lead instrument or voice is.

5.4 Content Identification and Matching
A system that performs content matching or music finger-
printing could theoretically use an algorithm as simple as
asking “what's the value of sample number 1000?” or “what are
the peaks of a single spectral slice selected from the middle of
the song?” To be robust in the face of transformations of the
material, encoding,, and even deliberate spoofing, however,
often requires a much more complex feature vector (Haitsma
and Kalker 2002). The feature vector must be chosen so as to
be invariant across the range of expected transformations. A
reliable finger-printing system would incorporate high-level
perceptual properties, and possibly also song segmentation and
melody instrument tracking, in the feature vector.

5.5 Clustering and Classification
Clustering means grouping a database's contents into a number
of data “clusters” based by finding a feature vector weighting
that divides the data along some set of axes in higher-
dimensional space. Once found these data clusters may or may
not correspond to actual musical genres (e.g., speech vs music,
or classical/jazz/rock), and labeling tools are often provided to
pick and label clusters that are related 1:1 to genres. This
exercise qualifies as “heavy lifting” in the data mining
literature, given the large data volumes seen in MDB systems,
and the complexity of our feature vectors. We hope to see
improved results in this area in the coming years.
After clustering, the database may be pruned, discarding most
of the data but maintaining those items that best define the
clusters. A classifier system now has to take an input song, run
a (possibly simplified) analysis engine, and locate the cluster in
the pruned database that most closely matches the song’s
weighted feature vector.
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Preference-matching systems, for example, are required to do
genre-signature (or artist-signature, or song-signature)
matching, but do not need labeled genre clusters. Any detailed
genre classification requires a much more complex feature
vector, often involving the identification of song form, genre-
indicative instrument signatures, and detailed tempo and
rhythm tracking.

Figure 6: Database clustering and genre labeling: tool for training a
CART expert system to recognize musical styles to a fine-grained
(> 100 genres) model with a segmented feature vector. One the left
are the reasoning log and current style lattice views, and the right
shows the selected cluster members for audition

In Figure 6 above, one sees a tool that uses Categorization and
Regression Trees (CART) to help the user locate and label
clusters in a large database of popular songs. The screen shot is
taken from the expert system training tools written by one of
the authors (Kouznetsov) for the FASTLab 1 analysis
framework (2000).
5.6 Mapping
In most of the above applications, the feature vector is only
used for a single query or match. Feature mapping systems,
however, use the feature vector and genre classification to plan
signal processing such as post-production mastering, 2-to-5-
channel up-mixing, or surround sound spatialization. In these
cases, the feature vector must support fine-grained genre
classification as well as capturing details of the mixing and
production of the content (e.g., analysis of the instrumental
ensemble, the stereo/surround mixing, the hall’s reverberation
time, and mastering dynamic range compression).

6 MDB Application Design
The preceding sections introduced some of the considerations
in the principled design of feature extraction software for
music. As an initial step in the formal design process, we will
discuss the most basic decisions that come up in MDB
construction.
Scope. What is the unit of musical content that we need to
address? Are we capturing whole selections (songs) or not? Is
the underlying content to be served, or just the meta-data? To
what extent can we predefine or limit the source content? The
answers to these questions will determine the initial scope of
the analysis system and required infrastructure.

IO format(s). What is the input format? Is the input static or
streamed? Do we need to maintain the original content after
analysis? Do we get the define the output (DB) format from
scratch? Has the input ever been lossily compressed?\ The I/O
format has central effect on the choice of overall architecture.
Low-level features. Which analysis domains will be most
important: time, FFT, LPC, wavelet, etc.? How much can we
limit the analysis process (in the interest of performance)? The
first-pass analysis engine design is derived from the basic
properties of the simplest feature vector required.
Derived features. What, if any, higher-level features are
required to be derived from the low-level analysis results?
Should we track any data between analysis frames? Do we
need to identify instrument signatures, or locate style-indicative
instruments? Should we try to extract tempo curves or track
harmonic change? A multi-pass analyzer or manager expert
system can tune the use of further signal analysis or statistical
routines.
Perceptual features. Are there special perceptual features
(e.g., warped spectra) that we have to derive?
Psychoacoustically derived feature statistics can be applied to
the lower-level features.
Segmentation. Does the application suggest the need for
accurate content segmentation or not? Do we store one or
multiple feature vectors per selection? Segmentation invites
reduction or pruning of the windowed feature data.
Back-end database. What will we end up storing? Do we need
a content corpus of music, or clustered labeled genre
specifications, etc.? Do we store the entire feature vector, or
just a pruned subset of it? Database insert/select statements can
generally be easily defined on the basis of the chosen feature
vector or feature collection.
We can use these starting parameters to drive our design
decisions while planning and implementing an MDB system, or
incorporating MDB features into an existing application. Going
back to the application discussion of section 5 and the overview
of signal analysis techniques in section 4, one can put together
a formal algorithm for analysis engine and database design for
future MDB applications.

7 Examples: 8S and FMAK
In this section, we’ll discuss the design of two music feature
extraction systems we have built that targeted very different
application areas (see [Pope, Roy, and Orio 1999] for
background). The goal is to show the design principles we’ve
introduced in action.

7.1 The 8S Segmenter and Database in Siren
The “Siren Speech Segmenter for Sensing/Speaking Space and
Sleeping Sword” (8S, Pope 2001) is a two-stage speech/music
segmenter and analysis database. In the first stage a simple
feature vector is derived using only RMS envelope extraction
and a 1-octave band-reduced spectrum analysis. The goal of
this stage is to segment a monophonic speech signal into
individual phonemes. The analysis meta-data and the resulting
segmentation points were illustrated in Figure 5 above.
In the second stage, a single more complex and perceptually
weighted feature vector is derived for each phoneme; this
involves detailed noise analysis, LPC formant tracking, and
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envelope template matching. These stored features are then
used by compositional tools to search the database using
different phoneme similarity functions (distance metrics that
combine the features stored in the database). The tools use
distance metric functions (kept as stored procedures in the
database back-end) to collect groups of similar phonemes
efficiently, and then use the sound file pointer information in
the database to locate the actual sound cue corresponding to a
given phoneme. These can be mixed together to create new
speech, or many kinds of “warped” speech using phoneme
replacement.
7.2 The FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel
The initial target application for the FASTLab Music Analysis
Kernel (FMAK) was a mapping expert system that uses the
derived features to plan several stages of signal processing for
music mastering and post-production. Due to the complexity of
the task, and the need for very robust segmentation and fine-
grained classification, we decided on a very rich feature vector,
with the resulting increase in database volume, improved
flexibility in building distance metrics for segmentation, and
complex and slow clustering.
The FMAK feature extraction process proceeds through several
standard analysis stages; in the time domain, it performs
windowed RMS envelope extraction at several time scales and
frequency bands (see Figure 1), as well as gathering stereo and
surround spatial information. FFT spectra are derived, and
spectral peaks are extracted and tracked between frames. The
peak extractors and trackers are configurable, and simple
heuristic rules tune the processing as necessary to get
meaningful results. The common FFT-based statistics are
provided: spectral centroid, flatness measure, spectral variety,
etc. LPC coding is performed with inter-frame tracking of
formant peaks, and the LPC residual noise estimate is
maintained. For the trackers, track birth and death statistics are
kept, as these can be useful for segmentation. The discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) is then used to get a noise estimate
and some idea of the musical beat structure. We store the data
for each window that is delivered by the analysis in a feature
table object. The analysis engine supports different window and
hop sizes for each stage of the low-level feature extraction, and
results in a huge volume of data; the initial windowed feature
collection is typically larger than the uncompressed audio file.
In the second stage of FMAK, a segmenter tries to discover the
structure of the selection; in mainstream musical styles, this
will be the verse/chorus structure. The segmenter tries several
distance metrics to achieve well-delineated sections (i.e.,
choose a distance function that gives a good dynamic range),
and then tries to find a periodicity among the segment
boundaries. The result is a list of segment break points, and a
confidence factor for the segmentation.
If the segmentation process was successful, we can now use the
segmentation data to “prune” the huge collection of per-
window feature data, leaving only an average and possibly a
peak feature vector for each “verse” of the musical selection.
We can also derive several additional structure-related features
based on the segmentation, such as statistics about the fade out
or repeated sections in the song.

The result is what we call the feature collection, an object (and
a corresponding row in a database table) that contains the meta-
data (name, artist, title, album, etc.), the song's average, peak
and/or typical feature table data, a single-note feature table for
some selected “solo instrument” window, the segment-length
vector and confidence, and the structural features described
above. This processing is used for database population as well
as for run-time analysis for query generation. Separate tools
perform database clustering, labeling, and pruning, and support
run-time genre classification.
We hope to be able to use the database we have constructed
using the FMAK analysis kernel for other applications, such as
2-to-5-channel surround sound up-mix, or more traditional
“music information retrieval” applications in digital media
libraries.

8 Conclusions
The variety of MDB applications calls for a more detailed
design practice for feature extraction systems and feature
vector and database designs. A formal engineering discipline of
feature vector design is needed for the field of music/sound
databases to progress beyond its present ad-hoc stage.
In this paper, we have surveyed the domains of MDB systems,
looked at the basic features that can be extracted from musical
signals and how they can be used, and developed a rough set of
questions to aid the designers of future feature extractors. We
concluded by discussing two of our recent developments in
terms of their design for very different applications.
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1 FASTLab: A Tool for Music Analysis

The FASTLab software is an analysis tool for use in music and sound databases. It uses a number 
of different analysis techniques to extract both low-level and high-level features from musical selec-
tions. In effect, FASTLab “listens” to music and derives over 100 attributes related to the musical 
structure, instrumentation, style, and other properties. The analysis data can be used for a variety of 
applications, including user preference matching, music fingerprinting, and database queries. This 
white paper presents the FASTLab analysis technology and offers several application examples.

Problem Statement
There is already a wealth of music avail-

able in databases and on the Internet. The big-
gest problem in using this resource is the 
difficulty in finding music that fits a given 
description or a specific listener’s preference 
profile. Several kinds of applications and web 
services exist for querying music databases, 
but they generally rely on text annotation of 
musical genres, or on classifications gener-
ated manually. The first method is problem-
atic because music providers generally supply 
only very vague or general genre classifica-
tions, and the second method fails because it 
relies on an “army of ants” that listen to short 
excerpts of music selections and classify them 
manually. The FASTLab system was written 
to solve these problems.

FASTLab and its Applications
The FASTLab analysis tool is intended for 

use in music and sound databases, listener 
preference-matching applications, and other 
cases where a multidimensional characteriza-
tion of a musical selection is needed. It uses a 
number of different analysis techniques to 
extract features from musical selections. The 
present version is oriented towards the analy-
sis of popular music songs stored as MP3 
files, and the generation of an XML database. 
The analysis engine is, however, style- and 
genre-independent, and in fact, many styles 
were used to test it during its development, 
including popular music, contemporary art 
music, non-western music, and sound effects. 

In this paper, we describe music as “songs,” 
but FASTLab can just as easily process other 
styles and genres.

As the world’s entire musical inventory, 
both past and present, is now (or soon will be) 
digitized and available online in one form or 
another, there are more and more applica-
tions areas for the kind of perceptual feature 
extraction technology provided by FASTLab. 
A few of the most promising application 
domains will be introduced next.

• Preference matching: How does a casual 
listener navigate the ocean of music that has 
become available for perusal via the Internet, 
satellite radio, or other new streaming media? 
Given that thousands of new selections come 
online almost every day, it is not practical to 
manually listen to and annotate every single 
piece. An automatic procedure that generates 
meaningful musical parameters (i.e., features 
of music that have been shown to correlate to 
users’ listening preferences) would greatly 
enhance any user interface for a music deliv-
ery service. The Figure below shows how the 
FASTLab analysis and statistical package 
would serve as a back end for a “smart” user-
customized music search engine.

• Database access: This problem is perhaps 
typified most succinctly by the marketing 
managers who has to make a recommenda-
tion to a client “on the spot.” Again, the size 
of the available library of jingles, back-
grounds etc. can be very large and the pro-
cess of manual annotation will be too slow 
and costly.

FASTLab, Inc: Music Software
Santa Barbara, California

Tel: (805) 895-6252
Email: info@FASTLabInc.com
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• Musical fingerprinting: With the recent 
court battles over file sharing and online 
copyright protection, song fingerprinting has 
become a critical technology. FASTLab’s col-
lection of analysis data would be ideally 
suited to make robust identification software.

• Automatic mastering: Submitting a raw 
mix to a mastering/encoding process is often 
beyond either the means or the knowledge of 
many low-budget artists (i.e., almost every-
one). Since we obtain high-level perceptual 
information from the musical waveform, we 
can discover enough information to make a 
good guess at what would be a proper mas-
tering solution. Another useful area would be 
for Internet radio DJs who would like to “nor-
malize” a mixed set of MP3 files into a coher-
ent-sounding audio stream.

Figure: A FASTLab Application in a 
Music Database

The above examples are a short sampling of 
the potential applications of the kind of high-
level automatic music analysis that FASTLab 
provides.

The FASTLab Technology
FASTLab is a flexible system that uses a 

range of sound analysis techniques in the time 
and frequency domains. It also uses several 
second-level heuristic programming tech-
niques such as rule-based matching, fuzzy 
logic, and classification and regression trees 
(CART). 

The framework is extensible both in terms 
of the low-level analysis and feature extrac-

tion techniques it uses, and in terms of the 
second-level pattern recognition, matching, 
and classification tools that are available. 

Lastly, the output format is also change-
able, the default action being to dump all 
analysis data to XML files for loading into a 
meta-data database. 

The Figure below shows the interaction of 
the basic components of FASTLab.

Figure: Overview of FASTLab

The software components of FASTLab are:
Input decoder
Rhythm/Tempo Analyzer
SpectrumAnalyzer
LPC Analyzer
Partial and Formant Tracking
Stereo Correlation and Phase derivation
Filter Module
Bass Pitch Tracker
Instrument Signature ID
Style Matcher
CART Tree Analysis/Matching
XML output
Debugging GUI

Each of these subsystems is implemented 
by one or more C++ classes; we will describe 
their operation and give examples of the sys-
tem’s use in the following sections.

The Figure on the next page shows a more 
detailed overview that relates the various 
implementation-level analysis and statistics 
packages to one another.

Music
Producer

Consumer

FASTLab
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Statistics
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Database
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Appl. Server
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XML 
Database

Stage 1 Analysis

AI-based classification

MP3
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3 FASTLab: A Tool for Music Analysis

Figure: The FASTLab Architecture

Input Decoder
FASTLab can load files in a variety of for-

mats from a variety of sources. The standard 
application searches for MP3 files on a local 
hard disk, but the system can read several 
other file formats, and can use external proto-
cols over the Internet to access its input data.

Beat Analyzer
The beat analyzer is a beat and tempo anal-

ysis package based on several simple insights 
into the time-domain characteristics of music; 
it can extract several useful features from the 
rhythmic information of a song. We start by 
doing a sliding window root-mean-square 
(RMS) derivation to get the time-domain 
“envelope” of the sound signal. The character-
istics of this process are configurable. The beat 
analyzer looks for repeated peaks in this 
envelope, and can track regular beats to find 
the tempo and metrical pulse of a sound.

 In the second stage, the rhythm template 
analyzer looks through filtered signals RMS 
data trying to identify most widely occurring 
rhythmic patterns in various frequency com-
ponents. Those can then be used for further 
classification (see below).

 These two features are already very mean-
ingful, and simple extrapolation functions can 
look for higher-level tempo structure and 
changes in the basic beat (the time signature) 
to identify the major sections of a piece of 
music (verses, sections, or movements). It can 
also be useful to know whether the strong 
beats correspond between several frequency 
bands (without resorting to a full-blown spec-
trum analysis). There are also several kinds of 
filters that we can apply to the sound, for 
example to look for beats in just the low- or 
high-frequency components.

 The system uses a simple rule-based 
framework for higher-level metrical analysis 
that allows us to classify musical pieces 
according to their macro-level beat structure. 
We can also use this rhythmic information to 
determine how and where to apply fre-
quency-domain analysis such as voice-find-
ing or instrument signature extraction.

Spectrum Analysis and LPC
 The FASTLab spectrum analyzer derives a 

time sequence of frequency spectra. In the 
current system, we typically represent the 
spectral data as amplitude spectra, but we can 
also use alternative outputs like power spec-
trum, log of power, log of amp etc. 

The LPC (linear predictive coding) ana-
lyzer uses a similar but subtly different analy-
sis technique to derive spectral analysis 
surfaces from selections of a sound.

Component tracking can be applied to both 
of these spectra; this is a process in which we 
try to locate spectral features that are con-
stant (or change slowly) over time, as in track-
ing the overtones of a musical note. this 
allows us to identify spectral features of the 
sound such as the average number of notes 
playing, the “harmonicity” of the notes, and 
also to identify specific instruments based on 
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their spectral features (see below).

Stereo Phase Analysis 
It is possible to take advantage of certain 

standard practices in stereo mixing as found 
in most popular recordings. Usually, the most 
prominent elements like vocals and solo 
instrumentals, and low frequency elements 
like bass and kick drums are mixed center 
with the remainder panned to left/right in 
various degrees. 

We have instrumented our various analy-
sis objects with operations to make it easy to 
“reverse-mix” some of this information. The 
following equations should make this clearer. 

From the above, we can express the signal 
as:

Left = A + B
Right = A + C

It is easy to see that we can remove A from 
the combined signal, and this is often how 
vocals are eliminated in Karaoke machines. 
However, we cannot easily isolate A from the 
time-domain signal because of the linear 
dependence. However, in the frequency 
domain, we can assume the following, A = -A, 
if we discard phase information. Then we 
have the following:

F(B-C) = F(B) + F(-C) = F(B+C)

From the sum and difference of the left and 
right channel and the above identity, we get:

F(2A+B+C) – F(B+C) = F(2A).

From this output, analysis of vocals and 
bass is greatly facilitated. As mentioned 
above, all the relevant objects have opera-
tions defined on them, that makes this kind of 
manipulation easy to do.

Spectral Measures
A number of unique algorithms for extract-

ing spectral features have been developed. 
These can work on the outputs of both the 
FFT and LPC analysis or any other properly 
formatted 2D data set for that matter. 

Spectral saturation measures how “rich” a 
signal is, in terms of activity at all possible fre-

quency bins. Thus, a solo instrument record-
ing, with for example a flute, would get a low 
score, whereas a full blown pop production, 
like those of the Britney Spears variety, would 
get a proportionately high score.

Spectral contrast measures transitions in 
the frequency bins. The algorithm gives high 
scores if it detects simultaneous large ampli-
tude differences in the time domain, for a 
large number of bins. Such contrast would 
indicate that a new section in the song has 
been reached and is useful not only to iden-
tify selections where such contrast is common 
(e.g. between verse and chorus), but also to 
segment the song for higher-level structural 
analysis.

Spectral variety is similar, but does not take 
into account the simultaneousness of the 
detected changes. This measure is indicative 
of general musical “busyness,” how much 
various elements come and go during a piece.

Repeat sections is a highly optimized ver-
sion of an autocorrelation function performed 
on all bins for the entire song. The full mathe-
matical version would be prohibitively expen-
sive, but by making a few choice assumptions, 
it was possible to bring the execution time 
down to reasonable levels. As the name 
implies, this measure can be used to detect 
repeating sections within a song. This works 
particularly well with a lot of Electronica/
Dance styles, where much of the repeating 
material is generated by computers.

The table below is an example of some 
scores generated by the Contrast and Variety 
algorithms for various rock/pop/jazz artists.

Contrast Variety
FrodoCPU 221.5 323.14
Britney Spears 113.5 326.13
Prodigy 85.88 276.0
GooGoo Dolls 65.51 282.39
Steely Dan 39.88 227.24
DMX 30.92 176.4
Dr Dre 10.48 95.13
Fisher 5.63 129.23
Lyle Mays 1.61 1.8 
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Instrument Signature ID
An important part of any musical analysis 

is to identify the makeup of the instrumenta-
tion. This is important, not only to get an idea 
of the timbral character, but also to help sub-
sequent 2nd order processes, like style identi-
fication (see below). FASTLab is currently 
identifying several distinct instrumental 
sounds, including grunge guitar, snare drum, 
kick drum and bass.

Stylistic Matching
Several different processes attempt to find 

patterns in the music that correspond to key 
features of various musical styles, like e.g. 
country, rock, funk and so on. This analysis is 
done in both the time and frequency domains.

The rhythm analyzer places the previously 
identified rhythmic “hits” on a meter grid 
with a resolution up to a 16th note. Then each 
bar is compared to a library of patterns that 
have been carefully selected for orthogonality 
and stylistic uniqueness. This procedure is 
reasonably robust with respect to various 
noise components, like misplaced downbeat 
and falsely identified hits.

In a like manner, the bass is isolated 
through various filters, including the stereo 
phase filter, and subjected to a similar kind of 
pattern matching. In this case the identified 
bass notes are converted to relative semitone 
intervals to make them key independent and 
placed on a rhythmic grid. This is then com-
pared to a pattern library of short stylistically 
typical note sequences.

The final output is various statistics of the 
recorded pattern occurrences and from this it 
is possible to make a reasonably good deter-
mination of what style the song is in or if it’s 
not present in the current library.

The system derives a range of first-order 
features from songs, and then uses these to 
compute about 100 second-order feature. As 
an example of the raw signal processing func-
tionality of FASTLab, a few of the first-order 
features are:

Busy lo-range
Busy mid-range

Loudness Contrast
Quiet
Fadeout
Spike average
Bass loudness
Grunge max
Grunge cover
Spectral saturation
Spectral variety
Spectral contrast
Snare prob
Kick prob
Glide count short
Glide count long
Glide chords long
Repeat sections percent
Repeat sections count

CART Classification/Matching
For high-level grouping of the first-order 

features, and also possibly for detailed genre 
classification, we use an artificial intelligence 
technique called classification and regression 
trees (CART). These trees allow developers 
using FASTLab to “train” the system for a 
specific application, musical style, or analysis 
domain.

FASTLab includes a CART (Classification 
and Regression Trees) package called 
Mulcher, which is a second processing stage 
and reads the main FASTLab application’s 
XML output data. Mulcher predicts song style 
information using CART trees that are built 
before-hand based on training data. Both the 
training and evaluation stages are supported 
in Mulcher. 

In training mode, a special set of pre-
labeled data items is used to construct a num-
ber of trees for different genre classifications, 
and a database of training labels is main-
tained so that valuable training data is not lost 
as the main FASTLab application evolves. 

In runtime mode, Mulcher can either evalu-
ate data stored on disk, or it can accept XML 
from a TCP socket. Most of the intermediate 
data and training information can be exported 
to or imported from XML format. 

Mulcher uses a unique CART algorithm to 
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operate with multidimensional style vectors, 
which is a step beyond the usual discrete cate-
gories. The data model can handle songs with 
mixed style elements, and it can be expanded 
as needed without the need to reenter all the 
training data. The prediction results can be 
used either by themselves (for example, for 
preference matching) or together with FAST-
Lab main application output to derive other 

features. 

The screen shot below shows the Mulcher 
training and run-time GUI. In the example 
shown here, a song from the group Ace of 
Base is classified as eurodance (62.5% or disco 
(37.5%), and the GUI allows the trainer to 
manually change this in order to refine the 
system’s knowledge.

Figure: CART Training View

The FASTLab Debugging GUI
The FASTLab GUI was originally devel-

oped for use in debugging the analysis sys-
tem; its display is divided into several 
regions, and the GUI controls allow one to 
show and hide any of several views. The 
screen shots on the next two pages show the 
various features of the debugging GUI, and 
give the reader a feel for the sophistication of 
the FASTLab meta-data derivation facilities.

The top-most view is always the time-
domain function (the signal waveform). The 
user can zoom in and out and scroll through 
the selected song, playing the audio data from 
any point with a single mouse click. The 

panes below are always locked to the zoom/
scroll settings of the top pan. This is very use-
ful when adding new analysis routines or 
instrument or style “discriminators.”

Below the signal waveform pane, one can 
select to see the spectrum derived through 
FFT or LPC analysis, the tempo and beat 
tracking measures, or other data.

The first screen shot below is the basic 
FASTLab GUI display showing a section of a 
song and its frequency spectrum. The various 
controls under the spectrum display allow a 
developer to select and apply various filters 
and windows to the signal, to change the 
parameters of the formant trackers, and to re-
run the analysis.
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Figure: Basic Debugging GUI

Figure: Beat Analyzer GUI
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Figure: LPC Tracking GUI

The second screen shot (on the previous 
page) shows the signal view and the two parts 
of the beat analyzer: the basic pulse detector 
(middle pane), and the intelligent beat/tempo 
analysis results (in the bottom pane). In the 
example shown here, the system has identi-
fied that the given song by Steely Dan is in 
strict 4/4 time.

The final screen shot (above) illustrates the 
linear prediction (LPC) analysis and tracking 
results; in this view, one can see the LPC-
derived spectrum and the tracked spectral 
components (light horizontal lines in the spec-
trum) that were found by the analyzer.

Implementation Notes
The bulk of FASTLab is written in C++ and 

is largely cross-platform (i.e, to MacOS or 
Linux).

The system comprises approximately 
40,000 lines of C++ and 6,000 lines of Visual-
Basic (for the CART training framework, not 
needed to run the system once it is trained).

Note: The name FASTLab comes from the 
first names of its three developers: Frode 

Holm, Alex Kouznetsov, and Stephen Travis 
Pope.

Conclusion
The FASTLab analysis engine is able to lis-

ten to musical material and perform both fine-
grained analysis and detailed stylistic classifi-
cation. We have introduced several potential 
applications above, and believe there are 
many more that will arise in the future.

We have surveyed the competing technolo-
gies in detail, and believe that FASTLab is 
unique in its sophistication and comprehen-
sive approach, so that it represents “best of 
breed” technology for music classification, 
preference matching, computer-assisted mas-
tering, and music finger-printing.

Contact Information
Stephen Travis Pope
FASTLab, Inc.
Tel: (805) 895-6252
Email: info@FASTLabInc.com
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6.D:  Expert Mastering Assistant (EMA) Technical 
Documentation  (with Alexandre Kouznetsov) (origi-
nally released as FASTLab, Inc. Technical Note, 2004)
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Expert Mastering Assistant (EMA)
Version 2.0

Technical Documentation

 Stephen Travis Pope
Alex Kouznetsov
September, 2004
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Copyright (C) 2004. University of California, Santa Barbara and FASTLab, Inc. 
All Rights Reserved.

Center for Research in Electronic Art 
Technology
University of California, Santa Barbara

FASTLab Inc.
220 Santa Anita Rd.
Santa Barbara, California, 93105, USA
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Overview

This document describes the design, and implementation of the “Expert Mastering
Assistant” (EMA) tool version 2.0 developed by UCSB Center for Research in Electronic
Art Technology (CREATE), and FastLAB Inc. for Panasonic Spin-Up Fund. 

System Architecture 

The “expert mastering assistant” (EMA) is a prototype artificial-intelligence-based soft-
ware tool that “listens” to a set of musical selections and gives expert advice to a master-
ing engineer, suggesting parameters for signal processing modules that perform the sig-
nal processing: equalization, compression, reverberation, etc.

EMA suite consists of two major components: the interactive EMA application that
analyses and processes individual songs with real-time interactivity, and a number of
development applications that are required as a part of the expert system training process
(Figure 1). 

Training Tools

Mastering recorded music is a complex process involving human expertise and audio-
phile-grade processing equipment. We wish to assist mastering engineers with a software
system that can analyze music (both at the signal level and at the musical level), suggest
what processing should be applied during the mastering process, and provide a real-time
interactive interface allowing user to experiment and apply specific mastering settings.

EMA relies on a number of expert systems to both classify the training data and to sug-
gest optimal mastering parameters. On one hand, a large quantity of source material must
be analyzed to improve the quality of analysis data, yet a much smaller set of parameters
(or representatives) is needed in order to incorporate heuristic knowledge base that corre-
sponds to mastering engineer preferences. The training process involves analyzing a large
number of songs in order to produce a reduced‘ set of style representatives that form the
basis for parameter computation for the rule-based mapping system. 

The batch analysis driver program runs the FMAK analyzer on an unlabeled training
set of approximately 3000 songs. The input data (assumed to be a CD or digital transfer of
the musical content) is stored in the system (on a hard disk) for use by the analysis engine.
The first-stage signal analysis derives a set of approximately 40 features; these include
both time-domain and spectral-domain features. The first-level features are then used by
the subsequent analysis phases, which derive higher level musical and recording/produc-
tion features. These analysis processes can also request additional signal-level features to
be derived. The derived signal-level, musical and production features are stored into the
Analysis Results SQL database (PostgreSQL). EMA uses the FMAK (FASTLab Music
Analysis Kernel) library. For more details on FMAK Library please refer to “FASTLab
Music Analysis Kernel Library: Technical Documentation”, for more details on the analy-
sis driver please refer to “FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel Utilities: Technical Documen-
tation”.

Even though the analysis engine performs a considerable amount of data reduction
internally, the total amount of information in the database is quite large (over 100 MB at
present). The next stage of data reduction is performed by the clusterer that reduces the
entire data set to a small number of representative members (songs), typically about 30 or
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less. These representative are then stored in a compact binary file to be used by the map-
ping expert system to determine optimal processing parameters for a given song. The
clusterer operates as a stand-alone executable and accesses the data in the Analysis
Results SQL database. The clusterer produces a cluster id label for each song that is stored
back in the database table. For more details on the clusterer please refer to “FASTLab
Music Analysis Kernel Utilities: Technical Documentation”.

The clusterer is a full-featured multi-stage clustering algorithm implementation opti-
mized for the specific requirements of EMA application:

• Optimized for large databases (uses a pre-clustering stage)

• Good performance with irregularly-shaped clusters and wide cluster size variations

• Low sensitivity to outliers

The EMA clusterer is almost entirely based on the CURE clustering algorithm as
described in S. Guha, R. Rastogi, and K. Shim. “CURE: An efficient clustering algorithm

Figure 1: EMA Architecture Overview 
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for large databases.” In Proceedings of ACM SIGMOD International Conference on Manage-
ment of Data, pages 73--84, New York, 1998.

A separate program called the DB extractor is used to create the run-time system’s
pruned and flattened binary database file.

The EMA Executable

The main EMA application is a standalone mastering tool for stereo and surround (6
channel) content. In EMA, the musical content is analyzed by a process very similar to
that performed by the FMAK analyzer, and the Mapping Expert System makes decisions
about what processing to recommend for the mastering process. This data is presented to
the user, who can change the parameters of the signal processing software (with interac-
tive feedback).

The expert system evaluates the features of the musical selection, comparing it to data
for other music of similar genre (stored the Database of Representatives). The system uses
rule-based heuristic reasoning to determine what processing is appropriate for a given
musical selection. This is then used to compute suggested parameters for the signal pro-
cessing software.

The proposed processing choices, as well as the system’s reasons for choosing them, are
presented to the mastering engineer via the graphical user interface (GUI). This will allow
the user to see why the system is choosing certain processing parameters, and to tune or
override them, all with real-time interactive audio feedback from the processing system.
The user’s interaction with the processing parameters will be recorded and can be played
back in the style of automated mixing consoles or software-based digital audio worksta-
tions.

The EMA system’s GUI is composed out of several subpanes (Fig. 2, 3). The system
informs the user about the analysis and reasoning processes and basic genre and prop-
erty decisions in the logging view. The metering section includes precise level meters as
well as stereo correlation and other kinds of displays. The user can tune the system inter-
actively with the controls for the digital signal processing engine. The user interface is
configurable, meaning that the user can expand or collapse any of the panes to concen-
trate on specific tasks.

The actual mastering processing is done by the signal processing block, which consists
of a real-time digital filter/parametric equalizer, a dynamic-range compressor/expander,
a stereo reverberator, and multi-channel separation enhancement. For more advanced
applications, other signal processing functions such as MP3 or AAC encoders, or a stereo-
to-5.1-channel up-mix processor may be added.

The output of the mastering processing stage is played in real-time for auditioning (and
interactive control via the GUI), or stored on disk.

EMA runs under MacOS X 1.0.3.5 or newer; it requires a fast processor (1.25 GHz or
faster recommended) and large RAM memory (1 GB or more recommended).
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Figure 2: EMA GUI: stereo version

Figure 3: EMA GUI: surround version
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EMA Step-by-step Operation

EMA is a GUI-driven application, most processing takes place in response to user
action; once running, all EMA functionality is accessed through the application’s GUI.
There are no background “daemon” processes. 

EMA is delivered as a stand-alone “double-clickable” Macintosh OS X application.
Installation of AudioUnit components (beyond the EMA application) may be required to
run EMA on a new computer.

To load a file, select “File->Open” menu; AIFF and RIFF/wav files are supported. Once
a file is loaded, the analysis will start automatically. Once analysis is complete, the EMA
application will suggest optimal processing parameters and set the on-screen GUI. Signal
processing is performed in real time with live user interaction with the GUI sliders and
low-latency feedback via the sound output. The GUI allows the user to bypass the pro-
cessing as a whole, or any single component of the processing. The output of the signal
processing is played over any CoreAudio output device.

The EMA application is available in currently shipped as a stereo version, although a
surround-sound version has been developed. The only difference between the two is the
ability to process multichannel audio and the surround field view meter.

Design Overview

Object Design

Given the scope of the prototype development effort, and our experience with similar
systems (e.g., CSL, Siren, and CRAM), we determined that a formal object modeling pro-
cess was not necessary for the EMA system prototype.

The EMA implementation in C++ uses several core classes and a variety of helper
classes. An instance of the EMA class is the application manager; it is composed out of a
number of other objects that “do the work” of EMA as listed below.

Analyzer _analyzer; // the signal analyzer
FeatureList _features; // the current song's feature vector
Expert _expert; // the parameter mapping expert
Processor _processor; // the real-time signal processor
ConsoleAutomation _recorder; // the GUI interaction recorder
Logger _logger; // the GUI message logger
Transport _transport; // the GUI transport controller
EMAState _state; // the current operational state
Buffer _song; // the current song as a CSL buffer object
Genre _genre; // analysis output enumerations
Tempo _tempo;
Reverb _reverb;
Stereo _stereo;

Most of these components are straightforward and well-defined operational blocks.

File Loader and Data Analysis

The file loader is triggered by the user selecting a file with the “File Open” menu item.
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The file loader reads sound files in a number of formats (AIFF and RIFF/wav formats
supported at present) and loads them into memory (in their entirety, no streaming is
assumed). The buffer manager allocates the sample storage for integer and floating-point
versions of the musical material. The integer data is used by the analysis engine, and the
floating-point version is used for the signal processing. 

The analysis engine (FMAK Library) is normally triggered automatically by the opera-
tion of loading a sound file. After its creation, the analysis engine object is passed a buffer
of 16-bit interleaved stereo samples, and performs all the standard analysis steps. Once
the processing is completed, the analysis engine can be queried to get the song feature
vector, approximately 40 parameters that describe the song content according to the fea-
ture grouping introduced above. Please refer to “FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel Library:
Technical Documentation” for further details.

Mapping Expert System

The property-to-parameter mapping system takes the feature vector and compares it to
stored data for a sampling of popular songs (the so-called genre database). One result of
this is an identifier of the data cluster family, or “genre” of the song. Given this cluster
identifier, the mapping system can get the feature vector for the “typical” song in the clus-
ter. The differences between the feature vector of the current song and that of the “tem-
plate” for the genre are used by the rule-based expert system to suggest a set of process-
ing parameters. In effect, each song is “tuned” to be more consistent with its genre. 

The output of the mapping system is a collection of high-level and low-level signal pro-
cessing parameters. The elements in this data collection correspond to the controls in the
high-level and detail views of the GUI. There are no “hidden” parameters.

The mapping may optionally also tune the formulae that map the high-level song prop-
erties onto lower-level processing parameters. 

When done, the mapping system supplies the suggested processing parameters to the
GUI and the signal processing engine.

GUI and Processing

EMA GUI and DSP provides an interface for fine-tuning audio mastering parameters.
The signal processing is performed in real time with live user interaction with the GUI
sliders and low-latency feedback via the sound output. 

Metering

The GUI provides a number of signal displays and output log views. The high-level
analysis attributed are displayed in a series of pull-down menus showing style, tempo,
spectrum, reverb, and stereo-width. The logging display is a scrolling text view in which
the system can inform the users of system activity, mainly during the analysis phase. The
following audio signal displays are present:

• VU meters: fast-response RMS/peak-reading color meters

• Stereo oscilloscope signal display

• Spectrum display (derived from FFT of the processed data)

• Stereo/surround field view with inter-channel difference signal.
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Signal Processing

The signal processing consists of the processes of:

• Volume control, 

• Equalization, 

• Dynamic-range processing (compression/expansion), 

• Reverberation, and

• Stereo-field processing. 

The GUI allows the user to bypass the processing as a whole, or any single component
of the processing. The output of the signal processing is played over any CoreAudio out-
put device while playing.

Control and Interaction

The GUI allows the users to start/stop sound playback, to “scrub” through the song at
random, and to audition any part of the song. 

The high-level property sliders allow the user to change several low-level processing
parameters at once. The current definitions of the high-level parameters are as follows.

High-level parameters (range 0.0 - 1.0)
dull - bright spectral slope, EQ, reverb

bright = hi-pass, dull = lo-pass
bright > 0.75 = add slight bright reverb

loose - tight expansion, reverb 
tight = dynamic expansion
loose = add slight short reverb

narrow - wide stereo-width, reverb
wide > 0.75 = add slight long reverb

small - large expansion, reverb, EQ
small = slight compression
larger = longer reverb decay time, dynamic expansion, lo-pass EQ

diffuse - focussed stereo-width, reverb, EQ
focussed = narrow stereo-width;
diffuse < 0.2 = add slight short reverb, lo-pass EQ

The GUI also provides a low-level detailed view that allows the user to fine-tune the
signal processing. 
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Appendix A. User Customization: THE CLIPS Expert System

The kernel of the EMA parameter mapping system is a rule-based expert system imple-
mented using the CLIPS (C-Language Integrated Production System) expert system shell
(see http://www.ghg.net/clips/CLIPS.html).

What is CLIPS?

CLIPS is a productive development and delivery expert system tool which provides a
complete environment for the construction of rule and/or object based expert systems.
Created in 1985, CLIPS is now widely used throughout the government, industry, and
academia. Its key features are:

• Knowledge Representation: CLIPS provides a cohesive tool for handling a wide
variety of knowledge with support for three different programming paradigms:
rule-based, object-oriented and procedural. Rule-based programming allows
knowledge to be represented as heuristics, or “rules of thumb,” which specify a set
of actions to be performed for a given situation. Object-oriented programming
allows complex systems to be modeled as modular components (which can be eas-
ily reused to model other systems or to create new components). The procedural
programming capabilities provided by CLIPS are similar to capabilities found in
languages such as C, Java, Ada, and LISP.

• Portability: CLIPS is written in C for portability and speed and has been installed on
many different operating systems without code changes. CLIPS comes with all
source code which can be modified or tailored to meet a user's specific needs.

• Integration/Extensibility: CLIPS can be embedded within procedural code, called as
a subroutine, and integrated with languages such as C, Java, FORTRAN and ADA. 

• Interactive Development: The standard version of CLIPS provides an interactive,
text oriented development environment, including debugging aids, on-line help,
and an integrated editor. 

• Fully Documented: CLIPS comes with extensive documentation including a Refer-
ence Manual and a User's Guide.

• Low Cost: CLIPS is maintained as public domain software.

How does EMA use CLIPS?

When the EMA system loads a new song, it uses the FMAK analysis library to analyze
it. EMA then searches the genre database to classify the song according to its proximity to
a number of selected musical genre representatives. Given the song’s feature data, and
that of the selected genre representative, EMA passes this information to the CLIPS-based
expert system, which uses a set of rules to determine the high-level processing parame-
ters.

The code examples below given the basic format of the CLIPS template (object) defini-
tions (which are stored in the file defs.clp, a part of the EMA application bundle), and an
example annotated rule (the rules are in the file rules.clp). (Surprise! The CLIPS description
language looks just like LISP!)
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;; The main CLIPS song source/target template

;; This obviously corresponds to an EMA FeatureCollectionStruct,
;; which itself corresponds to an FMAK FeatureCollection object.

(deftemplate song 

;; song-global features
 (slot duration (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot num-segments (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot segment-weight (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot quiet-sections (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot loud-sections (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot fade-in (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot fade-out (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))

;; peak window statistics
 (slot rms-amp (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot peak-amp (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot lo-rms (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot hi-rms (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot dyn-range (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot zero-crossings (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot stereo-width (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot spect-centroid (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot spect-slope (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot spect-variety (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot spect-tracks (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot lpc-tracks (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot lpc-noise (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
)

;; The target genre

(deftemplate genre 
   (slot name (type SYMBOL) (default unknown))
)

;; The processing parameters template
;; This represents the high-level processing features controlled by EMA.

(deftemplate parameters 
 (slot width (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot smallness (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot tightness (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot focus (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
 (slot brightness (type FLOAT) (default 0.0))
)
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When EMA runs, it copies the current song’s data, as well as that of the selected genre-
specific target song, into the CLIPS expert system’s memory in the form of song tem-
plates (called song and target in the expert system rules). The parameters data structure rep-
resents the high-level processing parameters; these are modified by the expert system
rules.

CLIPS rules consist of a condition clause (the “if” part) and an action clause (the “then”
part); these are separated by the token “=>”. In the condition clause, one can check for any
number of conditions such as the target song’s genre, and the relationships between the
derived features of the target and current song. The action clause generally alters some
aspect of the parameters structure, as shown in the example rule below.

;; Example dynamics rule -- make metal tighter

(defrule match-target-dynamics ;; IF clause
(genre (name Metal)) ;; the song is heavy metal
(target (dyn-range ?tdr)) ;; set variable ?tdr to the target’s dynamic range
(song (dyn-range ?sdr)) ;; set variable ?sdr to the song’s dynamic range
(test (> ?tdr ?sdr)) ;; if tdr > srd
(test ( > ?sdr 0.0)) ;; and sdr > 0
(not (match-dynamics)) ;; and this rule has never been used
(parameters (tightness ?tig)) ;; set variable ?tig to the tighthess parameter
?par <- (parameters) ;; set variable ?par to parameter structure

 => ;; THEN clause

(assert (match-dynamics)) ;; assert a symbol to signify that this rule has fired

(modify ?par (tightness ;; change the global high-level parameters
       (+ ?tig ;; and add a bit to the tightness parameter

( - ;; get the 5th root of the ratio of the dynamic ranges
(** ( / ?tdr ?sdr) 0.2) 
 1.0)))))
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6.E: Summary
It was the goal posed at the beginning of this section of the anthology to introduce 

the reader to the issues and trade-offs in the development of signal-level and 

semantic-level analysis tools for audio that support state-of-the-art MIR applica-

tions, and following that, to introduce and evaluate two specific systems imple-

mented by the author in the process of this work that are each based on advanced 

and sophisticated (and sometimes really slow) MIR software technology coupled 

with any of several object and/or relational database back-ends. In the first chap-

ter, a wide range of musical tasks and diverse score/gesture/sound data types 

were considered, whereas the theoretical presentation and application survey in 

Chapter 6.B was more sharply delineated to address recorded/mixed audio as a 

data type, and to the attempt to derive the design of feature vectors and feature 

extraction signal analysis networks from the requirements of a given machine-

learning algorithm or application in a systematic and well-documented manner. 

Building then on the foundation of this introduction, Chapters 6.C and 6.D de-
scribed two applications of a general-purpose MIR analysis and database frame-
work called MAK: the MAK kernel itself and its music database clustering driv-
ers, and the EMA expert-system-based intelligent post-production assistant tool. 
The fundamental categories of musical features—time-domain, frequency-
domain, beat-domain, chroma-domain, etc—have been studied in order to de-
velop and refine the reader’s insights and instincts with respect to the compli-
cated, drastically under-constrained, and generally poorly understood subject of 
feature vector design and the development of multi-stage multi-level multi-
algorithm feature extraction software for musical data types.

At the close of the discussion of the topics that arise in MIR applications, and 
especially our focus on feature vector design and feature extraction algorithms 
for the various domains of interest in musical audio, we must remember the di-
versity of data types and task families that are implied by the broadest interpre-
tation of the term “Music Information Retrieval.” While the initial introduction to 
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MIR in Chapter 6.A included both score data and MIDI performance data, and  
tried to bridge the gap in MIR between compositional applications (whose focus 
is on small amounts of data with large amounts of annotation and inter-linking 
structure), and song-sound-based systems (large amounts of simpler signal-like 
data), the MAK system (in its present incarnation) is aimed at the collection of  
large numbers of complex structured feature vectors derived from the analysis of 
signal-level audio data. 

The emphasis of the current work is on the development of analysis routines 
for ever-higher-level semantic features that relate to the high-level perceptual 
(and eventually emotional and associative) aspects of musical sound, and on 
mid-level tools such as segmenters, and post-processing tools such as clusterers 
and classifiers. Other post-processing tools such as content identification (finger-
printing) and content summarization (thumb-nailing) can be built on top of 
MAK and frameworks like it, but this is outside of the scope of this work. The 
requirements (especially on the feature vector) of the main families of MIR appli-
cations can now be roughly summarized as follows:

• content indexing and play-list generation—must support a perceptually 
relevant similarity measure, possibly incorporating segmentation and mid-
level, medium-term tempo and chroma features;

• general search engines—support flexible search on textual, play-list co-
occurrence, or other metadata in addition to audio-derived features;

• content summarization—support initial segmentation followed by 
segment-level statistics to choose the most “typical” segment;

• content identification—generate a unique identifier (audio hash) that cor-
responds to a musical piece (possibly remaining the same across different 
recordings or even covers of a song), requires chroma and possibly even 
melody-space features;

• genre classification—allow the discovery of clusters in an MIR database 
that correspond to musical genres, requires a mix of low-level and higher-
level features, signature instrument ID, and mid-level statistics;
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• content segmentation—locate regularly occurring transitions between the 
sections (e.g., verses) of a musical selection, can often be done with low-
level features and an adaptive heuristic segmenter; and

• cross-domain mapping—derive dynamic features for the purpose of trans-
lating them into some other domain such as post-production processing 
settings or graphical operations on an animation, requires that the feature 
vector be easily adaptable to changing application requirements, often as-
sumes high-level perceptual features.

It should now be clear to the reader that most of the literature of MIR is aimed 
at user bases other than music composers and performers, the stated target 
community of the work of this anthology. We must now address the question of 
what can be done to provide the features of databases in general, and MIR sys-
tems in particular, to the user of systems such as Siren and CSL. Remembering 
the considerations that fed into the design of Siren, we did indeed stress the need 
to support persistent score data storage, data sharing, and flexible query access to 
score data. In large part, this is already afforded by the Smalltalk programming 
environment’s support for Siren music objects. In Siren, all score data is persis-
tent by default, anything that is given a name can be found later under that 
name, and any collection of score data can be queried using Smalltalk’s collection 
methods. It is relatively straightforward to write Smalltalk query blocks that se-
lect items from a score based on complex combinations of criteria, much like us-
ing SQL select operations in a relational database.

Adding database-style facilities for persistent data and data query to a signal 
synthesis/processing framework poses much different challenges, however, and 
it is interesting to note (with some surprise) that there are no examples of this in 
the literature; none of the well-known DASP programming frameworks such as 
MusicN languages, Max/MSP, or SuperCollider incorporate any forms of signal 
analysis (beyond FFT for building vocoder-based effects), feature extraction, and 
audio data mining. Thus, it is important to reiterate here that the MAK frame-
work is itself written as a close sibling to the CSL framework; MAK analyzers are 
akin to CSL unit generators, and can (and do) use CSL DASP graphs for their 
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core operations. More interestingly (though as-yet little explored), CSL 
synthesis/processing graphs can incorporate MAK analysis graphs into their op-
eration. Examples of this could use the low-level feature extraction functionality 
of MAK (e.g., a synthesis routine that responds differently when playing at dif-
ferent tempi or dynamics), the middle-level signal statistics and perceptual map-
pings (such as a signal processing effect that automatically selects presets based 
on the instrument to which it is applied), or even the high-level machine-learning 
MAK operations such as segmentation, classification, or clustering. 

What is novel about MAK is the flexibility of the basic feature vector, the ability 
to perform the initial feature extraction, stage two post-processing, and database 
formatting in separate phases, the independence of the analysis and statistical 
components from the database I/O subsystem, and the support for a wide range 
of MIR applications. Appendix 2 is the user’s guide for FMAK version 3, and 
provides the interested reader with more implementation details and usage ex-
amples of this state-of-the-art MIR package.

The three core sections of this book were dedicated to studying the needs of 
composers, performers, and analysts of music, respectively. We presented the 20-
plus-year evolution of the software families we call Siren, CSL and MAK. The in-
tention was to examine each of these domains separately, and then, as a separate 
step, to apply the insights that come (a) from the knowledge of high-level meta-
models and domain-specific object-oriented design patterns, and (b) from the in-
depth consideration of the low-level data storage formats and interchange proto-
cols required to support music data processing, to the evolutionary design and 
implementation of Siren, CSL and MAK. What remains is to evaluate the quality 
of this effort, and to reiterate the design and implementation trade-offs inherent 
in these systems.
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Early Existence Proof

Siren-on-Squeak 3.1 (2000) system user interface showing a mix of inspectors, 
editors and browsers for all kinds of abstract structured score data, audio signal 
processing functions, and low-level output scripts
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7. Evaluation
The presentation in the preceding sections provided an in-depth discussion of 

many of the design aspects of computer software support for activities common to 

music-making. In the first two sections we laid out the domain of computer music 

hardware/software systems and data/object modeling and programming 

language/API design; in the three sections that form the core of the document we 

introduced the Siren, CSL and MAK software systems, respectively. 

This entire effort runs the risk of tending to get too theoretical and conceptually 
vague, or alternatively to become too low-level, concrete and software-
engineering-oriented. After a lengthy introduction, exhaustive surveys of the lit-
erature, and multi-part discussion of related work, the design criteria for each of 
our three domains of system application were carefully developed and evaluated 
separately. These deliberations then fed into the exposition of the three concrete 
model designs and object-oriented APIs that were built in this work. It is now the 
task to reiterate and evaluate the designs that stand before us as proposals for 
software support for composers, performers and musicologists.

Compositional Models and Languages

The desiderata given for the core design decisions in our models for composition 
(which correspond rather closely with Smoke’s and Siren’s concrete Smalltalk 
class frameworks) were first set out and then refined with input from several 
separate iterations of group discussion of language design for composers (see 
esp. Chapters 4.A and 4.B), and the development process used in Siren took into 
account the contributing technologies coming from research in musical knowl-
edge representation, data storage and interchange formats, and programming 
language design. The resulting system has great potential and broad applicability 
for a composers, and exhibits several sets of limitations that arose from conscious 
decisions made along the way. 

Compared to weaker though more general-purpose music description lan-
guages (ranging from MIDI to SMDL and MusicXML), the Smoke language and 
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Siren framework presented in this work support a relatively more narrow range 
of conceptual models of what music is, what the steps of composition are, and 
what kind of data a composer wants to store. That being said, Smoke/Siren sup-
port these chosen models and processes very well, and the system has proven its 
great ease of extensibility, as demonstrated in the example screen dumps that 
separate the sections of this document. Taking these pros and cons into account, 
the evaluation section of Chapter 4.G should be repeated here.

So, given this very compelling sales pitch, would we recommend that 
all of you use Siren? Yes and no.

On the “yes” side, Smalltalk adherents have long claimed that (1) it is 
the simplest imaginable programming language (all data is of the same 
type, and there is only one technique of method activation), (2) the class 
library is quite compact given its functionality, especially when com-
pared to the competition: the total lack of useful C++ class libraries, and 
the complementary flood of mutually inconsistent Java APIs, (3) the de-
velopment environment with code browsers, a rapid-turn-around com-
piler, an in-place debugger, and integrated code versioning and team 
programming tools allow for quite unequalled productivity, and (4) the 
language, libraries, and IDE have been mature and stable for a long time 
(you can still use the 20-year-old reference books for the core of today’s 
system). In our opinion, these last two issues outweigh the first two.

Nevertheless, Smalltalk currently falls in the category of “semi-
obscure” programming languages; it has consistently failed to gain 
market-share to match its mind-share.

The VisualWorks\Smalltalk implementation is a large, complicated, 
but also very sophisticated system. The base-line virtual image (akin to a 
Java .jar file) contains over 2000 classes; and Siren adds over 300 more. 
This is not a system that one learns over a weekend. The tools are also 
delivered in a cross-platform development environment, which is a 
valuable boon to the seasoned user, but increases the slope of the initial 
learning curve.
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Like Java, Smalltalk programs are generally compiled to a virtual ma-
chine (VM) language, which might then be interpreted, translated, or 
cross-compiled at run-time. This provides for cross-platform portability 
of object code, but costs some level of run-time performance. Modern 
Smalltalk virtual machines use similar optimization techniques (e.g., 
polymorphic in-line caching and cross-method optimization) to best-of-
breed Java VMs (and are actually much better than “average” Java VMs). 

Both Smalltalk and Java also assume automatic storage reclamation 
(garbage collection), which makes development easier, but adds (often 
unpredictable) run-time overhead.

Lastly, the Siren package itself is large, complex, and implements a set 
of very specific design approaches to music representation, performance, 
sound and signal processing, and user interfaces. Many of the standard 
features of computer music software (e.g., simple MIDI sequencing or 
common-practice music notation editors) are still not present in Siren, 
due to lack of interest on the part of the authors. We choose to do with 
Siren that which we cannot do with some combination of SuperCollider, 
Peak, Finale, and ProTools.

Recalling the summary given in Chapter 4.H of the implementation of Siren/
Smoke, the new or refined software design patterns that make their debut in 
these systems include:

• multi-aspect magnitudes—magnitude objects that encompass both repre-
sentand features (what is it?) and representational features (how is it 
stored?) in a multiple-inheritance scheme (used in MusicMagnitudes);

• typed-associations—a reference between objects that entails some added 
semantic interpretation or value mapping (used between EventLists);

• mapping containers—allow property objects to be grouped with assumed, 
but optional, semantics (used in Events);
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• terse/verbose factories—object creation using verbose class messages or 
simpler post-operators (unary messages sent to literal objects) (used in 
MusicMagnitudes);

• typed iterators—allow for selective, time-dependent or non-sequential it-
eration (used in Schedulers);

• “Navigator” MVC and reusable structure editors—factor view into struc-
ture accessor, layout manager, display list and display list view; factor con-
troller into event filters and access adaptors (used throughout the Siren 
GUI framework);

• structure accessor—combines an adaptor and a visitor to navigate and 
translate complex nested structures (used in “Navigator” MVC);

• layout manager—visitor that generates a display list using time-layout 
(and possibly pitch-layout) policies (used in “Navigator” MVC);

• display item generator—access adaptor that generates a display item using 
an object’s abstract magnitudes (used in “Navigator” MVC);

• subjects and drivers—provide events with abstract properties and have 
voices that are property to parameter mappers, more flexible and reusable 
than adaptor pattern (used in Voices);

• structure generators—family of parametric descriptions of structures that 
use procedural, stochastic, or heuristic processes to generate the structures 
lazily (used in EventGenerators); and

• structure modifiers—an aggressive visitor that can alter a structure’s com-
ponents or organization (used in EventModifiers).

For the author, the ultimate “proof of the pudding” is found both in his own 
musical compositions made with Siren in its various versions since 1984 (see his 
discography), and even more in the derivative works built in Smalltalk over the 
system’s 20-year history as an open-source project by collaborators and students 
such as Paul Alderman, Danny Oppenheim, Alberto DeCampo, Chandrasekhar 
Ramakrishnan, Brent Lehman, John Tangney, Craig Latta, James McCartney, Pi-
erre Roy, Carla Scaletti and Glen Diener.
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Mixed Signal and Symbol Processing

In Section 5, the central abstractions used in models and metamodels of digital 
audio signal processing were put forth, and the CSL system (third and fourth re-
writes) was proposed as a reasonable compromise between (a) a less flexible 
scripting-language-like MusicN-family system, (b) a simpler C++ API such as 
Cmix or CommonLispMusic, and (c) a custom computer music language such as 
SuperCollider. The work here incorporates considerations that come up in the 
study of languages for digital audio signal processing and the recent metamodels 
and design patterns that describe the semantics of data and behavior models in 
mixed symbol/signal handling systems.

In discussing the evolution of CSL’s design, we have cleanly delineated it from 
its siblings such as Max/MSP and Supercollider, and have consistently striven to 
document its expressive, dynamicity, and performance bounds. As in the case of 
Siren above, the final testimony to CSL’s “rightness” is the number of derivative 
systems that have arisen since it went open source, for example the thesis pro-
jects by over a dozen MAT graduate students since 1999. 

The overriding bias towards simplicity has has an undeniable significant im-
pact on CSL’s design and implementation through the years. The decision not to 
employ many C pre-processor macros (beyond a few simple constant defini-
tions), not to use C++ template classes (e.g., for the Buffer objects), not to over-
factor the UnitGenerator classes, and generally to err on the side of readability, 
simplicity, and ease-of-learning were motivated by our use of CSL as a teaching 
platform, but these same decisions have made it much easier to evolve CSL 
through many quite-different designs. The down-side is the increased complexity 
of some of the code, the necessary repetition of code in some cases, and the more 
difficult extension of some of CSL’s facilities. Both sides of this trade-off become 
clear when comparing CSL to more sophisticated (and complicated) DASP sys-
tems such as CLAM, SuperCollider, or Marsyas.

The GUI frameworks used with CSL employ UnitGenerator objects that im-
plement the observer design pattern to get signals out of a DSP graph, and use 
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the Instrument subclasses to manage patch libraries of CSL routines. The GUI 
platforms we use have evolved from Qt-based front-ends built with the Qt-
Designer GUI development environment (GUIDE), to our recent JUCE and 
OpenGL/GLV widgets that allow us to use the JUCER GUIDE for rapid proto-
typing of C++ interfaces to control and monitor CSL programs.

To reiterate from Chapter 5.D, what is novel about CSL (when compared to tra-
ditional MusicN languages or even to the more modern examples in the litera-
ture) can be summarized as follows:

• DASP graphs are described in a terse format that looks much like a 
MusicN-family scripting language, but is, in fact, standard C++;

• unit generators are reflective and have explicit I/O and control ports;

• unit generators also implement the observer pattern to allow non-
hierarchical signal flow of arbitrary out-of-order operations;

• unit generators can (but are not required to) cache their recent outputs and 
return them on demand;

• DASP sub-graphs running at different sample rates, numbers of channels, 
and sample formats can be combined;

• a DASP graph can be wrapped in an instrument object, which provides re-
flective accessors and automatic interfaces to OSC or MIDI; and

• a DASP graph can be distributed among several processes or even onto 
several host servers with real-time sample streaming between them.

Lastly, we should mention here the important fact that, since CSL DASP graphs 
are ultimately “just” C++ programs, the user has access to (i.e., is required to use) 
standard C++ development tools for CSL programming. This means both the 
user’s favorite of the many available C++ code editors, source code managers, 
and compiler suites, and, most importantly, the user’s platform-native C++ de-
bugger, something sorely missing from both MusicN-family languages and (lam-
entably) from SuperCollider.
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Persistent Music Data and its Integration into Applications

In the third core section, we took on the topic of the integration of ever-more-
powerful music information retrieval data models and multi-stage semantic 
analysis into music software of the first two meta-categories, addressing the sup-
port for persistent shared data for music composition and performance. The 
evaluation of our results are more difficult due to the diversity of MIR feature 
vectors and the wide variety of MIR application configurations.

The MAK infrastructure as presented here incorporates the loosely-coupled 
and highly reusable system sub-partitions of: 

• analysis and first-stage feature extraction;

• second-stage mid-level perceptual mapping and semantic feature deriva-
tion;

• song level statistics and/or segmentation;

• database formatting and I/O;

• machine-learning large-scale set clustering, labeling, classification; and 

• data-mining analysis. 

The strength and flexibility of the analyzer models and database mapping 
components is demonstrated by the successive extension of the feature vector 
over several generations of evolution an in the concrete customizations in the 
MAK and EMA applications of Chapters 6.C and 6.D. Indeed, entire new analysis 
domains such as linear prediction, MFCC features, and wavelet analysis could be 
added to MAK in the process, and integrated into the rest of the tool set with 
relatively little effort.

The desired high level of malleability in the mid-level feature processing has 
clearly been shown in the ability to refine the facilities for second-stage feature 
extraction, e.g., new peak pickers and peak trackers, and in the ability to add 
new later-stage analysis frame data post-processing objects such as the new seg-
menters and last-stage feature vector data statistics processing in MAK 4.

At this point, it feels like it hardly bears the repeated mention that the specific 
database engine used as the back-end of MAK-based MIR tools seem to change 
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with every significant refinement of the system and each new application. Our 
systems have evolved from 1990s Smalltalk-based object databases as used in Pa-
leo and CSP to today’s SQL-based relational database servers such as MySQL, 
PostgreSQL and Oracle. The object-based systems still provide richer and better-
structured data models, allowing the straightforward storage and retrieval of 
compositional data as used in Siren, but the higher performance and better scal-
ing of relational databases suggests their continued use for any fixed feature vec-
tor that fits at all well into the table/row relational data model. 

Topics not addressed

This work should close with a restatement of the list we’ve accumulated of topics 
declared beyond its scope; these include (but are certainly not limited to):

• object-oriented development methodologies and task/process models;

• streaming and interchange formats for scores and audio data (see my other 
publications on sound file formats);

• control streaming (MIDI, OSC, USB HID) and control data mapping (ges-
ture sensing and interpretation);

• object-relational data mapping for musical data and MusicXML for Siren;

• concrete sound synthesis/processing techniques ported to CSL (see the 
MAT 240D course materials, student projects, and spatial sound publica-
tions); and

• additional MIR machine-learning techniques such as clustering and data-
mining (coming in the next round of MAK).

Several of these topics are, of course, covered in parallel research streams pub-
lished elsewhere.
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8. Future Work
While I have striven (as was expected of me) to give the impression that this an-

thology is a comprehensive treatment of the field of music software, there are of 

course many side paths left unexplored, and many areas in which there are quite 

obvious holes in the current state of the art. Each of the three systems presented 

above are themselves rapidly moving targets, and the evaluation sections of each 

of the individual “exposition” chapters (4.D, 5.B and 6.C) include numerous 

pointers that signal the expected next revisions of the target systems.

The next step in Siren’s evolution will most certainly see even closer integration 
(via  a set of SWIG-generated APIs between Smalltalk and C++) with CSL-
derived class models of signal processing graphs, so that Siren event list schedul-
ers and multi-threaded composition routines can instantiate CSL objects, and 
configure and activate CSL DSP graphs directly, sort of a Smalltalk scripting lan-
guage for audio synthesis that maintains Siren’s comfortable development envi-
ronment, and also achieves the performance  of compiled and optimized C++ 
code (i.e., the CSL kernel) for the DSP “heavy lifting.”

In the CSL group, several students are investigating CSL-based scripting lan-
guages based on very terse C++ syntax, or on the use of the latest generation of 
interactive scripting languages (e.g., python and lua) coupled (again using a 
SWIG-generated CSL API) for DSP. We can expect and hope that CSL 4 will even-
tually be replaced by something “even better,” and that the trend toward better 
integration of the 4MS metamodel, and a tighter and faster CSL implementation 
will continue in CSL 4.X.

After the EMA project was completed, FMAK became MAK (i.e., the proprie-
tary commercial product became open-source), and we started refining the fea-
ture vector, adding new feature domains such as MFCC-based and chroma-based 
analysis features (and database columns), and using better (and more complex) 
machine-learning techniques for song segmentation. This can be hoped to lead to 
a much better music similarity measure in the near future.
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In terms of our desire for tighter integration between the tools that target the 
specific data sets and task structures of our diverse set of tasks in music composi-
tion, performance, and data-mining, the Siren, CSL, and MAK systems are al-
most guaranteed to allow us to build new systems that further blur the artificial 
distinction between music software development environments, application 
tools, and live performance instruments. As we extend the data models and class 
libraries, we will also work in parallel on GUI widgets and generic applications 
that we can deliver as object inspectors, editors, and browsers for state-of-the-art 
musical models.
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9. Conclusions
To reiterate from the introduction of this document, music-making consists of a 

variety of tasks, and each of these high-level tasks assumes quite different process 

models and musical data models. Given this unfortunate fact, the development of 

technology for flexible and advanced computer support for musical activity is a 

complex and quite drastically under-constrained process.

The body of this work considers the needs of composers, performers, and ana-
lysts of music, and proposes a suite of three different computer music models 
and implementation systems for music. The development and continuous re-
finement of the software families we call Siren, CSL and MAK is the material of 
the detailed hypothesis introduced in the course of this investigation, and these 
three systems were finally evaluated and then extrapolated from to project future 
developments in the theory, design, implementation, and application of com-
puter music programming languages.

The contribution of this work includes both the theoretical study of music 
software design given in these 300-plus dense pages, and the approximately 1 
million lines-of-code (1 MLoC) in Smalltalk, C, C++, SQL, OpenGL, SuperCol-
lider, and MATLAB, that constitute the open-source software described and 
evaluated in this book. As detailed above, this work contributes novel and im-
portant theoretical and practical advances to the state of the art in each of the 
three areas of focus: music software models and description languages for com-
posers, performers, and musicologists.

The design patterns in Siren/Smoke for abstract music representation consti-
tute a seminal contribution to the computer music literature, while the 4MS 
metamodel, as reified in the CSL software, extends the DASP design space sig-
nificantly. The musical semantics models, application architecture, and specific 
analysis framework of the MAK system pushes the state-of-the-art MIR literature 
to its next stage.

Given that this document is an anthology of disparate essays, R&D conference 
papers, journal articles, and extended book chapters, the task is to provide and 
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support the through-going narrative, which has been provided in the introduc-
tion and summary chapters of each section of the work above. The summary and 
evaluation sections drew together the threads of the discourse, and returned to 
the discussion of music-making as a set of coordinated activities.

Lastly, it remains to emphasize that each of the three software systems under 
discussion here—Siren, CSL, and MAK—are subjects of active on-going design, 
development, and application in the research groups at UCSB and elsewhere 
(each has its own mailing list and source server), and many enhancements (and a 
lot of bug fixes) can be expected in the near- and medium-term future.
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Recent Existence Proof

Siren 7.2 / VisualWorks (2005) screen showing a simple notation editor along with 

a Smalltalk code browser and a hyper-text document browser.
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Appendix I:  Siren 7.2 Workbook (CREATE Software 
Documentation, 2003)
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The Siren Workbook
Outline

Introduction to this Outline
Siren Overview
Getting Started using Siren
Siren Setup and Testing
Siren Design Overview
The Smoke Music Representation
Music Magnitudes and Models
Smoke Events and Properties
EventLists and Structure in Smoke
Functions and their Definition
EventGenerators for Middle-level Musical Structures
EventModifiers and Mapping Functions
Schedulers and IO for Siren
Voices and Property-to-Parameter Mapping
MIDI IO in Siren
OpenSoundControl (OSC) IO
Abstract and Sampled Sound Objects
Sound Files and Streaming Sound IO
The Siren Graphics Framework
Siren GUIs and Apps
Loading Siren Databases
The Siren Demo Script
Building Siren in VisualWorks
References and Acknowledgments
Release Notes and Version History
Related Software
Learning to Read Smalltalk
Known Bugs, ThingsToDo

Go to the Siren Home Page

Introduction to the Siren Workbook
What is this?

This document is the Siren Version 7.2 user's guide. This manual is available as a web site (http://create.ucsb.edu/Siren/Doc), a 
PDF file for printing (http://create.ucsb.edu/Siren/7.2.Workbook.pdf), or on-line in a workspace outline view within Smalltalk 
(the best way to read it).

Throughout this document, there are many executable Smalltalk expressions, generally enclosed in square brackets, as in
   [ some code]
If you are reading this text within a Smalltalk run-time system, you can select this text by double-clicking on either of the square 
brackets, and then using the pop-up contextual menu to evaluate the expression (see the menu items "do it," "print it," "inspect
it," or "debug it"). There is a more complete description of how to use these features in the section below on getting started. 

Who is this intended for?

Before we start, readers should be reminded that Siren is a Smalltalk-80-based programming framework for developing 
music/sound applications. Siren is not an application in itself. The ideal user will be literate in some object-oriented 
programming language, and posses at least a moderate understanding of musical terms.

For those unfamiliar with the syntax of Smalltalk, there is a section at the end of this outline that introduces the language.
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What is Siren?
The Siren system is a general-purpose software framework for music and sound composition, processing, performance, and 
analysis; it is a collection of about 250 Smalltalk classes for building musical applications. The current version of Siren (7.2) 
works on VisualWorks Smalltalk (available for free for non-commercial use, see http://www.cincom.com/smalltalk) and supports 
streaming I/O via OpenSoundControl (OSC), MIDI, and multi-channel audio ports. The Siren release is available via the web from 
the URL http://create.ucsb.edu/Siren.

Siren is a programming framework and tool kit; the intended audience is Smalltalk developers -- or users willing to learn 
Smalltalk in order to write their own applications. The built-in applications are meant as demonstrations of the use of the 
libraries, rather than as end-user applications. Siren is not a MIDI sequencer, nor a score notation editor, through both of these 
applications would be easy to implement with the Siren framework.

There are several elements to Siren:
   the Smoke music representation language
      (music magnitudes, events, event lists, generators, functions, and sounds);
   voices, schedulers and I/O drivers
      (real-time and file-based voices, sound, score, and MIDI I/O);
   user interface components for musical applications
      (UI framework, tools, and widgets); and
   several built-in applications 
      (editors and browsers for Smoke objects).

Each of these components is described below in its own section of this document.

If you can read a bit of Smalltalk and want a quick tour before proceeding, read the condensed "Standard Siren Demo" that's at the 
end of this outline.

Where's More Documentation?

Various versions and components of Siren''s predecessors (DoubleTalk, The HyperScore ToolKit, and the MODE) are documented 
in several places:
   -- "The Well-Tempered Object: Musical Applications of Object-Oriented Software 
      Technology" (S. T. Pope, ed. MIT Press, 1991);
   -- "The Interim DynaPiano" in "Computer Music Journal" 16:3, Fall, 1992 
      (also on the CMJ Web site);
   -- "Musical Signal Processing" (C. Roads, S. T. Pope, G. DePoli, and A. Piccialli, 
      eds. Swets & Zeitlinger, 1997);
   -- "Squeak: Open Personal Computing and Multimedia" (Mark Guzdial and Kim 
      Rose, eds, Prentice-Hall, 2002);
   -- Proceedings of the 1986, 1987, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1996, 1997, 2003 
      International Computer Music Conferences (ICMCs); and 
   -- in several documents accessible via the Web page http://create.ucsb.edu/~stp/publs.html.

There are more MODE- and Smoke-related documents (including several of the above references) in the directory 
ftp://ftp.create.ucsb.edu/pub/Smalltalk/Music/Doc.

The official Siren home page is http://create.ucsb.edu/Siren.

An email discussion list called Siren is available; see the web page http://www.create.ucsb.edu/mailman/listinfo/Siren to sign up 
or to read the archives.

H i s t o r y

Siren and its predecessors stem from music systems that I've developed in the process of composing and realizing my music. Of 
the early ancestors, the MShell (1980-83) was the score processing shell used for "4" (1980-82); ARA (1982-4) was an outgrowth 
of the Lisp system used for "Bat out of Hell" (1983); the DoubleTalk system (1984-7) was based on the Smalltalk-80-based Petri 
net editing system used for "Requiem Aeternam dona Eis" (1986); the HyperScore ToolKit's various versions (1986-90) were used 
(among others) for "Day" (1988), and the MODE (1990-96) was developed to realize "Kombination XI" (1990) and "Paragraph 
31: All Gates are Open" (1993).
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Siren-on-Squeak (1996-2002) was a simple re-implementation of the MODE in the Squeak version of Smalltalk; it added the 
representations and tools I needed for "Four Magic Sentences (1998-2000). The most recent advances incorporated in Siren 7.2 
stem from from the realizations of "Eternal Dream" (2002) and "Leur Songe de la Paix" (2003). In each of these cases, some 
amount of effort was spent--after the completion of the composition--to make the tools more general-purpose. 

A Note on Support

Siren is not supported, and most new features and extensions are to be found in the VisualWorks version of Siren.

Getting Started with Siren
Depending on what your background, you may take any one of several paths to get started with Siren. 

If you're impatient to see what Siren can do, jump ahead to the demo script near the end of this outline.

If you're an experienced Smalltalk developer, I encourage you to read through the rest of this document, and use the in-line code 
examples as starting points to explore the implementation classes. Use the pop-up menu item "debug it" to get right into the 
code.

If you're a literate programmer, but unfamiliar with the Smalltalk language or environment, skip ahead to the short introduction 
to reading the Smalltalk language at the end of this document.

Executing code: do-it and print-it

As a very simple introduction, look at the following line of code
   3 + 4
this is a perfectly well-formed Smalltalk program. To execute it, you simply have to select toe text, and then use the pop-up 
contextual menu to compile and run it; we call this "do-it" in the menu. Try selecting the above line and selecting the menu item 
"do-it."

You might notice that nothing visible happened. The system compiled and executed the program, but the threw away the result. 
To print the result object from an expression, use the menu item "print-it." Try this again with the above example code. this 
should now have printed the string "7" at the end of the text you selected.

To make text selection easier in this outline, I generally enclose text that's intended as a code example in square brackets (to make 
selecting the code easier -- you simply need to click on the opening or closing brackets). In many cases, I also place a "d,", "p," 
"i," or "db" after the text to give you a hint as to whether to do-it, print-it, inspect-it, or debug-it. Try this on the examples 
below.

   [ 3 + 4 ] d
   [ 3 + 4 ] p

   [ 100 factorial ] p
   [ 100 factorial ] db

Setting up Siren
To test the Siren set-up and I/O, open the basic configuration/test panel,

   [SirenUtility open]

You can see the system configuration and test the MIDI, sound file, and sound IO here.

The SirenUtility and the Workbook are available as menu items in the Launcher's Tools menu.

Setting up the external interfaces

Siren uses several external interfaces (based on the DLLCC framework) for access to external data and I/O. The Smalltalk code for 
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these interfaces is in the category Music-External.

   Sound file read/write -- libSndFile -- see http://www.zip.com.au/~erikd/libsndfile
   Streaming sound I/O -- PortAudio -- see http://www.portaudio.com
   Streaming MIDI I/O -- PortMidi -- see http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~music/portmusic

You need to have these libraries installed, and compile and link the DLLCC interface libraries in the subdirectory DLLCC for 
sound or MIDI I/O to work with Siren. All of this has been tested on Mac OSX only. There are pre-compiled versions of the 
required libraries on the CSL web site at CREATE; look at http://create.ucsb.edu/CSL.

Testing sound file I/O
   This will print diagnostics and a few rows of sample values to the Transcript.
   (Edit the file name to point to a valid sound file.)
   [LibSndFileInterface example1: 'Data/a.snd']

Testing streaming sound I/O (this will report to the Transcript)
   [PortAudioInterface example1]

Testing MIDI I/O
   This will open the MIDI driver and play a note; printing messages to the Transcript.
   [PortMidiInterface testMIDI]

MIDI/Sound Configuration

Siren''s MIDI support depends on a platform-independent interface class that talks to VM-side primitives that talk to OS-level 
device drivers. The basic Squeak built-in MIDI can be used, but is limited to toy examples. There are special virtual machine 
extensions and drivers for the Macintosh and MS-Windows platforms.

Smalltalk Options

There are several configurable parts to Siren.

Class Siren is the general place to find utility messages related to Siren set-up and global variables. Look at its class variables 
and initialization method.

Several of the voice classes have "default" methods that return a default instance. Look at MIDIVoice default, and Voice default.

Siren looks in default directory for scores and sound files. By default this is called "TestData" and is a sub-folder of the folder 
where the virtual image is executing. There are methods in class Siren to change this. 

Siren House-keeping

To clear out temp. event lists, use,
   [SirenUtility flushTempEventLists]
or to flush all,
   [SirenUtility flushAllEventLists]

To flush and close down the scheduler,
   [Schedule interrupt; flush; release]

To send MIDI all notes off, flush ports, throw away open ports, clear out temp event lists, etc.
   [MIDIPort cleanUp]

Check here to see if there's any cruft,
   [DependentsFields inspect]

Siren Design Notes
There are several elements to Siren:
the Smoke music representation language
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(music magnitudes, events, event lists, generators, functions, and sounds);
voices, schedulers and I/O drivers
(real-time and file-based voices, sound and MIDI I/O);
user interface components for musical applications
(extended graphics framework, layout managers, UI tools and widgets); and
several built-in applications
(editors and browsers for Siren objects).

These subsystems use a number of design patterns, implementing visitors, adaptors, double-dispatching, MVC, and others.

The Siren Class Categories

Music-Models-Representation -- basic MM models
Music-Models-Implementation -- MM implementation classes
Music-Events -- Events, EventLists
Music-EventGenerators -- EGs
Music-EventModifiers -- EMs
Music-Functions -- functions
Music-Sound -- Sound classes
Music-Support -- Scheduler, Utility

MusicIO-External -- External interfaces to PortAudio, PortMIDI, etc.
MusicIO-MIDI -- MIDI voices and devices
MusicIO-OSC -- OSC streams
MusicIO-Sound -- Sound ports
MusicIO-Voices -- Voice hierarchy

MusicUI-DisplayLists -- Core display items and list
MusicUI-DisplayListViews -- Basic DL views
MusicUI-Editors -- Music editors and support
MusicUI-Functions -- Function editor
MusicUI-Layout -- Layout managers
MusicUI-Sound -- Sound view

The primary class hierarchies of Siren are given below grouped into categories. The text indentation signifies sub/super-class 
relationships, and instances variable names are shown.

Music Magnitude Models

   Magnitude
      MusicMagnitude -- value
         MusicModel
            Chroma
               ModeMember
               Pitch
            Chronos
               Duration
               Meter
            Ergon
               Amplitude
            Positus
               Directionality
               Position
               Spatialization

Music Magnitude Implementations

   Magnitude
      MusicMagnitude -- value
         ConditionalDuration
         NominalMagnitude
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            SymbolicLoudness
            SymbolicPitch
         NumericalMagnitude
            HertzPitch
            IntervalMagnitude
               MIDIPitch
               MIDIVelocity
            MSecondDuration
               SecondDuration
            RatioMagnitude -- relative
               RatioDuration
               RatioLoudness
                  DBLoudness
               RatioPitch
         OrdinalMagnitude -- table
            Length
            Sharpness
         PField -- name field

E v e n t s

   AbstractEvent -- properties
      DurationEvent -- duration
         ActionEvent -- action
         MusicEvent -- pitch loudness voice
            EventList -- events index startedAt
            MixElement

EventLi s t s

   AbstractEvent -- properties
      DurationEvent -- duration
         MusicEvent -- pitch loudness voice
            EventList -- events index startedAt
               EventGenerator
                  Cloud -- density
                     DynamicCloud
                     SelectionCloud
                        DynamicSelectionCloud
                  Cluster
                     Chord -- root inversion
                        Arpeggio -- delay
                     Roll -- number delta noteDuration
                        Trill
                  Ostinato -- list playing process
                     MIDIEcho
               Mix -- output clipped rate channels

Funct ions

   AbstractEvent -- properties
      DurationEvent -- duration
         Function -- data range domain
            FourierSummation -- myForm myArray
            LinearFunction
               ExponentialFunction
               SplineFunction -- linSeg
            Sound
               GranularSound -- grains
               StoredSound -- samplesInMemory firstIndex changed
                  FloatSound
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                  Mu8Sound
                  VirtualSound -- source
                     CompositeSound -- components
                     GapSound -- cutList
                  WordSound

V o i c e s
   Model -- dependents
      Voice -- name instrument stream
         MIDIFileVoice -- fileType tracks ppq tempo
         MIDIVoice -- currentTime
         NotelistVoice -- parameterMap
            CmixVoice
            CmusicVoice
            CsoundVoice
         SoundVoice

The Smoke Music Representation
The "kernel" of Siren is in the classes related to representing the basic musical magnitudes (pitch, loudness, duration, etc.), and 
for creating and manipulating event and event list objects. This package is known as the Smallmusic Object Kernel 
(Smoke--name suggested by Danny Oppenheim).

Smoke is an implementation-language-independent music representation, description language, and interchange format that was 
developed by a group of researchers at CCRMA/Stanford and CNMAT/Berkeley during 1990/91. 

The basic design requirements are that the representation support the following:
   --abstract models of the basic musical quantities (scalar magnitudes such as pitch, loudness, and duration); 
   --flexible grain-size of "events" in terms of "notes," "grains," "elements," or "textures";
   --event, control, and sampled sound processing description levels;

   --nested/hierarchical event-tree structures for flexible description of "parts," "tracks," or other parallel or sequential
organizations;
   --annotation and marking of event tree structures supporting the creation of heterarchies (lattices) and hypermedia networks;
   --annotation including common-practise notation possible;

   --instrument/note (voice/event, performer/music) abstractions;
   --separation of "data" from "interpretation" ("what" vs. "how" in terms of providing for interpretation objects--voices);

   --abstractions for the description of "middle-level" musical structures (e.g., chords, clusters, or trills);
   --sound functions, granular description, or other (non-note-oriented) description abstractions;
   --description of sampled sound synthesis and processing models such as sound file mixing or DSP;

   --possibility of building convertors for many common formats, such as MIDI data, Adagio, note lists, DSP code, instrument
definitions, or mixing scripts; and
   --possibility of parsing live performance into some rendition in the representation, and of interpreting it (in some rendition) in
real-time.

The "executive summary" of Smoke from (from the 1992 ICMC paper) is as follows. Music (i.e., a musical surface or structure), 
can be represented as a series of "events" (which generally last from tens of msec to tens of sec). Events are simply property lists 
or dictionaries that are defined for some duration; they can have named properties whose values are arbitrary. These properties 
may be music-specific objects (such as pitches or spatial positions), and models of many common musical magnitudes are 
provided. 

Events are grouped into "event lists" (AKA composite events or event collections) by their relative start times. Event lists are 
events themselves and can therefore be nested into trees (i.e., an event list can have another event list as one of its events); they 
can also map their properties onto their component events. This means that an event can be "shared" by being in more than one 
event list at different relative start times and with different properties mapped onto it.
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Events and event lists are "performed" by the action of a scheduler passing them to an interpretation object or voice. Voice 
objects and applications determine the interpretation of events' properties, and may assume the existence of "standard" property 
names such as pitch, loudness, voice, duration, or position. Voices map application-independent event properties onto the 
specific parameters of I/O devices or formatted files. A scheduler expands and/or maps event lists and sends their events to their 
voices in real time.

Sampled sounds can also be described as objects, by means of synthesis "patches," or signal processing scripts involving a 
vocabulary of sound manipulation messages.

Examples

Move to the following sections for extensive examples of Smoke object creation and manipulation.

Smoke Music Magnitude Models
Smoke uses objects called music magnitudes to represent the basic "units of measure" of musical sound: duration, pitch, 
amplitude, etc. MusicMagnitude objects are characterized by their identity, class, species, and value (e.g., the pitch object that 
represents 'c3' has its object identity, the class SymbolicPitch, the species Pitch, and the value 'c3' [a string]). MusicMagnitude 
behaviors distinguish between class membership and species in a multiple-inheritance-like scheme that allows the object 
representing "440.0 Hz" to have pitch-like and limited-precision-real-number-like behaviors. This means that its behavior can 
depend on what it represents (a pitch), or how its value is stored (a floating-point number). 

The mixed-mode music magnitude arithmetic is defined using the technique of species-based coercion, i.e., class Pitch knows 
whether a note name or Hertz value is more general. This provides capabilities similar to those of systems that use the techniques 
of multiple inheritance and multiple polymorphism (such as C++ and the Common Lisp Object System), but in a much simpler 
and scalable manner. All meaningful coercion messages (e.g., (440.0 Hz) asMIDIKeyNumber)), and mixed-mode operations (e.g., 
(1/4 beat + 80 msec)) are defined.

The basic model classes include Pitch, Loudness, and Duration; exemplary extensions include Length, Sharpness, Weight, and 
Breath for composition- or notation-specific magnitudes. The handling of time as a parameter is finessed via the abstraction of 
duration. All times are durations of events or delays, so that no "real" or "absolute" time object is needed. Duration objects can 
have simple numerical or symbolic values, or they can be conditions (e.g., the duration until some event X occurs), Boolean 
expressions of other durations, or arbitrary blocks of Smalltalk-80 code. 

Functions of one or more variables are yet another type of signal-like music magnitude. The MODE Function class hierarchy 
includes line segment, exponential segment, spline segment and Fourier summation functions. 

In the verbose SmOKe format music magnitudes, events and event lists are created by instance creation messages sent to the 
appropriate classes. The first three expressions in the examples below create various music magnitudes and coerce them into 
other representations. 

The terse form for music magnitude creation uses post-operators (unary messages) such as 440 hz or 250 msec, as shown in the 
examples below.

Users can extend the music magnitude framework with their own classes that refine the existing models of define totally new 
kinds of musical metrics.

Basic MusicMagnitude Models

Pitches
   HertzPitch -- 440.0 hz
   MIDIPitch -- 60 pitch -- can be non-integer for microtonal tunings (use #asFracMIDI)
   SymbolicPitch -- 'c#3' pitch -- can have a remainder for microtonal tunings
   RatioPitch -- 11/9 of: anotherPitch -- used for fraction-oriented tunings
   
Durations
   SecondDuration -- 1 sec
   MSecondDuration -- 100 msec
   RatioDuration -- 1/4 beat
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   ConditionalDuration -- until: [ :t | block]

Amplitude/Loudness Objects
   DBLoudness -- -3 dB -- can be relative to 0 dB or positive-valued
   RatioLoudness -- 0.7071 ampl
   SymbolicLoudness -- 'fff' ampl
   MIDIVelocity -- 96 vel

Other Music Magnitudes
   OrdinalMagnitudes -- have order but no explicit value
   PField -- name/slot/value -- used for note lists

MusicMagnitude Examples

Verbose MusicMagnitude Creation and Coercion Messages

   (Duration value: 1/16) asMsec         "Answers Duration 62 msec." 
   (Pitch value: 60) asHertz             "Answers Pitch 261.623 Hz." 
   (Amplitude value: 'ff') asMIDI         "Answers MIDI key velocity 100."

Terse MusicMagnitude Creation using post-operators

   440 Hz               "a HertzPitch"
   'c#3' pitch            "a SymbolicPitch"
   60 pitch               "a MIDIPtch"
   250 msec            "a MSecondDuration"
   1/4 beat               "a RatioDuration"

MusicMagnitude Coercion Examples

   440 Hz asSymbol      "--> 'a3' pitch"
   (1/4 beat) asMsec      "--> 250 msec"
   #mf ampl asMIDI         "--> 70 vel"

Duration Coercion Example--create a 1/8 beat duration and coerce it into msec, printing the result to the Smalltalk transcript. (To 
execute this, double-click just inside the open-bracket to select the entire expression and use the pop-up menu of command key to 
"do it.")

   [ | me |
   me := Duration value: 1/8.
   Transcript cr; show: me printString, ' = ',
      me asSec printString; cr] d

Pitch Coercion Example--create a named pitch (middle C) and print it to the transcript as Hz and as a MIDI key number.

   [ | me |
   me := Pitch value: 'c3'.
   Transcript show: me printString, ' = ',
      me asHertz printString, ' = ',
      me asMIDI printString; cr.
   "me inspect"] d

Amplitude Coercion Example--create a named dynamic value and print it as an amplitude ratio and a MIDI velocity.

   [ | me |
   me := Amplitude value: #mf.
   Transcript show: me printString, ' = ',
      me asRatio printString, ' = ',
      me asMIDI printString; cr.
   "me inspect"] d

Mixed-mode Arithmetic--demonstrate adding beats and msec, or note names and Hertz values. Select and print these.
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   [(1/2 beat) + 100 msec]         " (0.6 beat")
   ['a4' pitch + 25 Hz]            " (465.0 Hz)"
   [('a4' pitch + 100 Hz) asMIDI]      " (73 key)"
   [('a4' pitch + 100 Hz) asFracMIDI]   " (72.5455 key)"
   ['mp' ampl + 3 dB]               " (-4.6 dB)"

Alberto de Campo's microtonal extensions allow MIDI pitches to be floating-point numbers (e.g., MIDI key 60.25) and named 
pitches to have "remainder" values (e.g., c3 + 25 cents) as in the following examples.

   [438 Hz asSymbol]        "rounds to nearest chromatic note, a3."
   [443.5 Hz asMIDI]      "ditto."
   [265 Hz asFracMIDI]      "converts to float chromatics; can be rounded, used
                     for MIDI pitch bend or for precise synthesis in Hz."
   [61.26 key asHertz]      "float chromatics can also be used directly; for
                     microtonal scales this is clearer than Hz (to me at least)."
   [260.0 Hz asFracSymbol]    "is rounded, but keeps track of offsets in
                     an inst var (fracPitch); survives conversions etc."

Note that asMIDI and asSymbol can now be used to round pitches to chromatics, while the messages asFracMIDI and 
asFracSymbol keep the full microtonal precision.

Smoke Events
All musical structures in Smoke--from micro-sound components of a note, to entire cmopositions--are represented via event 
objects. Events are very simple objects that have lists of properties, and get/set methods for managing these properties. The 
Event object in Smoke is modeled as a property-list dictionary with a duration. Events have no notion of external time until their 
durations become active. Event behaviors include duration and property accessing, and "performance," where the semantics of the 
operation depends on another object--a voice or driver as described below. 

The event classes are quite simple; events have little interesting behavior (most of that being taken over by event lists and 
voices), and there is not a rich hierarchy of kinds of events.

The primary messages that events understand are property get/set methods: (anEvent duration: someDurationObject)--to set the 
duration time of the event to some Duration-type music magnitude--and property accessing messages such as (anEvent color: 
#blue)--to set the "color" (an arbitrary property) to an arbitrary value (the symbol #blue). 

The meaning of an event's properties is interpreted by voices and user interface objects; it is obvious that (e.g.,) a pitch could be 
mapped differently by a MIDI output voice and a graphical notation editor. It is common to have events with complex objects as 
properties (e.g., envelope functions, real-time controller maps, DSP scripts, structural annotation, version history, or 
compositional algorithms), or with more than one copy of some properties (e.g., one event with enharmonic pitch name, key 
number, and frequency, each of which may be interpreted differently by various voices or structure accessors). 

That there is no prescribed "level" or "grain size" for events in Smoke. There may be a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship 
between events and "notes," or single event objects may be used to represent long complex textures or surfaces.

Note the way that Smoke uses the Smalltalk concatenation message "," (comma) to denote the construction of events and event 
lists; (magnitude, magnitude) means to build an event with the two magnitudes as properties, and (event, event) or ((duration -> 
event) , (duration -> event)) means to build an event list with the given events as components.

There are classes for events are as follows.
   AbstractEvent -- just a property list
   DurationEvent -- adds duration
   MusicEvent -- adds pitch and voice
   ActionEvent -- has a block that it evaluates when scheduled

It is seldom necessary to extend the hierarchy of events.

Event Creation Examples

Verbose Event Creation Messages -- Class messages
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"Create a `generic' event."
   MusicEvent duration: 1/4 pitch: 'c3' ampl: 'mf'

"Create one with added properties."
   (MusicEvent dur: 1/4 pitch: 'c3') color: #green; accent: #sfz

Terse Event Creation using concatenation of music magnitudes--inspect these.

   [440 Hz, (1/4 beat), 44 dB]

   [490 Hz, (1/7 beat), 56 dB, (#voice -> #flute), (#embrochure -> #tight)]

   [(#c4 pitch, 0.21 sec, 64 velocity) voice: MIDIVoice default]

Smoke Event Lists
EventList objects hold onto collections of events that are tagged and sorted by their start times (represented as the duration 
between the start time of the container event list and that of the constituent event). The event list classes are subclasses of Event 
themselves. This means that event lists can behave like events and can therefore be arbitrarily deeply nested, i.e., one event list 
can contain another as one of its events. 

The primary messages to which event lists respond (in addition to the behavior they inherit by being events), are (anEventList 
add: anEvent at: aDuration)--to add an event to the list--(anEventList play)--to play the event list on its voice (or a default 
one)--(anEventList edit)--to open a graphical editor in the event list--and Smalltalk-80 collection iteration and enumeration 
messages such as (anEventList select: [someBlock])--to select the events that satisfy the given (Boolean) function block. 

Event lists can map their own properties onto their events in several ways. Properties can be defined as lazy or eager, to signify 
whether they map themselves when created (eagerly) or when the event list is performed (lazily). This makes it easy to create 
several event lists that have copies of the same events and map their own properties onto the events at performance time under 
interactive control. Voices handle mapping of event list properties via event modifiers, as described below.

In a typical hierarchical Smoke score, data structure composition is used to manage the large number of events, event generators 
and event modifiers necessary to describe a full performance. The score is a tree--possibly a forest (i.e., with multiple roots) or a 
lattice (i.e., with cross-branch links between the inner nodes)--of hierarchical event lists representing sections, parts, tracks, 
phrases, chords, or whatever abstractions the user desires to define. Smoke does not define any fixed event list subclasses for 
these types; they are all various compositions of parallel or sequential event lists.

Note that events do not know their start times; this is always relative to some outer scope. This means that events can be shared 
among many event lists, the extreme case being an entire composition where one event is shared and mapped by many different 
event lists (as described in [Scaletti 1989]). The fact that the Smoke text-based event and event list description format consists of 
executable Smalltalk-80 message expressions (see examples below), means that it can be seen as either a declarative or a 
procedural description language. The goal is to provide "something of a cross between a music notation and a programming 
language" (Dannenberg 1989). 

Event List Examples

The verbose way of creating an event list is to create a named instance and add events explicitly as shown in the first example 
below, which creates a D-major chord.

   [(EventList newNamed: #Chord1)
      add: (1/2 beat, 'd3' pitch, 'mf' ampl) at: 0;
      add: (1/2 beat, 'fs3' pitch, 'mf' ampl) at: 0;
      add: (1/2 beat, 'a4' pitch, 'mf' ampl) at: 0]

This same chord could be defined more tersely as a dictionary of (duration => event) pairs,

   [(0 => (1/2 beat, 'd3' pitch, 'mf' ampl)), 
    (0 => (1/2 beat, 'fs3' pitch, 'mf' ampl)), 
    (0 => (1/2 beat, 'a4' pitch, 'mf' ampl))]
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Note the use of the "=>" message, which works just like Smalltalk's "->'" in that it creates an association between the key on the 
left and the value on the right; the difference is that it creates a special kind of association called an event association.

This could be done even more compactly using a Chord object (see the discussion of event generators below) as,

   [(Chord majorTriadOn: 'd3' inversion: 0) eventList]

Terse EventList creation using concatenation of events or (duration, event) asociations looks like,

   [(440 Hz, (1/2 beat), 44.7 dB),      "note the comma between events"
    (1 => ((1.396 sec, 0.714 ampl) phoneme: #xu))]   "2nd event starts at 1 second"

Bach Example--First measure of Fugue 2 from the Well-Tempered Klavier (ignoring the initial rest).

   [ (   ((0 beat) => (1/16 beat, 'c3' pitch)),
      ((1/16 beat) => (1/16 beat, 'b2' pitch)),
      ((1/8 beat) => (1/8 beat, 'c3' pitch)),
      ((1/4 beat) => (1/8 beat, 'g2' pitch)),
      ((3/8 beat) => (1/8 beat, 'a-flat2' pitch)),
      ((1/2 beat) => (1/16 beat, 'c3' pitch)),
      ((1/16 beat) => (1/16 beat, 'b2' pitch)),
      ((1/8 beat) => (1/8 beat, 'c3' pitch)),
      ((3/4 beat) => (1/8 beat, 'd3' pitch)),
      ((7/8 beat) => (1/8 beat, 'g2' pitch))    ) ]

There are more comfortable event list creation methods, such as the following examples.

Play a chromatic scale giving the initial and final pitches (as MIDI key numbers) and total duration (in msec)

   [(EventList scaleExampleFrom: 48 to: 60 in: 1500) play]

Create 64 random events with parameters in the given ranges and play them over the default output voice.

   [(EventList randomExample: 32 
      from: ((#duration: -> (50 to: 200)),      "durations in msec"
            (#pitch: -> (36 to: 60)),         "pitchs as MIDI key numbers"
            (#ampl: -> (48 to: 120)),      "amplitudes as MIDI key velocities"
            (#voice: -> (1 to: 1)))) play]      "voices as numbers"

Note that the argument for the keyword "from:" is a dictionary in the form (property-name -> value-interval).

Same with named instruments = play using named instruments

   [(EventList randomExample: 64 
      from: ((#duration: -> (150 to: 400)),
            (#pitch: -> (36 to: 60)),
            (#ampl: -> (48 to: 120)),
            (#voice: -> #(organ1 flute2 clarinet bassoon1 marimba bass1))))]

Event lists don't have to have pitches at all, as in the word,

   [EventList named: 'phrase1' 
      fromSelectors: #(duration: loudness: phoneme:)         "3 parameters"
      values: (Array with: #(595 545 545 540 570 800 540)    "3 value arrays"
               with: #(0.8 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.1) 
               with: #(#dun #kel #kam #mer #ge #sprae #che)).
   (EventList named: 'phrase1') inspect]

Note the format of the arguments to the message "fromSelectors: values:" used above, the first is an array of property selector 
symbols, and the second is an array of arrays for the property data

This example creates a scale where the event property types (duration, pitch, amplitude) are mixed.
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   [EventList scaleExample2 inspect]

Here's another example of creating a simple melody

   [(EventList named: 'melody' 
      fromSelectors: #(pitch: duration:)
      values: (Array with: #(c d e f g) 
               with: #(4 8 8 4 4) reciprocal)) play]

You can also create event lists with snippets of code such as the following whole-tone scale.

   [ | elist |
   elist := EventList newAnonymous.
   1 to: 12 do:
      [ :index |
      elist add: (1/4 beat, (index * 2 + 36) key, 'mf' ampl)].
   elist play ]

Event lists can also be nested into arbitrary structures, as in the following group of four sub-groups

   [ (EventList newNamed: 'Hierarchical/4Groups')
      add: (EventList randomExample: 8 
         from: ((#duration: -> (60 to: 120)), (#pitch: -> (36 to: 40)), (#ampl: -> #(110)))) at: 0;
      add: (EventList randomExample: 8 
         from: ((#duration: -> (60 to: 120)), (#pitch: -> (40 to: 44)), (#ampl: -> #(100)))) at: 1;
      add: (EventList randomExample: 8 
         from: ((#duration: -> (60 to: 120)), (#pitch: -> (44 to: 48)), (#ampl: -> #(80)))) at: 2;
      add: (EventList randomExample: 8
         from: ((#duration: -> (60 to: 120)), (#pitch: -> (48 to: 52)), (#ampl: -> #(70)))) at: 3;
      play ]

Smalltalk methods can also process event lists, as in this code to increase the durations of the last notes in each of the groups 
from the previous example.

   [ (EventList named: 'Hierarchical/4Groups') eventsDo: 
      [ :sublist | | evnt |         "Remember: this is hierarchical, to the events are the sub-groups"
      evnt := sublist events last event.      "get the first note of each group"
      evnt duration: evnt duration * 8].      "multiply the duration by 4"
   (EventList named: #groups) play ]

...or the following to take the scale and make it slow down

   [ | elist |
   elist := EventList scaleExampleFrom: 60 to: 36 in: 1500. 
   1 to: elist size do: 
      [ :index | | assoc |
      assoc := elist events at: index.
      assoc key: (assoc key * (1 + (index / elist events size)))].
   elist play ]

Storage and Utilities

Note the use of event list names in the above examples. All named event lists are stored in a hoerarchical dictionary named 
EventLists that's held in class SirenUtility. To look at all named event lists, execute the following

   [SirenUtility eventLists inspect]

If you create an event list with a name that contains the character '/', then it is assumed to be in a subdirectory of the top-level 
event list dictionary, as in the example abive that created an event list named 'Hierarchical/4Groups.' You can use this to manage 
your own sketches and pieces. If you create an event list named 'Opus1/Prelude/Exposition/Theme1' then the hierarchy of implicit 
in the name will be reflected by an automatically created hierarchical set of event list dictionaries.
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You can erase the temporary lists (those in the dictionary named #Temp) from the EventList dictionary with,

   [SirenUtility flushTempEventLists]

or to flush all,
   [SirenUtility flushAllEventLists]

Inspect a dictionary of all known event lists.
   [SirenUtility eventLists inspect]

To read in a stored file, simply,
   [(FileStream fileNamed: 'events.st') fileIn]

Load all event lists (.ev, .midi, and .gio files), from the given directory.
   [EventList loadDirectory: Siren scoreDir]

Siren Functions
There are several classes that support functions of 1 variable such as envelopes or waveforms. These objects can be created (e.g.,) 
using linear or exponential interpolation between break-points, Fourier sine summation, cubic splines, or as raw sampled data.

In addition to the instance-creation methods, Functions understand array-like accessing method atX: to get at their values.

Examples

Basic ramp up/down
   [(LinearFunction from: #((0 0) (0.5 1) (1 0))) atX: 0.25]
   [(ExponentialFunction from: #((0 0 5) (0.5 1 -5) (1 0))) atX: 0.25 ]

ADSR-line envelopes
   [(LinearFunction from: #((0 0) (0.1 1) (0.2 0.7) (0.9 0.5) (1 0))) edit]
   [(ExponentialFunction from: #((0 0 5) (0.1 1 -3) (0.8 0.5 -2) (1 0))) edit]
   [FunctionView multiFunctionExample]

Sine Summation
   [(FourierSummation from: #((1 1 0) (3 0.3 0) (5 0.2 0) (7 0.15 0) (9 0.11 0) (11 0.09 0))) edit]

Others

   [(Function randomOfSize: 128 from: 0.2 to: 0.9) edit]
   [FunctionView onFunction: 
      (Function from: #( 0 1 0 0.5 1.0 0.5 0 1 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0 1 0))]

Using Functions

Apply a function to a property of an event list--make a crescendo/decrescendo

   [ | list fcn |
   list := EventList newNamed: #test3.
   (0 to: 4000 by: 100) do:    "4 seconds, 10 notes per second"
         [ :index |         "add the same note"
         list add: (MusicEvent dur: 100 pitch: 36 ampl: 120) at: index].
   fcn := ExponentialFunction from: #((0 0 2) (0.5 1 -2) (1 0)).
   list applyFunction: fcn to: #loudness.
   list play ]

Spectra and Signal Analysis (Not yet ported)

Create a swept sine wave and take its fft.
   [Display restoreAfter: [Spectrum sweepExample]]
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Read a file ("unbelichtet," etc. in German) and show the spectrogram
   [Display restoreAfter: [Spectrum fileExample]]

Siren Event Generators
The EventGenerator and EventModifier packages provide for music description and performance using generic or 
composition-specific middle-level objects. Event generators are used to represent the common structures of the musical 
vocabulary such as chords, clusters, progressions, ostinati, or algorithms. Each event generator subclass knows how it is 
described--e.g., a chord with a root and an inversion, or an ostinato with an event list and repeat rate--and can perform itself once 
or repeatedly, acting like a Smalltalk-80 control structure. 

EventModifier objects generally hold onto a function and a property name; they can be told to apply their functions to the named 
property of an event list lazily or eagerly. Event generators and modifiers are described in more detail in the 1991 ICMC paper.

Examples

Clusters and Chords are simple one-dimensional event generators.

   [(Cluster dur: 2.0
      pitchSet: #(48 50 52 54 56)
      ampl: 100
      voice: 1) play]

   [((Chord majorTetradOn: 'f4' inversion: 0) duration: 1.0) edit]
   [((Chord majorTetradOn: 'f4' inversion: 1) duration: 1.0) play]

Rolls are also-1-D, but are rhythm-only.
Create and play a simple drum roll--another 1-D event generator.

   [((Roll length: 2000 rhythm: 50 note: 60) ampl: 80) edit]
   [((Roll length: 2000 rhythm: 50 note: 60) ampl: 80) play]

Clouds are stochastic descriptions of event lists whereby one can give the numerical range of each of several standard properties.
Create and edit a low 6 second stochastic cloud with 5 events per second.

   [ | c |
   c := (Cloud dur: 6         "lasts 6 sec."
      pitch: (48 to: 60)          "with pitches in this range"
      ampl: (80 to: 120)       "and amplitudes in this range"
      voice: (1 to: 1)         "select from these voices"
      density: 5) eventList.      "play 5 notes per sec. and get the event list"
   c play 
   "c edit"]

To create a dynamic cloud, one gives starting and ending ranges for the properties.
Play a 6-second cloud that goes from low to high and soft to loud.

   [(DynamicCloud dur: 6 
      pitch: #((30 to: 44) (60 to: 60))   "given starting and ending selection ranges"
      ampl: #((20 to: 40) (90 to: 120))
      voice: #((1) (1))
      density: 12) edit]

   [(DynamicCloud dur: 6 
      pitch: #((30 to: 44) (60 to: 60))   "given starting and ending selection ranges"
      ampl: #((20 to: 40) (90 to: 120))
      voice: #((1) (1))
      density: 6) play]

A selection cloud selects values from the data arrays that are given in the instance creation method.
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   [(SelectionCloud dur: 4 
      pitch: #(32 40 48 50 52 55 57 )
      ampl: #(80 40 120)
      voice: #(1)
      density: 8) play "edit"]

By obvious extension, andynamic selection cloud allows one to specify the start and finish selection sets.
Play a selection cloud that makes a transition from one triad to another.

   [(DynamicSelectionCloud dur: 6
      pitch: #( #(48 50 52) #(72 74 76) )   "starting and ending pitch sets"
      ampl: #(60 80 120)
      voice: #(1)
      density: 12) play]

   [(DynamicSelectionCloud dur: 6
      pitch: #( #(48 50 52) #(72 74 76) )   "starting and ending pitch sets"
      ampl: #(60 80 120)
      voice: #(1)
      density: 12) edit]

As an example of a more sopisticated event generator, Mark Lentczner's bell peals ring the changes.

   [(Peal upon: #(60 62 65)) play]

   [ | peal list |
   peal := Peal upon: #(60 62 65 67).
   list := EventList new.
   peal playOn: list durations: 240 meter: 100 at: 0.
   list voice: #marimba.
   list play]

Using EventModifiers
One can apply functions to the properties of event lists, as in the following example, which creates a drum roll and applies a 
crescendo modifier to it.

   [ | roll decresc |
   roll := ((Roll length: 3000 rhythm: 150 note: 60) ampl: 120) eventList.
   decresc := Swell new function: (ExponentialFunction from: #((0 1 4) (1 0))).
   decresc applyTo: roll.
   roll play]

Similarly, the following changes the tempo of the drum roll.

   [ | roll rub |
   roll := ((Roll length: 5000 rhythm: 150 note: 60) ampl: 80) eventList.
   rub := Rubato new function: (LinearFunction from: #((0 1) (1 0.5))).
   rub applyTo: roll.
   roll edit]

Schedulers and Real-time Performance
Event lists have events sorted by their relative start times. One "performs" event lists by placing them in a schedule for 
performance. A schedule can have one or more client objects (usually event lists) that are assumed to be able to do something in 
response to the (scheduleAt: aTime) message. The return value from this message is assumed to be the delay before calling the 
client again. Event lists typically perform the next event (by passing it to its voice) and answer the relative delta time to the next 
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event (which may be 0 for simultaneous events).

The global EventScheduler instance can be accessed by a class message (schedule) to class Siren; it can be used to sequence and 
synchronize event lists that may include a variety of events, event lists, and voices.

The Scheduler messages for adding a new "client" and running the schedule are as follow.

   [EventScheduler instance addClient: (EventList randomExample: 20) at: 500 msec.
    EventScheduler instance run]

   [EventScheduler instance addClient: ActionEvent listExample in: (1000 msec); run]

   [EventScheduler instance isRunning]
   [EventScheduler instance interrupt]
   [EventScheduler instance flush]

The standard voices for MIDI and OSC output use the built-in schedule for their timing.

Play 64 notes lasting 80 msec--a good test of real-time performance.
This is scheduled in the port, i.e., at the lowest-possible level.

   [MIDIPort testRandomPlay2: 64 dur: 80]

Test a roll--it's easier to hear scheduler jitter here. The first example uses the low-level port delays. (try it several times to hear the 
changes in the jitter.)

   [MIDIPort testRoll: 40 dur: 60]

This should sound about the same, but plays an event generator over the the high-level scheduler.

   [((Roll length: 2400 rhythm: 60 note: 60) ampl: 96) play]

This example uses the high-level EventScheduler to play a scale. (Jitter is harder to hear here.)

   [MIDIDevice scheduleExample]

Voices and Ports in Siren
The "performance" of events takes place via voice objects. Event properties are assumed to be independent of the parameters of 
any synthesis instrument or algorithm. A voice object is a "property-to-parameter mapper" that knows about one or more output 
or input formats for Smoke data. There are voice "device drivers" for common file storage formats--such as note lists file formats 
for various software sound synthesis packages or MIDI files--or for use with real-time schedulers connected to MIDI or OSC 
drivers. These classes can be refined to add new event and signal file formats or multilevel mapping (e.g., for MIDI system 
exclusive messages) in an abstract way. 

Voice objects can also read input streams (e.g., real-time controller data or output from a coprocess), and send messages to other 
voices, schedulers, event modifiers or event generators. This is how one uses the system for real-time control of complex 
structures.

The actual property-to-parameter mapping is often controlled by a dictionary that takes the properties of an event and creates a 
statement of command for some output format. this allows the user to customize the voices at run-time.

Voices and Schedulers

Some voices are "timeless" (e.g., MIDI file readers); they operate at full speed regardless of the relative time of the event list they 
read or write. Others assume that some scheduler hands events to their voices in real time during performance. The EventScheduler 
does just this; it can be used to sequence and synchronize event lists that may include a variety of voices.

Examples

Create a random event list and write it out to notelist files in any of several formats. Edit the file.
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   [CmixVoice randomExampleToFileAndEdit]
   [CmusicVoice randomExampleToFileAndEdit]
   [CsoundVoice randomExampleToFileAndEdit]
   [SuperColliderVoice randomExampleToFileAndEdit]

Create an event list of 20 notes with semi-random values and play it on a MIDI output voice.

   [(EventList randomExample: 20) playOn: MIDIVoice default]

Use the same random list creation method, but add three lists in parallel.

   [((EventList newNamed: #pRand)
         addAll: (EventList randomExample: 40);
         addAll: (EventList randomExample: 40);
         addAll: (EventList randomExample: 40))
      playOn: MIDIVoice default]

Read MIDI, turn it into a Siren event list, and play it. (BROKEN in 7.2)

   [((MIDIFileReader scoreFromFileNamed: 'BWV775.MID') asEventList) play]

Complex Multimedia Example: Generate and play a mixed-voice event list; a cloud plays alternating notes on MIDI and built-in 
synthesis, and a list of action events flashes screen rectangles in parallel.

   [ | el |
   el := (Cloud dur: 6         "Create a 6-second stochastic cloud"
      pitch: (48 to: 60)         "choose pitches in this range"
      ampl: (40 to: 70)          "choose amplitudes in this range"
                        "select from these 2 voices"
      voice: (Array with: (MIDIVoice default) with: (OSCVoice default))
      density: 5) eventList.      "play 5 notes per sec. and get the events"

                        "add some animation events"
   el addAll: ActionEvent listExample.
   el play]                  "and play the merged event list"

About Siren MIDI
Siren includes a portable MIDI I/O framework that consists of an abstract I/O port class (MIDIPort), a plug-in that uses the DLLCC 
interface, and a C-language interface module that talks to the host platform's native MIDI driver (in our case, the 
platform-independent portmidi library).

The higher-level model is that a MIDI voice object holds onto a MIDI device and a channel. The MIDI device object is connected 
to a MIDI port. For example, the verbose way to create the default MIDI voice would be to say
   MIDIVoice on: (MIDIDevice on: (MIDIPort default openOutput))

The voice object gives us the standard voice behavior (like event mapping and scheduling). The MIDI device allows us to model 
the device-specific messages supported by some devices. (I used to use micro-tonal extended messages on a few different hardware 
synths.) The MIDIPort is used for the interface betweeen Siren and external MIDI drivers and devices. It implements both 
note-oriented (e.g., play: pitch at: aDelay dur: aDur amp: anAmp voice: voice), and data-oriented (e.g., put: data at: delay length: 
size) behaviors for MIDI I/O.

There is typically only one instance of MIDIPort; the messages new, default, and instance all answer the sole instance. MIDIPorts 
use dependency to signal input data--objects wishing to receive input should register themselves as dependents of a port. In the 
default Siren implementation, the scheduler is all in Smalltalk, and only the simplest MIDI driver is assumed.

MIDI Implementation: The class PortMIDIPort implements the low-level MIDI I/O messages by talking to the PortMidiInterface 
external class, which is a front-end to C-language glue code that talks to the portmidi library.

MIDI Tests and Examples
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Basic Tests

"Try to open and close the MIDI port (report to transcript)."
   [MIDIPort testOpenClose]

"Open MIDI, play a 1-sec. note."
   [MIDIPort testANote]

"Open MIDI, play a fast scale."
   [MIDIPort testAScale]

"Open MIDI, play notes based on the mouse position (x --> voice; y --> pitch) until mouse down."
   [MIDIPort testMouseMIDI]

"Close down and clean up."
   [MIDIPort cleanUp]

General MIDI Maps and Program Changes

"Demonstrate program change by setting up an organ instrument to play on."
   [MIDIPort testProgramChange]

"Down-load a general MIDI patch for a 4-voice organ."
   [MIDIPort setupOrgan. Cluster example1]

"Down-load a general MIDI patch for a 16-voice percussion ensemble."
   [MIDIPort setupTunedPercussion. MIDIPort testAScale]

"Reset the GM map"
   [MIDIPort resetEnsemble]

MIDI Input

"Open MIDI, try to read something--dump it to the transcript."
   [MIDIPort testInput]

"Execute this to end the input test"
   [MIDIPort testInputStop]

"Get the port''s pending input."
   [MIDIPort default eventsAvailable]
   [MIDIPort default readAll]
   [MIDIPort default input]
   [MIDIPort default resetInput]

"Set up a MIDI dump object as a dependent of the input port. Dump for 30 seconds,
then turn off. The default update: method just dumps the MIDI packet into the transcript; 
customize this by writing your own update: method."
   [MIDIPort dumpExample]

"Set up uncached controller reading and dump input to the transcript."
   [MIDIPort testControllerInput]
   [MIDIPort testInputStop]

"Set up uncached controller reading--read controllers from lo to hi as an array and print it; 
stop on mouse press."
   [MIDIPort testControllerCachingFrom: 48 to: 52]

Real-time Performance Tests

"Play ''num'' random pitches spaced ''dur'' msec apart."
"This test creates the messages and does the scheduling right here."
   [MIDIPort testRandomPlayLowLevel: 64 dur: 80]
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"Play a roll of ''num'' notes spaced ''dur'' msec apart."
"This test creates the messages and does the scheduling right here."
   [ObjectMemory compactingGC.
      MIDIPort testRollLowLevel: 20 dur: 80]

   [ObjectMemory compactingGC.
      MIDIPort testRollLowLevel: 200 dur: 40]

Continuous Control Tests

"Demonstrate control commands by playing a note and making a crescendo with the volume pedal."
   [MIDIPort testControlContinuous]

"Demonstrate pitch-bend by playing two notes and bending them."
   [MIDIPort testBend]

U t i l i t i e s

"ANO"
   [MIDIPort allNotesOff]

"Close down and clean up."
   [MIDIPort cleanUp]

Siren and OpenSoundControl
Siren includes an output voice that generates the CNMAT OpenSoundControl 
(http://www.cnmat.berkeley.edu/OpenSoundControl) protocol, which is sent out over UDP network packets. We generally use 
SuperCollider of CSL to create OSC sound synthesis servers, and then control them with messages sent out form Siren. For simple 
debugging, Chandrasekhar Ramakrishnan wrote Occam (http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~c.ramakr/illposed/occam.html) a stand-alone 
OSC-to-MIDI convertor for Mac OS X.

The built-in examples demonstrate using OSC with the Occam convertor, to test OSC output using a MIDI synthesizer.

   [OSCVoice midiScaleExample]

Sound Objects
Siren includes objects that support sampled sound synthesis, recording, processing, and playback. In Siren, sound is a function, 
meaning that it has the semantics of a single-valued function of time.

There are many instance creation methods in the class SampledSound, including examples to create several kinds of waveforms, 
frequency sweeps, and impulse trains.

Examples

Create a 1-second sine wave sound at a sample rate of 44100 Hz, with 1 channel and the base frequency of 80 Hz.
   [(SampledSound sineDur: 5 rate: 44100 freq: 80 chans: 1) edit]

View a swept sine wave
   [(SampledSound sweepDur: 2.0 rate: 44100 from: 10 to: 100 chans: 1) edit]

View a pulse train
   [(SampledSound pulseTrainDur: 5.0 rate: 44100 freq: 20 width: 0.0005 chans: 1) edit]

View a sawtooth waveform
   [SoundView openOn: SampledSound sawtooth]
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Read in a sound from a file
   [(SampledSound fromFile: 'Data/unbelichtet.aiff') edit]

Sound File I/O
Siren sound objects can be read from and written to sound files using an external interface to Eric DeCastro's libSndFile library. 
This supports all popular (and many very obscure) sound file formats.

Store a swept sine to a file
   [(SampledSound sweepDur: 2.0 rate: 44100 from: 30 to: 300 chans: 1)
      storeOnFileNamed: 'sweep.aiff']

Look at the fuile using your favitors snd file editor.

Read various file formats
   [(SampledSound fromFile: 'Data/unbelichtet.aiff') edit]
   [(SampledSound fromFile: 'Data/kombination1a.snd') edit]

Streaming Sound Record/Playback

To support real-time streaming sound recording and playback, an external interface is provided to the cross-platform PortAudio 
library. An instance of SoundPort communicates with the external driver.

This example plays a 3-second sine wave sweep 
   [PortAudioPort test2]

   SampledSound sweepExample play

The Siren Graphics Framework
NB: The Siren graphics and display framework is for demo purposes only. Most of the views/editors are support output only (no 
complex editing), and may even have bugs.

The Siren graphical applications are based on the simple display list graphics framework in the categories MusicUI-DisplayLists 
and MusicUI-DisplayListViews. This package includes display items such as lines, polygons, curves, text items, and images, 
hierarchical display lists, and display list views, editors, and controllers. The display list view/controller/editor are MVC 
components for viewing and manipulating display lists. Simple examples of the display list framework are given below.

There are several layouts for the zoom/scroll bars; in the default layout, the bars are grouped on the left and bottom of the window. 
The zoom bars are gray sliders on the outside, and the scroll bars are the usual color and look, and are set inside of the zoom bars. 
Take a look at the following and use the zoom/scroll bars.
   [DisplayList rectangleExample]

Note that the small button labeled "z" in the upper-left of the window zooms back to 1@1 scale.

An alternative layout (which I prefer) places the zoom bars on the top and right. look at,
   [DisplayListView open4SquareOn: (DisplayList rectanglesX: 2000 byY: 2000)]

The pop-up menu has many functions that are not implemented in the top-level display list view.

Display random strings
   [DisplayList stringExample]

Display a hierarchical list
   [DisplayListView exampleHierarchical]

Display *lots* of random poly-lines in a very large space (zoom out to see it all).
   [DisplayList polylineExampleHuge]
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There are many more examples in the display item classes, and the display list view hierarchy.

Layout Managers and Navigator MVC

The Siren version of "Navigator MVC" framework is based on layout manager objects that can generate display lists from 
structured objects. This enables, for example, a variety of musical notations. 

LayoutManagers take data structures and generate display lists based on their layout policies. For example, to see a class 
inheritance hierarchy as an indented list, use an IndentedListLayoutManager as in,

    [DisplayListView colorClassListExample]

(Note that color denotes species in this example.)

To view the same structure as a tree-like layout, use an IndentedTreeLayoutManager, as in,

   [DisplayListView classTreeExample]

Graphical Forms

Siren includes a hierarchical dictionary of images for use in musical notations. Execute the following to display the various 
forms. The method below steps through the form dictionaries and displays them in a window.

   [DisplayVisual displayMusicConstants]

Siren GUI Applications
Based on the display list view framework and the Navigator layout managers, Siren implements a variety of musical notations.
Layout managers serve as the basis for Siren's music notation applications. The basic event-oriented layout manager uses the 
horizontal axis to denote time (flowing from left to right), as in the next example, which opens a time sequence view on a random 
event list.

   [TimeSequenceView randomExample]

In the time sequence view, the "note head" signifies the event's voice, not the duration. Try zooming this view.

A pitch/time view is an extension of this that uses the vertical dimension to display an event's pitch, as in piano-roll notation; 
for example, to display a pitch/time view on a 3-stream event list, try,

   [PitchTimeView randomExample]
   [PitchTimeView openOnEventList: (EventList scaleExampleFrom: 48 to: 84 in: 10000)]

In the above example, the note heads denote the events' voices, horizontal blue lines originating at the note heads show the 
events' lengths, and red vertical lines show the events' amplitudes. To see how this is done, look at class PitchTimeView's 
various implementation of the itemFor: method.

Open a pitch/time view on a *very long* 3-stream event list.

   [PitchTimeView randomExampleLong]

A more complete example is Hauer-Steffens notation, which has a clef and staff lines as in common-practise notation.

   [HauerSteffensView randomExample]
   [(EventList scaleExampleFrom: 36 to: 48 in: 3000) edit]

Test panning and zooming these examples.

Sound View

The sound view is a simple waveform display. One can scroll, zoom, and edit.
Use the pop-up menu to create sound objects based on a number of standard synthesis methods.
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   [SoundView openOn: SampledSound sawtooth]
   [(SampledSound sweepDur: 10.0 rate: 44100 from: 10 to: 400 chans: 1) edit]
   [SoundCanvas open]

Data Load/Store and the Paleo Database
Note: The paleo test data is not included with this release, and the examples below are believed not to work.

Load Event Lists from MIDI files

[   | num fn el |
   Cursor wait showWhile: 
      [1 to: 100 do: [ :ind |
         num := ind asZeroFilledString: 3.
         fn := SirenUtility scoreDir, 'Scarlatti/K', num, '.MID'.
         (FileDirectory root fileExists: fn)
            ifTrue: [el := (MIDIFileReader scoreFromFileNamed: fn) asEventList.
               el at: #name put: (''ScarlattiK'', num) asSymbol.
               el at: #composer put: ''Domenico Scarlatti''.
               el at: #instrumentation put: #harpsichord.
               el at: #style put: #Baroque.
               Siren eventLists at: (''ScarlattiK'', num) asSymbol put: el]]]]

Siren eventLists explore
EventList someInstance
EventList instanceCount
EventList allInstances

Loading Sound Files

[   | dir fn |
   dir := Siren soundDir, ''SimpleT/justin_b/''.
   Transcript cr.
   10 to: 14 do: [ :ind |
      fn := (FileDirectory on: dir) fileNamesMatching: (ind printString, ''*'').
      fn isEmpty
         ifFalse: [fn := fn first.
            Transcript show: ''Reading sound from: '', dir, fn; cr.
            StoredSound fromFile: dir, fn]]]

Siren sounds inspect
Siren initializeSoundDictionary

Loading Spectral Data Files

[   | dir fn |
   dir := Siren soundDir, ''sharc/tuba/''.
   Transcript cr.
   ((FileDirectory on: dir) fileNamesMatching: (''*.spect'')) do:
      [ :fn |
      Transcript show: ''Reading sound from: '', dir, fn; cr.
      Spectrum fromFile: dir, fn]]]

Siren spectra inspect
Siren Siren initializeSpectrumDictionary

Your Basic Siren Demo Script
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To use this demo script, read through this text selecting the blocks enclosed in square brackets. The single character after the 
close-square-bracket (d,p, i, or db) denotes whether you should "do," "print," "inspect," or "debug" the block. (Typically,
CTRL-D means do-it, CTRL-P means print-it, and CTRL-Q means inspect-it.)

Set-up

Test the MIDI and sound I/O drivers.
   [SirenUtility open] d

See also the section above on "Siren Set-up."

MusicMagnitudes

Print these to see what kinds of music magnitude representations and operations are supported.
   [440 Hz asSymbol] p      "--> 'a3' pitch"
   [(1/4 beat) asMsec] p      "--> 250 msec"
   [#mf ampl asMIDI] p      "--> 70 vel"

   ['a4' pitch asMIDI] p
   [('a4' pitch + 100 Hz) asMIDI] p
   [('a4' pitch + 100 Hz) asFracMIDI] p
   ['mp' ampl + 3 dB] p
   [('mp' ampl + 3 dB) asMIDI] p

Event Creation Messages
   
Create a `generic' event using a class instance creation message.
   MusicEvent duration: 1/4 pitch: 'c3' ampl: 'mf'

Create one with added properties.
   (MusicEvent dur: 1/4 pitch: 'c3') color: #green; accent: #sfz

Terse format: concatenation (with ',') of music magnitudes
   [440 Hz, (1/4 beat), 44 dB] i
   (#c4 pitch, 0.21 sec, 64 velocity) voice: IOVoice default

Event Lists

Verbose form using a class instance creation message; 
a chord is simply a set of events at the same time.

   (EventList newNamed: #Chord1)
      add: ((1/2 beat), 'd3' pitch, 'mf' ampl) at: 0;
      add: ((1/2 beat), 'fs3' pitch, 'mf' ampl) at: 0;
      add: ((1/2 beat), 'a4' pitch, 'mf' ampl) at: 0

Play a scale created with a class message.
   [(EventList scaleExampleFrom: 48 to: 60 in: 1500) play] d

Create 64 random events with parameters in the given ranges, play it on the default output voice.
   [(EventList randomExample: 64          "make 64 notes"
      from: ((#duration: -> (50 to: 200)),      "duration range in msec"
            (#pitch: -> (36 to: 60)),         "pitch range in MIDI keys"
            (#ampl: -> (48 to: 120)),      "amplitude range in MIDI velocities"
            (#voice: -> (1 to: 1)))         "play all on voice 1"
      ) play] d

Create an event list of 20 notes with semi-random values and play it on a MIDI output voice.
   [(EventList randomExample: 20) playOn: MIDIVoice default] d

Play two-voice "counterpoint" on the note list score file voices.
   [ | vox list |
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   vox := CsoundVoice onFileNamed: 'test.cs'.
   list := (EventList newNamed: #pRand)
         addAll: (EventList randomExample: 20);
         addAll: (EventList randomExample: 20).
   vox play: list.
   vox close.
   (Filename named: 'test.cs') edit.] d

Here's another example of creating a simple melody
   [(EventList named: 'melody' 
      fromSelectors: #(pitch: duration:)
      values: (Array with: #(c d e f g) 
               with: #(4 8 8 4 4) reciprocal)) play] d

You can also create event lists with snippets of code such as the following whole-tone scale.
   [ | elist |
   elist := EventList newAnonymous.
   1 to: 12 do:
      [ :index |
      elist add: (1/4 beat, (index * 2 + 36) key, 'mf' ampl)].
   elist play ] d

Event lists can also be nested into arbitrary structures, as in the following group of four sub-groups
   [ (EventList newNamed: 'Hierarchical/4Groups')
      add: (EventList randomExample: 8 
         from: ((#duration: -> (60 to: 120)), (#pitch: -> (36 to: 40)), (#ampl: -> #(110)))) at: 0;
      add: (EventList randomExample: 8 
         from: ((#duration: -> (60 to: 120)), (#pitch: -> (40 to: 44)), (#ampl: -> #(100)))) at: 1;
      add: (EventList randomExample: 8 
         from: ((#duration: -> (60 to: 120)), (#pitch: -> (44 to: 48)), (#ampl: -> #(80)))) at: 2;
      add: (EventList randomExample: 8
         from: ((#duration: -> (60 to: 120)), (#pitch: -> (48 to: 52)), (#ampl: -> #(70)))) at: 3;
      play ] d

Smalltalk methods can also process event lists, as in this code to increase the durations of the last notes in each of the groups 
from the previous example.
   [ (EventList named: 'Hierarchical/4Groups') eventsDo: 
      [ :sublist | | evnt |   "Remember: this is hierarchical, to the events are the sub-groups"
      evnt := sublist events last event.      "get the first note of each group"
      evnt duration: evnt duration * 8].      "multiply the duration by 4"
   (EventList named: #groups) play ] d

...or the following to take the scale and make it slow down
   [ | elist |
   elist := EventList scaleExampleFrom: 60 to: 36 in: 1500. 
   1 to: elist size do: 
      [ :index | | assoc |
      assoc := elist events at: index.
      assoc key: (assoc key * (1 + (index / elist events size)))].
   elist play ] d

Siren Scheduler

Reset
   [EventScheduler initialize]

Here's how to use the event scheduler explicitly.
   [EventScheduler instance addClient: (EventList randomExample: 20) in: (500 msec).
   EventScheduler instance run] d

Flush and close down the scheduler
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   [EventScheduler instance interrupt; flush] d

Action events have arbitrary blocks of Smalltalk code as their "actions." This example creates a list of action events that flash 
random screen rectangles.
   [ActionEvent playExample] d

Complex Multimedia Example
   [ | el |
   el := (Cloud dur: 6         "Create a 6-second stochastic cloud"
      pitch: (48 to: 60)         "choose pitches in this range"
      ampl: (40 to: 70)          "choose amplitudes in this range"
      voice: #(1)            "leave the 1 nil for now"
      density: 5) eventList.      "play 5 notes per sec. and get the events"
   1 to: el events size do:      "Now plug different voices in to the events"
      [ :ind |                "ind is the counter"
      (el events at: ind) event voice: 
         (ind odd          "alternate between two voices"
            ifTrue: [MIDIVoice default] 
            ifFalse: [OSCVoice default])].
                        "add some animation events"
   el addAll: ActionEvent listExample.
   el play] d               "and play the merged event list"

EventGenerators

A cluster is the simplest event generator.
   [(Cluster dur: 2.0
      pitchSet: #(48 50 52 54 56)
      ampl: 100
      voice: 1) play]

Chord object can give you an event list.
   [((Chord majorTetradOn: 'f4' inversion: 0) duration: 1.0) edit]
   [((Chord majorTetradOn: 'f4' inversion: 1) duration: 1.0) play]

Create and play a simple drum roll--another 1-D event generator.
   [((Roll length: 2000 rhythm: 50 note: 60) ampl: 80) play] d

Play a 6-second cloud that goes from low to high and soft to loud.
   [(DynamicCloud dur: 6 
      pitch: #((30 to: 44) (50 to: 50))   "given starting and ending selection ranges"
      ampl: #((20 to: 40) (90 to: 120))
      voice: (1 to: 4)
      density: 15) play "edit"] d

Play a selection cloud that makes a transition from one triad to another.
   [(DynamicSelectionCloud dur: 6
      pitch: #( #(48 50 52) #(72 74 76) )   "starting and ending pitch sets"
      ampl: #(60 80 120)
      voice: #(1)
      density: 12) play]

Mark Lentczner's bell peals ring the changes.
   [(Peal upon: #(60 65 68)) play] d

EventModif iers

One can apply functions to the properties of event lists, as in the following example, which creates a drum roll and applies a 
crescendo modifier to it.
   [ | roll decresc |
   roll := ((Roll length: 3000 rhythm: 150 note: 60) ampl: 120) eventList.
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   decresc := Swell new function: (ExponentialFunction from: #((0 1 4) (1 0))).
   decresc applyTo: roll.
   roll play]

MIDI Control

Open MIDI, play notes based on the mouse position (x --> dur; y --> pitch) until mouse down.
   [MIDIPort testMouseMIDI] d

Demonstrate program change by setting up an organ instrument to play on.
   [MIDIPort testProgramChange] d
Down-load a general MIDI patch for a 16-voice percussion ensemble.
   [MIDIPort setupTunedPercussion. MIDIPort testAScale] d

Reset the GM map
   [MIDIPort resetEnsemble]

Demonstrate control commands by playing a note and making a crescendo with the volume pedal.
   [MIDIPort testControlContinuous] d
Demonstrate pitch-bend by playing two notes and bending them.
   [MIDIPort testBend] d

The Siren Graphics Framework

Display rectangles in a display list view -- test zoom and scroll.
   [DisplayList rectangleExample]

An alternative layout (which I prefer) places the zoom bars on the top and right. look at,
   [DisplayListView open4SquareOn: (DisplayList rectanglesX: 2000 byY: 2000)]

Display random strings
   [DisplayList stringExample]

Display *lots* of random poly-lines in a very large space.
   [DisplayList polylineExampleHuge]

Show the result of the IndentedListLayoutManager
    [DisplayListView colorClassListExample]

Music Notations

Open a sequence view on a random event list.
   [TimeSequenceView randomExample] d

Try the picth-time layout
   [PitchTimeView randomExample]
   [PitchTimeView openOnEventList: (EventList scaleExampleFrom: 48 to: 84 in: 10000)]

Open a pitch/time view on a *very long* 3-stream event list.
   [PitchTimeView randomExampleLong]

A more complete example is Hauer-Steffens notation, which has a clef and staff lines as in common-practise notation.
   [HauerSteffensView randomExample]
   [(EventList scaleExampleFrom: 36 to: 48 in: 3000) edit]

Sound Views
Create and view some example sounds
   [SoundView openOn: SampledSound sawtooth]
   [(SampledSound sweepDur: 10.0 rate: 44100 from: 10 to: 400 chans: 1) edit]

Read in a sound from a file
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   [(SampledSound fromFile: 'Data/unbelichtet.aiff') edit]

U t i l i t i e s

ANO
   [MIDIPort allNotesOff]

Close down and clean up.
   [MIDIPort cleanUp]

Building a Siren Image
To load Siren into a VisualWorks 7.X virtual image, follow these steps.

Start VW 7.2
   Load your favorite parcels (AT tools, DB, etc.)
   Siren requires DLLCC and the GHeeg Namespaces ComposedTextEditor
   Load Siren.pcl
   File in the MusicConstants.st file

By-hand init
   Soundfile initializeSoundFileFlags
   SirenUtility initialize (or SirenUtility initializeSirenSTP)

Load optional L&F hacks

Open list workbook
   ListWorkBook open
   Use the Page/load_all menu item to load the workbook contents 
      from the BOSS file Workbook.bos

Set up a new changelist
make a snapshot...

Reference, Acknowledgments
The main Siren Web site is at http://www.create.ucsb.edu/Siren.
This outline is on-line at http://www.create.ucsb.edu/Siren/7.2/Doc.
To join the mailing list, see http://www.create.ucsb.edu/mailman/listinfo/siren.

To read more about computer music, get a copy of Curtis Roads' "Computer Music Tutorial" (MIT Press).

To learn more about Smalltalk, see the several excellent on-line Smallatlk tutorials (just ask Google) e.g.,
   http://www.smalltalk.org/
   http://www.fja-odateam.com/links/smalltalk/s_tutori.html
   http://www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/~wolfgang/cosc205/smalltalk1.html
   http://daitanmarks.sourceforge.net/or/squeak/squeak_tutorial.html
   http://www.cincom.com/scripts/smalltalk.dll/tutorial/version7/tutorial1/home.htm
   http://www.cs.ucf.edu/courses/cop4331/hughes/Summer1998/Tutorials/Smalltalk/index.html
   http://www.phaidros.com/DIGITALIS
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Siren 7.2 Release Notes
Current Status

This is the V7.2 release of Siren on VisualWorks. (For simplicity, Siren version numbers parallel the versions of Smalltalk on 
which they run.)

Smoke: The Smoke representation is complete, so that the event list and event generator examples run well.

Voices and Schedulers: The scheduler delivers acceptable real-time performance on a modern CPU. The real-time output via OSC or 
MIDI is suitable for use in performance.

Sound I/O: Sound file I/O is implemented for many kinds of sound files (AIFF, WAV, .snd, etc.) via the libSndFile interface.

Graphics and GUI: The display list framework, Navigator MVC framework, and several MVC-based GUI tools are available; see 
the examples above.

Version History

Siren on Visualworks
   7.2--CREATE, Santa Barbara, Fall, 2003
   7.0--CREATE, Santa Barbara, Spring, 2001

Siren on Squeak
   3.0--T. U. Berlin, Summer, 2000
   2.2--CREATE, October/November, 1998
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   2.0--CREATE, April-June, 1998
   1.3--CREATE, August/September, 1997
   1.0--CREATE, December, 1996

MODE 
   2.0--(Topaz2) CNMAT/Berkeley, April - December, 1994
   1.3--(Topaz) SICS/EMS, Stockholm, February - April, 1993
   1.2--The Lagoon, Palo Alto, July, 1991 - February, 1992
   1.0--STEIM, Amsterdam, May/June 1990
   0.8--CCRMA/Stanford, June, 1989
   0.4--ParcPlace Systems, March, 1988

HyperScoreToolKit
   1.0--Xerox PARC, October, 1986

DoubleTalk
   1.0--PCS/Cadmus GmbH, September, 1985

Related Software
Siren is typically used in consort with a number of other packages; for more information, see the links below

CSL--the CREATE Signal Library: a C++ framework for building OSC-controllable synthesis/processing servers
   http://create.ucsb.edu/CSL

SuperCollider: an efficitne synthesis and processing language very similar to Smalltalk
   http://create.ucsb.edu/CSL

CRAM--the CREATE Real-time Applications Manager: a tool for describing and managing complex distributed real-time software 
systems
   http://create.ucsb.edu/CRAM

Occam: An OSC=-to-MIDI translator
   http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~c.ramakr/illposed/occam.html

A Note on Reading the Smalltalk-80 Programming Language
(Version 0.1 - stp - 12/91 -- improvised, improvements graciously solicited)

Smalltalk-80 is a rather wierd object-oriented message-passing programming language where expressions are built to be read as 
English sentences. The language is based on the concepts of objects (software modules that consist of state [data] and behavior 
[procedures]), that send messages among each other. All data is organized into objects, and all functionality is described as the 
behaviors of objects.

Objects that have similar state and behaviors are grouped into classes (e.g., the class of all whole numbers [integers], or the class 
of all 2-dimensional Cartesian points). The classes themselves are arranged into a tree-like sub/superclass hierarchy with 
inheritance of state and behavior from a superclass to its subclasses (e.g., the class of integers might be defined as a subclass of 
the class of numbers).

Names and identifiers are separated by white space and are often composed of a concatenated noun phrase written with embedded 
upper-case letters, e.g., anEvent or MusicMagnitude. A Smalltalk- 80 application is a network of objects; all action is caused by 
objects sending messages to each other. In a Smalltalk-80 expression, the noun (i.e., the receiver object), comes first, followed 
by the message; e.g., to ask the size of an array, one sends it the message "size," as in [anArray size]. If the message has any 
arguments, they are separated from the message keywords in that the keywords all end in ":", so to index the first element of the 
array, one writes [anArray at: 1]; to set it to zero, use [anArray at: 1 put: 0]. Expressions can be nested using parentheses (i.e., 
evaluate what's inside the inner-most parentheses first), and fancy expression constructs and control structures are possible.
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Double-quotes delineate comments in Smalltalk-80 (e.g., "a comment"); single-quotes are used for immediate string objects (e.g., 
'a string'). Names for temporary variables are declared between vertical bars (e.g., | varName1 varName2 | ). Symbols are special
strings that are stored in a table so as to be unique; they are written with the hash-mark "#" as in #blue, meaning "the symbol 
blue."

Smalltalk supports deferred execution in the form of closures or anonymous functions called blocks; they are written in square 
brackets "[...]" and can have arguments and/or local temporary variables. The up-arrow or caret (^) is used to return values 
(objects) from within blocks. A block that takes two arguments and returns their sum would look like: [ "arguments" :x :y |
"body" ^(x + y)].

Smalltalk programs are organized as the behaviors (methods) of classes of objects. To program a graphical application, for 
example, one might start by adding new methods to the point and 3-D point classes for graphical transformations, and build a 
family of "smart" visible display objects that know how to present themselves in interesting ways. Classes are described as 
being abstract or concrete depending on whether they are meant as models for refinement within a framework, or for reuse "off the 
shelf" as in the elements in a tool kit.

Inheritance means that classes of objects are related in hierarchies (i.e., abstract and concrete classes related in trees), where they 
share their methods and state variables. This means that the class of 3-D points only has to add the z- coordinate and a few new 
methods when it's defined as being a specialization (subclass) of the 2-D point class.

Polymorphism means that many kinds of objects respond to the same message with their own methods to carry out related 
behavior. Examples are the "play" message being handled by event lists in terms of being passed on to their component events 
in real-time, or of displayable objects and windows all having methods for the "display" message.

Inheritance and polymorphism mean that one reads Smalltalk-80 programs by learning the basic protocol (messages/methods) of 
the abstract classes first; this gives one the feel for the basic behaviors of the systems's objects and applications.

For more info, there are several excellent on-line Smallatlk tutorials (just ask Google), see the reference section of this 
workbook.

Known Bugs in Siren 7.2
Kernel Classes
   Pretty stable

Support Classes
   Stale DB code
   Some unused code in SirenUtility

IO and Voices
   MIDI file reader is broken
   MIDI input is untested
   PortAudioPort sound I/O isn't finished
   Sound file output -- samples are shifted (1s vs 2s complement?)

Graphics and GUI
   The GUI views are "demo-quality" -- most are partially functional (output only), and have bugs
   Selection in editors not ported
   Polyline display doesn't zoom
   Double redisplay on zoom of pitch-time views

List of ThingsToDo
   Port IO drivers to other platforms
   Port FFTW and spectrum classes
   Implement polymorphic interpolating math for Functions
   Port mixer classes
   Complete the EventListTreeEditor
   Add Siren icon to launcher toolbar
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Appendix II: FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel V3.0 User’s 
Guide (FASTLab, Inc. Technical Note, 2004)
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The FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel (FMAK) User's Guide
                Version 3 - June, 2004

The FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel (FMAK) is a software library and API used for constructing 
music/sound databases, and for building applications that need musical feature extraction, 
content segmentation, and genre classification. 

The FMAK API consists of the external specifications of a hierarchy of C++ classes for 
processing sound and interacting with relational databases.

The basic operations provided by the FMAK software are:
 0: Sound file loading (DB import of audio tracks)
 1: Detailed feature extraction (time-domain, frequency-domain, peak tracking, etc.)
 2: Multi-stage hierarchical time-segmentation
 3: Segment-based data averaging and pruning
 4: Database storage of song feature data
 5: Data clustering large feature databases
 6: Database cluster labeling (classification) and pruning
 7: Classification of new data

Each of these steps is presented in more detail below.

The FMAK API defines a hierarchical set of data abstractions (classes), organized as follows:

 FeatureDatum (FD) -- a single value, typically a float or double.
 FeatureVector (FV) --  an array of FeatureData that knows its size (e.g., a spectrum array).
 FeatureTable (FT) -- a data structure of FeatureData and FeatureVectors, related to the same 
   window of time (contains RMS data, spectral info, etc.) -- this is sometimes called 
   a feature vector in the literature).
 FeatureCollection (FC) -- a time-sorted collection of FeatureTables for a musical selection,
   including song meta-data such as title and artist and segmentation information;
   this is what we store per-song and use for clustering.
 FeatureSet (FS) -- the largest database type, a set of feature collections for a group of
   songs; these are used to represent groups of FCs in the database, e.g., a genre.

Each of these data structures is presented in more detail below.

Standard Analysis Stages

A typical application will use FMAK objects for constructing a music database in these stages:
 1: A song is loaded, converted to a 2- or 5-channel sample buffer. Stereo material is converted 
  to sum and difference channels, and 5.1-channel surround sound material is converted into 
  sum, L/R separation, F/R separation, center, and LFE channels.
 2: The standard analyzer set (RMS, FFT, LPC, and Wavelet processing) is run on each window of
  the data buffer, creating a large feature collection full of complex feature tables.
  The various analyzer stages may have different window and hop sizes, e.g., 
   an 4-segment RMS envelope and peak value every 2048 frames (i.e., about 20 Hz), 
   a 1024-point FFT every 8192 frames,
   a 24-pole LPC every 16384 samples, and
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   a 1024-coefficient fast Wavelet transform (FWT) every 16384 samples.
  The analysis driver also creates running 1-second "weighted peak" average feature data,
  (which is important to the segmenter), as well as per-song peak and average feature tables.
  Peak extractors and trackers are run on the FFT and LPC data to gather time-varying track 
   birth/death statistics.
 3: The segmenter uses a trained distance metric (weighting) function to segment the data into 
   "sections" or "verses."
  Several distance metrics are used on the running-average data to locate significant changes
   (peak deltas, segment transition points).
  Starting with the time-averaged data, we sub-divide segments hierarchically to accurately 
   locate the transition points.
  The segment cues are related to one another to discover same-length sections (where present).
  The cue list is weighted and pruned to 2-10 points, 0 points (no change) is a special case.
  The segment-length vector is added to the feature collection as an important new feature.
 4: The feature data is averaged per-segment and the collections are "pruned"
  This leaves us with a set of simplified time-keyed analysis frames in the greatly reduced 
   feature collection.
  We also add song-average, typical verse peaks, etc. to the feature collection.
  We may also select a "solo instrument note" and maintain its detailed feature matrix.
 5: Several database records are stored for the song's feature data (1 FC and several FTs).

Clustering Processing and Database Pruning

Given a large populated database of song data (built by the analysis engine running over a large number 
of songs), applications can derive or discover groups or clusters of songs that share some set of features.

 1: Weighting functions of the features are used to group the items in the database, initially 
  by a partitioning and divide&conquer method.
 2: Interactive tools allow the audition and annotation of database clusters (genre selection and labeling).
 3: Given a set of weighting functions and genre labels, machine-learning components can optimize 
  clustering and classification.
 4: Clusters discovered by this method  can be replaced by a representative single item in a "pruned" 
  database.

Analysis for Classification

A run-time application may include a simplified analyzer and classifier with learned distance metrice and 
a specially pruned and labeled database.

 1: Simplified set of the analysis/segmentation/pruning/DB functions.
 2: The learned metrics are used to relate thenew song's feature data to the local database 
 3: Application-specific processing can be controlled by the feature collections of the song's "neighbors."

----

Data structures and Database Formats

The lists below are the central variables of the FeatureTable and FeatureCollection classes.
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FeatureTable object -- used for a single window of time, or for longer averaged windows.

 Duration (number of windows averaged together)
 Peak sample, average RMS level
 Lo- and hi-frequency filterd signal RMS values
 Dynamic range of sub-windows
 Stereo width, surround separation
 Segment cue points and durations
 Count of ZeroCrossings

 FFT spectrum (1024 ptrs + 1-oct (10 bands) and 2.5-oct (4 bands))
 Count of FFT spectral peaks
 FFT statistics: spectral centroid, flatness measure, spectral variety
 Spectral track statistics (births/deaths of tracked partials)

 LPC predictor coefficients
 LPC residual (noise) level
 Count of LPC spectral peaks/formants
 Formant track statistics (births/deaths of tracked formants)

 Discrete Wavelet Transform coefficients
 Beat structure derived from the DWT
 DWT-derived noise estimate

 Instrument signatures (optional): 
  grunge guitar, rapping, banjo, pipe organ, chorus, 
  pedal steel guitar, latin percussion, etc.

The initial analysis fills in most of this, but some properties are only meaningful for longer running-
average feature matrices.

FeatureCollection object -- used for a musical selection (a song)

 Name, artist, title, track, album, year, duration
 Genre(s) weighted list of related genres
 Windowed and 1-second average FeatureTable data for song (a list of vectors of FT data)
 Song-Average/Peak/Typical FeatureTable data
 Single-note FeatureTable for some selected "solo instrument" window (optional)
 Segment-length vector and weights
 Tempo and time-domain characteristics
 FFT/LPC peak-tracking statistics
 Quiet, loud, and repeat sections
 Fade-in/out times

----

How an FMAK Application Works

Analysis Driver
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The analysis driver program loads a sound file and creates the initial feature collection.
This is often run in batch mode over large sets of sound files, representing many CDs worth of 
material. The software framework uses the concepts of the CREATE Signal Library (CSL), so FMAK 
Analyzers are akin to CSL's FrameStreams; all implement the work-horse method

 next_feature_vector(Buffer & input, unsigned offset, unsigned window, FeatureTable & fm)

to read a buffer of input samples and fill in items in the given feature matrix.

The process can be customized as to the windowing used in the analysis, which determines 
the structure and volume of the resulting FeatureCollection data (the list of feature matrix data
structures for the song).

The analysis first pass collects multi-resolution analysis and statistics, which generates a 
hierarchical time-keyed feature collection where the most-frequent frames are RMS data only 
(shown as "r" in the figure below), and a sub-set of analysis frames has the full (FFT ("f"), 
LPC ("l"), FWT ("w")) analysis data filled in.

    r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r - r
    f       -       f       -       f       -       f       -       f
    l               -               l               -               l
    w                               -

Figure: Windowing with different hop-sizes for initial analysis (r = RMS analysis, f = FFT,
l = LPC, w = Wavelet)

While computing this sequence, we also maintain 1-second averaged feature tables, as well as average 
and peak tables for the entire song.

Peak Detection and Tracking

After the first-pass windowed analysis, spectral/formant peak detectors and inter-frame peak trackers 
are run on the FFT and LPC spectra, locating notes and chords, and deriving track birth/death statistics 
that are useful (along with the RMS data) for segmentation.

Segmenting

The segmenter locates "cut points" in sequence; it uses a weighted (RMS/spectral/track) inter-segment 
distance function and delivers a list of segment durations for verses, phrases, beats, etc.

There are several approaches possible for the segmenter, and FMAK tries them in order to find a 
song segmentation with a high level of confidence.

The segmenter starts with the 1-second moving averages, and locates the peaks in the inter-frame 
difference function, hopefully finding a reasonable number (2 - 10) of them.
It then ues the precise windowed RMS envelopes to guess the exact time of each segment boundary.
Taking this array of times, we group the segments and search for a common segment length (in the 
range of 10 - 45 seconds), which might correspond to a verse or section of a musical form.
If we find a verse structure, we finally gather some statistics about the number and regularity 
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of the verses, and the prelude/postlude (or fade-in/out, or intro/coda) sections.

Pruning and Reduction of FeatureCollections

The final analysis phase is to use the list of song sections to average and then trim out unused 
feature table structures from the (large) song feature collection. 
Using the segmentation data, we can choose to keep average, peaks, and/or "typical verse" feature
tables for the song's sections, and create a new section-weighted average for the whole song.

We end up with a feature collection that has a fixed set of tables for the song, and store it to
the relational database as several records in various database tables.

----

Clustering Driver

The clustering, labeling, and genre engines run separately from the analysis and database population.
The clusterer's task is to discover feature set groups in a data set based on a hierarchical 
feature space model.

We start with the knowledge gained from the distance metrics used in the segmenter, and use both 
traditional data partitioning methods and neural network training.

Database Pruning

Given a set of clusters in the database, the representative items (which are expected to be genre 
prototypes), areselected or created by weighted averaging, and a subset of the database can then be 
used for matching and classification.

Run-time Analysis

A run-time application may use a subset of the analysis functions.

Classification

Given a run-time analysis, and a pruned genre database, new songs can be classified according to the 
chosen database and distance metric.

----

Analysis Data Structure Details

-- Read FMAK.h here --

----

Database formats

-- Read FMAK_Tables here --
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Using the Analysis Driver

This program is executed from scripts with command-line options to configure the various analysis 
phases.
These will determine the properties of the resulting feature collection.
The options are:
  AnalysisDriver file_name 
   -r rms_window_size rms_hop_size  # window size and hop size for the RMS 
              # time-domain analysis
   -f fft_window_size fft_len fft_hop_size  # for the FFT spectral analysis
   -l lpc_window_size lpc_order lpc_hop_size  # for the LPC analysis
   -w fwt_window_size fwt_len fwt_hop_size # for the wavelet analysis

The program's usage message prints:

FMAK_Analyzer [-r] [-f] [-l] [-w] [-d] [-s] [-t] [-?]
FMAK_Analyzer [SOUND_FILE]
  -r [WIN] [HOP] [SUBWIN]  - Specify the RMS parameters
  -f [WIN] [LEN] [HOP]      - Specify the FFT parameters
  -l [WIN] [ORD] [HOP]      - Specify the LPC parameters
  -w [WIN] [LEN] [HOP]      - Specify the FWT parameters
  -d [DIRECTORY]            - Specify the directory for FC dump
  -s [SOUND_FILE]           - Specify sound file to process
  -t                            - Displays the parsed command parameters and exits.
  -?                           - Displays this message

Additional options for batch usage

  -m [song_title artist_name album_name track# year default_genre] - Song metadata
  -p [host_name user_name password database_name] - PostgreSQL database parameters
  
Typical values:

 AnalysisDriver test.aiff -r 1024 4096 4 -f 4096 1024 8192 -l 2048 24 8192 -w 2048 1024 4096

or, to use all the defaults, just give the file name,

 AnalysisDriver test.aiff

or supply song metadata

 AnalysisDriver song.aiff song_title artist_name album_name track# year default_genre
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Update

JUCE-based C++ GUI to a CSL-based sound file granulator built within the MAT 

240D sound synthesis techniques course. The sliders control the sound file granu-

lation and playback by sending control update messages to a CSL graph, whose 

output is shown in the oscilloscope view.
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Addendum I:  The Siren 7.5 Music and Sound Package in 
Smalltalk (CREATE Technical Report, 2006)

Note: The three research papers incorporated here as addenda were written in the 

two years after initial submission of this dissertation; they describe the next-

generation of extensions and refinements to Siren, CSL, and MAK implemented 

by the author between 2005 and 2007.
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THE SIREN 7.5 MUSIC AND SOUND PACKAGE IN SMALLTALK
Stephen Travis Pope

CREATE, University of California, Santa Barbara
stp@create.ucsb.edu

ABSTRACT
Siren is a programming framework for developing 
music/sound applications in the Smalltalk programming 
system. It has been under development for more than 20 
years, and the newest version (7.5) has a collection of 
major updates and new subsystems. This paper briefly 
introduces Siren, and then concentrates on the 
significant new features, interfaces, and applications in 
Siren 7.5.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Siren system is an open-source general-purpose 
software framework for music and sound composition, 
processing, performance, and analysis; it is a collection 
of about 375 classes written in Smalltalk-80. Siren and 
its predecessors (MODE, HSTK, and DoubleTalk) have 
been thoroughly documented; see, e.g., the Proceedings 
of the 1987, 1989,  1991, 1992, 1994, 1999, and 2003 
ICMCs, several book chapters, and articles in Computer 
Music Journal (16.3) and Organised Sound (1.1). The 
current version of Siren (7.5) runs on VisualWorks 
Smalltalk (available for free for non-commercial use) 
and supports cross-platform streaming I/O via 
OpenSoundControl (OSC), MIDI, and multi-channel 
audio ports.
Siren is a programming framework and tool kit; the 

intended audience is Smalltalk developers, or users 
willing to learn Smalltalk in order to write their own 
applications. The built-in applications are meant as 
demonstrations of the use of the libraries. Siren is not a 
MIDI sequencer, nor a score notation editor, through 
both of these applications would be easy to implement 
with the Siren framework.
There are several elements to Siren:
• the Smoke music representation language (music 

magnitudes, events, event lists, generators, functions, 
and sounds);

• voices, schedulers and I/O drivers (real-time and file-
based voices, sound, score file, OSC, and MIDI I/O);

• user interface components for musical applications 
(UI framework, tools, and widgets);

• several built-in applications (editors and browsers for 
Smoke objects); and

• external library interfaces for streaming I/O and DSP 
math (sound/MIDI I/O, fast FFT, CSL & Loris sound 
analysis/resynthesis packages )

The Siren release is available via the web from the 
URL http://FASTLabInc.com/Siren. Note that you need 
a Smalltalk virtual machine and run-time to use Siren; 
you can down-load the free (non-commercial) system 
from Cincom at http://smalltalk.cincom.com.
The "executive summary" of the Siren music 

representation (Smoke) (from the 1992 ICMC paper) is 

as follows. Music (i.e.,  a musical surface or structure), 
can be represented as a series of "events" (which 
generally last from tens of msec to tens of sec). Events 
are simply property lists or dictionaries that are defined 
for some duration; they can have named properties 
whose values are arbitrary. These properties may be 
music-specific objects (such as pitches or spatial 
positions), and models of many common musical 
magnitudes are provided. 

Figure 1. Siren Framework Overview

Events are grouped into "event lists" (AKA composite 
events or event collections) by their relative start times. 
Event lists are events themselves and can therefore be 
nested into trees (i.e., an event list can have another 
event list as one of its events); they can also map their 
properties onto their component events. This means that 
an event can be "shared" by being in more than one 
event list at different relative start times and with 
different properties mapped onto it.
Events and event lists are "performed" by the action of 

a scheduler passing them to an interpretation object or 
voice. Voice objects and applications determine the 
interpretation of events' properties, and may assume the 
existence of "standard" property names such as pitch, 
loudness, voice, duration, or position. Voices map 
application-independent event properties onto the 
specific parameters of I/O devices or formatted files. A 
scheduler expands and/or maps event lists and sends 
their events to their voices in real time. Sampled sounds 
can also be described as objects, by means of synthesis 
"patches," or signal processing scripts involving a 
vocabulary of sound manipulation messages.

2. Models and Design Patterns
A wide range of the canonical object-oriented design 

patterns and architecture models are found in Siren:
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Composite -- events/event lists, display items/display 
lists -- class structure for hierarchies of objects

Adaptor -- voices, ports, graphics -- interface objects 
translate between message protocol "languages"

Singleton -- ports,  scheduler, external interfaces -- a 
class that has a single well-known instance.

Decorator -- event modifiers, voices, layout -- one 
object "wraps" another and forwards messages sent 
to it on to its “subject” or “component.”

Observer -- MVC, MIDI, processing -- an object 
registers itself as an "observer" of some aspect of 
another object, wanting to get update messages when 
the observed object changes.

Strategy -- layout managers,  event generators, voices 
-- a set of classes provide a family of algorithms that 
encapsulate their client objects.

Proxy -- voices, ports, Smoke, external interfaces -- 
one object serves as a representative of another in 
some context, possible adapting or cacheing.

Chain of Responsibility -- MVC, voices,  input -- 
object-oriented recursion iterates through tree 
structures using composed command objects.

Visitor -- Smoke, voices, graphics -- active objects 
traverse data structures operating on them.

Double-dispatching -- Smoke -- polymorphic support 
for mixed-mode operations among families of classes 
and species using multiple inheritance.

Multi-threading -- scheduler, voices -- several threads 
share some state to coordinate with one another via 
mutexes, critical sections, and semaphores

3. WHAT’S NEW?
Many parts of Siren were upgraded, enhanced, or 
rewritten for the 7.5 release. In addition to new features 
in the Smoke representation language and 
EventGenerator models,  all of the external interfaces 
(e.g., for sound I/O, MIDI, FFTW, and other external 
libraries) have been rewritten to be more portable and 
robust. The entire EventScheduler has been updated, 
and there are several new packages based on SWIG-
generated external interfaces,  such as the CSL, Loris, 
Aubio, and LPC application interfaces.  Francois 
Pachet's pitch class framework has been ported from 
the MusEs system (http://www-poleia.-lip6.fr/~fdp/
MusES-papers.html). For details, see the on-line Siren 
workbook page at http://fastlabinc.com/Siren/
Workbook/Pitch_Classes_and_ Scales.html.
The support for OpenSoundControl has been updated 

and improved, so that Siren can serve as an OSC-
generating client for servers written in several 
languages, such as CSL and SuperCollider. A new file 
format called s7 files supports multiple versions of 
related control and content files and their metadata for 
use with score versioning systems and analysis/
resynthesis tools. Two new tools - the SirenUtility and 
the SirenTransport - have been added to assist users 
with general environment maintenance and with session 
state, and data persistency has been incorporated into 
the SirenSession class.
Lastly, the documentation, including the web pages, the 

on-line Siren workbook, and the complete reference 
manual, have been greatly enhanced in Siren 7.5.  The 
sections below present the highlights of the new features 
of Siren 7.5.

4. EVENTGENERATORS
Most composers who use Siren for any length of time 
gradually adapt a generator-centric view, defining their 
compositions as families of event generator classes with 
specialized instance creation (constructor) methods for 
the appropriate mode of description. Though the core 
EventGenerator abstractions of Cluster,  Cloud,  and 
Ostinato are rarely extended is common for users to  
extend the framework with new creation and filtering/
processing methods and scripts in EventGenerator class 
methods that create event lists and manipulate them. An 
example of a recent extension is the ExtDynamic-
SelectionCloud class, which is created with an 
underlying event list of [(time -> chord) (time -> 
chord) ...] and then generates its event list (up-front or at 
run-time) by selecting from among the lists according to 
a specified cross-fade function.

5. SIREN GUI APPLICATIONS
Siren graphical applications are based on the simple 
display list graphics framework in the class categories 
MusicUI-DisplayLists and MusicUI-DisplayListViews. 
This package includes display items such as lines, 
polygons, curves, text items, and images, hierarchical 
display lists, and display list views, editors, and 
controllers. The display list view/controller/editor are 
MVC components for viewing and manipulating display 
lists. Simple examples of the display list framework are 
shown in the Figures below.

Figure 2.  Hierarchical Display List View with 
grouped scroll and zoom widgets

There are several layouts for the zoom/scroll bars; in 
the default layout, the bars are grouped on the left and 
bottom of the window (Figure above, MS-Windows 
look-and-feel showing a hierarchical display list with 
four distinct groups). The zoom bars are gray sliders on 
the outside, and the scroll bars are the usual color and 
look, and are set inside of the zoom bars. The Figure 
below illustrates a different layout and look-and-feel, 
showing selection within a very large display list.
The Siren version of "Navigator MVC" framework is 

based on layout manager objects that can generate 
display lists from structured objects. LayoutManagers 
take data structures and generate display lists based on 
their layout policies. For example,  to see a class 
inheritance hierarchy as an indented list, use an 
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IndentedListLayoutManager; another LayoutManager 
might display the hierarchy as a left-rooted tree,  as in 
Figure 4 below. 

Figure 3. Different Scroll/Zoom widget layout 
with a large display list and a selection

Figure 4. TreeLayoutManager Example 
displaying a class hierarchy as a left-rooted tree

This framework obviously enables a variety of musical 
notations, with LayoutManagers that use pitch and time 
to compute note position and other note properties to 
determine the associated graphical glyphs, as shown in 
the simple notation on the next page. 

Figure 5. PitchTimeLayoutManager music notation

6. USING SIREN SCHEDULERS
Siren supports a flexible score language (Smoke), and 
separate output performance using a real-time scheduler 
and “voice” objects that map an event’s abstract 
properties to the concrete parameters of a specific 
synthesis technique (e.g., MIDI, Csound note list files, 
or a given OSC address space). This facility has allowed 
us to use Siren together with programmable OSC- or 

MIDI-controlled synthesis servers written (e.g.,) in CSL 
or SuperCollider.
The Siren EventScheduler class singleton instance 

(Schedule) holds onto two SEventQueue lists, one for 
normal clients (typically event lists), and one just for 
timers. The SEventQueue is a simply doubly-linked list 
of ScheduleRecord objects sorted by start time (with a 
class pool of ScheduleRecords and an efficient insert 
method). All times are in microseconds (meaning long 
integers). The main scheduler loop is in the method run 
forks a process running the loop
        [running] whileTrue: [self callNextAppointment]

It's the callNextAppointment method that looks for a 
client or timer that's ready and schedules it. If there's 
nothing to do, the loop sleeps a bit; the actual amount of 
the inner delay (i.e., the scheduler’s grain size) is a class 
variable, so that users can change it at run-time. It is 
typically in the range of 500 usec. If a client is found to 
run, it is then asked for its “next time” (or nil), so 
repeating events (as in an event list or repeating timer) 
get re-scheduled at eagerly or lazily computed time 
intervals.

7. SIREN’S EXTERNAL INTERFACES
Siren includes several interfaces between Smalltalk and 
support libraries written in C. These use the 
VisualWorks dynamic linked library and C connect 
(DLLCC) package to generate Smalltalk classes whose 
methods are references (proxies) to C functions in a 
dynamic library. DLLCC has an interface compiler  that 
works by taking the declarations found in C/C++ header 
files and generating the wrapper code for a set of 
Smalltalk classes, along with a pointer to the dynamic 
library file for use at run-time. The four main DLLCC 
external interface classes for Siren are:
 • LibSndFile - sound file IO in many formats
 • PortMIDI - cross-platform MIDI API
 • PortAudio - cross-platform audio I/O API
 • FFTW - Fast Fourier Transform
For each of these packages, there is a Smalltalk class (a 

subclass of SirenExternalInterface) with the proxy 
methods, and small module of “glue” code (compiled 

from 200-400 lines of C),  which links 
together with the actual package’s shared 
dynamic library.
The methods in the external interface 
classes are typically called from Siren 
model classes, such as sound I/O methods 
in the SoundPort class (which interface to 
PortAudio), or FFT  methods that call 
FFTW functions from within the spectrum 
function class. These wrapper classes often 
hold an interface object and adapt its 
methods to the appropriate model API.

8. SIREN AND SWIG
Like DLLCC, SWIG (Simplified Wrapper and Interface 
Generator) is a C/C++ interface generator; it targets 
scripting languages such as Perl, Python, Ruby, and Tcl.  
There is a Smalltalk back-end to the SWIG interface 

generator ported by Ian Upright; with this, one has 
external interface objects (as above) whose methods call 
the functions created by SWIG, which mirror the object 
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methods of the source package that was fed into SWIG. 
This mechanism allows us to use SWIG APIs to access 
the CSL and Loris sound analysis/resynthesis packages 
from within Siren (See Figure 6 on the next page). 
These facilities are the subject of another paper by the 
same author elsewhere in these Proceedings.

Figure 6.  Loris Analysis/Morphing Tool: original 
sound at top, then resynthesized, then extracted 
features, then Loris partial spectrum editor; many 
operations available in the menu bar

9. FILE-BASED INTERFACES
There are several new systems in Siren 7.5 that are 
based on objects whose data is read in from formatted 
files generated by another application. These are:
• LPC - read/write/edit Csound linear prediction 

analysis files; and
• Aubio - read output files from the aubio library 

(http://aubio.piem.org) for audio feature extraction, 
labelling, and segmentation.

The LPC tools support (e.g.,) editing and smoothing 
speech pitch estimates; the aubio-based tools show up as 
methods in class Sound that allow users to automatically 
add note onset cues to a sound, or to segment it, or to 
generate a score from a sound (audio-to-MIDI),  which 
works well for simple, monophonic sound files.

10. OTHER NEW FACILITIES
There are many new features in the kernel Siren 
Function and Sound classes,  including function 
arithmetic and new sound I/O formats.
Siren 7.5 also defines a new file format, called s7 files, 

which can bundle a sound and its associated multiple 
versions of analysis/resynthesis data (spectral derived 
envelopes, feature extraction records, etc.) together in a 
single package. We have reinstated support for 
instrument spectrum databases such as the Sandell 

Harmonic Archive (SHARC), and can now use them to 
load wavetable samples (as in the next Figure), or to 
control sample banks of CSL sum-of-sine additive syn-
thesis/mixer/spatialization server configured over OSC. 

Figure 7. Tuba wavetable generated from the SHARC 
sample spectrum database

The new configuration and session management tools 
mentioned above provide GUIs for system set-up and 
testing (the first pane below), and a multi-threaded 
cache manager, scheduler transport bar and clock 
counter (second pane). In the lower view, the buttons on 
the left are hierarchical menus to load items from the 
content database, and the list on the right is the loaded 
sounds, scores, and playing scheduler threads (with its 
pop-up menu.

Figure 8. SirenUtility and Siren Transport: MIDI, 
OSC, and audio IO set-up, session data mgmnt., 
multi-threaded scheduler control,  workspace 
timelines, and universal transport/clock

Lastly, the CREATE Real-time Application Manager 
(CRAM) allows a Siren application to function as a grid 
manager for server-farm-based distributed applications 
such as large-scale sound synthesis and spatialization.

11. EXTENDING SIREN
The Siren 7.5 workbook is composed of active 
document workbook pages for each of Siren’s packages, 
with extensive descriptions and demonstration code in 
executable blocks.  The Workbook Programmer’s Notes 
enable users to start extending the Siren frameworks,  for 
example with new music magnitude models, new 
function descriptions and mappings, added event list 
behaviors, refined layout managers and display 
methods, adding to the built-in Siren editor and 
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controller classes for new application features, or even 
making new external interfaces.

12. SOUND EXAMPLES
Since I’ve used Siren and its predecessors for 23 years 
now, most of my music from that period used these 
Smalltalk tools for one phase of composition and 
realization. See the recent triple-disc (two CDs and one 
DVD) release Ritual and Memory (from EMF) for 
examples and a video Sampler/Tour of music software 
tools I’ve developed (http://HeavenEverywhere.com/
RitualAndMemory/Tour).

13. EVALUATION
While I will claim that Siren is a comprehensive, 
integrated and sophisticated framework for music/sound 
description and processing that runs across most popular 
delivery platforms, I will also acknowledge that it is 
large, complex, mixes several models and metaphors, is 
based on a rather obscure programming language and 
development environment, and has minor bugs and 
incomplete APIs.  Smalltalk is still the simplest and most 
flexible programming language around (as evidenced by 
its many imitators, e.g., Objective-C, FScript and Ruby); 
the Smalltalk class library is the most comprehensive, 
compact, easy to learn, internally consistent, and best 
integrated on the planet; and the Smalltalk programming 
environment (coding and GUI tools) is most powerful 
development tool set available for any language (and in 
fact, it has been used to make cross-compiling IDEs for 
everything from assembler to C++). 
To evaluate an application-specific software framework 

like Siren, the metric of productivity can easily be 
quantified in terms of the ease of extension of the base 
models (new event and function methods), the ease of 
extension of views, and controllers, and the level of 
effort required for integration of composite widgets into  
new end-user tools.  If the framework works,  it should be 
reflected in a high degree of reuse of software 
components, with many new features being enabled by a 
small amount of code (LOC, lines-of-code) spread 
around in methods in specialized subclasses of various 
magnitudes, collections, and streams.
We see in the examples of the recent Siren subsystems

—the LorisSound model class back-end, and the Loris 
Analysis/Morphing editor and controller functions 
(together 2 KLOC), the LPC pitch editor (800 LOC),  or 
the CSL model, external API and scripting tools (500 
LOC)—that a diverse set of applications can be written 
that each represent just a few hundred lines of actual 
code (and some GUI configuration files). The full Siren 
application GUI survey (http://fastlabinc.com/Siren/
Doc/Siren.GUI_2007.html) bears further witness to the 
adaptability of the model and widget sets; the entire 
Siren system, with all models, tools, and GUIs, amounts 
to about 55 LKOC of Smalltalk.
All this being said, Smalltalk-80 is lamentably far from 

being mainstream, and students are tending to leave  C/
C++/Java in favor of contemporary scripting languages, 
many of which share language features (e.g., message-
passing) or delivery system (virtual machines) with 
Smalltalk, but lack its scalability, base libraries, shared 
code-base and integrated development environment.

Over they years, Smalltalk’s class library has evolved 
to incorporate code packages for virtually all domains of 
software, and Siren uses or has used Smalltalk libraries 
for networking, encryption, data streaming, XML, 
RDBMS, CORBA, OpenGL, SOAP, HTTP, and many 
other areas. Smalltalk’s development environment is 
known for its coding browsing and debugging tools, and 
for its integrated code database and versioning/
configuration tools; modern systems use one of several 
distributed/shared code management systems, such as 
Envy, Store, or SqueakMaps.
There are also several important subsystems of Siren 

(esp. the sound mixers, the 8S speech database system, 
and the harmonic analysis expert system) that are no 
longer supported, since I never ported their GUIs back 
after the move to and from the Squeak dialect of 
Smal l ta lk (1996-2001) . Whi le Smal l ta lk 
imlpementations are quite well (ANSI) standardized in 
terms of the programming language and core class 
libraries, the GUI frameworks differ between the 
various commercial and open-source versions, so that 
complex applications are not always portable, e.g. 
between Squeak, VisualAge, VisualWorks, and 
ObjectStudio. The stale GUIs lamentably include the 
layout manager and editor for common-practice Western 
music notation (CMN), and the track/loop DAW-style 
sound/stream/sequence editor. Examples of the 
atrophied GUI components are shown in the Figures 
below.
The central advantages of Siren relative to other 

languages and tools with which it might be compared 
are:
• comprehensive support for all phases of score and 

sound creation, processing, and performance;
• extensible/adaptable framework with malleable code 

and special “refactoring” tools and source code 
control; and

• stable (> 20 years) language and code base, cross-
platform IO and GUIs, multi-API class libraries.

Figure 9. Deprecated layouts: common music 
notation and MixView
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14. CONCLUSIONS
The Siren framework is the result of over 20 years of 
development within the same programming language 
and code development environment. Over these years, I 
have used it to build a wide range of tools, from low-
level signal tweaking tools (LPC and spectrum editors) 
to very high-level composition systems (TrTrees and 
DB-based composers tools). Many of Siren’s features 
and tools would be quite difficult to reproduce on other 
systems, be they score tools, sound models and APIs, or 
customizable digital audio workstations.
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Addendum II:  Scripting and Tools for Analysis /Resyn-
thesis of Audio (to appear in Proceedings of the 2007 In-
ternational Computer Music Conference)
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ABSTRACT
Software tools for audio analysis, signal processing and 
synthesis come in many flavors; in general they fall into 
one of two categories: interactive tools with limited ex-
tensibility, or non-graphical scripting languages. It has 
been our attempt to combine the best features of these 
two worlds into one framework that supports both (a) 
the easy development of GUI-based applications for 
digital audio signal processing (DASP),  and (b) an ex-
tensible text-based scripting language with built-in li-
braries for DASP applications. The goal is to combine 
the good performance of optimized low-level code for 
the signal processing number-crunching, with a power-
ful, flexible scripting language and GUI construction 
tools for application development. We investigate the 
solutions to this dilemma on the basis of four concrete 
examples in which DASP tools have been used together 
with the Siren music/sound package for Smalltalk.

1. INTRODUCTION
Analysis/resynthesis is one of the central topics in the 
field of digital audio signal processing (DASP), and the 
literature (e.g.,  as found in previous ICMC Proceedings) 
is full of useful algorithms and software tools for audio 
analysis, data processing (e.g.,  reduction,  smoothing, 
mapping), and resynthesis. Examples include the many 
front-ends to FFT/IFFT-based sound processing (e.g., 
phase vocoders), tools for linear prediction of sound and 
LP-based cross-synthesis, and physical-model-based 
synthesis frameworks.

In most cases,  one is presented either with a stand-
alone graphical tool, or with a scripting language and no 
interactive tools. Examples of the first category are Mi-
chael Klingbeil’s Sinusoidal Partial Editing Analysis and 
Resynthesis (SPEAR) application [1], the York com-
poser’s Desktop Project’s SoundLoom tool [2],  Douglas 
Scott’s MiXViews  [3] or the Princeton SndTools pack-
ages [4]. 

Scripting language bindings for DASP also abound, 
such as the MATLAB signal processing toolbox [5], the 
Python-language front-end to Victor Lazzarini’s SndObj 
[6], aubio’s scripting front-ends [7], and the SWIG inter-
face to Kelly Fitz’ Loris package [8]. The newest bread 
of languages are audio-specific; this group includes Su-
perCollider [9], Chuck[10], and Vessel [11].

It poses a problem for many users,  however, that these 
two sets of tools are mutually exclusive, that there ap-
pear to be very few tools that integrate graphical interac-
tive data editors together with scripting languages for 
batch processing and easy extension (and even fewer 
where the graphical tools are themselves extensible). 

There is a grey area in this otherwise-clean distinction  
that is populated by customizable scriptable applications 
such as Kyma [12] user-extensible editors like 

CommonLispMusic/SND [13])  and spatial sound 
scripting/editors like SWONDER [14], and by scripting 
languages with rudimentary GUI tools (e.g., Max/MSP 
and PureData). 

It is our goal to provide users with interactive, GUI-
based tools for data exploration, input file preparation, 
and tuning of the analysis/synthesis processing,  and 
then--for the later stages of realization--to offer the sim-
plicity and scalability of a scripting language for proc-
essing large numbers of source files.   In this scenario, 
the GUI tools are required to support flexible file I/O 
and data management, audio data display and (possibly) 
editing, analyzer configuration and execution with inter-
active monitoring of the results, and easy tool extension 
or customization (which are not at all common in cur-
rent mainstream GUI tools for audio).

As an extension language, it is convenient to have a 
simple, untyped language with a rapid turn-around com-
piler and an interpreter or shell-like interface. The 
scripting language front-end should support the same 
processing techniques and configuration parameters as 
the GUI-based tool,  and should offer acceptable per-
formance (i.e., leaving the DSP up to C code). It should 
also provide comfortable file management facilities, so 
that scripts can be written quickly that iterate over large 
file sets running a given analysis process. Mainstream 
languages still often provide trade-offs between flexibil-
ity and performance.

In this paper, we will discuss the design, implementa-
tion,  and usage of an integrated framework for audio 
analysis, resynthesis, and cross-synthesis (morphing) 
that combines several DASP back-ends with a set of 
end-user GUI tools and a powerful and extensible script-
ing language for audio analysis/synthesis. The system is 
part of the Siren version 7.5 system [15 - 17],  and uses 
libraries from the Loris [8], CSL [18], Aubio [7], and 
Csound [19] packages as back-end DASP servers.

We will present a brief overview of the Siren system, 
then describe each of the models and back-ends sepa-
rately, before evaluating the system as a whole.

2. BACKGROUND
The Siren system is a Smalltalk framework for music/
sound processing [15 - 17]. It comprises about 375 
classes in a group of object-oriented frameworks for 
signal description and processing, and includes external 
interface objects whose methods are actually proxies for 
C functions linked in from dynamically loaded libraries. 
This facility allows us to connect to external operating 
system resources such as sound and MIDI I/O, as well 
as to sound analysis/synthesis libraries such as are the 
topic of this paper.

Siren supports GUI construction and interactive tool 
development with the standard Smalltalk GUI library (a 
sophisticated extension of the model-view-controller 
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framework), as well as with a set of custom components 
for DASP applications, such as reusable sound and score 
editor components.

SWIG [20] is an interface compiler that connects pro-
grams written in C and C++ with scripting languages 
such as Perl, Python, Ruby, and Tcl. It works by taking 
the declarations found in C/C++ header files and gener-
ating wrapper code that scripting languages need to ac-
cess the underlying C/C++ code. There is a Smalltalk 
back-end to SWIG by Ian Upright [21]; with this,  one 
has external interface objects whose methods call the 
functions created by SWIG, which themselves mirror 
the object methods of the source package that was fed 
into SWIG. This mechanism allows us to use SWIG 
APIs to access external libraries from within Siren,  as 
we will describe below. 

In the following sections, we will introduce four sys-
tems that combine scripting and batch processing  with 
extensible GUIs for DASP-based tools within the Siren 
framework.

3. USING LORIS IN SIREN
Loris is a sound analysis/resynthesis package written by 
Kelly Fitz that uses the model of time-adjusted 
bandwidth-enhanced partial lists to enable flexible re-
synthesis control and sound morphing. The central 
classes in Loris are the Analyzer,  which reads a sound 
file and runs the multi-stage analysis process, and the 
PartialList, which represents the sound analysis results 
as a list of time-adjusted bandwidth-enhanced partials. 

The analyzer has many configuration settings,  and one 
central analyze() method, which runs the processing and 
data reduction and returns a partial list data structure. 
PartialList objects are composed of Partials (akin to 
tracks), which themselves consist of a list of Break-
points (each with time, frequency, amplitude, phase, and 
bandwidth members).  PartialLists support several kinds 
of iteration to process their components, and also sup-
port file I/O (in SDIF format) and resynthesis,  saving a 
reconstituted sound file. There are a collection of Loris 
utility functions that operate on PartialLists to offer op-
erations such as partial list distillation, collation,  and 
time dilation.

Loris is a complex C++ framework that includes sev-
eral stand-alone applications as well as a SWIG wrapper 
that allows users to script Loris processes in the Python 
language. Siren’s SWIG-generated interface and glue 
code provide access to Loris analyzers and partial lists 
as Smalltalk objects. These low-level interfaces are then 
used to implement abstract model classes in Siren. The 
model class LorisSound (a subclass of SampledSound, 
see the class tree in Figure 1) has a sample array (the 
original sound),  an analyzer configuration, and a partial 
list (the time-adjusted bandwidth-enhanced partial spec-
trum).

In addition to simple accessor methods (getters and 
setters for the data members), class LorisSound provides 
the partial list iterators mentioned above, special sound-
like methods (e.g., amplitude normalization), and the 
main analysis and resynthesis methods. As an example, 
look at the following condensed Smalltalk code for a 
simple Loris processing task; this method from class 
LorisSound will load a sound file and analyze it, saving 

the result as SDIF and playing the before and after 
sound files if the appropriate flags are set in the analyzer 
configuration.

Figure 1. Hierarchy of Sounds and LorisSounds
LorisSound.analyze
 "Run the Loris analyzer using the receiver's configuration, 
 then collate and distill; save SDIF and/or AIFF files and play 
 the output, depending on the configuration"
“declare temp vars -- declarations are optional in workspaces”
 | sndfile samples analyzer fenv dsize basenam durFloat |

"set up the analyzer"
 analyzer := Analyzer resolutionHz: configuration resolution.
 configuration amplEnv ifNotNil: 
   [analyzer buildAmpEnv: configuration amplEnv].

"read the snd file"
 sndfile := AiffFile filename: basenam. 
 samples := sndfile samples.
 durFloat := duration asSec value. “duration in windows”
 dsize := (durFloat / analyzer hopTime) truncated.

"run the analyzer"
 partials := analyzer analyze: samples srate: rate.
"plug the results into the receiver"
 self loadEnvelopes: analyzer size: dsize.

"create freq ref"
 fenv := Loris createFreqReference: partials
   minFreq: configuration minFreq 
   maxFreq: configuration maxFreq numSamps: dsize. 
 self fRefEnv: (LinearFunction fromLorisData: fenv 
   size: dsize duration: durFloat).
"channelize & process the data"
 Loris channelize: partials refFreqEnvelope: fenv refLabel: 1.
 self freqRefEnv: (LinearFunction fromLorisData: fenv 
     size: dsize duration: durFloat).

"now process: sift, collate, distill the partial list"
 Loris sift: partials.
 Loris distill: partials.
 Loris collate: partials.

"save/play output files"
 configuration saveSDIF ifTrue: [“save”].
 configuration saveOutput ifTrue: [“save”].
 configuration playResults ifTrue: [“play”].

To actually run this example within Siren, one has to 
initialize the glue code object by sending an initializa-
tion message to the Loris object in the namespace 
Siren.Loris; this looks like,
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 Siren.Loris.Loris initializeModule.
To create a LorisSound, plug in some analysis pa-

rameters, and run the process, a class factory method 
allows one to say,
 LorisSound fromFile: '1.2a1.aiff' 
   configuration: (LorisAnalysisConfiguration default).

Other operations available for partial lists include dy-
namic range compression,  masking, time/frequency 
shifting,  and morphing cross-synthesis. Multiple ver-
sions of the same LorisSound objects can be saved and 
restored to/from SDIF files or Siren s7-format files, 
based on settings in the analyzer configuration.

In the method above, we also see that several Siren 
model classes have special methods for interfacing with 
Loris objects, the best example being the message,
 LinearFunction fromLorisData: fenv 
    size: dsize duration: durFloat
which creates a Siren LinearFunction object given a 
Loris linear breakpoint envelope (a C pointer).

Given these facilities, tone can use Smalltalk as a 
scripting language for cross-synthesis with Loris. The 
Smalltalk class libraries include excellent support for 
file and directory manipulation, so that scripts are easily 
written that go through entire directories of source 
sounds analyzing each one with a collection of analyzer 
settings and saving the results in a database or in the 
user’s folders as SDIF or AIFF files.

The next step would now be to provide some manner 
of interactive GUI displays for Loris objects,  and to 
write controllers that provide access to the methods de-
scribed above. The simplest tool is the analyzer configu-
ration panel shown in the next Figure; it illustrates typi-
cal Loris analyzer settings (when set to a base resolution 
of 70 Hz).

Figure 2. Loris Analyzer Configuration Panel

The Smalltalk GUI construction tools make it a simple 
matter to build such dialog boxes, and to link their 
methods to a model class’  setter methods. To build more 
sophisticated GUIs for Loris, we need to use Siren’s 
audio-specific widget set [22].

The basic LorisEditor GUI (shown in Figure 3) has 
four main panes: two for sound views, one multi-
function view, and a spectrum view. Depending on the 
application, the sound views might represent an original 
and a resynthesized sound (for tuning analysis parame-
ters), or two different sounds (for morphing and cross-
synthesis). The menu bar at the top of the editor view 
contains items for all the important Loris functions: ana-
lyzer configuration and analysis/resynthesis, separate 
operations on time, frequency,  and amplitude compo-

nents of the subject partial list,  buttons to play the be-
fore or after sounds, and a button to bring up the view 
editor for rearranging the view’s panes.

Because of the flexibility of the Smalltalk environ-
ment, one can add new menu buttons or menu items or 
change the display methods at run-time (i.e., add a new 
feature or change display colors while the app’s run-
ning). This is especially useful for building new tools 
(the debugging phase), and for developing batch proc-
essing scripts based on methods in a GUI controller 
class. The Smalltalk compiler is also part of the runtime 
environment,  so that user methods can always create 
new classes or methods on-the-fly. There is much more 
to say about the Loris package in Siren (see 
http://fastlabinc.com/Siren/Workbook), but this brief 
introduction will suffice for the purposes of the current 
paper.

Figure 3.  Loris Editor with before/after sound 
views, extracted feature functions, and partial 
spectrum editor, operations are in the menu bar

4. USING CSL VIA SWIG
The CREATE Signal Library (CSL, pron “sizzle” [18]) 
is a framework for building digital audio synthesis and 
processing applications in C++. CSL has been used to 
write synthesis servers that respond to MIDI or Open-
SoundControl inputs, and for sound analysis and feature 
extraction applications.

As detailed in our previous ICMC papers, CSL pro-
vides an object model based on traditional unit generator 
objects that are connected via their I/O and control ports 
into DASP graphs. A CSL graph typically has an IO 
object as its root, in which case the IO object periodi-
cally sends the message nextBuffer() up the graph to 
trigger CSL signal processing.  The CSL class library 
includes a feature-rich set of unit generator classes for 
all common audio analysis, synthesis, processing ,  and 
multi-channel spatialization methods. The library relies 
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heavily on C++ multiple inheritance, with lightweight 
“mix-in” classes for composing behaviors such as write-
ability, streamability, effects with inputs, and cacheing.

One typically uses CSL by writing a C++ application 
that uses the CSL class library and runs as a stand-aolne 
server or as a plug-in for some audio host API (e.g., 
VST or CoreAudio). 

As with Loris, Siren uses a SWIG-generated interface 
and C-language glue code to create and trigger CSL 
object networks (DASP flow graphs) from within Small-
talk. Because the CSL model is based on the simple pro-
cedural unit generator model (like MusicN-style lan-
guages), Siren methods that create CSL graphs look 
very familiar to most users. As an example, the method 
below will construct a simple graph with a sine oscilla-
tor controlled by an ADSR envelope. The output is sent 
to a PortAudio IO object,  which is then turned on to 
play for several seconds.

CSLGraph.sineWithADSR
 "Create and run a simple CSL DSP graph consisting of a 
 Sine wave with an ADSR envelope."
“declare temp variables (optional)”
 | env sin out |
"Instrument: create a simple sine-with-envelope graph"
 env := ADSR dur: 2.0 att: 0.05 dec: 0.05 sus: 0.5 rel: 1.0.
 sin := Sine freq: 110 ampl: env.
"create an IO object and plug in the sine"
 out := PAIO s_rate: 44100 b_size: 1024 root: sin.
"Score: open the output, trigger the envelope, and start"
 out open.
 out start.
 env trigger.
"sleep a bit (3 sec)"
 3 seconds wait.
"shut down nicely"
 out clearRoot.
 out stop

This example could be translated line-for-line into 
most other synthesis languages as an instrument defini-
tion and a score or play command. As a second example, 
the method below uses a Smalltalk loop control struc-
ture to add 50 inputs to a mixer; each input is a stereo 
panning sine oscillator with random-walk envelopes for 
the frequency and position.

CSLGraph.randomOscillatorBank
 "Create and run a CSL DSP graph with 50 sine waves with 
 random-walk frequencies and stereo positions."
“declare temp variables”
 | out mix |
 out := PAIO sRate: 44100 bSize: 1024.   “IO guy”
 mix := Mixer chans: 2.  “stereo mixer”

 50 timesRepeat:  “loop 50 times”
  [ | osc pos pan freq |  “loop temps”
  freq := RandEnvelope   “create a rand env”
    frequency: 1.0 amplitude: 200.0 
    offset: 300.0 step: 50.0.
  osc := Sine freq: freq ampl: 0.005. “sine osc”
  pos := RandEnvelope new. “position envelope”

  pan := Panner in: osc pos: pos. “panner”
  mix addInput: pan].  “send to mixer”
 out := PAIO sRate: 44100 bSize: 1024 root: mix.
 out open; start.  “open and start output”
 30 seconds wait.  “play for 30 sec”
 out clearRoot; stop  “stop output”

As a final example, the following method creates a 
similar oscillator bank, but this time there are 16 oscilla-
tors and they are controlled by a MIDI fader/knob box 
(assumed to send out continuous controller messages for 
controllers in the range 48-63). It loops until its sched-
uler thread is stopped

CSLGraph.oscillatorBankWithMIDI
 "Create and run a CSL DSP graph with 16 sine waves under 
 MIDI fader control."
“create mixer, output and oscillator array”
 mix := Mixer chans: 2.
 out := PAIO s_rate: 44100 b_size: 1024 root: mix.
 oscBank := Array new: 16. “list of sines”

“set up osc bank and array”
 1 to: 16 do:   “loop 16 times”
  [ :index | | osc pos pan | “ma e a sine”
  osc := Sine frequency: 110.0 ampl: 0.05.
  pos := RandEnvelope new. “randmo panner”
  pan := Panner input: osc position: pos.
  mix addInput: pan.  “added to the mixer”
  oscBank at: index put: osc]. “and to the osc array”
"play"
 out open; start.

"Now set up the MIDI faders to control the oscillators"
 midi := MIDIPort new.
 midi openInput: #PC1600X. "controller name or #"
 midi startControllerCaching.
 midi startMIDIInput.
 ctrlrData := Array new: 16. “current values”
 freqData := Array new: 16 withAll: 0.  "cached values"
 ctrlrData gcCopyToHeap.  "so that you can pass the ptr to C"

 [EventScheduler isRunning] whileTrue:        “control loop”
     “read controllers from MIDI driver”
  [midi readControllersFrom: 48 to: 63 into: ctrlrData.
  1 to: 16 do: [ :index |  “if controller has changed, update”
   (ctrlrData at: index) = (freqData at: index) ifFalse:
    [freqData at: index put: (ctrlrData at: index).
    (oscBank at: index) setFrequency: 
                 (110.0 + ((ctrlrData at: index) * 4))]].
  (Delay forMilliseconds: 50) wait]. “loop delay”
“when done”
 out clearRoot; stop

The rapid-turn-around nature of the Smalltalk envi-
ronment makes debugging DASP graphs like these (and 
finding appropriate ranges for the control variables) 
much easier than it would be in C++ or Java, and the 
Smalltalk code database tools support version manage-
ment, roll-back,  releases,  incremental diffs, patches, etc. 
in an integral manner.
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For CSL, we use the standard Siren sound and func-
tion GUI editors to prepare input data and display and 
edit sound results. The basic multi-function editor is 
illustrated in Figure 4 above, which shows linear and 
exponential break-point envelopes, a sum-of-sines func-
tion,  and a spline curve.  Figure 5 below shows the sim-
ple Siren sound editor and its pop-up menu.

Once configured, CSL graphs created from Siren can 
respond to MIDI or OSC messages,  so that one can play 
a score using the standard Siren voices and have the 
commands processed by a CSL graph that shares Siren’s 
address space!

Figure 4. Siren Function Editor with ADSR, sum-
of-sines, and spline functions on display

Figure 5. Siren Sound Editor with a selection and 
pop-up menu for sounds

5. LPC
The two interfaces we will discuss next each use exter-
nal programs and parse their output files in order to pro-
vide editing or scripting functionality using Siren’s GUI 
tools and/or the Smalltalk language.

In the case of the LPC tools,  we needed a simple edi-
tor for fixing the pitch estimates delivered by the 
Csound linear-prediction analyzer lpanal. It proved to 
be quite simple to parse the binary format used by 
Csound to store LPC analysis data; each frame includes 
reflection coefficients, residual data, error factors, and 
pitch estimates. The file-loading code reads the analysis 
file and creates a Siren LPCSound object (with a collec-
tion of LPCFrame members), which has a Siren Func-
tion object for its pitch estimate data. Given this, it was 
trivial to customize Siren’s function editor (introduced 
in Figure 4 above) to add a few new operations that per-
form various kinds of data smoothing on pitch tracks. 

The tool shown in Figure 6 has buttons to toggle the 
various function displays on and off,  and to iteratively 
smooth the displayed data. The resulting massaged data 
can be rewritten to a formatted file for further process-
ing with Csound or any other tool that supports their 
LPC data file format.

Figure 6.  LPC Pitch Editor with several smooth-
ing algorithms; the buttons select among reduced 
versions of the input data

6. AUBIO
As the final example, we have integrated several tools 
from the aubio package (http://aubio.piem.org) for audio 
feature extraction, labeling, and segmentation into Siren. 
This was done by writing methods (mostly in the class 
SampledSound) that run aubio programs and parse the 
results. Smalltalk supports executing UNIX shell com-
mands and taking over their I/O streams, so it is easy, 
e.g., to take a musical sound and locate all the note on-
sets using the aubioonset program, setting the chosen 
note onset points as markers in the sound object (two 
sound markers are shown in the editor in Figure 5 
above). The aubionotes utility reads a sound file and 
generates a list of MIDI commands that correspond (if 
you’re lucky) to the sound’s pitch/time contour.

7. EVALUATION
The exposition above presented four very different 
methods of integration of scripting languages and 
graphical editors for existing DASP APIs. Each of these 
has different strengths and weaknesses, and each reflects 
both the back-end package it uses and the assumed ap-
plication for which it was designed.

The first two examples (Loris and CSL) both provide 
flexible interactive scripting languages for sophisticated 
and complex C++ frameworks by mirroring the class 
hierarchy and core methods in Smalltalk using the 
SWIG interface generator. This indeed gives the user the 
best of both worlds: a rapid-turn-around scripting devel-
opment tool with the performance of optimized C code 
for the numerical “heavy lifting.” This does, however, 
come at some expense, the SWIG interfaces can be 
complex (or time-consuming) to develop, and the inter-
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face and glue code must be regenerated whenever the 
underlying source is changed. (Luckily, both Loris and 
CSL are mature and stable.) There are some problems 
with SWIG’s support for multiple inheritance in its 
Smalltalk back-end (which is derived from the Java 
back-end). The current version simply ignores secon-
dary superclasses in C++ classes that have them, mean-
ing that special setter methods were needed in the Siren 
mirror classes for CSL.

For the case of Loris,  advanced interactive tools have 
been built to support sound analysis, partial list man-
agement, and cross-synthesis control. Because of the 
Smoke models of sounds and spectra, and the audio 
widgets in Siren, this package amounts to 2000 lines of 
code (LOC), about 40% of it auto-generated GUIs.  

As of this writing, CSL does not have any specially 
developed GUI tools, though a flow-chart “patch editor” 
would be easy, since there are quite powerful structured  
graphics editor packages for Smalltalk (e.g., [23]).

In both of these packages, there were initial problems 
with memory integrity, which lead to a dangling pointer 
in the Loris code causing the Smalltalk virtual machine 
to crash (very upsetting to a Smalltalk programmer). 
These cases have mostly been addressed by extensive 
exception handling (exception raising, actually, with a 
rich exception hierarchy for external interfaces and 
shared data pointer management) on the Smalltalk side 
of the glue code.

Given the fact that both Loris and CSL already sup-
ported SWIG, it is obvious that they are intended to be 
used with scripting languages such as Python or Tcl. 
Smalltalk is differentiated from these by its minimalist 
yet scalable syntax, long-term stability, comprehensive 
yet simple class libraries (with namespaces and package 
support, and thousands of available libraries), and  com-
prehensive integrated development environment (and 
GUI builder); all of these features are missing from 
most scripting languages. In contrast, however, to the 
scripting language du jour, Smalltalk has lamentably 
small market/mind share.

The latter two examples (Csound LPC and aubio’s 
analysis/segmentation) demonstrate techniques for 
building on top of existing batch programs by preparing 
and processing their I/O files. These cases are much 
simpler than the former two; neither involves the rich 
data models, but rather are incorporated into methods of 
existing classes, as in the example of the aubio-enabled 
message aSound getNoteOnsets or simple model refine-
ments as in LPC. The LPCSound/Frame/View/Editor 
classes each have only a few methods, and the whole set 
comes to less than 800 LOC.

In these cases, we have used the Siren class hierarchy 
to distribute the new functionality according to how it 
fits into the Siren object model; the new features inte-
grate well with other Siren methods and tools (e.g., take 
a Siren sound object and derive a Siren score from it). 
This technique might be appropriate for scripting lan-
guages for which sound/music libraries are available.

Siren supports both score description and sound proc-
essing, so that DASP processing scripts like those pre-
sented above can be integrated into scores (Siren event 
lists), and that special real-time driver objects (Siren 
voices) can be built for objects whose methods use ex-
ternal interface calls and shared data.

8. COMPARISONS
Comparing these tools to their nearest cousins, Kyma 

and SND, we find a number of similarities, and also 
several significant differences. Kyma’s model certainly 
incorporates score and sound object creation and per-
formance well, and its extensive set of graphical tools 
exhibit a remarkable collection of features.  The exten-
sion language for new DASP methods is partially Small-
talk and partially DSP code. Kyma assumes a custom 
DASP server farm (the Capybara), however.  The 
CCRMA clm/SND environment uses LISP as both the 
implementation and extension language, and has GUI 
editors for both sound and score data. While the tool set 
is sophisticated and cross-platform, it contains only a 
few tools and is rarely (if ever) extended.

There are obvious differences in design criteria be-
tween systems such as this and Max/MSP or PureData. 
We have chosen to continue to use a text-centric devel-
opment environment, and to support the object-oriented 
programming model.

SuperCollider offers a natural subject for comparison, 
especially since the language syntax and class library 
are both modeled on Smalltalk. As in the case of the 
Siren/CSL combination, SuperCollider also provides 
C++ as the language in which new unit generators can 
be written, and SuperCollider provides basic GUI con-
struction tools and a simple widget set. The primary 
difference is the Smalltalk development environment, 
especially the interactive debugger,  which makes code 
development much easier than with SuperCollider.

Compared to most scripting languages (e.g., Python, 
Lua,  or Ruby), Smalltalk is distinguished by its compre-
hensive class library (well over 1000 classes), integrated 
development environment (including source  code man-
agement tools and compile-and-go debugger), and high-
performance virtual machines. I should also mention 
stability; the Smalltalk programming language, core 
class libraries, and development tools have changed 
little over the 25 years that I’ve been using them.

9. CONCLUSIONS
With few exceptions,  software tools for audio analysis, 
signal processing and synthesis fall into the categories 
of closed interactive tools or non-graphical scripting 
languages. It has been our attempt to combine the best 
features of these worlds into one framework that pro-
vides both easy development of GUI applications for 
digital audio signal processing (DASP), and an extensi-
ble text-based programming (scripting) language with 
built-in libraries for DASP applications.

We described four recent developments that integrate 
different DASP systems with the Siren music/sound 
framework in the Smalltalk programming environment.  
In two of the cases (Loris and CSL), we built mirror 
class hierarchies, with Smalltalk classes and methods 
derived from the back-end package’s C++ design. These 
interfaces allowed us to use Smalltalk as a scripting lan-
guage for the high-performance back-end functions,  and 
to build or reuse GUI tools to operate on the DASP data. 
In the final two cases, we extended existing Smalltalk 
classes with methods that communicate with external 
processes either by reading formatted binary output files 
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or by forking out-board shell commands to run batch 
processes and parse their output. In each of these cases, 
new object models for scripting and custom GUI appli-
cations could be produced with alarmingly little code 
and quite a low cost of development using the best tools 
available.

We believe there is much more to be done in these 
areas,  and that many of the techniques described here 
would translate quite well to other languages, provided 
they had Siren’s rich object model and representations 
for music/sound objects and Smalltalk’s cross-platform 
integrated development environment, look-and-feel ag-
nostic GUI builder, and music/sound widget set.
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Addendum III:  FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel V4.0 
User’s Guide (excerpts, FASTLab, Inc. Technical Note, 
2007)
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The FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel (FMAK) User's Guide v4.0

The FASTLab Music Analysis Kernel (FMAK) is a software tool kit for constructing  music/sound 
databases and applications that need musical feature extraction, content segmentation, and 
genre classification. 

The FMAK API consists of the external specifications of a hierarchy of C++ classes for 
processing sound and interacting with relational databases, and a set or executable programs
for script-driven sing analysis, database normalization, and clustering.

The basic operations provided by the FMAK software are:
 0: Sound file loading (DB import of audio tracks)
 1: Detailed feature extraction (time-domain, frequency-domain, peak tracking, etc.)
 2: Multi-stage hierarchical time-segmentation
 3: Segment-based data averaging and pruning
 4: Database storage of song feature data
 5: Data clustering large feature databases
 6: Database cluster labeling (classification) and pruning
 7: Classification of new data

The system's executables are
 fbatcher - create batch scripts for bulk parallel song analysis
 fanalyzer - analyze a song and populate FTable and FRawSong DB tables
 fcleanup - remove left-over sound files after a crashed analyzer; log these to a blacklist
 fnormalizer - create a normalized SFongs table for a song set
 fclusterer - discover clusters in a set of DB songs

Each of these steps is presented in more detail below.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FMAK Quick User's Guide

Installation

 un-tar FMAK, CSL, and support libraries
  configure/make support libraries
 Set up Oracle or Postgres DB
 Edit FMAK_Tables_Oracle.sql, Linux/Makefile, and FMAK_Configuration.txt

Really quick user's guide

 cd ../Database   # optional: create/flush tables
 edit FMAK_Tables_Oracle.sql  # edit to taste
 RELOAD     # script loads FMAK_Tables_Oracle.sql

 cd ../Linux     # go to build directory
 edit Makefile    # edit to taste
 make clean
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 make all   # compile analyzer, batcher & clusterer
 make install # Copy these to /usr/local/bin if you want

 Create a new project folder; cd there
 Copy a Configuration.txt here

 edit Configuration.txt   # edit to taste

      # make song list (use your own files)
      # for incremental use, try "find -newer xaa ... "
 find -L ~/music -name \*\.mp3 -print > song_list.txt
     
      # make batch analyzer script
 fbatcher song_list.txt ~/music > populate.sh

      # split into batches of 2000 songs
 split -l 2000 populate.sh
 chmod +x xa?
 nohup xaa >& xaa_log.txt &    # fork batch scripts to fanalyzer
 nohup xab >& xab_log.txt &
 ...
      # some time later...

      # in SQL, check the analysis results
 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs;
 SELECT count(*) FROM FDTables WHERE RMS < 0.000001;
 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs WHERE TempoWeight < 0.2;
 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs WHERE SegmentWeight < 0.1;
 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs WHERE NumSegments < 3;
 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs WHERE NumSegments > 30;
 SELECT count(*) from FDTables WHERE STrackBirths < 0.2;
 SELECT count(*) from FDTables WHERE RMS < 0.00001;

 SELECT min(RMS), avg(RMS), max(RMS), stddev(RMS) FROM FDTables;
 SELECT min(DynamicRange), avg(DynamicRange), max(DynamicRange), stddev(DynamicRange) 
    FROM FDTables;
 SELECT min(SpectralCentroid), avg(SpectralCentroid), max(SpectralCentroid), 
    stddev(SpectralCentroid) FROM FDTables;
 SELECT min(TempoAvg), avg(TempoAvg), max(TempoAvg) FROM FRawSongs;
 SELECT min(SoloTempo), avg(SoloTempo), max(SoloTempo) FROM FRawSongs;

      # many more stats, see Processing.sql

      # Analysis post-processing -- filter outliers before normalization
      # Pruning the analysis database - set IgnoreMe = 1 for silent songs
 sudo -u postgres psql -d FMAK -f Cleanup.sql

      # more clean-up, see Processing.sql
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 fnormalizer  # run the DB normalizer, create FSongs table

      # Now use SQL to check the normalized song tables
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE TempoWeight < 0.1;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE SegmentWeight = 0;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE NumSegments = 0;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE NumSegments > 0.8;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE STrackBirths < 0.01;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE RMS < 0.01;

      # Dump FSongs to a CSV file (in PostgresSQL)
 \copy fsongs to ~/fsongs.csv csv force quote name, album, artist, title, genre, subgenre

      # Optional clean-up of FSongs
 UPDATE FSongssnew SET ClusteringStatus = 'Z' where FC_id in (SELECT FC_id 
    FROM FSongssnew 
    WHERE NumSegments <= 0);
  
      # Dump the min/max/avg/var/std-dev stats table
 SELECT * from FSongStats;

      # After building and normalizing, to have all records used by the clusterer, do this
 UPDATE FSongssnew SET ClusteringStatus = 'O' WHERE ClusteringStatus != 'Z';
 UPDATE FSongssnew SET ClusteringStatus = 'X' WHERE ClusteringStatus != 'Z';
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'X';

      # pick 5000 random songs for initial clustering
 UPDATE FSongs SET ClusteringStatus = 'X' WHERE FC_id IN 
  (Select * from (SELECT FC_id FROM FSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus != 'Z' ORDER BY 
dbms_random.value) 
   WHERE rownum <= 5000);

      # run clusterer - it dumps a load of messages
 fclusterer -p 10 -q 3 -k 10 -c 5 -a 0.5

      # print genre names of final cluster representatives
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE ClusteringID = 1;
 SELECT genre,subgenre FROM FRawSongs WHERE FC_ID in (select Song from FSongs WHERE Clus-
teringStatus = 'F');
 SELECT genre,subgenre FROM FRawSongs WHERE FC_ID in (select Song from FSongs WHERE Clus-
teringID = 1);
 SELECT Artist,Title FROM FRawSongs WHERE FC_ID in (select Song from FSongs WHERE Cluster-
ingStatus = 'F');
 SELECT min(ClusterDistance), max(ClusterDistance), avg(ClusterDistance), stddev(ClusterDistance) 
  FSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'M';

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Details

Creating Batches

A shell script (Linux/make_list) is provided that illustrates the use of the script-generation utilities,

 echo List files
 find -L /export/home/spope/music -name \*\.mp3 -print > song_list.txt
 echo Run batcher
 fbatcher song_list.txt /export/home/spope/music  > populate.sh
 echo Split song script
 split -l 4000 populate.sh
 chmod +x xa?
 rm song_list.txt populate.sh
 echo Made song batches
 wc -l xa?

This finds a list of song files (song_list.txt), then runs the fbatcher script generator on them creating 
the shell script file populate.sh, which it then splits into files of 4000 songs each, which the split 
command will name xaa, xab, etc. These can be run in aprallel as above.

To load a database in parallel batch mode, you first make a song file list from a database query 
or using the shell cmomand "find," as in,

 find -L /Content/Sound/Catalyst -name \*\.mp3 -print > SONG_LIST.txt

This command produces a list of fully-qualified names of the MP3 files; 
then you use the batch generator to make the final analysis script, as in,

 fbatcher SONG_LIST.txt /Content/Sound/Catalyst > BATCH.sh

The full command would be,

 fbatcher song_list_filename [path_to_songs] [path_to_Analyzer] > script_file

The path_to_songs defaults to "/export/home/spope/music/".
The path_to_FMAK_Analyzer defaults to "./".

The batcher command makes shell scripts, with [many] individual analysis command lines like,

 fanalyzer -s "/Content/Sound/Catalyst/Blues/Albert King & Stevie Ray Vaughan/In Session (Live)/
02 - Old Times.mp3" 
  -i "Albert King & Stevie Ray Vaughan" "In Session (Live)" "Old Times" "Blues"

These executable  scripts can be edited by hand and/or split into several files and run in parallel.
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The analyzer's configuration file holds variables that are assumed not to change within a batch, such as 
the DB user and table names and the peak tracker and segment analyzer settings. See the 
Configuration.txt file comments.

----

Using The Analyzer

The first stage of an FMAK application is building a database using the analyzer. 
The program takes numerous command-line options and reads a configuration file. 
Typical values for the analyzer's command line arguments are,

 fanalyzer -s song.mp3 -i song_title artist_name album_name genre/subgenre_name

or one can set the analysis window and hop sizes as in,

 fanalyzer -s test.aiff -r 1024 4096 4 -f 4096 1024 8192

The full analyzer usage message is,

 fanalyzer [-r] [-f] [-l] [-w] [-d DIR] [-s SOUND_FILE] [-i MetaDataStrings] [-x CONF_FILE] [-t] [-?] 
  -s file_name      # MP3, AIFF or WAV input file
  -r rmsWindow_size rmsHop_size # window and hop size for the RMS analysis
  -f fftWindow_size fftLen fftHop_size # for the FFT spectral analysis
  -l lpcWindow_size lpcOrder lpcHop_size # for the LPC analysis
  -w fwtWindow_size fwtLen fwtHop_size # wavelet analysis (not used in this version)
  -i artist album title genre    # 4 strings for meta-data
  -d DIRECTORY      # Specify the directory for FC dump
  -x CONF_FILE       # Specify configuration file [Configuration.txt]
  -o         # Overwrite song in DB (otherwise check and exit if present)
  -t          # Displays the parsed command parameters and exits.
  -?         # Displays this message

The analyzer runs in 4 stages: pre-processing (MP3 decoding), signal analysis, tracking/segmentation, 
and DB output. 
It prints four lines of text (one per-stage), as in,

 Loading sound file "/Content/Sound/Catalyst/Rock/Hard/LZ/07 - I Don't Wanna Go Down To The 
Basement.mp3"
 Analysis of 160.31 sec, 6905 windows, hop 1024  . . . . . . .   [ progress dots every 1000 windows = 22 sec ]
 Stage 2 processing -- segmenter confidence = 0.684 on config 0 with 5 segments -- avg verse = 5, solo 
verse = 2
 Database FC insert returned oid 29238 (29236, 29237)

For each song analyzed, one FSong record and two FTable records (average and peak song data) are in-
serted 
in the database (see the oids in the output message).

----
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Clean-up script and Black List files

On systems WHERE the analyzer crashes on some songs, we need to check for the left-over /tmp/xxx.aiff 
file, 
which we should remove and log its name to a "dead song list" file. The fcleanup utility does this, and is 
called after the analyzer in scripts generated by fbatcher. The black list file is typically called 
"song_list_failed.txt" and can be maintained across batches to skip broken songs.

----

Browsing the Analysis Database

The fields of the FMAK tables can be browsed using standard SQL tools, as in

 SQL:  SELECT count(*) from FTables;
   count 
  -------
    1470
  (1 row)

or

 SQL:  SELECT Title,Tempo from FRawSongs WHERE Name like '%Truckin%';
    title   |  tempo  
  ----------+---------
   Truckin_ | 126.359
  (1 row)

SQL script can obviously be written for many kinds of data mining; see the file Processing.sql for exam-
ples.
See also the Database SQL table definitions for details of the FTables and FSongs tables.

In SQL, check the analysis results

 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs;
 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs WHERE TempoWeight < 0.2;
 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs WHERE SegmentWeight < 0.2;
 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs WHERE NumSegments < 1;
 SELECT count(*) from FRawSongs WHERE NumSegments > 8;
 SELECT count(*) from FTables WHERE STrackBirths < 0.2;
 SELECT count(*) from FTables WHERE RMS < 0.005;
 SELECT min(RMS), max(RMS), avg(RMS), stddev(RMS) 
  FROM FTables, FRawSongs 
  WHERE FRawSongs.AvgFT = FTables.oid;
 SELECT min(SpectralCentroid), max(SpectralCentroid), avg(SpectralCentroid), stddev(SpectralCen-
troid) 
  FROM FTables, FRawSongs  
  WHERE FRawSongs.AvgFT = FTables.oid;
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 UPDATE FRawSongs set IgnoreMe = 1 
   WHERE FRawSongs.AvgFT = FTables.oid AND FTables.RMS < 0.00005;


----

Database Normalization and Songs tables

The analyzer stage populates the tables FRawSongs and FTables. The next step is to run the normalizer, 
which reads these tables and joins and normalizes them into the tables FSongs and FSongStats, which are 
used by the clusterer and later tools.

To run the normalizer, simply say,

 fnormalizer [-x conf_file_name]

This talks to the database and does the big table join, then normalizes all the features in the reduced song 
table to the range 0.0 - 1.0. It prints out a table of the min/max/avg, etc of the table columns (see below). 
Afterwards, you can get the statistics of the FSongs or FSongStats tables to see the distribution of data in 
the song set.

FNormalizer update loop
                 RMS min:            0 max:     0.638273 avg:     0.202503 var:     0.016578 dev:     0.128756
                Peak min:            0 max:      1.70248 avg:     0.561167 var:     0.129063 dev:     0.359253
               LPRMS min:            0 max:      2.41038 avg:       1.0482 var:     0.141003 dev:     0.375504
               HPRMS min:            0 max:      1.66038 avg:     0.504619 var:    0.0632947 dev:     0.251584
       ZeroCrossings min:            0 max:          122 avg:      46.6459 var:      517.531 dev:      22.7493
        DynamicRange min:            0 max:      2.74092 avg:       2.2039 var:     0.331195 dev:     0.575495
      BassDynamicity min:            0 max:     0.761808 avg:    0.0486035 var:    0.0270738 dev:     0.164541
         StereoWidth min:            0 max:      5.90478 avg:      1.47027 var:      0.82816 dev:     0.910033
    SpectralCentroid min:            0 max:      377.162 avg:      219.996 var:      5399.51 dev:      73.4814
       SpectralSlope min:            0 max:       6.0231 avg:     0.976817 var:     0.456675 dev:     0.675777
     SpectralVariety min:            0 max:            0 avg:            0 var:            0 dev:            0
     SpectralBandMax min:            0 max:      3.86842 avg:      1.41041 var:      0.49113 dev:     0.700806
       SpectralBand1 min:  2.60892e-05 max:  0.000772201 avg:  0.000108878 var:  2.89769e-09 dev:  5.38302e-05
       SpectralBand2 min:   0.00224808 max:      24.8371 avg:      4.38678 var:      17.4146 dev:      4.17308
       SpectralBand3 min:   0.00119272 max:      17.7021 avg:      2.50758 var:      7.20049 dev:      2.68337
       SpectralBand4 min:  0.000196144 max:      14.1982 avg:      1.39699 var:      3.57826 dev:      1.89163
        STrackBirths min:            0 max:      0.37037 avg:    0.0522794 var:   0.00191105 dev:    0.0437156
        STrackDeaths min:            0 max:      1.16993 avg:    0.0603716 var:    0.0145724 dev:     0.120716
           MFCCFirst min:      -118.78 max:      169.699 avg:      56.4418 var:      2818.36 dev:      53.0883
             MFCCMax min:            0 max:      169.699 avg:       73.138 var:      1293.06 dev:      35.9591
             MFCCAvg min:     -9.19571 max:      21.4349 avg:      9.94827 var:      36.8496 dev:      6.07039
          MFCCCoeff1 min:      -118.78 max:      169.699 avg:      56.4418 var:      2818.36 dev:      53.0883
          MFCCCoeff2 min:     -1.44906 max:      62.9001 avg:       31.079 var:      146.024 dev:       12.084
          MFCCCoeff3 min:     -33.5341 max:      22.7758 avg:     -10.5886 var:      112.551 dev:       10.609
          MFCCCoeff4 min:     -17.2099 max:      27.8341 avg:      10.5636 var:      51.6905 dev:      7.18961
          MFCCCoeff5 min:     -20.3937 max:      11.0799 avg:     -5.94154 var:      29.1382 dev:      5.39798
          MFCCCoeff6 min:     -7.94511 max:      14.0219 avg:      4.41656 var:      16.8747 dev:      4.10788
            TempoAvg min: -8.30009e+09 max:      161.499 avg:  -5.1093e+07 var:  3.85185e+17 dev:  6.20633e+08
         TempoWeight min:   -0.0497702 max:            1 avg:     0.509449 var:    0.0734053 dev:     0.270934
       SegmentWeight min:            0 max:     0.970628 avg:     0.294231 var:    0.0448967 dev:     0.211889
         NumSegments min:            0 max:           40 avg:      6.56622 var:      15.1823 dev:      3.89645
        SoloCentroid min:            0 max:      42.5496 avg:      1.28435 var:      8.07588 dev:      2.84181
         SoloVariety min:            0 max:            0 avg:            0 var:            0 dev:            0
        SoloDynRange min:            0 max:      73.6013 avg:      1.34368 var:      12.0413 dev:      3.47006
             SoloRMS min:            0 max:      1.60154 avg:     0.801719 var:     0.142607 dev:     0.377634
           SoloTempo min: -3.94366e-08 max:      4.53165 avg:      1.80573 var:     0.802812 dev:     0.895998
FNormalizer done

Now use SQL to check the normalized song tables
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE TempoWeight < 0.1;
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 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE SegmentWeight = 0;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE NumSegments = 0;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE NumSegments > 0.8;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE STrackBirths < 0.01;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE RMS < 0.01;
 SELECT * from FSongStats;

See the file Processing.sql for examples.

----

Running the Clusterer

The FMAK clusterer searches the database to reduce a set of the songs into "clusters" of like data. 
To use it, you start with a subset of the songs in which you set the ClusteringStatus flag 'X'.
The ClusteringStatus values are,

 NON_PARTICIPANT = 'O',  // signifies a data point is not a participant for clustering
 PARTICIPANT   = 'X',  // signifies a data point is a participant for clustering but hasn't been read in
 PRECLUSTERING  = 'P',  // signifies a data point is in the process of being pre-clustered
 PRE_REPRESENTATIVE= 'R',  // signifies a data point is a representative in a pre-clustered partition
 FINAL_CLUSTERING = 'C',  // signifies a data point is in the process of being clustered in the final run
 FINAL_REPRESENTATIVE = 'F',  // signifies a data point is a final representative
 FINAL_CLUSTER_MEMBER = 'M', // final cluster member (i.e., already clustered)
 TEMP_CLUSTER_MEMBER  = 'T', // temp state
 NO_CLUSTER_MEMBER    = 'Z'  // outlier

To select an initial random set of songs as clustering participants in Postgres,

      # reset all
 UPDATE FSongs SET ClusteringStatus = 'O';
      # make a new random selection
 UPDATE FSongs SET ClusteringStatus = 'X' WHERE OID in (SELECT OID FROM FSongs ORDER BY 
RANDOM() LIMIT 720);
      # or select all
 UPDATE FSongs SET ClusteringStatus = 'X';
 SELECT count(*) FROM FSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'X';

In Oracle,

 SELECT count(*) FROM FSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'X';
 UPDATE FSongs SET ClusteringStatus = 'O';
 UPDATE FSongs SET ClusteringStatus = 'X' WHERE FC_id IN 
  (Select * from (SELECT FC_id FROM FSongs ORDER BY dbms_random.value) WHERE rownum <= 
2000);

To see the songs selected,

 SELECT genre FROM FRawSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'X';

 SELECT count(*) FROM FRawSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'X';
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 SELECT oid FROM FRawSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'X';
 SELECT FC_ID FROM FRawSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'X';

The clusterer command is executed with command-line options to configure the clustering partition 
pools. 
The options are:
 -p [NUM]  - Number of pre-clustering partitions (2 - 10)
 -q [NUM]  - Pre-clustering partition factor(3)
 -k [NUM]  - Desired number of Clusters (4 - 50)
 -c [NUM]  - Representatives per cluster (2 - 15)
 -a [NUM]  - Representative scaling factor (0.2 - 0.7)
  [OPTIONAL_FLAGS]:
 -x [STR]  - configuration file name [Configuration.txt]
 -t        - Displays the parsed command parameters and exits
 -?        - Displays this message

Typical values (for a database of about 5000 entries):

 fclusterer -p 4 -q 3 -k 20 -c 8 -a 0.4

The clusterer reads FMAK_Configuration.txt for DB table names and logs its progress verbosely, as in,

[paros:/export/home/spope/FMAK/Linux] fclusterer -p 4 -q 3 -k 20 -c 10 -a 0.4

- - - - - - - PRE CLUSTERING ROUND - - - - - - - 

        Input Space Size     : 5000
        Partitions           : 4
        Partition Sizes      : 1250
        Clusters / Partition : 417

Cluster run #0 clustering 1250 data points...
Cluster run #0 found 541 representatives.
Updating representative data points to new status (541)
Updating non-representative data points status (709)
Cluster run #0 done. 

Cluster run #1 clustering 1250 data points...
Cluster run #1 found 486 representatives.
Updating representative data points to new status (486)
Updating non-representative data points status (764)
Cluster run #1 done. 

Cluster run #2 clustering 1250 data points...
Cluster run #2 found 480 representatives.
Updating representative data points to new status (480)
Updating non-representative data points status (770)
Cluster run #2 done. 
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Cluster run #3 clustering 1250 data points...
Cluster run #3 found 517 representatives.
Updating representative data points to new status (517)
Updating non-representative data points status (733)
Cluster run #3 done. 

- - - - - - - CLUSTERING FINAL REPRESENTATIVES - - - - - - - - 

Final cluster run clustering 2024 data points...
Final cluster run found 74 representatives.
Number of Clusters constructed   : 7024
Number of Clusters destructed    : 7004
Number of DataPoints constructed : 0
Number of DataPoints destructed  : 50927

Updating non-representative data points status(1950)

Marking final cluster 1 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 2 with 10 reps
Marking final cluster 3 with 10 reps
Marking final cluster 4 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 5 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 6 with 3 reps
Marking final cluster 7 with 4 reps
Marking final cluster 8 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 9 with 4 reps
Marking final cluster 10 with 10 reps
Marking final cluster 11 with 10 reps
Marking final cluster 12 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 13 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 14 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 15 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 16 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 17 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 18 with 1 reps
Marking final cluster 19 with 10 reps
Marking final cluster 20 with 2 reps
endl << Final cluster run done. 

- - - - - - - LABELING DB ITEMS - - - - - - - - 

Reading cluster member table
Reading cluster representative table

RunLabelingRound on 4926 points with 74 cluster reps

- - - - - - - POST-PROCESSING DB - - - - - - - - 

Run post processing 
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- - - - - - - CLUSTERER DONE - - - - - - - - 

----

Output Processing

When clustering is done, test with,

 SELECT count(*) FROM FSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'F';
 SELECT Artist,Album,Title FROM FSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'F';
 SELECT genre,subgenre FROM FSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'F';
 SELECT distinct clusterid FROM FSongs WHERE ClusteringStatus = 'F';

Count clusters
 SELECT distinct ClusterID FROM FSongs;
 SELECT count(*) from FSongs WHERE ClusterID = 
 SELECT Artist,Title FROM FSongs WHERE ClusterID = 

The following query will display the all the clusters and the size of each cluster

 SELECT ClusterId, count(*) as ClusterSize 
  FROM FSongs 
  WHERE ClusterId is not null AND ClusteringStatus = 'F'
  GROUP BY ClusterId;

gather most common genre in cluster

Cluster genre histograms

Re-cluster = Select a cluster and set ClusteringStatus = 'X';

----

Working Incrementally

All of the FMAK components are designed by be run separately and incrementally.

To generate a list of new songs, use the find command in make_list script, but add the clause "-newer xaa"
i.e., find new songs since the last batch analysis.

The analyzer data run from the resulting script will be added to FTables and FRawSongs, but there will be 
no corresponding normalized record in the FSongs table (with the FC_ID of the FRawSongs record).
A simple DB join script would add these to the FSongs table, and the normalizer recognizes these records 
because their normalized flag is zero; it can scale them to the existing min/max.

The clusterer looks at a DB and selects files that have ClusteringStatus = 'X' which means that you can 
have
several clustering batches mixed in a DB.
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col TAB# new_value TAB NOPRINT
select chr(9) TAB# from FSongs;
set colsep "&TAB"

set pages 0 feed off
set colsep '|'
column c0 Format a40
column c1 Format a20
set linesize 2000
set trimspool on
set echo off
set feedback off
spool FSongs.txt
select FRawSongs.Artist c0, FRawSongs.Title c0, FRawSongs.Genre c1, FRawSongs.SubGenre c1,
  FSongs.Duration, 
  FSongs.RMS, FSongs.Peak, FSongs.LPRMS, FSongs.HPRMS, FSongs.ZeroCrossings, 
FSongs.DynamicRange, 
  FSongs.TempoAvg, FSongs.TempoWeight, FSongs.SegmentWeight, FSongs.NumSegments,
  FSongs.BassDynamicity, FSongs.StereoWidth,
  FSongs.SpectralCentroid, FSongs.SpectralSlope, FSongs.SpectralVariety, FSongs.SpectralBandMax, 
  FSongs.SpectralBand1, FSongs.SpectralBand2, FSongs.SpectralBand3, FSongs.SpectralBand4,
  FSongs.STrackBirths, FSongs.STrackDeaths, FSongs.MFCCFirst, FSongs.MFCCMax, 
FSongs.MFCCAvg,
  FSongs.MFCCCoeff1, FSongs.MFCCCoeff2, FSongs.MFCCCoeff3, FSongs.MFCCCoeff4, 
FSongs.MFCCCoeff5, FSongs.MFCCCoeff6,
  FSongs.SoloCentroid, FSongs.SoloVariety, FSongs.SoloDynRange, FSongs.SoloRMS, 
FSongs.SoloTempo
 from FSongs JOIN FRawSongs 
 ON FSongs.FC_id = FRawSongs.FC_id and FSongs.Duration > 0 ;
spool off

 -- and rownum < 10;
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Building the FMAK Utilities

This is the build log from "make all" in the current version.

[paros:/export/home/spope/FMAK/Linux] make all

CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/FMAK.o ../Source/FMAK.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/FeatureTable.o ../Source/FeatureTable.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/Genre.o ../Source/Genre.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/Analyzer.o ../Source/Analyzer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/BeatAnalyzer.o ../Source/BeatAnalyzer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/SpatialAnalyzer.o 
../Source/SpatialAnalyzer.cpp
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CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/SpectralAnalyzer.o 
../Source/SpectralAnalyzer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/LPCAnalyzer.o ../Source/LPCAnalyzer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/PeakExtractor.o ../Source/PeakExtractor.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/PeakTracker.o ../Source/PeakTracker.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/SegmentAnalyzer.o 
../Source/SegmentAnalyzer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/TempoAnalyzer.o 
../Source/TempoAnalyzer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/PitchAnalyzer.o ../Source/PitchAnalyzer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/DB_IO.o ../Source/DB_IO.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/DB_IO_Oracle.o -I../Oracle/sdk/include 
../Source/DB_IO_Oracle.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/ConfigLoader.o ../Source/ConfigLoader.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/Driver.o -I../Oracle/sdk/include 
../Drivers/Driver.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/AnalysisDriver.o -I../Oracle/sdk/include 
../Drivers/AnalysisDriver.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/CSL_Core.o 
../../CSL/CSL/Kernel/CSL_Core.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/CGestalt.o 
../../CSL/CSL/Kernel/CGestalt.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/Variable.o ../../CSL/CSL/Kernel/Variable.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/RingBuffer.o 
../../CSL/CSL/Kernel/RingBuffer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/SoundFile.o ../../CSL/CSL/IO/SoundFile.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/Window.o 
../../CSL/CSL/Sources/Window.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/Oscillator.o 
../../CSL/CSL/Sources/Oscillator.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/Filters.o ../../CSL/CSL/Processors/Filters.cpp
CC obj/FMAK.o obj/FeatureTable.o obj/Genre.o obj/Analyzer.o obj/BeatAnalyzer.o obj/SpatialAnalyzer.o obj/SpectralAnalyzer.o 
obj/LPCAnalyzer.o obj/PeakExtractor.o obj/PeakTracker.o obj/SegmentAnalyzer.o obj/TempoAnalyzer.o obj/PitchAnalyzer.o 
obj/DB_IO.o obj/DB_IO_Oracle.o obj/ConfigLoader.o obj/Driver.o obj/AnalysisDriver.o  obj/CSL_Core.o obj/CGestalt.o 
obj/Variable.o obj/RingBuffer.o obj/SoundFile.o  obj/Window.o obj/Oscillator.o  obj/Filters.o   -L/usr/local/lib -lm -lsndfile 
-lfftw3f -ltsp -lmad -L/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/lib -locci -lclntsh  -o fanalyzer
echo fanalyzer built; echo
fanalyzer built

CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -I../Oracle/sdk/include -c -o obj/NewBatchDriver.o 
../Drivers/NewBatchDriver.cpp
CC obj/NewBatchDriver.o obj/ConfigLoader.o -L/usr/local/lib -lm -lsndfile -lfftw3f -ltsp -lmad 
-L/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/lib -locci -lclntsh  -o fbatcher
echo fbatcher built; echo
fbatcher built

CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/SweepUp.o ../Drivers/SweepUp.cpp
CC obj/SweepUp.o -L/usr/local/lib -lm -lsndfile -lfftw3f -ltsp -lmad -L/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/lib -locci 
-lclntsh  -o fcleanup
echo fcleanup built; echo
fcleanup built

CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -o obj/NormalizationDriver.o 
-I../Oracle/sdk/include ../Drivers/NormalizationDriver.cpp
CC obj/DB_IO.o obj/DB_IO_Oracle.o obj/ConfigLoader.o obj/NormalizationDriver.o -L/usr/local/lib -lm -lsndfile -lfftw3f -ltsp 
-lmad -L/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/lib -locci -lclntsh  -o fnormalizer
echo fnormalizer built; echo
fnormalizer built
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CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -I../Oracle/sdk/include -c -o obj/Clusterer.o 
../Source/Clusterer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -c -I../Oracle/sdk/include -o obj/ClustererDataPoint.o 
../Source/ClustererDataPoint.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -I../Oracle/sdk/include -c -o 
obj/HierarchicalClusterer.o ../Source/HierarchicalClusterer.cpp
CC -I../Source -I/usr/local/include -I../../CSL/CSL/Includes -fast -erroff  -I../Oracle/sdk/include -c -o obj/ClusteringDriver.o 
../Drivers/ClusteringDriver.cpp
CC obj/Clusterer.o obj/ClustererDataPoint.o obj/HierarchicalClusterer.o  obj/DB_IO.o obj/DB_IO_Oracle.o obj/ConfigLoader.o 
obj/ClusteringDriver.o -L/usr/local/lib -lm -lsndfile -lfftw3f -ltsp -lmad -L/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/lib -locci 
-lclntsh  -o fclusterer
echo fclusterer built; echo
fclusterer built

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The FMAK API 

[Deleted from this version of the document; see App. A.II.]
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The End

Siren 5.2 (2003) system screen shot with a multi-function editor, two Smalltalk 
code browsers on the Siren code, and a score notation view on an event 
generator.
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